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Chapter 1. A First Quick Look at your
Data
1.1. Introduction
May 2011. Changes from version Feb 2011: Updated the pipeline descriptions for spectroscopy in
Chap 3, especially for unchopped line and range; added SplitOnOff pipeline script description. This
has been written for track 7 of HIPE, but would also be valid for tracks 6 and 8.
Welcome to the PACS data reduction guide (PDRG) #. We hope you have got some good data from
PACS and want to get stuck in to working with them. In this guide we will (i) show you how to have
a first quick look at the automatic pipeline-reduced data as gotten from the HSA, (ii) explain how
data are gathered by PACS and hence how they are structured, and summarise the pipeline steps, (iii)
show you how to go through the pipeline yourself, following the scripts that are provided via the HIPE
menu, (iv) show you how to inspect the products you produce as you proceed through the pipeline,
and (v) discuss the more complex issues to do with the pipeline reduction including a flow chart of
the pipelines and examples of what you should get at each stage.
Everything in this guide is geared towards explaining how to pipeline process your data. Further topics
that are useful for really knowing your data or for interacting with them in a more advanced manner
can be found in additional documentation, as we list below. This guide is aimed at those who are
new to HIPE and new to PACS, and it is the first PACS data reduction document you should read. It
will take a while to get used to HIPE and to reducing PACS data, so allow yourself a lot of patience;
satellite sub-mm data are complex because the detectors and the observing requirements are, and the
pipeline has to deal with this. Our aim with this guide is to teach by doing: we will take you through
the pipeline as a tutorial, so you can learn what to do and how to inspect what you have done. We
do recommend that you actually read this PDRG, from beginning to end, at the same time as you are
following the pipeline scripts (Chaps 3 and 5). If you do not like to read data reduction guides then
you could instead only follow the pipeline scripts—but in that case, caveat emptor, because while the
scripts have many embedded comments that say what the tasks are doing and show how to plot data,
they do not include any warnings, hints, or explanations.
HIPE is the Herschel Interactive data Processing Environment. HIPE is not just for running the
pipeline, it provides an environment in which you can also analyse data using tools provided or by
writing your own scripts. In HIPE you can write scripts to do any type of manipulation, mathematics,
reformatting, analysis, or fitting on your data. It uses jython (python, java) which are both languages
well worth learning. Note that while python and java can be used within HIPE, the actual language is
(H)DP, that is the (Herschel) Data Processing language. So some jython-ese will not work and there
are additional capabilities that have been programmed into HIPE that are unique.
There are a number of other documents you should read before and along with this one. This may
sound boring, but it is necessary. While the PDRG is meant to be complete, it is not stand-alone: we
do not describe the elements of HIPE, the GUIs, and scripting, rather we direct you to the relevant
documents.
First, you should consult the AOT release notes on the Herschel Science Centre website, and
the associated documentation (e.g. Observer's Manual and Performance and Calibration documents), these being important for informing you of the current state of the instrument and the calibration. Temporary calibration issues are not included in the PDRG, they are up to you to apply
outside of the pipeline. Information about spectral leakages, sensitivity, saturation limits, and PSFs
can also be found there. These various documents can be found on the HSC website, e.g. for the OT1
call these are found under "AOT Release Status" (see here) and "OT1 Documentation" (see here). As
these web-site links will change with time, you can also find the PACS calibration information on
the public wiki: here.
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The guides that introduce you to HIPE and to the post-pipeline capabilities of HIPE, and which are
available from the Help page you can access via the HIPE Help#Help Contents menu, are:
1) A guide to HIPE itself is the HIPE Owners Guide (HOG and you should also see the Quick Start
Guide (QSG). These tell you how to start up and work in HIPE and the easiest way to extract data
from the Herschel Science Archive (HSA).
2) The Data Analysis Guide (DAG) tells you about the tools that are provided in HIPE for you to
do your data analysis (everything you do after your pipeline data reduction) and inspection of your
spectra, cubes or images.
3) The Scripting and Data Mining guide (SaDM) contains a lot of information about working in HIPE
with arrays, the DP syntax and working therein, doing mathematics and so on.
4) The HIPE help page also has a search capability, in which you can search in specific documentation
for keywords.
5) The Herschel Products Definitions Document (PDD), a Herschel reference document, which describes the layout and terminology of the instrument-specific products.
More advanced PACS documents are:
1) PACS Pipeline Reference document (PPR). This discusses the more advanced details of the pipeline
tasks, that which cannot fit in their so-called URM entries (see 2 below). It also includes sections on:
optimal extraction, the PACS-specific data-inspection GUIs, Masks, PACS product layout, combining
PACS and SPIRE data, and much more.
2) For a description of the pipeline tasks we refer you to their URM entries. Where longer descriptions
are necessary, these will be included in the PPR.
3) The Developer Reference Manual (a.k.a. API or DRM), which gives you information about the java
classes that underlie the DP system. i.e. it shows you how to use the classes, useful for when you wish
to start scripting yourself. This will be very difficult to understand at first if you are not a (java or
python) programmer, but hopefully some of the examples provided in this guide will also help you.
There is an HCSS DRM and a PACS DRM.
4) There is also a link to a page of PACS public documents, this can be found on the HIPE help page
under the PACS documents. This page will become more populated with time.

1.2. Structure of this guide
In this first chapter we explain how to get your observations from the HSA, something of their structure, and how look at your Level 2 product, that is data which has already been fully pipeline-processed
via a standard pipeline script. Hence, in this chapter you are doing no data reduction. In Chap. 2 we
summarise the data reduction steps from Level 0 (minimally processed) to Level 2 (science quality),
and explain a little more about how the data are structured. Chap. 3 takes you through the pipelines
for the various spectrometer AOTs, with description about what you are doing at each stage. In Chap.
4 issues of interest or concern surrounding the spectroscopy pipelines are included. Chap. 5 is the
pipeline for the photometer, and Chap. 6 includes detail on the more advanced/interactive parts of
running the photometry pipeline. Chap. 7 explains how to run MadMap.
If you want to simply start reducing your data, go straight to Chap. 3 or 5.

1.3. A quick-look at your data
Your observations have been performed, now you probably want to know what they look like. This
section will show you how to grab the fully pipeline-processed data and look at them.
Start up HIPE. If you followed the installation instructions this should be a matter of simply typing
"hipe" on your command line or clicking on an icon. To simply inspect PACS data you should be
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able to work with 2GB of memory assigned to HIPE, but for pipeline-processing or if you want to
manipulate the data you almost certainly will need more. In any case, assign all the memory you have
spare. To increase the memory allocation you can either change it on the HIPE command line, in the
Console tab—but the allocation will go back to default next time you start HIPE—or you can edit one
of the "hcss properties files" before starting HIPE. For instructions, see the HOG. If HIPE runs low
on memory (it has a tracking bar to show memory use) it will freeze and you may have to kill your
session, so don't stint on allocating memory.
When you start up HIPE go into the Work Bench; the HOG (chaps 3, 4, 5) tells you what the various
tabs in the Work Bench are for and how to customise your view. It is in the Console section that you
type commands, and in the Editor section that any new task GUIs or viewers will open.
Note: if you start up HIPE and you get a pop-up telling you to install the calibration products, see Sec.
3.5 (spectroscopy) or Sec. 5.2 (photometry) to know what that means. You do not need to know about
this until you start to reduce your data, and you can update, or not, at any time you please.

1.3.1. What are you looking for?
It is a good idea to look at the Level 2 product(s) from your ObservationContext before you begin
your own data reduction (see Chap. 2 for an explanation of the Levels). Inspecting the automatically-reduced products will allow you to see what it is you should be comparing your subsequent data
reduction efforts to. The data you get from the HSA have been processed through the SPG, that is the
standard product generation or the automatic, pipeline. The PACS team recommends that you always
re-reduce the data yourself. The difference between the SPG results and what you will produce depends partially on the data and your AOT. For very simple PACS photometry observations of brightish point sources, for example, you can improve on the deglitching but your map will probably look
very similar to the one from the HSA. For spectroscopy you can improve the flatfielding and you may
want to experiment with deglitching and wavelength resampling, but for single grating+nod repetition
AOTs your final cube will otherwise also look similar to that which you get from the HSA. However,
spectra with several repetitions and maps of extended sources will improve with your own reductions,
and in addition it is a good idea to check the intermediate products to ensure that all is well with your
data. Note also that the SPG pipeline does not combine separate AORs (e.g. photometry scan and
cross-scan or spectroscopy on- and off-pointings for unchopped range scans). Finally, the data from
the HSA will have been reduced with a particular version of HIPE and its particular set of calibration
files and pipeline tasks, and these may not be the most recent we have released. We always recommend
that you re-reduce the data with the very latest pipeline script and calibration files that you can.
When you look at your Level 2 product you will be checking, of course, the basic facts (e.g. RA and
Dec), and whether the maps (photometry) or spectral images and spectra (spectroscopy) show that your
source is there. For photometry it will be interesting to see if there are any of the typical features that
indicate the map-making could be improved upon—dark dips around the source indicating inadequate
source masking, or striping in the background indicating that the 1/f noise (and any other) has not
been completely removed, or too many glitches still present (or too many removed). For spectroscopy
you can look to see if there is any fringing-like noise structure in the continuum, indicating that the
flatfielding can be improved upon, or too many NaNs, indicating that the spectral resampling can be
improved upon. (What all of this means will be explained in the subsequent chapters.)
For spectroscopy the fully processed products are cubes, that is data with two spatial axes and one
spectral axis (the PACS spectrometer is an integral field spectrograph). For photometry the fully-processed data are a stack of frames (images/maps). For spectroscopy, at Level 2 there are two types of
cubes, and for photometry there are two types of maps. These are explained later in this chapter.

1.3.2. First: get your observation
1.3.2.1. Definitions: ObservationContext and pool
To start working you of course need to get hold of your data. You will either have been given it by
someone, possibly in the form of a tarball, or you will extract it from the HSA. After you have the entire
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dataset you need to read it into HIPE and at the same time extract from it the "ObservationContext".
This ObservationContext contains your observation. It can be thought of as a container of data products
that belong to a specific observation; and ObservationContext is the HIPE class of this container.
Within are the actual astronomical observation—raw and automatically pipeline-reduced—and the
intermediate data products that were used to process the observation by the automatic pipeline, such
as: spacecraft pointing, time synchronisation data, the satellite orbit, the parameters you entered in
HSPOT when you submitted the proposal, and the calibration tables the data were reduced with.
When working with your observation in HIPE you can either hold it in memory the whole time, or
you can periodically save the data to disc. The latter is recommended, because if HIPE crashes you
will lose everything that was held in memory. To save small datasets to disc you can save them as
single FITS files, but for larger datasets, including ObservationContexts, you need to save them to a
"pool" (see chap. 1 of the DAG for an explanation of pools).
On disc a pool is simply a directory of data organised in a Herschel-unique way, and in HIPE a pool
can be thought of as a pointer to this directory. HIPE needs to have data organised in a very specific
way so that it can work with them, for example so the associations between the individual products
of an ObservationContext can be made. Hence the need for pools. By default HIPE expects the pool
directories to be located off of [HOME]/.hcss/lstore. The data are held in these directories individually
as FITS files, but, as said, organised in a very specific way. Because the data in a pool are linked to
each other, it is necessary to use the tasks we provide to inspect, query, and access them. You cannot
simply read a single FITS file from a pool into HIPE and necessarily expect that you can do something
with it. Note that you can have more than one observation and more than one type of Herschel product
contained in a pool, but it is wise not to put too many different things in a single pool.
An example of a pool on disc: if your data are in "/MyBigDisc/me/PACSpools/13421111", then
13421111 is the name of your pool and it should look something similar to:
> ls /MyBigDisc/me/PACSpools/13421111
herschel.ia.dataset.Product
herschel.ia.obs.ObservationContext
herschel.ia.obs.QPLog
herschel.ia.obs.auxiliary.AuxiliaryContext
herschel.ia.obs.auxiliary.eventslog.EventsLogProduct
herschel.ia.obs.auxiliary.missingtm.MissingTmProduct
...

Note
A pool can hold any type of Herschel data product, not only the ObservationContext
that you will start with in your data reduction experience. You can export products that
you produce in the course of your data reduction into pools (more of that later). If you
wish to share pools, to send someone processed data for example, tar up the whole directory and send them that. In older versions of HIPE the pool's directory name must
not be changed or HIPE will not be able to find the data therein (note though that this
will be changed in later versions of HIPE). If your pool is on disc in [HOME]/.hcss/
lstore/myFirstHerschelObs, and in there you have a directory (among many others) called
"herschel.ia.obs.ObservationContext", then you need to tar up the entire "myFirstHerschelObs", not just "herschel.ia.obs.ObservationContext".

1.3.2.2. Get the ObservationContext (and save it to pool)
How you get hold of the ObservationContext depends on how you got your data—from the HSA
direct, from the HSA via a tarball, or they are already on disc.
From the HSA:
To know how to get a single observation from the HSA via GUIs see the QSG; this gives you immediately an ObservationContext.
If you have more than a single observation to download and/or want to get them from the HSA via
tarballs, then from the QSG you can follow the link to chap. 1 of the DAG which explains how to grab
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observations as tarballs via a GUI and then how to extract the ObservationContext via the command
line: "loadObs"
# on disc, untar the tarball
cd /Users/me/fromHSA
tar xvf meme134211111.tar
# look at it: ls meme134211111
# in HIPE
obsid=1342111111
myobs=loadObs("/Users/me/fromHSA/meme134211111"[,obsid]) # obsid may not be
necessary

"myobs" is the ObservationContext that you need.
Or, if you don't want tarballs, you have only a single observation to download and you know its obsid
(observation number), you can use a command directly from HIPE:
obsid=1342111111
myobs=getObservation(obsid, useHsa=True)

and again, "myobs" is the ObservationContext. (See below for an explanation of all the parameters
of this task.) But for this to work must have your HSA username and password written in your
[HOME]/.hcss/user.props file with the following lines:
hcss.ia.pal.pool.hsa.haio.login_usr = your username # (not in quotes)
hcss.ia.pal.pool.hsa.haio.login_pwd = your password # (not in quotes)

If you are only now writing these in that file, then you should restart HIPE for it to take effect. Alternatively you can type directly into your current session the commands:
login_usr = "hcss.ia.pal.pool.hsa.haio.login_usr"
login_pwd = "hcss.ia.pal.pool.hsa.haio.login_pwd"
Configuration.setProperty(login_usr,"xxxxxx")
Configuration.setProperty(login_pwd,"xxxxxx")

(Where xxx are your username and password.) Note that the HSA does not encourage use of this
method, particularly if you are likely to do this several times in a session (e.g. if processing your data
within a loop and you include getting the data within the loop), the reason being that it can place great
stress on the archive. Better to either use the loadObs task (explained in chap. 1 of the DAG), or get
the data just the once and immediately save to disc.
Both of these methods do not save the data to disc, they simply load the ObservationContext into the
HIPE memory. For a simple inspection of the Level 2 products it is not really necessary to save the
data to disc; you can simply follow the instructions of the QSG and skip the rest of this section until
you start pipeline processing your data. But...
...to save your observation to disc use:
saveObservation(myobs [,verbose=<boolean>] [,poolLocation=<string>]
[,poolName=<string>] [saveCalTree=<boolean>)

If you do not set poolName and poolLocation, then the data will go to "[HOME]/.hcss/lstore/
[the obsid number]. If that directory does not exist, it will be created. If it does, then new data are
added to it. Note that if you add the same obsid to the same pool a second time, then using getObservation later to get the ObservationContext will get you only the latest saved data. The final parameter,
saveCalTree, is a switch to ask to save also the calibration tree that is contained in the ObservationContext (myobs): True will save it, and the default False will not. Saving with the caltree takes up
more space on disc and more time to work, but if you want to be able to access the calibration tree
that the data were reduced with by the automatic pipeline, you should set this parameter to True. For
more on calibration trees, see Chaps 3 and 5.
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If your data are already on disc then read on.
From disc:
If you have data already on disc, i.e. they are not in the form of an HSA-tarball, you will use other methods to get them into HIPE. The GUI-based methods for doing this are thoroughly explained
in chap. 1 of the DAG. However, the method currently used in the PACS pipeline scripts uses command-line tasks called getObservation and saveObservation. As these are at present poorly documented in the DAG, we explain them here.
You get an observation with the task getObservation:
# all the parameter of the task
myobs=getObservation(obsid [,od=<number>] [,poolName=<string>]
[,poolLocation=<string>] [,verbose=<boolean>] [,useHsa=<boolean>])
# most common use:
#
get your data from [HOME]/.hcss/lstore/MyFirstDataset
myobs=getObservation(134211111, poolName="MyFirstDataSet")
#
get your data from [HOME]/.hcss/lstore/134211111
myobs=getObservation(134211111)
#
get your data from /BigDisc/PACS/MyFirstDataSet
myobs=getObservation(134211111, poolLocation="/BigDisc/
PACS/",poolName="MyFirstDataSet")

getObservation will get an observation from the HSA (as shown previously) and from your disc.
You need to provide the observation id (obsid), and possibly (but usually not) the OD (od). You
need to tell the task where the data are. If they are in the default location—[HOME]/.hcss/lstore and
with a directory/pool name that is the obsid—then you do not need to set any other parameter. If
you have the data stored elsewhere (or if getObservation complains that it cannot find them), then
you should set the parameters poolName and poolLocation, as the examples above show. The
verbose parameter set to True prints information to the Console. The returned "myobs" is your
ObservationContext.
Here, and everywhere that tasks are given in examples, a parameter included in [] is optional. The
class/type that the parameter is (string, number, boolean) is indicated in <>.
To save your observation to disc use:
saveObservation(myobs [,verbose=<boolean>] [,poolLocation=<string>]
[,poolName=<string>] [saveCalTree=<boolean>)

If you do not set poolName and poolLocation, then the data will go to "[HOME]/.hcss/lstore/
[obsid as a number]. If that directory does not exist, it will be created. If it does, then new data are
added to it. Note that if you add the same obsid to the same pool a second time, then using getObservation later to get the ObservationContext will get you only the latest saved data. The final parameter,
saveCalTree, is a switch to ask to save the calibration tree that is contained in the ObservationContext (myobs): True will save it, and the default False will not. Saving with the caltree takes up
more space on disc and more time to work, but if you want to be able to access the calibration tree
that the data were reduced with by the automatic pipeline, you should set this parameter to True. For
more on calibration trees, see Chaps 3 and 5.
Summary:
• To get your ObservationContext from the HSA via a GUI, to just look at the Level 2 maps or cubes,
open the HIPE menu Window#Show View#Data Access#Herschel Science Archive, enter your
password, click on "Log In"; locate your observation in the HSA GUI that appears, and use the HSA
options to grab the single observation ("All" or just "Level 2"): see the QSG.
• To get your ObservationContext from the HSA as a tarball, and then load that into HIPE to just look
at the Level 2 maps or cubes: open the HIPE menu Window#Show View#Data Access#Herschel
Science Archive, enter your password, click on "Log In"; locate your observation in the HSA GUI
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that appears, and use the HSA options to locate and extract all the data as a tarball: see chap. 1 of
the DAG for an explanation of the GUI methods to get the data and then the command-line task
loadObs to load them.
• To load your ObservationContext from disc: use getObservation (or the GUI methods explained in
chap. 1 of the DAG).
• To save your ObservationContext to disc once it has been loaded into HIPE: use saveObservation
(or the GUI methods explained in chap. 1 of the DAG).
Note
You can give your variables—the things on the left of the = sign—any name you like. So
instead of "myobs" used here, you could write "anobs" or "elmioobs".....
If you want to look at what observations are in a pool ("/Users/me/.hcss/lstore/swiming"),
use
allObs = LocalPool("swimming", "/Users/me/.hcss/
lstore").allObservations

and then double click on allObs in the Variables panel for a human-understandable listing.

1.3.2.3. What is in the ObservationContext?
To check that you have the ObservationContext you expected, to check what the observing parameters
were, and to locate the Level 2 products, you can use the Observation Viewer. Once your ObservationContext is in HIPE it will appear in the Variables panel (with the name myobs if you followed the
exampes here). From there you can right click on it to see what viewers you can use on it (and what
other things you can do to it). Select the Observation Viewer.
One thing that will help you work out what your observation is of and what instrument configuration
there was during the observing is to have a copy of the AOR, which is where the commanding of the
pointing and the instrument configuration would have been taken from. You can also look at the "Meta
data" of the ObservationContext. These are like FITS headers, a listing of various information about
a product. Most products have Meta data that are relevant to that specific product. The Meta data of
your ObservationContext are listed at the top of the Observation viewer:

Figure 1.1. Meta data

You can scroll down this list to see the parameters commanded in the AOR of your observation:
pointing; repetition factors; observing mode; raster movements; band/wavelength....The meaning of
the various meta data are explained in chap. 2 of the PPR, although you should be able to figure many
of them out yourself.
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There are other panels in the Observation viewer (see the HOG for information about HIPE viewers).
The Data panel lists the products and datasets held in the ObservationContext (black means the product
has been loaded into memory, red means it has not), and it is from here that you will later select
out your Level 2 products to look at. The other products listed are those required to reduce the data
from Level 0 and those produced at the intermediate stages of the pipeline processing; these are all
presented with a directory-like structure (you click your way down and through them). At this point in
your PACS experience it will not be particularly helpful to look into these other items, you will learn
more about them as you pipeline reduce the data yourself. To the right is an area into which the default
viewer of the currently selected product in the Data panel will open if there is a viewer associated with
it (it can sometimes take a while to load). If you click on one of the products listed in the Data panel
(e.g. "+level2") the Meta data now listed at the top are those associated with that particular product.
To see the myobs Meta data again, simply click on "myobs" at the top of the Data panel (which in
the screenshot above is called "obs").
More about the layout of PACS products is explained in Chap. 2 and in the PPR. For simply looking
at your Level 2 maps or cubes, however, this is all you need to know.

1.3.3. Then: look the Level 2 products
1.3.3.1. Spectroscopy
In the Observation Viewer click on the level2 entry:

Figure 1.2. Your second glance at an ObservationContext with the Observation Viewer

The entries with + next to them can be thought of as directories of data. In each are products that
correspond to the directory name. You need to look at the "level2" entry. If there is no "level2" entry it
means that your observation has not been processed to that level, and hence there are no cubes for you
to look at. In that case you will need to reduce the data yourself through the pipeline. However, you
should still read the rest of this chapter because it contains useful information that is not repeated later.
Click on the + next to it "level2" see what lies therein. You will see something like this:
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Figure 1.3. The layers in the Level 2 product of an ObservationContext. Red arrows indicate cube lists
that are distinguished by spectral range/line and blue arrows indicate lists that are distinguished by raster/
pointing.

The screenshot shows you a listing of what is in the Level 2 of your ObservationContext: HPS3D[PB|
PR|RB|RR]. The final "B" or "R" means "blue" or "red", and the "3D" indicates that it is a 3D (cube)
product. The difference between HPS3DPB and HPS3DRB is that they are the Level 2 products produced by different pipeline tasks: HPS3DPB contains the blue "projected cubes" (of class SpectralSimpleCube), which are the products of the final task of the pipeline, while HPS3DRB contains blue
"rebinned cubes" (of class PacsRebinnedCube), which are the products of the penultimate pipeline
task.
Note: if the product is listed in red and you click on it to view it, you are at the same time loading it
into memory. This can sometimes take a long time, especially as the default viewer for that product
is at the same time opening in the central panel of the viewer.
If you move your mouse over the e.g. +HPS3DPB a banner will pop up indicating what type of product
(what "class" of product) it is. It should say "ListContext", which means that this is a list of products
(cubes), rather than a cube itself. This is because during the pipeline processing the data are sliced
by field-of-view and wavelength: each entry in these ListContexts are the individual cube slices. How
many slices you have depends on what you requested in your AOR. You may have more HPS3DRB
cubes than HPS3DPB cubes: there will be one rebinned cube per raster pointing and per wavelength
range (lineId/band) but only one projected cube per wavelength range—as the projected cubes are
constructed as a mosaic of the rebinned cubes of all the raster pointings (even if there is only one
pointing). This is the reason for the slightly different layout for the HPS3DPR and the HPS3DRB in the
screenshot above: the red arrows indicate the layers that are the two spectral lines, and for the rebinned
cube the blue arrows indicate the first and last layer of the 9 raster positions that are in this observation.
In the screenshot above you can see that within the +0 "directory" are the datasets that make up the
cube, these including the "image" (which contains the cube's flux values), "exposure" and "ImageIndex" (which contains the cube's wavelengths). You could also look at these (right-click on them to see
what viewers will work), but that is not particularly useful right now.
Note that the final task of the pipeline, and the projected cubes this produces, is something that the
user herself will decide whether to do or not. Some types of observations will not require this step
(e.g. single pointings). So, at this point in your PACS adventure you can decide yourself whether to
look at the HPS3DP[B|R] or the HPS3DR[B|R] cubes. The rebinned cube will give you a better idea
of the quality of the reduced data in "native" format, but if you have a whole raster you will need
to look at the projected cube to see the whole field of view. The rebinned cubes have a 5x5 spatial
pixel (spaxel) layout, while the projected cubes have smaller and more spaxels. This is because as well
as mosaicking together the different raster pointings, the task that makes these projected cubes also
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resamples the spatial plane so you have a Nyquist sampling of the PSF (resulting in smaller spaxels).
This is the case even if you have only one pointing in your AOR.
Meta data to allow you to figure out what a cube is in the observing sequence was added to the pipeline,
but not until track 6 of HIPE, and until the SPG processed data advance to use that track these meta
data will not be available to you until you process them yourself.
You can tell what class a cube is of because when the mouse is hovering over its name, the banner
"SpectralSimpleCube" or "PacsRebinnedCube" will appear.

1.3.3.2. Photometry
For photometry the same layout and similar syntax is found as for spectroscopy, and you should see
something similar to the next screenshot. For ScanMap data this includes products with the names
HPP[N|M]MAP[B|R], where again a "B" or "R" as the final letter in the name stands for blue or red,
and the difference between the "M" and "N" products is that a different mapping scheme was used
("M" means mad map and "N" means naive map). For PointSource AOT this includes products with
the names HPP[D|P]MAP[B|R]
The HPPxxxx are, as before, ListContexts and the products therein are SimpleImages. These HPPxxxx
products contain multiple dataset within: the actual image, a noise map and a history reporting on what
pipeline tasks and parameters were used during the processing.

Figure 1.4. ObservationContext layout for photometry

1.3.3.3. Both
To now view your product you need to go to your cube or image and click on it to access to the various
viewers for your product. A double-click gives you the default viewer, a right-click gives you a viewer menu. Useful viewers for spectroscopy are the CubeAnalysisToolBox and the SpectrumExplorer.
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These GUIs will open in the window to the right of the Data listing or in a new tab of the Editor panel.
For photometry the default viewer is the Standard Image Viewer (as shown in the previous screenshot).
For spectroscopy and photometry you could also export the Level 2 product to FITS files and use a
FITS viewer to look at them. To do this you need to extract the maps or cubes out of the ObservationContext first. If you right click on the +0 (on the cube/map, not on the ListContext) you want, you can
select "Create variable", and it will be send to the Variables panel with a standard name. If you rightclick on it there, you will be offered the opportunity to "Send to" FITS (remember to add the ".fits" to
the name, and it is by default saved to the directory you started HIPE from).
Note
Data products are of different classes. The class types are indicated in this guide with italics, for example a Level 2 cube is a SpectrumSimpleCube. You can tell what class a product has either by hovering the mouse over it in the Variables panel to see the information
banner; clicking on it in the Variables panel to see an information listing in the Outline
panel, or typing >print mycube.class in the Console panel. The class of a product defines
what information are held in it and their organisation, and depends on what level of the
pipeline the product has been taken to. Tasks, functions and GUIs are all written to work
on specific classes of products, so if you cannot use a particular viewer, for example, it
means the class of the product you are trying to use it on is wrong.

1.3.4. And finally: inspect the data with GUIs
In this section we introduce you to the viewers that HIPE provides for you to look at your data. Command line interaction tips are included in Chap. 3 and onwards. The DAG chapters 5 (spectral tools),
4 (image analysis), and 2 (data display) contain the documentation for these data analysis tools.
For spectral cubes, what you will probably want to look at is the spatial distribution of your spectra, to
find where your point source is or to make an emission line map. You will want to look at the spectra
from individual spaxels, to assess the quality of your data, and maybe add together spaxels to get a
spectrum of everything in your field of view (be it a point or an extended source). For photometry you
will probably want to look at the maps of the different scans, to see how well the map construction
has been done, what the background looks like and whether the maps from the different scans look
the same.

1.3.4.1. Spectroscopy
There are a number of GUIs that can be used to inspect your PACS Level 2 cubes, and one can also use
the command line. For a first quick-look (and even spectral manipulation) we recommend the GUIs;
working on the command line is introduced in later chapters. The GUIs are called up with a right-click
on the cube, be it within the Observation viewer in the Editor panel or as listed in the Variables panel.
• To see scroll through 2D wavelength slices of your cubes you can use the Standard Cube Viewer.
• # The SpectrumExplorer (SE). This is a spectral visualisation tool for spectra, including the classes
SpectralSimpleCube and the PacsRebinnedCube. It allows for an inspection and comparison of
spectra from individual spaxels and gives access to various mathematical tasks via its Toolbox menu
(including spectral fitting). It is a very useful quick-look and quick-compare for the spectra from
your cube, and highly recommended as a first look tool. The DAG chap. 2 provides a guide to the
use of the SpectrumExplorer. (This tool will also work on the other PACS products, Frames and
PacsCubes, but it can be very slow with these).
• # The CubeSpectrumAnalysisToolBox (CSAT). This allows you to inspect your cube spatially and
spectrally at the same time. It also has analyses tasks#you can make line flux maps, position—
velocity diagrams and maps, extract out spectral or spatial regions, and do some line fitting. The
DAG chap. 5 includes a guide to this GUI. It works on the SpectralSimpleCubes and the PacsRebinnedCube.
• # The Spectrum Fitter GUI will allow you to fit on your spectra, and can be accessed via the SE or
directly from the Applicable Tasks menu (but better via the SE). See DAG chap. 5. (This tool will
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also work on the other PACS products, Frames and PacsCubes, it however can not only be very
slow with these products, but also fitting spectra on Frames products is not a very useful thing to do).

1.3.4.2. Photometry
There are fewer separate GUIs for image viewing and analysis than there are for spectra, so there is
less for you to learn about! There is one GUI which provides a first look and quick quality assessment
of the data: the Standard Image Viewer (SIV). You call this either with a right-click on mymap in
the Variables panel or the +0 entry of the ObservationContext, as explained before. If you want to do
image analysis then HIPE provides many separate tasks you can run, to do contouring, overlaying,
photometry, mathematics, etc. You access these tasks by click-highlighting mymap in the Variables
panel, and then looking to see what "Applicable tasks" are listed in the Tasks panel of HIPE (one of
the "viewers" you can access from the main HIPE window menu). The instructions for using these
tasks are in the DAG chap. 4.
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Chapter 2. Introduction to PACS Data
2.1. A PACS observation
If you are not familiar with how PACS works we recommend you read the PACS Observer's Manual (available from the HSC webpage). PACS observations involve the synchronised movements of
many parts of the instrument for the purpose of exploring the spatial and spectral space your AOR
specified. For example, during a PACS spectroscopy observation you can have: chopper movements
between two mirror positions; nodding of the telescope between two fields; rastering to make a bigger
map or looking at off-positions; grating movements to sample the wavelength domain; looking at the
calibration block (for flux calibration and stability monitoring). All of these movements are tightly
synchronised, so that at each field-of-view of each nod, the right (same) number of chops and right
(same) wavelength range and sampling are included, and the nods are positioned and timed to fit in
correctly with movements between consecutive fields-of-view. The grating moves in discrete steps,
usually down the wavelength range and back up again (and maybe more than once), during which the
chopper will be chopping. Thus, moving along the time axis you are not just gathering more and more
photons, but you are also looking at different sky positions, different wavelengths, and different focal
plane positions. It is this instrument dance that the pipeline has to account for.
Spectroscopy:
The PACS spectrometer detectors are photo-conductors. When far-infrared photons fall onto the detector crystal, charge carriers are released that enable an electric current to flow through the detector.
These currents are integrated over a capacitance. The more flux that falls onto the detector, the faster
the voltage over this capacitance increases, and the larger the signal value will be. It is this voltage
increase that is measured in the PACS detector electronics. The voltage over the capacitance is read
out at 256Hz. Typically, the detector capacitance is discharged every 0.125 or 0.25 seconds and the
voltage reset to a reference value, meanwhile the detector is read out non-destructively (usually 32 or
64 times) before this discharge is performed. The non-destructive reading out is accumulative, that is,
the signal you read for readout at time T(2) is the value of the signal of readout at time T(1) plus the
extra that is due to the light that fell on the detector since time T(1).
The raw PACS detector signals are ramps ("ramp"="incline") of 32 or 64 increasing voltages. This
information cannot be downlinked in its raw volume (which is huge), except for 1 pixel which is
fully read out for data-checking purposes; therefore the instrument reduces the data on-board. For
short ramps (32 samples) a slope fitting is done, and per pixel one number (the value of the slope)
per integration ramp is downlinked and visible at Level 0. For long ramps (64 samples) the on-board
software averages the voltages per 16 samples. In that case the Level 0 data consists of averaged ramps
with four numbers per integration ramp.
The PACS spectrometer detectors (one red and one blue) are of dimensions 18 along the Y and 25
along the X. Each of the 25 columns are a single spaxel (spatial pixel), and collectively these have an
on-sky arrangement of 5x5. These columns are also referred to as modules: a module is the physical
entity which the column corresponds to in the instrument. Each column contains 18 pixels (hence 18
rows), although the first and last hold no astronomical data (the first is an open channel, which has no
associated detector unit, and the last is a dummy channel, being a resistor instead of a detector unit).
The 16 active pixels between collect the spectral information for their spaxel, where each of the 16
pixels sees a wavelength range that is slightly shifted along compared to the previous. These 16 pixels
are also known as "detectors"—they are each little detectors of light.
The easiest way to check which of the two on-board reductions has been applied to your data is to
check the Level 0 data (e.g. as explained in Sec. 1.3.3.1 for looking at what is in Level 2). If you see
in the Level 0 listing product branches with the name HPSFITB or HPSFITR (Herschel-Pacs-Spectroscopy-FITted-Blue or Red) then on-board slope fitting was done, and you start the pipeline processing from these Frames "class" products. If you see products with the name HPSAVGB or HPSAVGR
(Herschel-PacS-AVeraGed-Blue or Red detector) then the integration ramps were averaged on-board
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and you start the pipeline processing from these averaged Ramps class products. The dimensions of a
HPSFITR product will be something like 18,25,980 (18x25 pixels, each with 980 readouts along the
time dimension; later this time dimension is turned into the wavelength dimension). The dimensions
of the equivalent HPSAVGR product will be 18,25,980,4 (each of the 980 individual ramps contain
4 averaged readout values).
The Level 2 products HPS3DRR and HPS3DPR stand for Herschel-PacsSpectroscopy-3Dimensional-Rebinned_cube-Red (which is of class PacsRebinnedCube), and Herschel-Pacs-Spectroscopy-3Dimensional-Simple_cube-Red (which is of class SpectralSimpleCube).
At Level 1 we also have the HPS3D[B|R], these being of class PacsCube.
Photometry:
The PACS photometer detectors are bolometer arrays. Each pixel of the array can be considered as
a little cavity in which sits an absorbing grid. The incident infrared radiation is registered by each
bolometer pixel by causing a tiny temperature difference, which is measured by a thermometer implanted on the grid. What we call "signal" is the voltage measured at this thermometer. The blue channel offers two filters, 60–85 µm and 85–130 µm and has a 32x64 pixel array. The red channel has a
130–210 µm filter has a 16x32 pixel array. Both channels cover a field-of-view of ~1.75'x3.5', with
full beam-sampling in each band. The two short wavelength bands are selected by two filters via a
filter wheel. The field-of-view is nearly filled by the square pixels, however the arrays are made of
sub-arrays which have a gap of ~1 pixel in between. For the long wavelength end 2 matrices of 16x16
pixels are tiled together. For science observations the multiplexing readout samples each pixel at a
rate of 40 Hz. Because of the large number of pixels, data compression is required and hence we do
not see the raw data; they are binned to an effective 10 Hz sampling rate. The product class at Level
0 is always Frames.

2.2. The data structure (simple version)
The structure of PACS data are given in more detail in the PDD and this was also introduced in Chap. 1.
Although the screenshots and the emphasis here is on spectroscopic data, the data structure is more
or less the same for photometric data.
Your observation will contain data from your astronomical source, auxiliary data to allow the telescope pointing and timings to be calibrated, calibration data so the detector response and dark can
be corrected, and more. In your astronomical dataset(s) there will be data not just from your target
but also, probably in the beginning, a "calibration block", where the internal calibration sources are
observed. Gradual changes to the response of instrument and degradations of the calibrators will be
followed by the PACS team over the lifetime of Herschel, and will be included in the calibration files.
There is also a Status table, and later there will be a BlockTable, attached to your Ramps and Frames
products, these contain information about the instrument status of the data and its organisation (in
time). These are added to (or changed) as the pipeline proceeds. In the PPR chap. 1 we explain the
most useful entries of the Status and Block tables.
As with spectroscopy, photometry observations contain auxiliary data such as telescope pointing, time,
and calibration information beside the target signal. Photometry observations also include nodding
and chopping and calibration blocks.
In Chap. 1 we included some screenshots showing listings of what is held in a PACS ObservationContext, particularly at Level 2. A screenshot of the structure at Level 1 will look something like this:
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Figure 2.1. The contents of an ObservationContext for spectroscopy

This screenshot (and you could also look again at those of Chap. 1) shows that within an ObservationContext (called "myobs" here) you find layers of products with names such as level0, auxiliary,
calibration...Within the level0/1/2 "directories" you can see products called HPSxxx (spectrometer) or
HPPxxx (photometer): among these are the products that you will work on, as they contain the actual
astronomical observations. The other directories (e.g. auxiliary and calibration) are extra information
which are necessary for the data reduction but which you do not need to look at yourself.
On the Console command line you can print-list these products, e.g.,
print myobs.calibration.spectrometer
print myobs
print myobs.level0

where the first line will produce a listing similar to the next screenshot, the second line produces a
listing of what Meta data are there plus the "directories" you can see in the screenshot above, and the
third line shows what Level 0 products there are in your ObservationContext. Note that this type of
syntax will only take you so far: for example to "print" further something in Level 0 (e.g. HPSAVGB)
you cannot type "print myobs.level0.HPSAVGB.
In the HPSAVGB "directory" (for photometry this would be called HPPAVGB) in the screenshot
above there is only 1 product (0), and in there are the datasets of Status, Signal, and a listing of Masks
(in the beginning there will only be one mask listed). It may be that there is more than one HPSAVGB
product present (referred to then as 0 1 2 3...). These are all dealt with appropriately in the pipeline.
What has just been said applies equally to an HPSFITB/R "directory", which you will have if your
Level 0 data are the fit ramps instead of the averaged ramps products. Note that you may only have
the HPXFITB/R and not also the HPXAVGB/R.
There may also HPSRAWB/R "directories", these products being the raw ramps that are downlinked
for 1 pixel and used by the pipeline. The organisation therein is different than the HPSFIT/AVG
products.
All the other HPSxxxx entries in the screenshot above are additional products that contain data necessary for data reduction or data checking. Important for the pipeline are the products called HPSDMCR/B (or HPPDMCR/B), which are the DecMec data (more on this later). Less important for you are
the HPS[HK|GENHK|ENG], which are "housekeeping" and engineering data, information about the
temperatures, instrument settings, status etc. of the satellite and of PACS. These information are for
instrument scientists to interpret.
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A calibration tree, containing all the information necessary to calibrate your observation, comes with
your data and also with your HIPE installation (more on that later). If you click on "calibration" from
the screenshot above you will see:

Figure 2.2. The contents of the calibration tree

These all are the calibration products that were used to produce the Level 0.5, 1 and 2 products that are
all part of your ObservationContext. If you do not see these in your ObservationContext it just means
that this ObservationContext was previously saved to pool without asking for the calTree to also be
saved (Sec. 1.3.2.2). But you can always get hold of the calTree from HIPE.
The auxiliary tree, shown below, also contains products that are necessary for the reduction of your
data, for example the obit ephemeris and pointing products. These are information that are mainly
about the satellite.

Figure 2.3. The contents of the auxiliary tree

The log and quality listings are: a log of the processing that produced that level's data (even for Level
0 there has been processing to convert the data from raw satellite format to an ObservationContext);
and quality information.
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Figure 2.4. The contents of the log and quality trees

2.3. The spectrometer pipeline steps
Level 0 to 0.5 processing is the same for all AOTs (points 1 to 13) as is much of the rest. The pipeline
is the so-called sliced pipeline, where the data are sliced according to an astronomical and Level logic
(e.g. line id and raster position)
1. Propagate the meta data from ObservationContext to Level 0; then extract the necessary products
from the Level 0
2. If working on Ramps data, flag for saturation. Then fit the slopes to convert the data to a Frames
product. If working on a Frames product only flag for saturation. (Ramps are no longer produced)
3. Signal is converted from digits/readout_interval to Volts/s
4. Status entry for calibration blocks is added to; Status table is updated
5. Spacecraft time is converted to UTC
6. Spacecraft pointing is added to the Status table for the central pixel of the detector; chopper units
are converted to sky angle; pointing is added to all pixels
7. Wavelengths for each pixel are calculated; Herschel's velocity is corrected for
8. Data "blocks" are recognised and the information organised in a table
9. Masking. Bad pixels will have already been masked. Masking for readouts taken during grating
and chopper movements is performed. Masking for glitches will be performed later
10.Data are sliced according to unique wavelength ranges and pointing (including nods and off-pointings); meta data are added to explain this
11.Masking for glitches
12.Signal is converted to a level that would be if the instrument had been set to the minimum capacitance (no change made if that was already the case)
13.The dark current and pixel responses (their individual sensitivities) are calculated using differential
(internal) calibration source measurements to populate the absolute response arrays; a response
drift is then calculated: not yet implemented
14.Chop-nod AOT: the up- and down-chops are combined (which does a background+dark subtraction); the signal is divided by the relative spectral response function and then pixel responses (and
their drift) are corrected for; data are flat-fielded
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15.Wavelength-switching AOT: dark current is subtracted; the signal is divided by the relative spectral
response function and then pixel responses (and their drift) are corrected for; data are flat-fielded
16.Unchopped AOT: dark current is subtracted; for LineScan AOTs the offs are subtracted from the
ons, for RangeScan AOTs the offs are a separate obsid and so must be subtracted at the end; the
signal is divided by the relative spectral response function and then pixel responses (and their drift)
are corrected for; data are flat-fielded
17.Calibrated 5x5xlambda data cubes are generated from the Frames
18.For observations of more than one wavelength range, the following steps proceed for a selection
of cubes from each wavelength range separately
19.A single wavelength grid is created from the cube#from the 16 individual wavelength arrays in
each module (=spaxel=spatial pixel) of the cube
20.Outliers are flagged (another glitch detection). The data cube is spectrally resampled according to
this wavelength grid, hence combining the spectra in each spaxel and creating a new cube
21.For the chop-nod AOT the nod A and B cubes are then combined, for the LineScan unchopped
AOTs the off-cubes are subtracted from the on-cubes.
22.(optional) The data cubes can finally be spatially rebinned, different pointings combined and resampled (mosaicked) or 3D drizzled (not yet ready), to create the final cube of the pipeline
The steps described here follow those in the pipeline scripts, which can be accessed from the HIPE
toolbar. The name of the scripts follows the astronomical cases (e.g. PointSource or ExtendedSource)
and the AOT type (e.g. chop-nod vs. unchopped). The difference in the pipeline between different
astronomical cases is found only at the very end of the pipeline at Level 2. For all cases you can also
find the "standard pipeline" scripts, which are what the SPG (automatic) pipeline follow, and these are
separated by Level; they are also less user-friendly to read, although all pipeline scripts are heavily
commentated.

2.4. The photometer pipeline steps
We summarise here the basic steps of the PACS photometry data reduction. Level 0 to 0.5 is the same
for all AOTs (steps 1 to 10).
1. Identify the structure of the observation and identify the main blocks (calibration and science
blocks)
2. Perform data cosmetics: flag bad/saturated pixels and flag/correct cross talk and glitches
3. Convert signal from digits to volts
4. Correct for crosstalk Currently on hold
5. Deglitching
6. Spacecraft time is converted to UTC
7. Covert chopper position from engineering units into angle
8. Satellite pointing information are added to frames (sky coordinates of reference pixel for each
readout)
9. The dark current and pixel responses (their individual sensitivities) are calculated using differential
(internal) calibration source measurements to populate the absolute response arrays
10.Flag data taken while the chopper was moving
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11.Point Source AOT: check what dithering pattern was implemented and update Status table; average signals taken at each and every chopper position, if more than one in each; add the pointing
information; subtract the nod positions (per nod cycle and dither position); average the differential
nod A and B images; do the flatfielding and response correction; combine dithers; make a map
12.Scan Map AOT: add the pointing information; remove data taken during slews; run the highpass
filter; make a map
13.Small Extended source AOT: check what dithering pattern was implemented and update Status
table; average signals taken at each and every chopper position, if more than one in each; add the
pointing information; subtract the nod positions (per nod cycle and dither position); average the
differential nod A and B images; do the flatfielding and response correction; another adding of
pointing information; remove data taken during slews; make a map
The steps described here follow those in the pipeline scripts, which can be accessed from the HIPE
toolbar. The name of the scripts follows the astronomical cases and the AOT type. The difference in
the pipeline between different astronomical cases is found mainly in the mapping part of the pipeline.
For all cases you can also find the "standard pipeline" scripts, which are what the SPG (automatic)
pipeline follow, and these are separated by Level; they are also less user-friendly to read, although all
pipeline scripts are heavily commentated.

2.5. The Levels
There is a Herschel-wide convention on the processing levels of its instruments. The different levels
reflect how much of the pipeline has been run to create the data and the amount of additional information that has been attached to them.
• Level 0 data:
Level 0 is a complete set of minimally processed data. After Level 0 data generation (done by the
HSC) there is no connection to the database from which the raw data were extracted (this database
is not available to the general user). Therefore the Level 0 data contain all the information required.
• Science Data
Science data are organised in user-friendly classes. The Ramps class contain (i) raw channel data
(but usually only for a certain number of detector pixels, as these data are huge) (ii) averaged
channel data, for all pixels; and the Frames class, for which on-board fitting of the slopes of the
raw ramps has already been done.
• Auxiliary data
Auxiliary data for the time-span covered by the Level 0 data, such as the spacecraft pointing
(attitude history, which however is only available after Level 0.5), the time correlation, selected
spacecraft housekeeping, etc. The information are partly held as status entries attached to the
basic science classes (Ramp and Frame) and the rest are available as separate products (e.g. the
"pointing product") which you can access.
• Calibration data
This is the data that is used to calibrate the observations. A calibration dataset is included at Level
0, however calibration data is also provided with your HIPE installation, and generally it is the
HIPE calibration dataset you should use when you process your data through the pipeline.
• Quality data
Quality control information, including (or maybe only) messages produced by the processes that
produced the Level 0 data, or messages from the pipeline processing that produces later levels.
• Level 0.5 data:
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Processing until Level 0.5 is AOT independent. These data are also present with what you got from
the HSA. At this level additional information has been added to the Frames science products (masks
for saturation and bad pixels, RA and Dec, the BlockTable,...) and basic unit conversions have been
applied (digital values to volts, chopper position to sky angle). For the spectrometer, during Level
0.5 production the Ramps are turned in to Frames.
• Level 1 data:
Level 1 data generation is AOT dependent (although there will be much overlap between the AOTs).
Level 1 data are also available for selection from your pool, having been processed automatically
at the HSA. Data processing at this level is concerned with cleaning and calibrating, and as the end
the data are converted to a basic spectrometer cube (the 16x25 useful pixels have been converted
to 5x5 spaxels, each holding 16 individual spectra).
• Level 2 data:
Going from Level 1 to Level 2 the spectrometer cube is spectrally and spatially rebinned. At this
level scientific analysis can be performed. Level 2 work is highly AOT dependent.
• Level 3 data:
This is simply a level where the scientific analysis has been done by the data users (e.g. spectral
cubes converted to velocity maps, source catalogues), and it is hoped that users will import these
products back into the HSA.
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Chapter 3. In the Beginning is the
Pipeline. Spectroscopy
3.1. Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to tutor users in running the PACS spectroscopy pipelines. Previously we
showed you how to extract and look at Level 2 SPG (automatically) pipeline-processed data; if you are
now reading this chapter we assume you wish to reprocess the data and check the intermediate stages.
We remind you here that you should consult the AOT release notes and associated documentation before reducing your data. These inform you of the current state of the instrument and the calibration. Information about the calibration of the instrument will be important for your pipeline reductions—any corrections you may need to apply to your data after pipeline processing will be written
here. Information about spectral leakages, sensitivity, saturation limits, and PSFs can also be found
here. These various documents can be found on the HSC website, on the "AOT Release Status" (see
here) and "OT1 Documentation" (see here) but also on the public wiki: here. Any temporary corrections you have to apply to your data (e.g. to the fluxes before the flux calibration of PACS is final) are
not detailed in this PDRG, as these corrections vary with time.
A quick introduction to terminology: the very large product you begin working on is the ObservationContext, which was introduced in Sec. 1.3.2.2. From that you take out the "level" context, which contains everything you need to reduce a certain Level. The actual product you work on in the pipeline is
a Frames, at Level 0, and as you pipeline that is converted to a PacsCube, then a PacsRebinnedCube,
and finally you can create a SpectralSimpleCube.
Note
Syntax: Ramps and Frames are how the PDRG indicates the "class" of a data product.
"Ramp" or "frame" are what we use to refer to any particular Ramps or Frames product.
A frame is also an image (a 2D array) made up of the slopes of all detectors over one
"ramp" (over one reset interval—see Chap. 2).

3.2. What and where are the pipelines?
At the same time as reading this chapter (and the next) you could check out the pipeline scripts. These
can be accessed from the HIPE toolbar ("Pipeline"). The names of the scripts follow the astronomical
cases (e.g. PointSource and ExtendedSource) and the AOT type (e.g. chop-nod vs. unchopped), and
there is also a multi-observation script for an unchopped AOT. The difference between astronomical
cases is found only at the very end of the pipeline, at the end of Level 2. For all cases you can also
find in the Pipeline menu the "standard pipeline" scripts, which are what the SPG (automatic) pipeline
follow, and these are separated as three files for the three Levels; they are less user-friendly to read and
they currently do not run the flatfielding task (more later), so we do not recommend you follow them.
Do not load a script into the Editor panel just yet! We instruct you on that in Sec. 3.6.

Figure 3.1. Pipeline menu
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All pipeline scripts are the same up to Level 0.5, and for PACS spectroscopy we recommend you
begin your reductions from Level 0. In this chapter we will first explain the reduction from Level 0
to 0.5, and then proceed on an AOT/pipeline-dependent basis. The scripts you will be following will
all begin from Level 0 and proceed until Level 2.
When you load a pipeline script (it goes into the Editor panel of HIPE), copy it ("save to"), otherwise
any edits you make to it will overwrite your reference version of that script! You can run the pipeline
via these scripts, rather than entirely on the Console command line, in this way you will have an instant
record of what you have done. You can run a script either in one go (double green arrow in the Editor
tool bar) or line by line (single green arrow). This latter is recommended if you want to inspect the
intermediate products, and recommended in any case because there are some places where you need
to comment-out or comment-in tasks.
Note
Spacing/tabbing is very important in jython scripts, both present and missing spaces. Indentation is necessary in loops, and avoid having any spaces at the end of lines in loops,
especially after the start of the loop (the if or for statement). You can put comments in the
script using # at the start of the line.

In the pipeline scripts there are various helper tasks which print to screen information about your
products and plot the movement of the instrument, the pointing, and the data. These we explain here.
The parameters and algorithms and software details of the pipeline and helper tasks are provided in
their PACS URM entries (with software details) and for a few also in the PPR (with figures, which
are difficult to attach to the URM entries). A flowchart and example plots produced by these helper
tasks are included in Chap. 4 (Sec. 4.12).
As of HIPE continuous integration build 3.0.1307 (User track 3.x) the recommended pipeline is the
so-called "sliced pipeline". The idea behind the sliced pipeline is that the data are sliced according to
pointing (raster, nod, etc) and wavelength (e.g. line id.). This makes it easier to recognise different parts
of your observation, and makes it easier to reduce datasets in which more than one raster or spectral
line was observed. It is also perfectly OK to use on more simple observations. It is also more friendly
in its memory use than the previous pipeline. During track 5 of HIPE these tasks had the same name
as the non-sliced ones but with a "sliced" at the beginning of the name; but now you do not need to do
that as the tasks themselves recognise whether you are dealing with a sliced product or a single one.
The product that holds the individual Frames, PacsCubes or PacsRebinnedCubes is called a ListContext. This is a class of product (just as Frames etc are a class of product), it is a special type of list that
can hold (other) products. The Frames are held in a ListContext that is of subtype slicedFrames, the
cubes are held in standard ListContexts. Unless you plan on doing a lot of scripting in HIPE yourself,
all you need to know is that this means that in order to access an individual Frames or cube (e.g. to
inspect them), you need to extract them out of the ListContext. We will show you how to do this.
Information about how your data are sliced can be found in the MasterBlockTable of the product
(frame or cube) and also the individual BlockTables of each slice. In the MBT you should have unique
values of: pointing (raster line and column), lineId or band, nod, as well as many other entries. The
various entries of the MasterBlockTable are described in the PPR.

3.3. How much can you improve on the automatic pipeline?
Before you being pipeline reducing the data yourself, it is a valid question to ask: how much can I
improve on what I have already seen in the Level 2 product (as explained in Chap. 1)? The answer
to this depends on when the data you have were reduced by the SPG, the automatic pipeline at the
HSC, and on the type of observation you have. The SPG pipeline lags behind the current (track 7/8)
pipeline, and therefore some of the calibration files it used may be older than those in your version
of HIPE. But more importantly the SPG pipeline does not run all the pipeline tasks (the pipeline is
continually being updated), including, at present, the flat-fielding task, and for longer observations
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with many repeats you will want to play around with the wavelength griding and maybe also with the
deglitching procedures. You also ought to inspect your off-position data, which are used to subtract
the sky+telescope background, to make sure they are lacking any spectral line contamination.
By "flatfielding" here we mean similar to what you do with optical data, i.e. normalising the response
of the pixels of the detector. Bad flatfielding can be seen as a fringing-like pattern in the spectra which
is caused by some pixels being offset from others, so when they are added together they create a highfrequency ringing-like spectrum. This will be explained better in the PPR and is demonstrated in the
flow chart of Chap. 4 (Sec. 4.12).
It is therefore recommended that you run through the pipeline from Level 0 until 2. This will also
allow you to check on the intermediate stages so can you assess the quality of you data, this being
particularly interesting because at present there is no error array attached to the data, and so your only
assessment of the flux error is the noise in the continuum. You should check to see if the spectra in
the off-positions (of all AOTs) really are clear of spectral contamination; check to see if the glitches
have all been removed; check the wavelength rebinning done near the end of the pipeline, as what you
ask for here does depends somewhat on your AOT and on your science programme; check the spatial
rebinning, to see if that also is what you want for your science programme.

3.4. Memory use
The amount of memory you need to run HIPE with depends strongly on the size of your observation.
In my experience you need at least 4Gb if you don't want your computer to entirely slow down.
To optimise memory use you can use temporary pools into which products (slices) will be read into
and out of during each sliced pipeline task running, rather than being held in memory the whole time. If
you know before starting HIPE that you want to use this option then you should set, in [HOME]/.hcss/
user.props, the following:
hcss.pacs.spg.usesink = true

The temporary pool will be placed in [HOME]/.hcss/lstore/standard, a directory which every now and
then you will want to clear out. The downside of this technique this is that the pipeline processing
is slower, and this can be a problem when reducing large SEDs#however, processing large SEDs is
also incredibly demanding on memory, and when you run out of memory HIPE will die, so optimising
memory where you can is important. If you are working on a machine with many Gbs of free memory,
then you should be able to run without this temporary pool.
Tip
If you want to change the directory off of which the "standard" directory is placed, the
easiest way is to change where the local store ("lstore") is held. This you can change in
the HIPE preferences/properties panel, typing in the path where you want /lstore to go in
Data Access#Local Store. Note, however, that by default all saving of products to pool go
to this local store directory, so if you change this property you change where everything
you save when following the pipeline will go (from the ObservationContext through to the
slicedFrames and thence on to the final cubes). If you are going to change this definition,
it will be much easier to do so before you have any interaction with pools, i.e. before you
begin pipeline processing.

The temporary pool is not used by default by the sliced pipeline, it is only used if you set this parameter
in your user.props file; and also, if, as you run the pipeline, you run low on memory (<25% free) a
pop-up will ask you if you wish to switch to using a temporary pool after the current running task has
finished. If you click OK then this property ("usesink") will be enforced in your current HIPE session.
If, while pipeline processing your data, you decide you want to start using the temppool, then you can
type the following into your HIPE Console:
from herschel.pacs.share.util import PacsProductSinkWrapper
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PacsProductSinkWrapper.getInstance().setUsed(1)

and then continue with the pipeline but you will now be using the temporary pool method.
Tip
If you need to clear up memory you can try to delete all products you don't need
del(slicedFramesold, notwantedproduct)
System.gc()
#or delete all
clear(all=True)

where the first is deleting two products and the second is a general memory clean-up
command.
You can also temporarily clear up some memory by saving your slicedFrames (or slicedCubes) to pool, because when you do this the pointer to that product moves from HIPE
memory to the pool, hence clearing out some HIPE memory:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"a description"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedFrames,name)

This is only a temporary measure because as soon as you run the next pipeline task, the
pointer will then move back to the HIPE memory location of slicedFrames. But it can be
useful to clear up as much memory as possible, implement the temppool method, and then
begin with the pipeline again.
After either/both of these possibilities, you then run the commands
from herschel.pacs.share.util import PacsProductSinkWrapper
PacsProductSinkWrapper.getInstance().setUsed(1)

and then you carry on with the pipeline.
Warning
Note: stopping a task using the red STOP button will not always produce immediate results. A task can take a while to stop#if it is in the middle of a loop, for example. Hence
it is not a good idea to allow the memory use to stay in the red: if HIPE freezes you will
have to kill it and you will loose everything you have done (and not saved).
If you stop a pipeline task then the product the task was being run on will be unchanged:
the product is only changed at the very end of the task's processing.

Note that if your individual slices are large (such as many repetition SEDs are), then you will need
lots of memory anyway to process them.

3.5. Calibration files
First, you should consult the AOT release notes and associated documentation (e.g. Observer's
Manual and Performance and Calibration documents), these being important for informing you of
the current state of the instrument and the calibration. Temporary calibration issues are not included
in the PDRG, they are up to you to apply outside of the pipeline. Information about spectral leakages,
sensitivity, saturation limits, and PSFs can also be found there. These various documents can be found
on the HSC website, e.g. for the OT1 call these are found under "AOT Release Status" (see here) and
"OT1 Documentation" (see here). As these web-site links will change with time, you can also find the
PACS calibration information on the public wiki: here.
The calibration files are no longer provided with the HIPE build, rather you are offered to chance
to update them only when they need to be updated. If you open HIPE and you get a pop-up telling
you to install the calibration products, it means that the calibration file set has been updated and you
are being offered the chance to get that update. Click on "Install" and the calibration products will
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be downloaded and installed. They are placed in [HOME]/.hcss/data/pcal-community (or pcal-icc for
the PACS team).
If this is the very first time you are using HIPE and hence you have never installed any calibration files
before, then you should select "Install", otherwise you will have no calibration files at all. If you have
done this before, and hence you do have a calibration file set, then you can chose whether to update or
not. Why would you not? Well, if you are in the middle of processing data you may want to continue
with the calibration files you are already using, rather than downloading new files and possibly having
to start again. However, if the calibration files that have changed are not the ones you will be using
in the rest of your processing, it does not matter whether you update right now or later. Although, if
calibration files have been updated, they have been updated for a good reason, and you always should
try to use the latest calibration file set you can.
To help you make your decision you are told in the updater GUI which calibration files have been
changed. In the pipeline scripts, we say which calibration files are used by the tasks that use calibration
files, so you can match the two to find out what your updating will affect. To see the update information
in the pop-up, you first look at what "calibration version sets will be updated", and there the version
number (e.g. 13) for which some or all of the files will be updated, is given. You can then click on
"Show details" and you are taken to a GUI with a "Release Notes" tab, containing a listing of Release
notes for what will be updated, and a "Files" tab, which should contain information for each file that
will be updated.
The calibration files take up about half a gigabyte, you may need to install them in a directory other
than the default [HOME]/.hcss/data/pcal-community. If you want to install them elsewhere then: in
the pop-up click "Not Now"; go to the HIPE Preferences panel (from the Edit menu); click on Data
Access#Pacs Calibration; in the "Updater" tab that is now in the main panel change the name of the
directory in the space provided. Do not click on anything else#you do want to use the "Community
Server" as these are the products that have been tested, the "ICC" ones are still in the process of being
validated. Click to Apply and Close. Then go to the Tools menu of HIPE, and select pacs-cal#run
Updater. Voilà.
You may want to know how to find out what version of the calibration tree was used when your data
were reduced by the SPG pipeline or by someone else. This is explained in Sec. 3.6.2.

3.6. Setting up to run the pipeline
3.6.1. Which pipeline script to run?
From the Pipeline menu you have access to the spectrometer pipeline script menus for: chopped line
and short range scan, chopped SED, unchopped line scan, unchopped range scan and SED, and wavelength switching. Inside each menu you have access to scripts for point or extended sources and the
standard pipeline scripts. The standard scripts are provided mainly for completeness: they are what
the HSC ran as the automatic pipeline, and when reducing your data interactively you should not ever
need to look at these. Load the script that is application to your observation.
When deciding between point source and extended, the differences in the scripts really are minor and
is only found at the end (highlighted as "Astro-Specific Part"), after you have created the final Level 2
cubes. For point sources we really mean observations of objects that are unresolved and for which you
will want to run (or at least test) the point-source extraction tasks. Extended sources are everything
else. Solar system objects are not treated as a separate astronomical case, so you can pick either of
the other two. For the unchopped pipeline you are offered a choice of pointed or mapping pipelines,
but again, the differences are only found at the very end, after Level 2, so the pipeline itself is exactly
the same.
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Figure 3.2. Pipeline menu

Currently there is no difference between the ChopNod "line scan & short range scan" and the "large
range scan SED" cases, so you can chose either. For Unchopped there are differences between line scan
and range, but no differences between pointed or mapping. You are also offered for the unchopped
range scan a single or multiple observation pipeline, the multiple script essentially showing you how
to loop over the on- and off-source pointings, which are contained in two separate observations.
A comment for the Unchopped range scan scripts: because for this AOT we offer a choice of singleor multiple-observation script, the syntax of parts of the beginning of the single script differs slightly
from that described below (it will have catches for parameters that were entered in the multi script). If
you are running the single observation script, you will set the parameters as is described here, in any
case. If you are following the multiple-observations script, it is anyway recommended that you run
through the single script first, for one observation, so you know what the pipeline does, because the
multiple-script runs the single script without allowing you any interaction with it.
There is also a script called "Split On-Off" (ChopNodSplitOnOff.py) which runs through the pipeline
up to Level 2 but it splits the data into on-source and off-source segments. It will work for any chopnod AOT and any type of astronomical source. This has been provided as a response to a Users request that one can compare the on- and off-source spectra easily (remember: the chop-nod AOT has
the instrument chopping and nodding between on- and off-source pointings). As the best, and most
thorough, way to compare these data are to compare them as cubes, we have elected to provide a
full pipeline script that differs from the other chop-nod scripts only in that it splits the data also on
chop (off- and on-source). The idea is that you will run this script while checking the intermediate
products#as one does also in the non-split version of the chop-nod scripts#and at the end compare
the on- and off-cubes. If you are happy with your off-cube spectra, then you will need to go back
and run the non-split scripts (ChopNod[Extended|Point].py). For a full science-quality product you do
need to subtract the off-chops from the on-chops, and unfortunately the way the pipeline scripts are
organised means that you will need to rerun the pipeline almost from the beginning. In track 7 HIPE
there are some minor textual differences in the common parts of the split and the non-split scripts, but
the pipeline itself is otherwise the same.
We also provide scripts for reducing more than one observation at a time. For ChopNod, when this
is offered (which may not be the case for Track 7) the intention is that these observations are of the
same object and that you will want to combine the spectra at the end. (Otherwise you may as well
reduce the data one at a time). The script#it will have the name "multiObs" in it#is a setter-uper and
wrapper for one of the other (single observation) ChopNod scripts. For the Unchopped scripts it is
provided for the range scan observations, for which the off-source field-of-view is a separate obsid to
the on-source field-of-view. For these AOTs, once each have been reduced you will want to subtract
the off from the ons.
Chose your script now and carry on reading. We begin explaining them now. After the parts explaining
the start-up of the pipeline, you will follow the instructions for the Level 0 to 0.5 part of the pipeline,
which is almost exactly the same for all scripts. Then you will divert by script.
Please also do also read the scripts before using them.
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3.6.2. Get the starting products and calibration tree
3.6.2.1. Get the ObservationContext
The very first thing you have to do is get your observation (the ObservationContext, which we will
call "myobs" here), this was all explained in Sec. 1.3.2.2.
Asummary of the command-line methods: if you have the data already on disc but as gotten from
the HSA as a tarball:
# on disc, untar the tarball
cd /Users/me/fromHSA
tar xvf meme134211111.tar
# look at it: ls meme134211111
# in HIPE
obsid=1342111111
myobs=loadObs("/Users/me/fromHSA/meme134211111"[,obsid]) # obsid may not be
necessary
# followed by saving to pool, e.g. [HOME].hcss/lstore/whereever
saveObservation(obsid,saveCalTree=True,poolName="whereever")

To clear up space on disc you could delete everything you got from the HSA and keep only the pool
(called "whatever" here, and by default found in [HOME}/.hcss/lstore).
Or if you wish to get the data from the HSA directly:
obsid=1342111111
myobs=getObservation(obsid,useHsa=True)
# followed by saving to [HOME].hcss/lstore/whereever
saveObservation(obsid,saveCalTree=True,poolName="whereever")
# and from then on, extract myobs from pool, not from the HSA

Or if the data are on disc and have already been converted from HSA-format to HIPE-format, you use:
# for data in [HOME].hcss/lstore/whereever
obsid=1342111111
myobs=getObservation(obsid,poolName="whereever")

As introduced in Chap. 2, the data you will have gotten will be separated into Levels. Level 0 is the
raw data, and Level 0.5 is the result of the first pipeline stage. Processing from Level 0 to 0.5 AOTindependent, and most of the tasks at this level will not require any thinking on your part. However, we
recommend that you re-reduce the HSA data from Level 0 because we are still introducing new pipeline
tasks and calibrations, and these may not have been included in the pipeline that was performed on
the data you got from the HSA.
To compare the HSA-reduced results with your own you could copy the HSA ObservationContext to
a pool that has a unique name (e.g. "NGC111_from_the_HSA") using saveObservation (Sec. 1.3.2.2,
and do use the saveCalTree parameter). In this way you can load that into HIPE once you have
reduced the data yourself, and compare the resulting cubes.

3.6.2.2. Selecting and getting the calibration tree
Before getting too far into the pipeline you will need to define the calibration tree to use with your
reductions. The calibration tree contains the information needed to calibrate your data, e.g. to translate
grating position into wavelength, to correct for the spectral response of the pixels, to determine the
limits above which flags for instrument movements are set. Tasks that use calibration files will have
the parameter calTree, which you set to the name you have given to the calibration tree (see below).
It is also possible for some tasks to set the individual calibration file to use, rather than specify that it
should be taken from the calibration tree; although before trying this you should know what you are
doing! You can consult the URM entries of the pipeline tasks to see where and how this is possible.
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You have the choice of (i) the calibration tree that comes with the ObservationContext or (ii) that from
your installation of HIPE. If your ObservationContext came from the HSA, the "caltree" is that which
was used by the automatic pipeline. If someone else reduced the data and used the saveCalTree
when saving the ObservationContext, then it will be whichever caltree they used. We strongly recommend that you use the calibration tree that HIPE provides, as it is the most recent.
To tell what version of calibration tree you have currently in your HIPE session and what version the
automatic pipeline used, type and compare the Version number that is returned:
# the caltree that comes with you data
print myobs.calibration
print myobs.calibration.spectrometer
# the caltree in HIPE
calTree=getCalTree()
print caltree
print caltree.spectrometer

Note that for this to work you have to have the calibration tree that came with "myobs" when you got
it from the HSA or from someone (i.e. the caltree must have been saved along with the ObservationContext). This will be the case if you have only just gotten it from the HSA and loaded it into HIPE,
but if you used saveObservation to save it to disc and you are now looking at that disc-saved version,
then you will not have the calibration tree unless you saved with the saveCalTree=True option
(Sec. 1.3.2.2). For this reason it may also be worth saving the calibration tree you will use when you
reduce your data.
You can also see what version of the SPG the data were reduced with by looking for "creator" in the
Meta data of myobs (use the ObservationViewer on myobs).
To define the calibration tree to use in the pipeline processing do the following:
# EITHER (recommended)
# get the calTree from HIPE
calTree=getCalTree(obs=myobs)
# you can add it to the ObservationContext for future reference
myobs.calibration=calTree
# OR
# get the calTree directly from the ObservationContext
calTree=myobs.calibration

You are not actually putting the caltree physically (so to speak) into myobs, rather you are placing in
there the pointers to the calibration files. The old versions of these calibration files are never thrown
away—you will have all versions in the calibration files directory. Hence the pointers will be valid no
matter how old they are, but if the pointers are newer than your last update, you will need to run the
calibration updater (Sec. 3.5). The specification of "obs=myobs" in getCalTree is there so that as you
process your data, any calibration information taken from calibration files that are time-specific will
take the information that is valid for the time of your observation.
If you want to use an older version of the calibration file set, you can set a parameter is getCalTree:
calTree=getCalTree(version=12)

You will need to set up the calibration tree for each time you run the pipeline, at any level, at each
fresh use of HIPE.

3.7. AOT-independent pipeline: Level 0 to 0.5
Here we explain the first stages of the pipeline that all single observation scripts will follow. There
it hardly anything that, as a user, you need to consider changing as you run this part of the pipeline,
although if you notice problems in your data you can, of course, raise a Herschel helpdesk ticket.
First we explain the pipeline steps, then we comment on things you should look out for (Sec. 3.7.2),
and then we explain the helper tasks that are provided in the pipeline scripts (Sec. 3.7.3). The pipeline
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steps are listed all together with an explanation of what they do, and the helper tasks are explained
task by task, more or less in the order they occur in the pipeline scripts. A flow chart of the pipeline
and accompanying plots showing how the spectrum evolves with the pipeline is provided in Sec. 4.12.
(It may help if you open all the sections up in separate tabs in your browser.)

3.7.1. The pipeline steps
It does not matter which pipeline script you are running, as they are almost identical for this Level.

Figure 3.3. Pipeline menu

Here we describe the first parts of the pipeline which are independent of AOT or astronomical case.
All pipeline scripts (all Unchopped.... and ChopNod...) you get from the Pipeline menu will follow
what is described here, as does also (more-or-less) the "standard pipeline" script called L05_frames.
Any differences between L05_frames.py and what is written here are all related to the fact that the
standard script is the automatic script that the HSC runs, and this requires some special considerations
(e.g. import statements) and also may skip some tasks (as the HSC runs a script which is older than
the current pipeline).
A comment for the Unchopped range scan scripts: because for this AOT we offer a choice of single- or
multiple-observation script, the syntax of parts of the single-obs script differs slightly from that here;
it will have catches for parameters that were entered in the multi script, these being written similar
to "if ((not locals().has_key('multiObs')) or (not multiObs)". If you are running the single observation
script, you can set the parameters as is described in this section and don't run the "if", or simply set
the parameter within the "if" (e.g. in the line "camera = "blue"). If you are following the multiple-observations script then these parameters are set therein instead; but it is anyway recommended that you
run through the single script first so you know what the pipeline does, because the multiple-script
runs the single script without allowing you any interaction with it. Go to Sec. 3.9.3 to learn about this
multi-obs script.
The entire set of pipeline tasks for this level (in fact, the entire pipeline) are to be run for the red camera
and for the blue camera, and are:
camera = "blue" # or "red"
verbose = 0 # or 1
updateObservationContext = 0 # or 1
pacsPropagateMetaKeywords(myobs,'0', myobs.level0) # can take a while
level0 = PacsContext(myobs.level0)
slicedFrames = SlicedFrames(level0.fitted.getCamera(camera).product)
slicedRawRamp = level0.raw.getCamera(camera).product
slicedDmcHead = level0.dmc.getCamera(camera).product
slicedFrames = specFlagSaturationFrames(slicedFrames,rawRamp=slicedRawRamp,\
calTree=calTree, copy=1)
slicedFrames = specConvDigit2VoltsPerSecFrames(slicedFrames,calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = detectCalibrationBlock(slicedFrames)
slicedFrames = specExtendStatus(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = addUtc(slicedFrames, myobs.auxiliary.timeCorrelation)
slicedFrames = specAddInstantPointing(slicedFrames,myobs.auxiliary.pointing,\
calTree = calTree, orbitEphem = obs.auxiliary.orbitEphemeris,\
horizonsProduct = myobs.auxiliary.horizons) # this can take a while to run
slicedFrames = convertChopper2Angle(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specAssignRaDec(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
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slicedFrames = waveCalc(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specCorrectHerschelVelocity(slicedFrames,\
myobs.auxiliary.orbitEphemeris, myobs.auxiliary.pointing,\
myobs.auxiliary.timeCorrelation) # this can take a while to run
slicedFrames = findBlocks(slicedFrames, calTree = calTree)
slicedFrames = specFlagBadPixelsFrames(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = flagChopMoveFrames(slicedFrames, dmcHead=slicedDmcHead,\
calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = flagGratMoveFrames(slicedFrames, dmcHead=slicedDmcHead,\
calTree=calTree)
rules = [SlicingRule("LineId",1),SlicingRule("RasterLineNum",1),\
SlicingRule("RasterColumnNum",1),SlicingRule("NoddingPosition",1),\
SlicingRule("NodCycleNum",1),SlicingRule("IsOutOfField",1),\
SlicingRule("Band",1)]
slicedFrames = pacsSliceContext(slicedFrames, slicingRules = rules,\
removedUndefined=1)
slicedFrames = addIndexInCycle(slicedFrames) # ONLY FOR SplitOnOff!
slicedFrames = specAddGratingCycleStatus(slicedFrames) # ONLY FOR Unchopped!
addSliceMetaData(slicedFrames)
obs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "0.5", slicedFrames=slicedFrames)

(Note that \ is to tell HIPE that the line-break should be considered a wrap-around.) The tasks are
briefly explained in the pipeline scripts, and there also are given the names of the particular calibration
files they each use. For more detail on the pipeline tasks and their parameters, you can also consult
their URM entries and for some also the PPR. In addition to the pipeline tasks, the pipeline scripts
include some helper tasks that allow you to inspect your data: these are explained in Sec. 3.7.3.
In order, the tasks here do the following:
• The first eight lines see you define the camera to begin on (red and blue, they have to be reduced
separately), say if you want (1) or not (0) to see the plots and printouts offered as you run though the
pipeline, say if you do (1) or do not (0) want to save your reductions back to the ObservationContex;
then you copy the Meta data of myobs to Level 0 (because these are useful to have), extract the
Level0, and then extract the slicedFrames from that. It is this you begin working on. You also extract
the "DecMec" product and the "RawRamp" product, both of which are used in the pipeline that
follows.
The product slicedFrames are your actual astronomical object data (plus calibration source data)
in sliced format (at first there will only be one slice); slicedRawRamp contains the raw data for
a single pixel, to be used later when flagging for saturation; and the slicedDmcHead contains the
position and status of the PACS mechanisms and detectors sampled at high frequency, to be used
later in various flagging tasks.
If you really do insist on beginning at Level0.5, then instead you would do the following (and you
would also skip this section which explains this part of the pipeline):
level0_5 = PacsContext(obs.level0_5)
slicedFrames = level0_5.fitted.getCamera(camera).product

You will need to set up the parameters "camera", "obsid", "updateObservationContext", and "verbose" each time you run the pipeline, at any level, at each fresh use of HIPE.
• specFlagSaturationFrames: flag for saturation (see also Sec. 3.7.2.2). The parameter copy=1 is
here to decouple the slicedFrames produced by this (and hence by all subsequent) task from the
slicedFrames you took from the ObservationContext Level 0. Setting copy to 1 returns to you
an independent product with a saturation mask, rather than the original product with a saturation
mask. Now, by "independent" we are taking java/python, not English. By setting this parameter,
you make it so that the slicedFrames output (the product on the left of the equals sign) is not the
same as the slicedFrames input (the parameter given first in the task's call), even though it has the
same name; the new "slicedFrames" is pointing to a different address in memory than the original
"slicedFrames" name is pointing to. If you just run through the pipeline once, then whether you set
copy to 1 or not will make no difference, but if you run part of the way through the pipeline and
realise you made a mistake and want to start again from Level 0, then this will allow you to be sure
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that your newly extracted "slicedFrames" really is the completely untouched Level 0 product, not
the one that you have been already partly processing.
• specConvDigit2VoltsPerSecFrames: convert the units to V/s.
• detectCalibrationBlock: add to the Status table information about the calibration sources, such as
where the bock of calibration data points is in the time line. See Sec. 3.7.2.3 for a brief explanation
of the Status table, and the PPR for a longer explanation.
• specExtendStatus: update the Status table with chopper and grating position information, and
whether the data-points are from on-source or off-source.
• addUtc: convert from spacecraft time to UTC. Adds "Utc" to the Status table.
• specAddInstantPointing: add the pointing and position angle of the central detector pixel to the
Status table. Adds RaArray, DecArray and a number of other columns to the Status table. See Sec.
3.7.2.4 if your data is of SSOs (solar system objects).
• convertChopper2Angle: convert the chopper positions to sky positions.
• specAssignRaDec: calculate the pointing for every pixel (which is not just a set offset from the
central pixel, but depends on the chopper position seen by each pixel). This adds the datasets "ra"
and "dec" to the Frames slices.
• waveCalc: calculate the wavelengths, adding a new "wave" dataset to the Frames slices.
• specCorrectHerschelVelocity: correct the wavelengths for Herschel's velocity, adding the correction to the Status.
• findBlocks: figure out the organisation of the data blocks (per line/band observed, per raster position, per nod....). Add this information to a BlockTable for each Frames and a MasterBlockTable
for the slicedFrames.
• specFlagBadPixelsFrames, flagGratMoveFrames, flagChopMoveFrames: flag for bad pixels
and flag for a moving chopper and grating (see Sec. 3.7.2.1). Data is taken continuously and using
data-points taken while parts of the instrument were moving is usually undesirable.
• pacsSliceContext: slice the data according to all possible rules: basically wavelength range (LineId,
Band) and pointing (Raster, Nod and IsOutOfField). The "rules" you set just before this task are
based on the column names of the MasterBlockTable that you will slice on (see Sec. 3.7.2.3 for a
brief explanation of the block table) and the "1" means you want to have 1 repeat of the rule slicing
on to enter each new slice. This is what you want to do when reducing spectroscopy (for photometry
a value of 2 is sometimes wanted).
• addIndexInCycle and specAddGratingCycleStatus: these tasks are exactly the same as each other. It adds the Status columns GratingCycle and IndexInCycle and should only be run for the
SplitOnOff and Unchopped scripts.
• addSliceMetaData: add meta data to do with the slicing logic to the slicedFrames.
• updateObservation: and finally, update the ObservationContext by adding the pipelined slicedFrames back to the Level 0.5 stage. This is not necessary but it is recommended, and is necessary
if you wish to save the ObservationContext to pool with saveObservation.
(If a parameter is specified as "calTree=mycalTree" then it can be anywhere in the call, but if you
specify only the parameter value [i.e. just "calTree"] then it has to be in the right place in the call.)
It is a good idea to save your reduced data back to the ObservationContext at the end of each Level
(the ObservationContext has space for Level 0, 0.5, 1 and 2), because when you come to look at these
data again, you will this way have the reductions that you did as well as the Meta data and auxiliary
products, all contained in one product. When you do this you will overwrite whatever was in there
before (for that level and that camera). If you do chose to update your observation, then update each
Level to avoid getting confused later.
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You can save your ObservationContext to disc like this:
saveObservation(myobs,poolName="whatever")

doing this once you have run this pipeline for the red and the blue cameras. You can save myobs to
disc as often as you like (as often as you have space for), and each time you update and save myobs,
you can save it to the same pool. Saving the same obsid to the same pool will not overwrite what is
currently there, but when you next use getObservation on that pool to get that obsid, you will only
get the last version you saved.
Remember to save the calibration tree using the parameter saveCalTree=True if you wish to save
the calibration tree you are using. However, you don't really need to do this until the end of the pipeline,
when you last save myobs to pool.
The only pipeline script for which it is not necessary to save the slicedFrames to the ObservationContext is the SplitOnOff: since this script does not produce a science-quality end product, there is not
much point saving it to the ObservationContext.
Note
If you do save the calibration tree with your observation, you have to make sure you
did run the command myobs.calibration=calTree, as explained above (Sec. 3.6.2.2).
When you load the ObservationContext back into HIPE, to access that calTree type:
calTree=myobs.calibration.

Alternatively, or as well, for intermediate saving of slicedFrames to pool, you can save and read back
like this:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
# save
saveSlicedCopy(slicedFrames,name)
# restore
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)

When saving a sliced product to disc the list itself as well as each product in the list is saved. "slicedFrames" will be saved to disc in [HOME]/.hcss/lstore/"name".
It is a good idea to periodically save products to disc, as HIPE crashes are not totally uncommon
occurrences.
Tip
Names of variables, such as "slicedFrames" or "myframe", are not objects themselves,
rather they are pointers to the objects which are held in memory. Hence, if you copy
>myframe_save=myframe, and then change something in "myframe" (e.g. run it through
a pipeline task), the same change will be made to "myframe_save". So if you want to
save a copy of a product before you run a task on it, the safest way to do this is with the
syntax >myframe_save=myframe.copy(). The ".copy()" part of the syntax copies the data
which the variable name (myframe) is pointing to, i.e. the actual data that is the product
"myframe". This same .copy() method will work on slicedFrames, although not on a standard ListContext product.
HIPE task names, and most other things you will type in HIPE while reducing your data,
are case sensitive.
Tip
You should use the .copy() method to make a secure copy of a product, and that you
can do this for single Frames products and slicedFrames products. You do this because
>slicedFrames_save=slicedFrames does not actually copy slicedFrames, it just creates
a new pointer to it, and so anything you change in slicedFrames will also change in
slicedFrames_save. We add here that the same holds to the product placed in slicedFrames,
i.e. the individual Frames slices. For example, doing the following on a single frame slice:
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signal=frameSlice1.getSignal(8,12)
signal=2*signal
frameSlice1.setSignal(8,12,signal)

will not only change frameSlice1, but you will find that the first slice in slicedFrames has
also been changed. So you need to do the following to the product (a single Frames or a
slicedFrames) before working on it:
frameSlice1=framesSlice.copy()
slicedFrames1=slicedFrames.copy()

At present this works only for slicedFrames.

3.7.2. A few comments
3.7.2.1. Masks
The task specFlagBadPixelsFrames creates the masks BADPIXELS and NOISYPIXELS, the former being truly bad pixels and the latter are pixels for which elevated noise was found from instrument tests done in-orbit. The SATURATION and RAWSATURATION masks are created by the task
specFlagSaturationFrames, flagging as bad data values that exceed a certain signal limit (see below).
UNCLEANCHOP is the name of the mask that contains data taken while the chopper was moving and
is created by the task flagChopMoveFrames, and GRATMOVE contains data taken while the grating
was moving and is created by the task flagGratMoveFrames. Finally, the raw data may have a BLINDPIXEL mask from the beginning, this simply being bad pixels that are masked already at Level 0.

3.7.2.2. Saturated data
The task specFlagSaturationFrames flags the data for saturation, creating a mask called SATURATION. The task uses a calibration file held in the caltree to work out where saturation has occurred;
the SATURATION mask is created where the data values exceed a certain signal limit, a limit which
has been determined from in-flight tests on raw-ramps data (and tested against fit-ramps data).
We should point out that because the Frames products that you are reducing are not the raw-ramps
data (they are the fit-ramps data), it is not 100% certain that the readouts that exceed the predetermined
saturation limit are saturated.
See the top of ??? for a brief explanation of raw- and fit-ramps. Because of the not-perfectly linear
slope that raw ramps have, and the necessarily simplification that you get when they are fit to create
fit-ramps, it is only from raw data you can be absolutely certain that the data points have reached the
saturation limit. For this reason we ask for the "rawramp" product in this task; this product contains
the raw data for the most responsive pixel of the central spaxel (where your source is most likely to
be located: pixel 5,12 for the blue and 10,12 for the red). (Because the raw data are huge, we can only
downlink them from Herschel for a single pixel.) The task determines whether saturation has occurred
in this pixel, and if it has then for all pixels for those same readouts (those same time-line data-points),
the mask RAWSATURATION is filled with 1, i.e. True. At the same time a Status column called
RAWSAT will be filled.
However, just because the most responsive pixel is saturated doesn't necessarily mean that all are,
since the other pixels are less responsive and may not be sitting on the brightest part of the source, and
hence their signal level will be lower. Thus this mask should be considered a warning mask, and it is
for this reason that by default it is not considered in the pipeline tasks, it is not activated by default,
although of course you can chose to activate it yourself.
You can check the spectra to see which spectral lines have been flagged as saturated and rawsaturated
using the SpectrumExplorer (see the DAG chap. 2), PlotXY (see Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 4.6.4 as well in
the DAG chap. 3), or the PACS Product Viewer (which is explained in the PPR , noting that this
plots against time, not wavelength). You can do this on the individual Frames, but actually it is easier
to inspect the PacsCubes, which are more conveniently organised for this purpose; you will create
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these cubes in the next part of the pipeline, and you can wait until then until you inspect these flagged
data. The sign of a saturated line is a flattening to the peak, although this can be difficult to see in
Nyquist sampled data.

3.7.2.3. Status and BlockTable
The Status table contains information about the status of PACS during the observation. It is added
to as the data processing proceeds (e.g. by tasks such as specExtendStatus). You can view the Status
with the Dataset viewer or one of the plotters (though the plotters cannot plot all the Status entries,
e.g. those in words), which you access with a right click on a single Frames slice of a slicedFrames
(see Sec. 4.3):

Figure 3.4. Viewing the BlockTable via the Outline panel

Figure 3.5. Viewing the Status via the Observation viewer (on a single extracted Frames of a slicedFrames)
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Viewing the Status with the Dataset viewer: each row is for each data point (each time point) and
the columns are the status information. Tooltips should come up when you mouse over the column
titles, but for a longer description of each column of the Status (or at least, all the important ones),
see the PPR .
The BlockTable is an organisation table showing the data "blocks", that is the observation organised
by instrument status (raster, nod, grating scan direction...). It is created by the task findBlocks. You
can look at this also via the Dataset viewer, in the same way as for the Status. Each Frames slice
of your slicedFrames has a BlockTable, and in addition there will be a MasterBlockTable that is the
compilation of the individual ones. Again, for a more complete description, see the PPR .

3.7.2.4. SSOs
The calibration of the pointing for solar system objects is still not complete. You will need to contact
the Herschel helpdesk to ask for more information.

3.7.2.5. Selecting out slices on the command line
To select individual slices from a slicedFrames product you can use the following methods (see also
Sec. 4.2).
# information
print slicedFrames.getNumberOfCalFrames()
print slicedFrames.getNumberOfFrames()
print slicedFrames.getNumberOfScienceFrames()
# selection, get science frame i
myframe=slicedFrames.get(i)
# or, same thing but more complex-looking, get frame j
myframe=slicedFrames.refs[j].product

To know how to do this via GUIs, see Sec. 4.3.

3.7.3. Checking the intermediate results
As you run through the pipeline you will come across various plotting and printing tasks. These tell
you what the contents of your products are and show you what the instrument was doing during your
observation. The directory location of these helper scripts is noted in the pipeline script (currently it
is in the directory where HIPE is installed and then scripts/pacs/toolboxes/spec). Most work directly
on the whole slicedFrames, where not you are directed to indicate which slice to look at. At Level 0
to 0.5 for most of the time there will only be one slice. You can consult the URM entries for the tasks
to know more about their parameters.
Note that at this part of the pipeline all the inspecting you do is for your information only, there is
almost nothing that you, as a user, will need to do to intervene with the pipeline tasks.
• obsSummary: a self-explanatory listing of the contents of your ObservationContext, mainly taken
from the Meta data. The "Observation block" summary tells you what spectral line/ranges were
observed and how many repetitions there were. The SPG, or automatic, pipeline reduction version
and date are then given, and finally you are told what the status (processed or not) of each Level are.
• slicedSummary: gives you a printed summary of each slice in your slicedFrames, including the
wavelength information (line, band, whether wavelengths have been calibrated or not) pointing
(raster, nod, nodCycle [in you AOR you would have set repetitions on the nod cycles as well as
on the line/range]). In the beginning you will have only one slice in the slicedFrames (that slice
contains everything), but the number increases as the pipeline proceeds.
• slicedSummaryPlot: the first time that you run this task the plot will show you the grating movements in engineering units with the signal from the central pixel of the detector overplotted. The
X-axis is readout, and moving along the axis moves you linearly along in time. The idea here is to
see how your source signal varies with grating position (with wavelength), although if your source
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is faint (or not centred in the central spaxel, which is where the central detector pixel comes from)
then any such variations may be hard to see. Also, bear in mind that glitches are not excluded from
this plot, and so the signal can look very noisy. The parameter signal=1 or 0 here tells the task
whether to plot the signal or not; the first time it is OK to plot the signal but later in the pipeline the
plot created will be so busy that plotting the signal will not be very useful.
The second time you run this plot is after you have run more pipeline tasks and hence more has been
done to the data. You will see other information including: wavelength (in microns), and unitless
numbers that represent the calibration source position, band, whether you are in nod A or in nod
B, and the grating scan counter. The plot caption explains this all. A more detailed explanation of
this plot is included in Sec. 4.11.
• slicedPlotPointing and slicedPlotPointingOnOff: (the first for chop-nod AOTs and the second for
the Unchopped AOTs) this will plot the position of each spaxel in the nod A (on and off) and nod
B (on and off) positions; the "boresight", which for PACS is roughly the centre of the detector at
chopper 0 (for the spectrometer and photometer the boresight position is slightly differently located
with respect to the detector, due to the way PACS is arranged in Herschel); and the programmed
source position. The spaxel sizes are (roughly) drawn on the plot in the centre where PACS is sitting
on your target. See also Sec. 4.7 for information about the PACS footprint, and Sec. 4.12.1.2.
Only the first slice in the ListContext will be plotted; the first time you run this, when following the
pipeline scripts, all the data are contained in a single slice.
• maskSummary: useful to run after masking tasks, this shows you the current active status of the
masks: active (=1) means that this mask will be considered a (pipeline) task that consider masks, and
inactive (=0) means it will not be. In this part of the pipeline it is not necessary to have any masks
active, but in the next part of the pipeline it will be, and there we will explain how you activate them.
• MaskViewer: aka Pacs Product Viewer. This is explained in the PPR.
You will notice slight offsets between the nod A on and nod B on positions. This will soon be documented in the PPR.
In Sec. 4.12 we show what the results of running the pipeline on an example dataset and what the
output from these various helper tasks should look like. You will see how the pointing varied with
time, how the instrument was moving during your observation, and you can look at how the signal
varies with these movements. As stated before, these plots are intended more as information than a
diagnosis of the pipeline. At the end of this part of the pipeline you could start looking at the spectra
from the pixels of the detector, but to be honest it will be more enlightening to do that later—at least
waiting until after the glitches have been removed.

3.8. Chop-Nod pipeline: Level 0.5 to 2
Here we explain all the scripts that you will find under the "Chopped ..." Pipeline menu: any of those
in the "Chopped line scan & short range scan" or "Chopped large range scan SED" menu, for the point
source or extended source case:

Figure 3.6. Pipeline menu

We repeat that the difference between the ExtendedSource and PointSource scripts is to be found
only at the very end, after the final science-quality cubes have been created, and currently there is no
difference between the "line scan & short range scan" and "large range scan SED".
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There is also a script called "Split On-Off" (ChopNodSplitOnOff.py) which runs through the pipeline
up to Level 2 but it splits the data into on-source and off-source segments. This has been provided as
a response to a Users request that one can compare the on- and off-source spectra easily (remember:
the chop-nod AOT has the instrument chopping and nodding between on- and off-source pointings).
As the best, and most thorough, way to compare these data are to compare them as cubes, we have
elected to provide a full pipeline script that differs from the other chop-nod scripts only in that it splits
the data also on chop (off- and on-source). The idea is that you will run this script while checking the
intermediate products#as one does also in the non-split version of the chop-nod scripts#and at the end
compare the on- and off-cubes. If you are happy with your off-cube spectra, then you will need to go
back and run the non-split scripts (ChopNod[Extended|Point].py). For a full science-quality product
you do need to subtract the off-chops from the on-chops, and unfortunately the way the pipeline scripts
are organised means that you will need to rerun the pipeline almost from the beginning. In track 7 HIPE
there are some minor textual differences in the common parts of the split and the non-split scripts, but
the pipeline itself is otherwise the same.
This stage of the pipeline corresponds to the standard pipeline scripts L1_ChopNod and L2_ChopNod,
but you should not run these ones.
The difference between astronomical case options you are offered are found at the end of the scripts,
after the final cubes have been created.
You chosen script will open in the Editor panel, and if you want to write in it then first save it to
another name, as we explained at the beginning of this chapter.
We begin by describing the pipeline tasks for the chop-nod point and extended cases (Sec. 3.8.1) and
then describe the SplitOnOff script (Sec. 3.8.2). We then include comments on some things you may
want to look out for (Sec. 3.8.3) and explain what the helper tasks that the pipeline scripts offer do
(Sec. 3.8.4). We then describe the end of the pipelines (Sec. 3.8.5) for extended and point sources.
Saving the data at the end of the pipeline is explained in throughout and also at the end, in Sec. 3.8.5.3.
A flow chart of the pipeline and accompanying plots showing how the spectrum evolves with the
pipeline are provided in Sec. 4.12.
As before, the tasks are also briefly explained in the pipeline scripts, and there also are given the names
of the particular calibration files they use.

3.8.1. Pipeline tasks: ChopNod extended and point
source
Note: while you could begin by extracting the Level 0.5 context from the ObservationContext you
got from the HSA we do not recommend this, as these reductions will not involve the latest pipeline
and calibrations. Here we assume you have run the previous level yourself, and so are either simply
continuing, or are beginning from the Level0.5 that you previously reduced yourself and saved somewhere on disc earlier.
Remember to do this entire set of reductions for the red and blue camera both (unless you don't need
them both).

3.8.1.1. Level 0.5 to Level 1
At this level you will apply corrections to the Frames for the dark and the response and run a deglitching task, and then you will turn the Frames into PacsCubes. In this part of the pipeline there is some
inspection of the intermediate products that you will want to be doing, and for a very few tasks you
may want to change the parameters (mainly flatfielding and maybe comparing the on-chop to offchop spectra).
If you are starting with a fresh HIPE, then you will need to set up the parameters "camera", "obsid",
"updateObservationContext", "verbose" and get the calibration tree, as explained in Sec. 3.7 and Sec.
3.6.2.2.
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The pipeline:
# if you are beginning from this level, then first extract your products
# from myobs, the ObservationContext
myobs=getObservation(obsid,poolName="whatever")
level0_5 = PacsContext(myobs.level0_5)
slicedFrames = level0_5.fitted.getCamera(camera).product
# If instead you saved the slicedFrames directly to pool, rather than via the
# ObservationContext (using saveSlicedCopy), then:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)
# otherwise continue on your slicedFrames from before
slicedFrames = activateMasks(slicedFrames, String1d([" "]), exclusive = True)
slicedFrames = specFlagGlitchFramesQTest(slicedFrames, \
copy=1) # this can be slow
slicedFrames = activateMasks(slicedFrames, slicedFrames.get(0).getMaskTypes())
slicedFrames = convertSignal2StandardCap(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specDiffChop(slicedFrames, scical="sci", keepall=False,\
normalize=False) # this can take a while to run
slicedFrames = rsrfCal(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specRespCal(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specFlatFieldRange(slicedFrames,polyOrder=5,\
minWaveRangeForPoly=4., verbose=1)
slicedCubes = specFrames2PacsCube(slicedFrames)
## SAVING ##
# here you can chose to save your reductions back to the ObservationContext
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "1", slicedFrames=slicedFrames,\
slicedCubes=slicedCubes)
# and save that to disc
saveObservation(myobs,poolName="whatever")
# and/or you can save the slicedFrames to pool, with a name such as:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedCubes,name)

(note that the \ is to indicate to HIPE to expect a wrap-around.)
The pipeline helper tasks that are in the pipeline scripts are explained below: Sec. 3.8.4.
The pipeline tasks do the following:
• activateMasks: this task activates the named masks so that the following task can take them into
account. Some tasks run better if only certain masks of the input product are active, so you need to
specify those masks before running these sensitive tasks; that is what slicedActivateMasks does. If
the masks are specified as an empty string and the parameter exclusive is set to True, then no
masks are activated, i.e. all are deactivated. You can consult the URM entry of activateMasks (also
deactivateMasks) to learn more about the parameters. When you run the helper task maskSummary,
the 1s tell you that mask (in that slice) is active, the 0s tell you it is inactive.
• specFlagGlitchFramesQTest: flag the data for glitches (cosmic rays) using the Q statistical test,
creating a mask called GLITCH. Prior to this task you need to run activateMasks to deactivate
all masks (i.e. it is as if there were no masks at all); the statistical test runs better this way. This
deglitching task works on the time-line as the X-axis, not wavelength. It simply identifies and masks
the bad data, it does not change them. There are parameters of this task that you could play with (see
its URM entry and the PPR), but note that these have been much tested and the default parameter
settings should be good for most cases.
See also Sec. 3.8.3.2 for a comment you may want to take into consideration before running the
later pipeline tasks specFlagOutliers and specWaveRebin (Level 1 to 2 pipeline, so not yet).
The parameter copy=1 is here to decouple the slicedFrames produced by this (and hence by all
subsequent) task from the slicedFrames you took from the ObservationContext Level 0.5. Setting
copy to 1 returns to you an independent product, rather than the original product changed. Now,
by "independent" we are taking java/python, not English. Wn setting this parameter you are making
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it so that the slicedFrames output (the product on the left of the equals sign) is not the same as the
slicedFrames input (the parameter given first in the task's call), even though it has the same name;
the new "slicedFrames" is pointing to a different address in memory than the original "slicedFrames"
name is pointing to. If you just run through the pipeline once, then whether you set copy to 1 or not
will make no difference, but if you run part of the way through the pipeline and realise you made a
mistake and want to start again from Level 0.5, then this will allow you to be sure that your newly
extracted "slicedFrames" really is the completely untouched Level 0.5 product, not the one that you
have been already partly processing.
• convertSignal2StandardCap: convert the signal to a value that would be if the observation had
been done at the lowest detector capacitance setting. If this was the case anyway, no change is made.
This task is necessary because the subsequent calibration tasks have been designed to be used on
data taken at the lowest capacitance.
• specDiffChop: subtract the off-chops from the on-chops to remove the telescope background. This
will change the number of readouts and also subtracts the dark current (which is the same for the
on- and off-chops and so is immediately removed), and it will remove the calibration block (which
is no longer necessary) from slicedFrames. It would be a good idea here to compare the spectra
before and after this task, because you will want to check that the off-spectra do not have any source
contamination in them, i.e. that you can see no spectral lines: see Sec. 4.6.1 and Sec. 4.6.2 for an
explanation of how to compare the on- and off-chops. Or you can consider running instead the
SplitOnOff pipeline: Sec. 3.8.2.
• rsrfCal: apply the relative spectral response function. The function is taken from the calibration tree.
• specRespCal: apply the absolute response correction, using the nominal response. This currently
uses the nominal response, a later improvement will be to use that calculated from the calibration
block of the observation itself (to be completed). The units are now Jy.
• specFlatFieldRange: apply the flat fielding task to normalise the response of all pixels to the same
level. For SED datasets and those with very many slices this task may take a while to run. See the
PPR for more information about this task (currently incomplete), but briefly:
• For each spaxel independently, the task takes the spectrum of each of the 16 pixels and computes
the median continuum flux (for short ranges) or makes a polynomial fit to the continuum (for
wide ranges and SEDs). The task does a running filter sigma-clipping before fitting or calculating
the median. This clipping is quite severe so it removes not only noise but also spectral features
(but the clipping is not propagated to the output product).
• For each spaxel independently, It then creates the median spectrum of the 16 pixels, and computes
from that the spaxel median value or makes a continuum fit.
• For each of the 16 pixels of each spaxel, it divides the median or fit by the spaxel-median or
spaxel-fit to determine the pixel-specific correction factor or correction curve.
• When these corrections are multiplied back into the spectra of the pixels, they become normalised
to the spaxel-mean. This effectively corrects for the different responses of the pixels of each
spaxel.
The parameter minWaveRangeForPoly tells the task whether to calculate the continuum median flux or make a continuum fit; we recommend a value of 4 (microns), so that only data of a wavelength range greater than this is corrected via continuum fitting. We recommend that for the fitting
you request an order of 5. The parameters to this task can be found in its URM entry and it will also
soon be explained in the PPR. To change the box size for the sigma-clipping, set maxbinsize to
a value in microns (2 is the default). If you wish to see plots of the fits you need to set doPlot=1.
These plots will allow you to assess the quality of the fitting. It is important to note that for SEDs,
it is OK if the polynomial fits do not look very good at the ends of the bands, where the spectra take
sharp turns; what is important is that the same type of fit is done to each pixels's spectrum so that
the normalising works—the actual fits themselves do not have to be perfect.
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To compare the spectra before and after flatfielding, see Sec. 4.6.3.
• specFrames2PacsCube: turn the individual Frames in the slicedFrames into PacsCubes, which
really is only a rearrangement of the data. These cubes have a spatial size of 5x5 spaxels (created
from the 25 modules), and along the wavelength dimension you will find the spectra from the 16
pixels all packed together (so, not in an overall wavelength order). These 16 spectra may themselves
be multiples, if the AOR asked for repeats on the wavelength range, and at a minimum each pixel
holds a spectrum from a grating scan up- and down-direction.
See Sec. 4.7 for information about relationship between the spaxel/module numbering between
PacsCube and Frames.
• updateObservation: and finally, update the ObservationContext by adding the pipelined slicedFrames and slicedCubes to the Level 1 stage. As before this optional, but recommended. When
saving myobs, you can save to the same poolName that you use at the end of Level 0.5 processing:
pools take up quite a lot of space on disc; also it is better that the ObservationContext you would
get out of any pool contains all the levels you have reduced, not a mix of levels reduced by you and
reduced at the HSC. If you chose to only save the slicedFrames or slicedCubes to disc they will be
saved to [HOME]/.hcss/lstore.
Note
NOISYPIXEL mask: This is a mask that is assigned to pixels of the Frames product that
have been determined, from instrument tests, to be noisier than average. It is recommended
that you inspect the spectra from these pixels yourself, to see whether you want to exclude
them from your rebinned cube (by default you do not exclude them). You can identify
which pixels these are by using the PacsProductViewer or the SpectrumExplorer on the
Frames slices of the slicedFrames.

3.8.1.2. Level 1 to Level 2
In this part of the pipeline you turn the PacsCubes created before into PacsRebinnedCubes, in the
process combining the spectra via a wavelength grid-based rebinning. For this you will be required to
first select out the cubes from slicedCubes that belong to the same wavelength range (band, lineId, or
range). In this part of the pipeline you should inspect the results of the second deglitching task and
the wavelength grid you use for the rebinning.
# retrieve the data from the ObservationContext if you are
# beginning here from some reductions you did and saved previously
myobs=getObservation(obsid, poolName="whatever")
level1 = PacsContext(myobs.level1)
slicedFrames = level1.fitted.getCamera(camera).product
slicedCubes = level1.cube.getCamera(camera).product
# If instead you saved the slicedFrames directly to pool, rather than via the
# ObservationContext (using saveSlicedCopy), then:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)

# otherwise simply continue from before
# FROM THIS POINT ON, WE DEAL WITH ONE LINE OR RANGE ONLY
# You must select out one wavelength region with lineId or wavelength,
# unless your myobs has only one wavelength range in it—in this case,
# leave lineId and wavelength blank (=[])
# The parameters you can set values for here are also a listing of most
# of the parameters of the selectSlices task
lineId
= [2] # e.g., or
wavelength = 63.5 # e.g.
rasterLine = []
rasterCol
= []
nodPosition = ""
nodCycle
= []
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sCubes = selectSlices(slicedCubes, lineId=lineId, wavelength=wavelength,\
rasterLine=rasterLine, rasterCol=rasterCol, nodPosition=nodPosition, \
nodCycle=nodCycle, verbose=0)
waveGrid=wavelengthGrid(sCubes, oversample=2, upsample=1, calTree = calTree)
sCubes = activateMasks(sCubes, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
sCubes = specFlagOutliers(sCubes, waveGrid, nSigma=5, nIter=1)
sCubes = activateMasks(sCubes, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "OUTLIERS", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
slicedRebinnedCubes = specWaveRebin(sCubes, waveGrid)
slicedRebinnedCubes = specAddNodCubes(slicedRebinnedCubes)

This part of the pipeline you need to run once on each wavelength range you have in your data: each
line id, range, or band. This is because the final cube products can only have one wavelength grid
in them (but they can have multiple pointings). Hence you may need to run this part of the pipeline
several times.
The tasks do the following
• Set the wavelength range to work on. You can only work on one wavelength range at a time in
this Level 1 to 2 part of the pipeline, so you will be running from selectSlices until the end for
each wavelength range/lineId that you want to reduce (and separately for each camera, if you are
planning to reduce both cameras).
You can use selectSlices to make a number of different selections, if you wanted to compare different sCubes (e.g. nod A to B): see its PACS URM entry to learn more. When running the pipeline
you will only need to edit "lineId" or "wavelength".
You do not need to set these as variables, you could just enter the numbers in the task themselves,
but this way is easier to explain. The helper task slicedSummary will tell you what slices hold what
data and help you figure out what values to set. For example, if the output of slicedSummary is:
noSlices: 4
noCalSlices: 0
noScienceSlices:
slice# isScience
0 true ["B"]
63.789
1 true ["A"]
63.789
2 true ["B"]
57.947
3 true ["A"]
57.947

4
nodPosition nodCycle rasterId lineId band dimensions wavelengths
1
1
1 1
[2] ["B3A"][18,25,1631] 63.288 1

1

1 1

[2]

["B3A"][18,25,1631] 63.288 -

1

1

1 1

[3]

["B3A"][18,25,1631] 57.362 -

1

1

1 1

[3]

["B3A"][18,25,1631] 57.362 -

then to select the shorter wavelength range you need to set "wavelength" to any number between
the range 57.362 and 57.947, or you can set lineId to [3].
• selectSlices: then you select the slices that you want.
• wavelengthGrid: make the wavelength grid to use for the rebinning that will create the next level
cubes. There will be one wavelength grid created that is applicable to all slices in sCubes. The
reason for making a wavelength grid is the following: each of the 16 pixels that feed each spaxel
have a wavelength sampling that is slightly offset from the previous, so together they cover the
entire wavelength range you requested at a finer dispersion that each does individually. In addition,
for Nyquist sampled observations (e.g. SEDs) any repeats on the wavelength range (any request for
more than one grating scan [up and down] in the AOR) will have been spectrally dithered, which
improves the spectral sampling. This task creates a wavelength grid that covers all input grids, so all
cubes created with this grid, and all spaxels in each cube, will have the same range. After resampling
it will become possible to easily add together cubes and spaxels.
The upsample and oversample parameters are explained in the PACS URM entry for wavelengthGrid. Briefly these control the sampling of the grid you create: the original grid is laid out and
oversample determines how many new wavelength bins you create for each old wavelength bin,
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and upsample determines how many bins forward you move in the original grid before you make
new bins. Setting upsample=1 and oversample=2 corresponds to the native resolution of the
instrument (in the mode your data were taken in) and is our recommendation for single scan SEDs
or Nyquist-sampled ranges. For line scans, deep range scans, or Nyquist-sampled ranges and SEDs
with repetition factor>1, then oversample can be >2 because you have more redundancy (more
samples at very close wavelength points, basically).
See Sec. 3.8.3.1 for a few hints on playing with this grid, and for its interaction with the next task
specFlagOutliers.
• specFlagOutliers: flag for outliers, i.e. catch all the glitches that the previous deglitching task did
not. It rebins the data according to the specified wavelength grid in order to do this, but only to find
the outliers, it does not change the input product. nIter controls the number of iterations you do
(1 means two runs of detection are done), and nSigma controls the sigma level you clip at. The
parameter nSigma has the most effect on the performance of this task.
In the pipeline you activate the masks before running this task so that only glitches are found, so that
it does not also need to search the data-points that are bad for uncleanchopping or grating movements (for which masks already exist) or were found previously by specFlagGlitchFramesQTest.
However, in some circumstances you may find that you do not want to activate the GLITCH mask
before running specFlagOutliers: see Sec. 3.8.3.2 before running specWaveRebin. See also Sec.
3.8.3.1 for a few hints on playing with the wavelength grid and then with specFlagOutliers.
You can look at the detected outliers with the SpectrumExplorer (see the DAG chap. 2 and the
PACS-specific use of it is explained in the PPR), or by plotting manually (see Sec. 4.5 and Sec.
4.6.4), and you can also use the helper tasks plotCubes and plotCubesMasks (Sec. 3.8.4).
Note that the previous deglitching task, specFlagGlitchFramesQTest, works on the time-line on
the Xaxis, whereas this task works with the wavelengths as the Xaxis. Neither task tries to fix the
glitches, they simply identify them.
• specWaveRebin: this task creates rebinned cubes (PacsRebinnedCube) of the same spatial dimensions (5x5) as the input PacsCubes, where all the spectra in each spaxel are merged via a rebinning
according to the new wavelength Grid: all the data-points that fall in the new bins are mean-combined. All data-points that are bad according to the masks activated by activateMasks called before
specWaveRebin will not be included in the new rebinned cube. See the comment in Sec. 3.8.3.4
(saturation) before running this task, and Sec. 3.8.3.2 (glitches found for bright lines) before running
this task. The active masks are considered by this task, so any masked data-points from the old grid
are not included when the data values for the new grid are calculated. Masks are not carried through
to the new rebinned cube, as these cubes are supposed to be created from good data only.
• specAddNodCubes: the nod A and nod B cubes of sCubes are combined (averaged), for each raster
position separately.
You can save your slicedRebinnedCubes to disc:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"slicedRebinnedCubes"
# save
saveSlicedCopy(slicedRebinnedCubes,name)
# restore
slicedRebinnedCubes = readSliced(name)

There are many ways to save a single product (cube, frame) to pool, see Sec. 4.10 for a few of these.
Saving the data back to the ObservationContext, as we have shown for Level 0.5 and 1, is explained
later in Sec. 3.8.5, as there is potentially one extra cube you can create before doing that. In addition, if
you have more than one wavelength range in your dataset then you will want to repeat this part of the
pipeline (remembering not to overwrite the slicedRebinnedCubes you have just created), and saving
back to the ObservationContext is a tiny bit more long-winded in these cases.
Saving the data is explained also at the end in Sec. 3.8.5.3).
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3.8.2. Pipeline tasks: SplitOnOff version
So, you have run the Level 0 to 0.5 part of the pipeline and now wish to continue with the rest, for
either or for both cameras. This pipeline described here is the one in which you split the data on chop
—on-source and off-source—so you can compare the cubes created from each. In the chop-nod AOT
it is necessary to subtract the off-chops from the on-chops—to remove the dark current as well as the
telescope/sky background—and before doing this you may want to compare the off-spectra from the
on-spectra. Once you have run through this SplitOnOff script, and are happy with the spectra from
your off-cubes, you will then need to rerun the pipeline following either of the ChopNodPoint|ExtendedSource scripts, inside which the off-chops and on-chops are properly subtracted from each other:
simply subtracting the off-cubes from the on-cubes will produce a result that is not as good or as accurate as subtracting properly at the right stage in the pipeline.
The alternative to running two pipeline versions is to compare the on- and off-source spectra to each
other within the ChopNod[Point|Extended]Source scripts. This is possible but can be awkward and
you can only do it at the Frames level, not for cubes: see the short script provided in Sec. 4.6.2, which
links you to a slightly longer script in Sec. 4.6.1. Check these out before deciding if you want to run
this SplitOnOff pipeline script. Providing a more complete and less awkward way to check the data
that these script snippets is the reason behind this SplitOnOff script.
Here we assume you have run the previous level yourself, and so are either simply continuing, or
are beginning from the Level0.5 that you previously reduced yourself and saved somewhere on disc
earlier.
Remember to do this entire set of reductions for the red and blue camera both (unless you don't need
them both).

3.8.2.1. Level 0.5 to Level 1
At this level you will apply corrections to the Frames for the dark and the response and run a deglitching task, and then you will turn the Frames into PacsCubes. In this part of the pipeline there is some
inspection of the intermediate products that you will want to be doing, and for a very few tasks you
may want to change the parameters (mainly flatfielding and checking the deglitching).
If you are starting with a fresh HIPE, then you will need to set up the parameters "camera", "obsid",
"updateObservationContext", "verbose" and get the calibration tree, as explained in Sec. 3.7 and Sec.
3.6.2.2.
The pipeline is as follows. Note that differences in the first five lines of code with the pipeline script are
minor, but what is written here is better. Also, in the pipeline there are two lines of code ("calFrame="
followed by "csResponseAndDark =" which are unnecessary and hence skipped here):
# if you are beginning from this level, then first extract your products
# from myobs, the ObservationContext
myobs=getObservation(obsid,poolName="whatever")
level0_5 = PacsContext(myobs.level0_5)
slicedFrames = level0_5.fitted.getCamera(camera).product
# If instead you saved the slicedFrames directly to pool, rather than via the
# ObservationContext (using saveSlicedCopy), then:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)
# otherwise continue on your slicedFrames from before
slicedFrames = activateMasks(slicedFrames, String1d([" "]), exclusive = True)
slicedFrames = specFlagGlitchFramesQTest(slicedFrames, \
copy=1) # this can be slow
slicedFrames = activateMasks(slicedFrames, slicedFrames.get(0).getMaskTypes())
slicedFrames = convertSignal2StandardCap(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = selectSlices(slicedFrames, scical="sci")
slicedFrames = specSubtractDark(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = rsrfCal(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
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slicedFrames = specRespCal(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = sliceOnOff(slicedFrames)
slicedFrames = specFlatFieldRange(slicedFrames,polyOrder=5,\
minWaveRangeForPoly=4., verbose=1)
slicedCubes = specFrames2PacsCube(slicedFrames)
## SAVING ##
# here you can chose to save your reductions back to the ObservationContext
# although it is not really necessary for this pipeline script, as the final
# result is anyway not of science-quality
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "1", slicedFrames=slicedFrames,\
slicedCubes=slicedCubes)
# and save that to disc
saveObservation(myobs,poolName="whatever")
# and/or you can save the slicedFrames to pool, with a name such as:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedCubes,name)

(note that the \ is to indicate to HIPE to expect a wrap-around.)
The pipeline helper tasks that are in the pipeline scripts are explained below: Sec. 3.8.4.
The pipeline tasks do the following:
• activateMasks: this task activates the named masks so that the following task can take them into
account. Some tasks run better if only certain masks of the input product are active, so you need to
specify those masks before running these sensitive tasks; that is what slicedActivateMasks does. If
the masks are specified as an empty string and the parameter exclusive is set to True, then no
masks are activated, i.e. all are deactivated. You can consult the URM entry of activateMasks (also
deactivateMasks) to learn more about the parameters. When you run the helper task maskSummary,
the 1s tell you that mask (in that slice) is active, the 0s tell you it is inactive.
• specFlagGlitchFramesQTest: flag the data for glitches (cosmic rays) using the Q statistical test,
creating a mask called GLITCH. Prior to this task you need to run activateMasks to deactivate
all masks (i.e. it is as if there were no masks at all); the statistical test runs better this way. This
deglitching task works on the time-line as the X-axis, not wavelength. It simply identifies and masks
the bad data, it does not change them. There are parameters of this task that you could play with (see
its URM entry and the PPR), but note that these have been much tested and the default parameter
settings should be good for most cases.
See also Sec. 3.8.3.2 for a comment you may want to take into consideration before running the
later pipeline tasks specFlagOutliers and specWaveRebin (Level 1 to 2 pipeline, so not yet).
The parameter copy=1 is here to decouple the slicedFrames produced by this (and hence by all
subsequent) task from the slicedFrames you took from the ObservationContext Level 0.5. Setting
copy to 1 returns to you an independent product, rather than the original product changed. Now,
by "independent" we are taking java/python, not English. What we mean is that the slicedFrames
output (the product on the left of the equals sign) is not the same as the slicedFrames input (the
parameter given first in the task's call), even though it has the same name; the new "slicedFrames"
is pointing to a different address in memory than the original "slicedFrames" name is pointing to.
If you just run through the pipeline once, then whether you set copy to 1 or not will make no
difference, but if you run part of the way through the pipeline and realise you made a mistake and
want to start again from Level 0.5, then this will allow you to be sure that your newly extracted
"slicedFrames" really is the completely untouched Level 0.5 product, not the one that you have been
already partly processing.
• convertSignal2StandardCap: convert the signal to a value that would be if the observation had
been done at the lowest detector capacitance setting. If this was the case anyway, no change is made.
This task is necessary because the subsequent calibration tasks have been designed to be used on
data taken at the lowest capacitance.
• selectSlices: select out all the slices that are science block, not calibration block (at present we do
not use this calibration block in the pipeline).
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• specSubtractDark: subtract the dark current. In chop-nod AOTs this is subtracted when the chopoff are subtracted from the chop-ons in the task specDiffChop, however in this SplitOnOff pipeline
that task is not run, hence the dark is subtracted with this alternative task.
• rsrfCal: apply the relative spectral response function. The function is taken from the calibration tree.
• specRespCal: apply the absolute response correction. This currently uses the nominal response.
The units are now Jy.
• sliceOnOff: slice the data by ONSOURCE and OFFSOURCE (Status entries).
• specFlatFieldRange: apply the flat fielding task to normalise the response of all pixels to the same
level. For SED datasets and those with very many slices this task may take a while to run. See the
PPR for more information about this task (currently incomplete), but briefly:
• For each spaxel independently, the task takes the spectrum of each of the 16 pixels and computes
the median continuum flux (for short ranges) or makes a polynomial fit to the continuum (for
wide ranges and SEDs). The task does a running filter sigma-clipping before fitting or calculating
the median. This clipping is quite severe so it removes not only noise but also spectral features
(but the clipping is not propagated to the output product).
• For each spaxel independently, It then creates the median spectrum of the 16 pixels, and computes
from that the spaxel median value or makes a continuum fit.
• For each of the 16 pixels of each spaxel, it divides the median or fit by the spaxel-median or
spaxel-fit to determine the pixel-specific correction factor or correction curve.
• When these corrections are multiplied back into the spectra of the pixels, they become normalised
to the spaxel-mean. This effectively corrects for the different responses of the pixels of each
spaxel.
The parameter minWaveRangeForPoly tells the task whether to calculate the continuum median flux or make a continuum fit; we recommend a value of 4 (microns), so that only data of a wavelength range greater than this is corrected via continuum fitting. We recommend that for the fitting
you request an order of 5. The parameters to this task can be found in its URM entry and it will also
soon be explained in the PPR. To change the box size for the sigma-clipping, set maxbinsize to
a value in microns (2 is the default). If you wish to see plots of the fits you need to set doPlot=1.
These plots will allow you to assess the quality of the fitting. It is important to note that for SEDs,
it is OK if the polynomial fits do not look very good at the ends of the bands, where the spectra take
sharp turns; what is important is that the same type of fit is done to each pixels's spectrum so that
the normalising works—the actual fits themselves do not have to be perfect.
To compare the spectra before and after flatfielding, see Sec. 4.6.3.
• specFrames2PacsCube: turn the individual Frames in the slicedFrames into PacsCubes, which
really is only a rearrangement of the data. These cubes have a spatial size of 5x5 spaxels (created
from the 25 modules), and along the wavelength dimension you will find the spectra from the 16
pixels all packed together (so, not in an overall wavelength order). These 16 spectra may themselves
be multiples, if the AOR asked for repeats on the wavelength range, and at a minimum each pixel
holds a spectrum from a grating scan up- and down-direction.
See Sec. 4.7 for information about relationship between the spaxel/module numbering between
PacsCube and Frames.
• updateObservation: and finally, update the ObservationContext by adding the pipelined slicedFrames and slicedCubes to the Level 1 stage. As before this optional, but recommended. When
saving myobs, you can save to the same poolName that you use at the end of Level 0.5 processing:
pools take up quite a lot of space on disc; also it is better that the ObservationContext you would
get out of any pool contains all the levels you have reduced, not a mix of levels reduced by you and
reduced at the HSC. If you chose to only save the slicedFrames or slicedCubes to disc they will be
saved to [HOME]/.hcss/lstore.
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Note
NOISYPIXEL mask: This is a mask that is assigned to pixels of the Frames product that
have been determined, from instrument tests, to be noisier than average. It is recommended
that you inspect the spectra from these pixels yourself, to see whether you want to exclude
them from your rebinned cube (by default you do not exclude them). You can identify
which pixels these are by using the PacsProductViewer or the SpectrumExplorer on the
Frames slices of the slicedFrames.

3.8.2.2. Level 1 to Level 2
In this part of the pipeline you turn the PacsCubes created before into PacsRebinnedCubes, in the
process combining the spectra via a wavelength grid-based rebinning. For this you will be required to
first select out the cubes from slicedCubes that belong to the same wavelength range (band, lineId, or
range). In this part of the pipeline you should inspect the results of the second deglitching task and
the wavelength grid you use for the rebinning.
The pipeline is as follows. Note that differences in the first five lines of code with the pipeline script
are minor, but what is written here is better.
# retrieve the data from the ObservationContext if you are
# beginning here from some reductions you did and saved previously
myobs=getObservation(obsid, poolName="whatever")
level1 = PacsContext(myobs.level1)
slicedFrames = level1.fitted.getCamera(camera).product
slicedCubes = level1.cube.getCamera(camera).product
# If instead you saved the slicedFrames directly to pool, rather than via the
# ObservationContext (using saveSlicedCopy), then:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)
# otherwise simply continue from before
# FROM THIS POINT ON, WE DEAL WITH ONE LINE OR RANGE ONLY
# You must select out one wavelength region with lineId or wavelength,
# unless your myobs has only one wavelength range in it—in this case,
# leave lineId and wavelength blank (=[])
# The parameters you can set values for here are also a listing of most
# of the parameters of the selectSlices task
lineId
= [2] # e.g., or
wavelength = 63.5 # e.g.
rasterLine = []
rasterCol
= []
nodPosition = ""
scical
= ""
nodCycle
= []
sliceNumber = []
onOff = "ON"
sCubesOn = selectSlices(slicedCubes, lineId=lineId, wavelength=wavelength,\
rasterLine=rasterLine, rasterCol=rasterCol, nodPosition=nodPosition, \
nodCycle=nodCycle, scical=scical, sliceNumber=sliceNumber, \
onOff=onOff, verbose=0)
onOff = "OFF"
sCubesOff = selectSlices(slicedCubes, lineId=lineId, wavelength=wavelength,\
rasterLine=rasterLine, rasterCol=rasterCol, nodPosition=nodPosition, \
nodCycle=nodCycle, scical=scical, sliceNumber=sliceNumber, \
onOff=onOff, verbose=0)
waveGrid=wavelengthGrid(sCubesOn, oversample=2, upsample=1, calTree = calTree)
sCubesOn = activateMasks(sCubesOn, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
sCubesOff = activateMasks(sCubesOff, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
sCubesOn = specFlagOutliers(sCubesOn, waveGrid, nSigma=5, nIter=1)
sCubesOff = specFlagOutliers(sCubesOff, waveGrid, nSigma=5, nIter=1)
sCubesOn = activateMasks(sCubesOn, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "OUTLIERS", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
sCubesOff = activateMasks(sCubesOff, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
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"GRATMOVE", "OUTLIERS", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
slicedRebinnedCubesOn = specWaveRebin(sCubesOn, waveGrid)
slicedRebinnedCubesOff = specWaveRebin(sCubesOff, waveGrid)
meanRebinnedCubesOn = specAverageCubes(slicedRebinnedCubesOn)
meanRebinnedCubesOff = specAverageCubes(slicedRebinnedCubesOff)

This part of the pipeline you need to run once on each wavelength range you have in your data: each
line id, range, or band. This is because the final cube products can only have one wavelength grid
in them (but they can have multiple pointings). Hence you may need to run this part of the pipeline
several times.
The tasks do the following
• Set the wavelength range to work on, for the on and off selections. You can only work on one
wavelength range at a time in this Level 0.5 to 2 part of the pipeline, so you will be running from
selectSlices until the end for each wavelength range/lineId that you want to reduce (and separately
for each camera, if you are planning to reduce both cameras).
You can use selectSlices to make a number of different selections, if you wanted to compare different sCubes (e.g. nod A to B): see its PACS URM entry to learn more. When running the pipeline
you will only need to edit "lineId" or "wavelength".
You do not need to set these as variables, you could just enter the numbers in the task themselves,
but this way is easier to explain. The helper task slicedSummary will tell you what slices hold what
data and help you figure out what values to set: For example, if the output of slicedSummary is:
noSlices: 4
noCalSlices: 0
noScienceSlices:
slice# isScience
0 true ["B"]
63.789
1 true ["A"]
63.789
2 true ["B"]
57.947
3 true ["A"]
57.947

4
nodPosition nodCycle rasterId lineId band dimensions wavelengths
1
1
1 1
[2] ["B3A"][18,25,1631] 63.288 1

1

1 1

[2]

["B3A"][18,25,1631] 63.288 -

1

1

1 1

[3]

["B3A"][18,25,1631] 57.362 -

1

1

1 1

[3]

["B3A"][18,25,1631] 57.362 -

then to select the shorter wavelength range you need to set "wavelength" to any number between
the range 57.362 and 57.947, or you can set lineId to [3].
• selectSlices: then you select the slices that you want.
• wavelengthGrid: make the wavelength grid to use for the rebinning that will create the next level
cubes. There will be one wavelength grid created that is applicable to all slices in sCubes. The
reason for making a wavelength grid is the following: each of the 16 pixels that feed each spaxel
have a wavelength sampling that is slightly offset from the previous, so together they cover the
entire wavelength range you requested at a finer dispersion that each does individually. In addition,
for Nyquist sampled observations (e.g. SEDs) any repeats on the wavelength range (any request for
more than one grating scan [up and down] in the AOR) will have been spectrally dithered, which
improves the spectral sampling. This task creates a wavelength grid that covers all input grids, so all
cubes created with this grid, and all spaxels in each cube, will have the same range. After resampling
it will become possible to easily add together cubes and spaxels.
You use the On cubes to set the wavelength grid because (i) the wavelength range in the on and off
are anyway identical and (ii) you want one wavelength grid for the on and off selections.
The upsample and oversample parameters are explained in the PACS URM entry for wavelengthGrid. Briefly these control the sampling of the grid you create: the original grid is laid out and
oversample determines how many new wavelength bins you create for each old wavelength bin,
and upsample determines how many bins forward you move in the original grid before you make
new bins. Setting upsample=1 and oversample=2 corresponds to the native resolution of the
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instrument (in the mode your data were taken in) and is our recommendation for single scan SEDs
or Nyquist-sampled ranges. For line scans, deep range scans, or Nyquist-sampled ranges and SEDs
with repetition factor>1, then oversample can be >2 because you have more redundancy (more
samples at very close wavelength points, basically).
See Sec. 3.8.3.1 for a few hints on playing with this grid, and for its interaction with the next task
specFlagOutliers.
• specFlagOutliers: flag for outliers, i.e. catch all the glitches that the previous deglitching task did
not. It rebins the data according to the specified wavelength grid in order to do this, but only to find
the outliers, it does not change the input product. nIter controls the number of iterations you do
(1 means two runs of detection are done), and nSigma controls the sigma level you clip at. The
parameter nSigma has the most effect on the performance of this task.
In the pipeline you activate the masks before running this task so that only glitches are found, so that
it does not also need to search the data-points that are bad for uncleanchopping or grating movements (for which masks already exist) or were found previously by specFlagGlitchFramesQTest.
However, in some circumstances you may find that you do not want to activate the GLITCH mask
before running specFlagOutliers: see Sec. 3.8.3.2 before running specWaveRebin. See also Sec.
3.8.3.1 for a few hints on playing with the wavelength grid and then with specFlagOutliers.
You can look at the detected outliers with the SpectrumExplorer (see the DAG chap. 2 and the
PACS-specific use of it is explained in the PPR), or by plotting manually (see Sec. 4.5 and Sec.
4.6.4), and you can also use the helper tasks plotCubes and plotCubesMasks (Sec. 3.8.4).
Note that the previous deglitching task, specFlagGlitchFramesQTest, works on the time-line on
the Xaxis, whereas this task works with the wavelengths as the Xaxis. Neither task tries to fix the
glitches, they simply identify them.
• specWaveRebin: this task creates rebinned cubes (PacsRebinnedCube) of the same spatial dimensions (5x5) as the input PacsCubes, where all the spectra in each spaxel are merged via a rebinning
according to the new wavelength Grid: all the data-points that fall in the new bins are mean-combined. All data-points that are bad according the masks activated by activateMasks called before
specWaveRebin will not be included in the new rebinned cube. See the comment in Sec. 3.8.3.4
(saturation) before running this task, and Sec. 3.8.3.2 (glitches found for bright lines) before running
this task. The active masks are considered by this task, so any masked data-points from the old grid
are not included when the data values for the new grid are calculated. Masks are not carried through
to the new rebinned cube, as these cubes are supposed to be created from good data only.
• specAverageCubes: average together the On and Off cubes, for each nod repeat and separately for
each raster position held in the list.
You can save your meanRebinnedCubes to disc:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"meanRebinnedCubesOn"
# save
saveSlicedCopy(meanRebinnedCubesOn,name)
# restore
meanRebinnedCubesOn = readSliced(name)

3.8.2.3. The end of the SplitOnOff pipeline script
For this SplitOnOff pipeline, this is the end. The point of this pipeline is to create the rebinned cubes
for the on and off positions so you can compare them. If you are happy with the spectra, you will then
go back to 3.6 and run one of the other, non-split, chop-nod scripts. There is one task that differs at
Level 0 to 0.5 between the SplitOnOff and these other scripts, meaning that you need to go back to
Level 0 (or at least, to the slicedFrames created just before running addIndexInCycle).
Note that for line scan AOTs, the main thing you are looking for is that the off-cubes do not have any
spectral lines in them. For the long range and SED AOTs, the same will apply, you want to make sure
you have the spectrum of blank sky.
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To compare you can either select out spaxels from the meanRebinnedCubeOn|Off and PlotXY them
to compare.
You can also use the Spectrum Explorer. One way to do this is using a drag-and-drop with the SE.
To do this you need to have the invidual PacsRebinnedCubes selected out of slicedDiffCubes so that
they appear in the Variables panel. You can do this via e.g.:
prc_off = meanRebinnedCubesOff.refs[0].product
prc_on = meanRebinnedCubesOn.refs[0].product

"prc_off" and "prc_on" will now appear in the Variables panel. Now you can right-click on one of
them to open the SE on it. You can then drag-and-drop the other cube from the Variables panel to
the Spectrum Explorer window. Then select the same spaxel from both tabs (you may need to clear
the second cube first, however, because by default the SE selected and displays all spectra from any
subsequent cubes dragged into it); in this way you have overplotted two spectra from the same spaxel
(SE documentation: DAG chap. 2; see Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 4.6.4, as well as the DAG chap. 3 for PlotXY
on cubes).
Since these cubes are not the final science-quality products, there is not much point your saving the
product to the ObservationContext.

3.8.3. A few comments
3.8.3.1. Playing with the wavelength grid
You can, of course, play around with the wavelength grid you create in the pipeline with the task
wavelengthGrid. To remind you, this task is then used in specWaveRebin to turn the PacsCubes into
PacsRebinnedCubes.
To look at what a rebinned cube created with different grids looks like, to compare then, you can try
something along these lines:
cube=sCubes.refs[0].product.copy
waveGrid=(cube, oversample=2, upsample=1, calTree=calTree)
frame=activateMasks(cube, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "BADPIXELS"]),exclusive = True)
cube = specFlagOutliers(cube, waveGrid, nSigma=5, nIter=1)
cube = activateMasks(cube, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "OUTLIERS","BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
rcube = specWaveRebin(cube, waveGrid)

In this example, the first command makes an independent copy of slice 0 for you to test on (which
is faster than testing on the entire list of cubes), then you make a wavelength grid, then you can flag
the outliers (this is optional, but it does make the result easier to inspect), then you create a rebinned
cube with the new wavelength grid. You can now inspect that cube using the SpectrumExplorer (right
click on it in the Variables panel), or if you want to overplot many experiments on the same plot, you
can plot on the command line:
# rcube1 is for one wavelength grid, rcube2 for the other
p=PlotXY(rcube1.getWave(2,2),rcube1.getFlux(2,2))
p.addLayer(LayerXY(rcube2.getWave(2,2),rcube2.getFlux(2,2)))

What you will be looking for are (i) whether your grid is too fine (in which case you will have many
NaNs, seen as gaps in the spectra where the new wavelength grid bins have fallen between those of
the old wavelength grid) and (ii) whether your spectral line is well enough sampled. Of course, there
has to be some play between sampling well (a good dispersion) but maintaining something close to
the actual dispersion that PACS can give you (too many bins could give you an artificial impression
of the spectral resolution of your data).
The wavelength grid you create can also change the outlier detection results (specFlagOutliers), since
that task uses the new grid to determine if a data-point in the old grid is an outlier or not. You could run
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the task specFlagOutliers with a finer grid than you use for the task specWaveRebin: this is perfectly
OK to do. The reason you may like to try this is that with a finer grid it can be easier to spot the outliers:
large bins will include outliers in the bin-averaging and this will dilute their effect. But don't stray too
far from the grid you finally chose to use in the task specWaveRebin.

3.8.3.2. Glitches and rebinning
For spectra with lines that are (i) saturated or (ii) bright relative to the continuum, we have found that
the task specFlagGlitchFramesQTest can identify the bright parts of these spectral lines incorrectly
as glitches. Since in the standard processing explained here the GLITCH mask is activated when
the spectra are combined into the rebinned cube (by the pipeline task specWaveRebin), that means
that all glitched data-points will be excluded in the rebinned cube spectra created as output from
specWaveRebin. This can result in spectral lines with "holes" in them. For saturated lines you may
not care, but for unsaturated but bright lines you will—in addition, looking at a line with a missing
parts (they are turned into NaNs) will create some degree of puzzlement!
Because of this we recommend that you look at all the bright spectral lines in your data before running
the pipeline task specFlagOutliers (which works on the data in PacsCube format) to see if they have
been masked incorrectly as glitches. You can do this either by using the SpectrumExplorer to see the
data with and without any chosen mask, or by plotting the data manually or with helper tasks. The SE
is explained in the DAG chap. 2 and the PACS-specific use of it are explained in the PPR. Plotting
manually to compare these two masks is explained in Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 4.6.4 and you can also use the
helper tasks plotCubes and plotCubesMasks (Sec. 3.8.4).
If you do find that whole parts of spectral lines are masked as being GLITCHes, but you don't think
they really are, you could (i) exclude henceforth the entire GLITCH mask or (ii) reset the GLITCH
mask for these readouts to 0 (False); this you can do using mask methods that are explained in the PPR
or use the SpectrumExplorer PACS-specific bits (PPR). If you decide to exclude the entire GLITCH
mask you do this by not activating this mask before running specFlagOutliers and slicedSpecWaveRebin (i.e. do not include it in the activateMasks task). By not activating the GLITCH mask before
slicedSpecFlagOutliers, you are telling this task to find all outliers even if they have already a GLITCH
mask. You should, of course, check that this second glitch-detecting task finds all the glitches in your
data: Plotting manually to compare these two masks is explained in Sec. 4.6.5.

3.8.3.3. Selecting out slices on the command line
To select individual slices from your slicedCubes, or sCubes, or slicedRebinnedCubes, you can use
the following method:
# information you get from slicedSummary
# to get cube j
mycube=slicedCubes.refs[j].product

The reason for this less sophisticated-looking command, compare this to what you can do for slicedFrames, above, is that at present the sliced cubes are of class ListContext, and can only use the methods
of that class, whereas the slicedFrames is a class of its own, and has extra methods. See the PACS
DRM for a list of the methods.
To know how to do this via GUIs, see Sec. 4.3.

3.8.3.4. Saturated and rawsaturated data
We repeat what was said Sec. 3.7.2.2: you will have a SATURATION mask and a RAWSATURATION mask. The first identifies saturated data-points based on the data-points themselves, whereas the
second flags data-points as (raw)saturated if the central pixel of the detector was saturated at the same
readout/timepoint. As we have written the pipeline here, the saturated data are excluded from rebinned
cubes created by specWaveRebin because we have activated that mask with the activateMasks task
prior to running specWaveRebin. The rawsaturated data are not. You may want to check to see if any
data are true for RAWSATURATION, and if so then look at these data yourself to see if you believe
that they are actually saturated (noting that for the central pixel, and hence most likely the entire central
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spaxel, this mask is always going to be correct as it is based on raw data). If so, you should exclude
such data (activate that mask also) from specWaveRebin, or at least note down which line is saturated.
Note that it is not absolutely necessary to exclude saturated data for the running of the pipeline. By
excluding these data-points when you build the rebinned cube you will find that saturated lines have
holes in the middle, where the saturation occurred. We are working to change the PacsRebinnedCube
so that you can keep the data-points and also keep the mask, so you can identify which data are saturated but not have holes in your saturated lines, but at present this is not possible.
To check on masked data you can use the PPV (see the PPR for an explanation) or PlotXY (Sec. 4.5,
Sec. 4.6.4 and Sec. 4.6.5).

3.8.3.5. Units
The flux units of the spectra in each spaxel are Jy (>print slicedCubes.refs[0].product.fluxUnit), but
per spaxel. What that means is that the flux at any wavelength in that spaxel's spectrum is Jy over an
area of sky that corresponds to that one spaxel. Unless you spatially rebin, a spaxel is a 9.4 arcsec
square, so the area is 88.36 sq arcsec. If you sum up 3 spaxels, then the flux will actually be Jy over
3 spaxels. If you change the size of the spaxels, then the flux will still be Jy per spaxel, it is just that
the spaxel's area is different.

3.8.4. Inspecting the results: how and what?
What are you looking for in your data, as you run and check the pipeline? Other than obvious details
such as—is the pointing correct, do I have a spectral line, and are the rasters as I asked for—you will
want to check that the spectrum of the off-positions (off-chops) is clean. Subtracting the off- from the
on-chops removes the dark current and also the telescope background. While this background is quite
significant it has no sharp spectral features, hence, if you were to see a spectral line in the off-spectrum
then your off-position was not sitting on blank sky and you have a problem (contact the HSC in this
case). You could also check for saturation, check the wavelength grid you have created for the spectral
rebinning, and look at how well the second deglitching task (specFlagOutliers) has performed. These
latter three checks were explained above, although there are a few pipeline helper tasks you can use
which we also explain here. Finally, you could compare the spectra from different nods or nod cycles
(but the same raster) to each other, to see if any changes (with time) have occurred.
As you check your spectra you may notice that the different grating scan directions are offset in flux
from each other; this is normal. If you are very careful in looking into your data you may also notice that
some of the masked data-points do not look very discrepant. Extensive testing has shown that it really
is not worth going through every single data-point to mask or unmask it according to what you see; in
any case this is dangerous to do this before you have a good understanding of the temporal behaviour
of the detectors and of how the signal varies with glitches and with the instrumental environment.
Many of the helper tasks that were explained before—to print out or plot parts of your slicedCube or
individual cubes—are again used in this part of the pipeline, and here the rest are introduced. These
tasks work directly on the sliced products, unless stated otherwise.
• slicedSummary: gives you a printed summary of each slice in your slicedFrames, including the
wavelength information (line, band, whether wavelengths have been calibrated or not) pointing
(raster, nod, nodCycle [in you AOR you would have set repetitions on the nod cycles as well as
on the line/range]). This is useful to run before you selectSlices, to see what to select, and after,
to check on the selection.
• slicedSummaryPlot: following the pipeline script you will have run this already twice (if you set
verbose to 1). The third running of this task, in this stage of the pipeline, gives a plot that is essentially
the same as the second running of the task, but because the data have been reorganised (you have
sliced them), the placement of the various curves will be different.
• plotSignalBasic: this task will plot the spectrum of a single slice (bear in mind that until you clean
out the calibration slice in specDiffChop, the first slice contains calibration signal, not source signal). Plotted will be the spectrum of the central pixel (8,12), which is from the central spaxel, for all
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unmasked data (i.e. those for which the masks have been activated). The pipeline script also explains
how do to this "manually". When you display the spectrum before and after the task specDiffChop,
it will look different: this is because the data-points from readouts at the off-source positions, which
should just be a continuum signal, have been removed by this task. You can change the pixel to plot
with the parameters detector (1 to 16) and module (0 to 24).
• MaskViewer: this is a GUI, and is also known as the Pacs Product Viewer. You can access it by
clicking on an individual Frames slice of your slicedFrames list (e.g. by clicking on "slicedFrames"
in the Variables panel, and then going to the Outline panel where the individual slices are listed,
and right clicking to select a menu of viewers on any one of them). The only difference is that
the MaskViewer opens in a detached tab and the PPV opens within the Editor panel. This GUI
allows you to select to plot the spectrum of any detector pixel of a Frames product, via a detector
image at the top and with plot displayed below. The x-axis is readout (which is in time-order),
not wavelength. You can also overplot some Status values on the timeline spectrum. This GUI is
explained in the PPR.
To use the MaskViewer command in the pipeline you need to first import it:
from herschel.pacs.signal import MaskViewer

• plotCubes and plotCubesMasks: the first task plots the spectrum of the central spaxel for the
specified sliced cubes list, and the second can be used to overplot the masked data. In the pipeline
script this is given as:
p7 = plotCubes(sCubes,[],x=2,y=2,masks=slicedCubes.refs[0].product.maskTypes)
plotMasks = String1d(["GLITCH"])
p7 = plotCubesMasks(sCubes,p7,x=2,y=2,masks=plotMasks)

where the first will plot the spectra of all cube slices in sCubes, excluding the data-points that are
masked as specified by the parameter masks (as written here, the input for masks is a String list
of all the masks). You put this plot in a variable called "p7" so you can keep it to next overplot
on to. The parameter [] here simply tells the task that p7 is to open as a fresh window. The second
then sees you specify as a string the mask(s) you next want to overplot, and the third then plots
on to "p7" (which now has to be defined as the second parameter) the spectra including only the
data-points that are masked. These will come up in a different colour (be warned, this can make
for an extremely busy plot).
NOTE: if you want to plot only one or two slices (to make the plot easier to read), then you can
select the slice out of the ListContext within the call to the task, using the selectSlices task:
p7 = plotCubes(selectSlices(sCubes,sliceNumber=[3,5]),x=2,y=2\
masks=slicedCubes.refs[0].product.maskTypes)

plotCubes expects a ListContext input, so you cannot use it directly on a single cube.
• plotCubesRaDec: will plot the RA and Dec of the ListContext of cubes (of PacsRebinnedCubes as
we use it in the pipeline script). The values are taken from the "ra" and "dec" datasets of the cubes,
created by the pipeline task specAssignRaDec. Where this differs from the plot of pointing you did
at Level 0.5 is that you now only have the data that are on-source. The different coloured crosses
are the different cubes, these should be nod A and nod B at all the raster pointings you have. You
will see here again a slight offset between the nods: this will soon be explained in the PPR.
In the plot three spaxels are circled: these are the first 3 spaxels in the cube (0,1,2).
NOTE: if you want to plot only a single slice (to make the plot easier to read), then you can select
the slice out of the ListContext within the call to the task, using the selectSlices task:
p7 = plotCubesRaDec(selectSlices(sCubes,sliceNumber=[3,5]),p7,\
x=x,y=y,masks=plotMasks)

plotCubesRaDec expects a ListContext input, so you cannot use it directly on a single cube.
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• plotCube5x5: this plots the spectrum of each spaxel in a single slice of your slicedRebinnedCubes.
The plot comes up in a 5x5 array. To see the spectra in greater detail you will need to use the
CubeAnalysisToolbox or the SpectrumExplorer, both available if you right-click on a single slice
(e.g. in the listing that appears in the Outline panel when you click on slicedRebinnedCubes in the
Variables panel).
You can also consult the URM entries of these helper tasks to see what all the parameters are. In Sec.
4.12 we show what the result on an example dataset should be of running the pipeline and what the
output from these various helper tasks should look like.

3.8.5. Astronomical-case additional steps
The PacsRebinnedCubes that you create by running specAddNodCubes, and which are held in the
ListContext called "slicedRebinnedCubes" here, are the final science-quality product that we currently
produce. There is one more pipeline task and a few extra helper tasks you can run on the data.

3.8.5.1. Extended sources
For extended sources with only one pointing, you end the pipeline with one PacsRebinnedCube (held
in slicedPacsRebinnedCube) per wavelength range in your observation. You can use the viewer GUIs
and spectral fitting tools that were introduced at the end of Chap. 1 to beginning your science analysis.
If you have a raster observation and you want to mosaic the raster pointings together, or if you want
to see what your cube looks like with smaller spaxels, you can do this with the task specProject. The
cube this task produces is of browse-quality only; we are working on a new task, based on the drizzle
method developed for HST images, to make mosaics of science quality, but it is not yet ready.
To run the specProject task:
projectedCube = specProject(slicedRebinnedCubes)

The working of this task is described in its URM entry and you need to look there to see all the parameters of the task. It projects the spatial grid of the input product (either a single PacsRebinnedCube cube
or a ListContext of these cubes) onto a new grid which covers the entire FoV of all the input cubes,
and for which you can change the spaxel size with the parameter outputPixelSize (by default
the value is 3 arcsec). A set of cubes taken in a raster pointing pattern will be combined into a mosaic
by projecting the input spaxel positions on to the output spaxel positions and averaging together when
more than one cube's spaxel falls on the same output spaxel position.
Once you have created your mosaic, which will become a single cube of class SpectralSimpleCube,
you can then use the viewer GUIs and spectral fitting tools that were introduced at the end of Chap.
1 to do your science analysis.

3.8.5.2. Point and slightly extended sources
If your target is a point source observed in a single pointing, then to get its spectrum you can extract
the central spaxel (or in whichever one in which your source is located) and apply a point-source
correction.
The native resolution of PACS in the blue is about 5 arcsec, and in the red about 10 arcsec, but the
spaxels are 9.4 arcsec square. Hence, a point source will have spilled over to the surrounding spaxels
even in the blue. We therefore provide an aperture correction function, which relates the power in the
PSF within the central 9.4x9.4 arcseconds to the power in the entire PSF. This correction is wavelength
dependent since the PSF size changes dramatically over the PACS wavelength range.
To do this all you:
# first, extract the spectrum of the spaxel where your source is
# located, from a single PacsRebinnedCube slice, e.g.
slice = 0
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x, y = 2,2
spec = extractSpaxelSpectrum(slicedRebinnedCubes,slice=slice,spaxelX=x,spaxelY=y)
# Correct the central spaxel spectrum for diffraction losses for point sources,
# i.e. correct for the fraction of a point source PSF that falls out of the
# spaxel
centralSpectrum = pointSourceLossCorrection(spec, calTree=calTree)

The first task is an extraction that will give you a spectrum in the so-called SimpleSpectrum format
(useful as you can use the general HIPE tasks on this class of spectrum). The second task takes that
spectrum and applies the point source correction. This correction is based on a PSF model (including
the wings), and has been verified at a few wavelengths. This correction is contained in the calibration
tree (which is why the calTree is a parameter). You must do this on the PacsRebinnedCubes, not the
SpectralSimpleCube that is the output of the pipeline task specProject, as the correction will not work
for those smaller spaxels (and that cube is also not of science-grade quality).
An advantage of using this correction is that the signal-to-noise ratio will be better than if you were to
simply add all the spaxels including your source (most likely this is the central 3x3 spaxel box). You
can test this out yourself quite easily: see Sec. 4.8 for an example of how to extract out a spaxel region
on the command line (you can also use the CubeAnalysisToolBox).
If your source is slightly extended, then strictly speaking the point source correction is not valid.
However, you can try a mix-and-match approach: use the correction on the central spaxel to get a
good signal-to-noise ratio spectrum, but sum up all the spaxels to see what the continuum flux level
should really be.
For point and slightly extended sources, if your source is not located in the centre of the spaxel then
you must consider two warnings:
• If you image your cube (e.g. with the Standard Cube Viewer or the CubeAnalysisToolBox) and you
see that your source is midway between spaxels, in any direction (up-down or left-right), then the
point-source correction method will not work. However, we are working on a script to account for
these situations and you can contact the helpdesk for information on this.
Plotting the pointing with e.g. slicedPlotPointing will also show you the PACS footprint and your
requested postion.
• If your source is not located in the centre of the spaxel in the dispersion direction (in the left-right
direction when viewing with e.g. the SIV or the CSAT), then the spectrum of a point or slightly
extended source will suffer some changes to the spectral profile: the spectral lines develop a skew.
This shifts the peak of the line and changes the profile such that it develops a longer tail on one side
(which side depends on in which direction the source is off-centred). We are working on a task to
correct for this, ask the helpdesk for updates.
• The dispersion direction: if a source is located between module 7 and 12 and 17, then it has moved
in the dispersion direction. To find module 7, the table in Sec. 4.7 tells you that you need to select
from the cube the X,Y coordinates 2,1. For module 12 you need to select X,Y 2,2.
# on a PacsRebinnedCube
flx=myrcube.image[:,2,1] # all wavelengths for module 7

If you open a cube with any viewer, this spaxel will have coordinates 2,1, and will be in the leftcentral location in the cube image.
The chopping direction: if a source is located between module 11 and 12 and 13, then it has moved
in the chopping, or the not-dispersion direction, i.e. up-down in cube images.
See Sec. 4.7 for a table of spaxel coordinate vs module number.
If you have a raster on a point source, then you will need to combine the rasters with the specProject
task, and this is documented in the extended source section above. However, do remember that the
point-source correction is not applicable to the spectra extracted from this projected cube.
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For more information about dithering and rastering (before designing your AOR) see the PACS
Observer's Manual on the HSC Documentation page (here) and the AOR-release notes on the HSC
website (under the link for the Announcement of Opportunity and Herschel Observing#AOTs Release
Status).

3.8.5.3. Saving back to the ObservationContext
You can now save your data back to the ObservationContext, Level 2 slot. For a dataset with a single
PacsRebinnedCube (i.e. only one wavelength range was specified in the AOR):
# if you ran specProject, then:
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "2", projectedCube=projectedCube,
slicedRebinnedCubes=slicedRebinnedCubes)
# otherwise
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "2",
slicedRebinnedCubes=slicedRebinnedCubes, projectedCube=None)
# and then
saveObservation(myobs,poolName="whereever")

Bear in mind that you should do this for the red and blue camera both (assuming you want both
datasets), and that running saveObservation can be left until you have updated both cameras. You do
not need to save the Level2 to a pool that is different to where you saved your previous levels. They
can all go into the same pool.
If you have several wavelength ranges then saving all the data back to the ObservationContext requires
a few extra lines of code. One option is to save the separate products to disc (saveSlicedCopy), and
when you have finished all the wavelength ranges for a single camera, read them back and move them
into a ListContext to then save to myobs. This method is used in the pipeline scripts:
# saving the first set of cubes, after you have created them
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_SRC"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedRebinnedCubes,name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_PC"
saveSlicedCopy(projectedCube,name)
# saving the next, after you have created them
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line2_SRC"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedRebinnedCubes,name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line2_PC"
saveSlicedCopy(projectedCube,name)
# then after you have run the entire pipeline, for one camera,
# extract them from disc
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_SRC"
slicedRebinnedCubesl1 = readSliced(name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_PC"
projectedCubel1 = readSliced(name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_SRC"
slicedRebinnedCubesl2 = readSliced(name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_PC"
projectedCubel2 = readSliced(name)
# IF you really do have slicedRebinnedCubes and projectedCubes, then:
slicedRebinnedCubesList=ListContext()
slicedRebinnedCubesList.refs.add(ProductRef(slicedRebinnedCubesl1))
slicedRebinnedCubesList.refs.add(ProductRef(slicedRebinnedCubesl2))
projectedCubeList=ListContext()
projectedCubeList.refs.add(ProductRef(projectedCubel1))
projectedCubeList.refs.add(ProductRef(projectedCubel2))
# ELSE
slicedRebinnedCubesList=ListContext()
slicedRebinnedCubesList.refs.add(ProductRef(slicedRebinnedCubesl1))
slicedRebinnedCubesList.refs.add(ProductRef(slicedRebinnedCubesl2))
projectedCubeList=ListContext() # make an empty product
# now updateObservation and saveObservation
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "2", \
slicedRebinnedCubes=slicedRebinnedCubesList,\
projectedCube=projectedCubeList)
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saveObservation(myobs, poolName="whatever")

To extract this level from myobs, when you later extract that from pool, do the following:
level2 = PacsContext(myobs.level2)
slicedRebinnedCubesList = level1.rcube.getCamera(camera).product
projectedCubeList = level1.pcube.getCamera(camera).product
# for the first wavelength range
slicedRebinnedCubes = slicedRebinnedCubesList.refs.[0].product
projectedCube = projectedCubeList.refs[0].product
# and so on

3.9. Unchopped pipeline: Level 0.5 to 2
The unchopped pipelines are split into those for line scan and range scan AOT. The line scan AOTs
have the off- and on-source data included in the same ObservationContext, while for the range scan
AOTs these data are two separate obsids. This stage of the unchopped pipeline corresponds to the
standard pipeline scripts L1_Unchop and L2_UnchopLine for the line scan AOTs, and L1_Unchopped,
L2_Unchopped, L25_UnchopRange for the range scan AOTs. The standard scripts are not the ones
you should follow, as they are not the best we provide.

Figure 3.7. Pipeline menu

The difference between astronomical case options you are offered for line scan AOTs (point versus
mapping) are found at the end of the scripts, after the final cubes have been created. There is currently
no difference between the pipeline itself for extended/mapping and point sources, any differences in
the scripts are only found in their auxiliary tasks (such as inspection and plotting). For the unchopped
range scan pipeline you are offered the choice of a single observation script or multiple observation
script. Both are described here and both will work on point and extended, single and rastered observations. The post-Level 2 tasks you can run on point sources or mapping observations are described
here also.
Open your chosen script in your Editor panel (from the Pipeline menu), and if you want to write in
it then first save it to another name.
We begin by describing the pipeline tasks for unchopped line scan AOTs for point and extended
sources (Sec. 3.9.1) and then the unchopped range scan AOTs (Sec. 3.9.2 for single obsids and Sec.
3.9.3 for multiple obsids). We then comment on some things you may want to look out for (Sec. 3.9.4)
and explain what the helper tasks that the pipeline scripts offer do (Sec. 3.9.5). We then describe
the end of the pipelines (Sec. 3.9.6) for point and extended/mapping sources separately. Saving the
data is explained throughout but also at the end, in Sec. 3.9.6.3). A flow chart of the pipeline and
accompanying plots showing how the spectrum evolves with the pipeline is provided in Sec. 4.12
(currently only for chop-nod).
As before, the tasks are also briefly explained in the pipeline scripts, and there also are given the names
of the particular calibration files they use.

3.9.1. Pipeline tasks: Unchopped line scan
Here we assume you have run the previous level yourself, and so are either simply continuing, or
are beginning from the Level0.5 that you previously reduced yourself and saved somewhere on disc
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earlier. Remember that when running the Level 0 to 0.5 part of the pipeline, there is one task you need
to run that differs from the ChopNod case (specAddgratingCycleStatus): see Sec. 3.7.
Remember to do this entire set of reductions for the red and blue camera both (unless you don't need
them both).
This description works for the pointed and extended/mapping pipeline scripts.

3.9.1.1. Level 0.5 to Level 1
At this level you will apply corrections to the Frames for the dark and the response and run a deglitching task, and then you will turn the Frames into PacsCubes. In this part of the pipeline there is some
inspection of the intermediate products that you will want to be doing, and for a very few tasks you
may want to change the parameters: flatfielding, comparing the on-source to off-source spectra, and
you could check the optional task to correct for the transients.
If you are starting with a fresh HIPE, then you will need to set up the parameters "camera", "obsid",
"updateObservationContext", "verbose" and get the calibration tree, as explained in Sec. 3.7 and Sec.
3.6.2.2.
The pipeline:
# if you are beginning from this level, then first extract your products
# from myobs, the ObservationContext
myobs=getObservation(obsid,poolName="whatever")
level0_5 = PacsContext(myobs.level0_5)
slicedFrames = level0_5.fitted.getCamera(camera).product
# If instead you saved the slicedFrames directly to pool, rather than via the
# ObservationContext (using saveSlicedCopy), then:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)
# otherwise continue on your slicedFrames from before
slicedFrames = activateMasks(slicedFrames, String1d([" "]), exclusive = True)
slicedFrames = specFlagGlitchFramesQTest(slicedFrames, \
copy=1) # this can be slow
slicedFrames = activateMasks(slicedFrames, slicedFrames.get(0).getMaskTypes())
slicedFrames = convertSignal2StandardCap(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specSubtractDark(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = rsrfCal(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specRespCal(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
## OPTIONAL TASKS TO REMOVE THE TRANSIENTS
## (see description in the text)
# PS: you may want to copy your slicedFrames and work on the copy only
# so if you don't want to apply this correction, you will have only
# done it on the copy, not the orginal
# slicedFrames_copy = slicedFrames.copy()
slice = 1
module = 12
title = "Slice "+str(slice)+" - Module "+str(module)
plot = plotTransient(slicedFrames, slice=slice, module=module, \
color=java.awt.Color.BLUE, title=title)
slicedFrames = specLongTermTransient(slicedFrames)
plot = plotTransient(slicedFrames, p=plot, module=module, \
slice=slice,color=java.awt.Color.RED)
## OPTIONAL OVER
slicedFrames = selectSlices(slicedFrames,scical="sci")
slicedFrames = specFlatFieldRange(slicedFrames,polyOrder=5,\
minWaveRangeForPoly=4., verbose=1)
slicedCubes = specFrames2PacsCube(slicedFrames)
## SAVING ##
# here you can chose to save your reductions back to the ObservationContext
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "1", slicedFrames=slicedFrames,\
slicedCubes=slicedCubes)
# and save that to disc
saveObservation(myobs,poolName="whatever")
# and/or you can save the slicedFrames to pool, with a name such as:
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name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedCubes,name)

(note that the \ is to indicate to HIPE to expect a wrap-around.)
The pipeline helper tasks that are in the pipeline scripts are explained below: Sec. 3.9.5.
The pipeline tasks do the following:
• activateMasks: this task activates the named masks so that the following task can take them into
account. Some tasks run better if only certain masks of the input product are active, so you need to
specify those masks before running these sensitive tasks; that is what slicedActivateMasks does. If
the masks are specified as an empty string and the parameter exclusive is set to True, then no
masks are activated, i.e. all are deactivated. You can consult the URM entry of activateMasks (also
deactivateMasks) to learn more about the parameters. When you run the helper task maskSummary,
the 1s tell you that mask (in that slice) is active, the 0s tell you it is inactive.
• specFlagGlitchFramesQTest: flag the data for glitches (cosmic rays) using the Q statistical test,
creating a mask called GLITCH. Prior to this task you need to run activateMasks to deactivate
all masks (i.e. it is as if there were no masks at all); the statistical test runs better this way. This
deglitching task works on the time-line as the X-axis, not wavelength. It simply identifies and masks
the bad data, it does not change them. There are parameters of this task that you could play with (see
its URM entry and the PPR), but note that these have been much tested and the default parameter
settings should be good for most cases.
See also Sec. 3.9.4.2 for a comment you may want to take into consideration before running the
later pipeline tasks specFlagOutliers and specWaveRebin (Level 1 to 2 pipeline, so not yet).
The parameter copy=1 is here to decouple the slicedFrames produced by this (and hence by all
subsequent) task from the slicedFrames you took from the ObservationContext Level 0.5. Setting
copy to 1 returns to you an independent product, rather than the original product changed. Now,
by "independent" we are taking java/python, not English. What we mean is that when setting this
parameter, the slicedFrames output (the product on the left of the equals sign) is not the same as the
slicedFrames input (the parameter given first in the task's call), even though it has the same name;
the new "slicedFrames" is pointing to a different address in memory than the original "slicedFrames"
name is pointing to. If you just run through the pipeline once, then whether you set copy to 1 or not
will make no difference, but if you run part of the way through the pipeline and realise you made a
mistake and want to start again from Level 0.5, then this will allow you to be sure that your newly
extracted "slicedFrames" really is the completely untouched Level 0.5 product, not the one that you
have been already partly processing.
• convertSignal2StandardCap: convert the signal to a value that would be if the observation had
been done at the lowest detector capacitance setting. If this was the case anyway, no change is made.
This task is necessary because the subsequent calibration tasks have been designed to be used on
data taken at the lowest capacitance.
• specSubtractDark: this subtracted the dark current that is contained in a calibration file.
• rsrfCal: apply the relative spectral response function. The function is taken from the calibration tree.
• specRespCal: apply the absolute response correction. This currently uses the nominal response.
The units are now Jy.
• Optional task to remove the transients. This task is a still somewhat experimental, which is why
it is still optional. You should run it and check the results before deciding if you want to accept it.
To do so you could save your slicedFrames to a copy and run the task on the copy, so if you decide
in the end that you do not want to run it you still have your original.
By "transient" we mean a change to the response of the detector, which occurs every time something
bright (e.g. an astronomical source or the calibration sources) is observed after something faint (e.g.
after nothing or maybe after a blank-sky field), and this can also occur when two spectral lines,
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each with a different underlying continuum flux level, are observed consecutively. In your data you
can perhaps best see this at the beginning of the observation, when PACS switches from observing
nothing to looking at the calibration sources and/or to looking at an astronomical target. In your
time-line data you may see the sharp rise in the response followed by a slow tail-off back to the
normal response level, although more likely—especially if this occurs at the beginning of your
observation—you will only see the slowish tail of the drop.
The task provided to do that is specLongTermTransient. The transient corresponds to a variation
in the response, and can be modelled by a linear combination of exponential functions. Upwardand downward-pointed transients can occur, and these are modelled by different functions. The
task finds the optimal parameters for the transient models by minimising the scatter of points in the
final spectrum. This final spectrum is built up from a time series of sampled data-points derived
separately from up and down grating scans (i.e. the different directions that you move the grating
over are dealt with separately because they have intrinsically slightly different flux levels). Note
that the transient mainly affects the first two up-and-down scans. The correction algorithm works
separately for each spaxel/module.
To check on the presence of these transients, you should plot your data versus time, rather than
wavelength. The fastest way to do this is with the MaskViewer (a.k.a. PACS Product Viewer: see the
PPR for an explanation of this viewer), which will work on a single Frames of your slicedFrames,
not on the slicedFrames (which is a only a list container) itself. You can also verify whether a transient is present by inspecting the plots generated before the correction is applied, as explained in the
pipeline script. Look at the different slices and modules by modifying the variables in the interactive
script ("slice" and "module"). The default script shows a plot (blue points) which corresponds to the
first on-source observation (slice = 1) for the central module of the IFU (module = 12) normalised to
the signal level in the final grating scan data-chunk. The corrected data is displayed by overplotting
the same samples as red points.
The task is still experimental but it appears to give good results, especially in the red where the
effect is larger.
• selectSlices: to cut out the calibration slices, which at this point in time are not used in the pipeline.
• specFlatFieldRange: apply the flat fielding task to normalise the response of all pixels to the same
level. For SED datasets and those with very many slices this task may take a while to run. See the
PPR for more information about this task (currently incomplete), but briefly:
• For each spaxel independently, the task takes the spectrum of each of the 16 pixels and computes
the median continuum flux (for short ranges) or makes a polynomial fit to the continuum (for
wide ranges and SEDs). The task does a running filter sigma-clipping before fitting or calculating
the median. This clipping is quite severe so it removes not only noise but also spectral features
(but the clipping is not propagated to the output product).
• For each spaxel independently, It then creates the median spectrum of the 16 pixels, and computes
from that the spaxel median value or makes a continuum fit.
• For each of the 16 pixels of each spaxel, it divides the median or fit by the spaxel-median or
spaxel-fit to determine the pixel-specific correction factor or correction curve.
• When these corrections are multiplied back into the spectra of the pixels, they become normalised
to the spaxel-mean. This effectively corrects for the different responses of the pixels of each
spaxel.
The parameter minWaveRangeForPoly tells the task whether to calculate the continuum median flux or make a continuum fit; we recommend a value of 4 (microns), so that only data of a wavelength range greater than this is corrected via continuum fitting. We recommend that for the fitting
you request an order of 5. The parameters to this task can be found in its URM entry and it will also
soon be explained in the PPR. To change the box size for the sigma-clipping, set maxbinsize to
a value in microns (2 is the default). If you wish to see plots of the fits you need to set doPlot=1.
These plots will allow you to assess the quality of the fitting. It is important to note that for SEDs,
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it is OK if the polynomial fits do not look very good at the ends of the bands, where the spectra take
sharp turns; what is important is that the same type of fit is done to each pixels's spectrum so that
the normalising works—the actual fits themselves do not have to be perfect.
To compare the spectra before and after flatfielding, see Sec. 4.6.3.
• specFrames2PacsCube: turn the individual Frames in the slicedFrames into PacsCubes, which
really is only a rearrangement of the data. These cubes have a spatial size of 5x5 spaxels (created
from the 25 modules), and along the wavelength dimension you will find the spectra from the 16
pixels all packed together (so, not in an overall wavelength order). These 16 spectra may themselves
be multiples, if the AOR asked for repeats on the wavelength range, and at a minimum each pixel
holds a spectrum from a grating scan up- and down-direction.
See Sec. 4.7 for information about relationship between the spaxel/module numbering between
PacsCube and Frames.
• updateObservation: and finally, update the ObservationContext by adding the pipelined slicedFrames and slicedCubes to the Level 1 stage. As before this optional, but recommended. When
saving myobs, you can save to the same poolName that you use at the end of Level 0.5 processing:
pools take up quite a lot of space on disc; also it is better that the ObservationContext you would
get out of any pool contains all the levels you have reduced, not a mix of levels reduced by you and
reduced at the HSC. If you chose to only save the slicedFrames or slicedCubes to disc they will be
saved to [HOME]/.hcss/lstore.
Note
NOISYPIXEL mask: This is a mask that is assigned to pixels of the Frames product that
have been determined, from instrument tests, to be noisier than average. It is recommended
that you inspect the spectra from these pixels yourself, to see whether you want to exclude
them from your rebinned cube (by default you do not exclude them). You can identify
which pixels these are by using the PacsProductViewer or the SpectrumExplorer on the
Frames slices of the slicedFrames.

3.9.1.2. Level 1 to Level 2
In this part of the pipeline you turn the PacsCubes created before into PacsRebinnedCubes, in the
process combining the spectra via a wavelength grid-based rebinning. For this you will be required to
first select out the cubes from slicedCubes that belong to the same wavelength range (band, lineId, or
range). In this part of the pipeline you should inspect the results of the second deglitching task and the
wavelength grid you use for the rebinning, and compare the on and off cubes.
# retrieve the data from the ObservationContext if you are
# beginning here from some reductions you did and saved previously
myobs=getObservation(obsid, poolName="whatever")
level1 = PacsContext(myobs.level1)
slicedFrames = level1.fitted.getCamera(camera).product
slicedCubes = level1.cube.getCamera(camera).product
# If instead you saved the slicedFrames directly to pool, rather than via the
# ObservationContext (using saveSlicedCopy), then:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)

# otherwise simply continue from before
# FROM THIS POINT ON, WE DEAL WITH ONE LINE OR RANGE ONLY
# You must select out one wavelength region with lineId or wavelength,
# unless your myobs has only one wavelength range in it—in this case,
# leave lineId and wavelength blank (=[])
# The parameters you can set values for here are also a listing of most
# of the parameters of the selectSlices task
lineId
= [2] # e.g., or
wavelength
= 63.5 # e.g.
rasterLine
= []
rasterCol
= []
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nodCycle
= []
scical
= ""
sliceNumber = []
# the On-source cubes
sCubesOn = selectSlices(slicedCubes, lineId=lineId, wavelength=wavelength,\
rasterLine=rasterLine, rasterCol=rasterCol, nodPosition="B", \
nodCycle=nodCycle, scical=scical, sliceNumber=sliceNumber, verbose=0)
waveGrid=wavelengthGrid(sCubesOn, oversample=2, upsample=1, calTree = calTree)
sCubesOn = activateMasks(sCubesOn, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
sCubesOn = specFlagOutliers(sCubesOn, waveGrid, nSigma=5, nIter=1)
sCubesOn = activateMasks(sCubes, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "OUTLIERS", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
slicedRebinnedCubesOn = specWaveRebin(sCubesOn, waveGrid)
slicedRebinnedCubesOn = specAverageCubes(slicedRebinnedCubesOn)
# the Off-source cubes
sCubesOff = selectSlices(slicedCubesOff, lineId=lineId, wavelength=wavelength,\
rasterLine=rasterLine, rasterCol=rasterCol, nodPosition="A", \
nodCycle=nodCycle, scical=scical, sliceNumber=sliceNumber, verbose=0)
sCubesOff = activateMasks(sCubesOff, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
sCubesOff = specFlagOutliers(sCubesOff, waveGrid, nSigma=5, nIter=1)
sCubesOff = activateMasks(sCubesOff, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "OUTLIERS", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
slicedRebinnedCubesOff = specWaveRebin(sCubesOff, waveGrid)
slicedRebinnedCubesOff = specAverageCubes(slicedRebinnedCubesOff)
# subtract off from on, iterating over raster pointings
slicedDiffCubes = getSlicedCopy(slicedRebinnedCubesOn)
for slice in range(len(slicedRebinnedCubesOn.refs)):
slicedDiffCubes.refs[slice].product.setFlux(slicedRebinnedCubesOn.refs[slice].product.image
\
- slicedRebinnedCubesOff.refs[0].product.image)

This part of the pipeline you need to run once on each wavelength range you have in your data: each
line id, range, or band. This is because the final cube products can only have one wavelength grid
in them (but they can have multiple pointings). Hence you may need to run this part of the pipeline
several times.
The tasks do the following
• Set the wavelength range to work on. You can only work on one wavelength range at a time in
this Level 1 to 2 part of the pipeline, so you will be running from selectSlices until the end for
each wavelength range/lineId that you want to reduce (and separately for each camera, if you are
planning to reduce both cameras).
Note that for these unchopped datasets, the nod A are the off-source pointings and nod B are the
on-source pointings.
You can use selectSlices to make a number of different selections, if you wanted to compare different sCubes (e.g. nod A to B): see its PACS URM entry to learn more. When running the pipeline
you will only need to edit "lineId" or "wavelength".
You do not need to set these as variables, you could just enter the numbers in the task themselves,
but this way is easier to explain. The helper task slicedSummary will tell you what slices hold what
data and help you figure out what values to set: For example, if the output of slicedSummary is:
noSlices: 4
noCalSlices: 0
noScienceSlices:
slice# isScience
0 true ["B"]
63.789
1 true ["A"]
63.789

4
nodPosition nodCycle rasterId lineId band dimensions wavelengths
1
1
1 1
[2] ["B3A"][18,25,1631] 63.288 1

1

1 1
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2 true ["B"]
57.947
3 true ["A"]
57.947

1

1

1 1

[3]

["B3A"][18,25,1631] 57.362 -

1

1

1 1

[3]

["B3A"][18,25,1631] 57.362 -

then to select the shorter wavelength range you need to set "wavelength" to any number between
the range 57.362 and 57.947, or you can set lineId to [3].
• selectSlices: then you select the slices that you want.
• wavelengthGrid: make the wavelength grid to use for the rebinning that will create the next level
cubes. There will be one wavelength grid created that is applicable to all slices in sCubesOn and
sCubesOff, which is why you only need to run this task for sCubeOn (or you could use sCubesOff,
it makes no difference). The reason for making a wavelength grid is the following: each of the 16
pixels that feed each spaxel have a wavelength sampling that is slightly offset from the previous,
so together they cover the entire wavelength range you requested at a finer dispersion that each
does individually. In addition, for Nyquist sampled observations (e.g. SEDs) any repeats on the
wavelength range (any request for more than one grating scan [up and down] in the AOR) will have
been spectrally dithered, which improves the spectral sampling. This task creates a wavelength grid
that covers all input grids, so all cubes created with this grid, and all spaxels in each cube, will have
the same range. After resampling it will become possible to easily add together cubes and spaxels.
The upsample and oversample parameters are explained in the PACS URM entry for wavelengthGrid. Briefly these control the sampling of the grid you create: the original grid is laid out and
oversample determines how many new wavelength bins you create for each old wavelength bin,
and upsample determines how many bins forward you move in the original grid before you make
new bins. Setting upsample=1 and oversample=2 corresponds to the native resolution of the
instrument (in the mode your data were taken in) and is our recommendation for single scan SEDs
or Nyquist-sampled ranges. For line scans, deep range scans, or Nyquist-sampled ranges and SEDs
with repetition factor>1, then oversample can be >2 because you have more redundancy (more
samples at very close wavelength points, basically).
See Sec. 3.9.4.1 for a few hints on playing with this grid, and for its interaction with the next task
specFlagOutliers.
• specFlagOutliers: flag for outliers, i.e. catch all the glitches that the previous deglitching task did
not. It rebins the data according to the specified wavelength grid in order to do this, but only to find
the outliers, it does not change the input product. nIter controls the number of iterations you do
(1 means two runs of detection are done), and nSigma controls the sigma level you clip at. The
parameter nSigma has the most effect on the performance of this task.
In the pipeline you activate the masks before running this task so that only glitches are found, so that
it does not also need to search the data-points that are bad for uncleanchopping or grating movements (for which masks already exist) or were found previously by specFlagGlitchFramesQTest.
However, in some circumstances you may find that you do not want to activate the GLITCH mask
before running specFlagOutliers: see Sec. 3.9.4.2 before running specWaveRebin. See also Sec.
3.9.4.1 for a few hints on playing with the wavelength grid and then with specFlagOutliers.
You can look at the detected outliers with the SpectrumExplorer (see the DAG chap. 2 and the
PACS-specific use of it is explained in the PPR), or by plotting manually (see Sec. 4.5 and Sec.
4.6.4), and you can also use the helper tasks plotCubes and plotCubesMasks (Sec. 3.9.5).
Note that the previous deglitching task, specFlagGlitchFramesQTest, works on the time-line on
the Xaxis, whereas this task works with the wavelengths as the Xaxis. Neither task tries to fix the
glitches, they simply identify them.
• specWaveRebin: this task creates rebinned cubes (PacsRebinnedCube) of the same spatial dimensions (5x5) as the input PacsCubes, where all the spectra in each spaxel are merged via a rebinning
according to the new wavelength Grid: all the data-points that fall in the new bins are mean-combined. All data-points that are bad according to the masks activated by activateMasks called before
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specWaveRebin will not be included in the new rebinned cube. See the comment in Sec. 3.9.4.4
(saturation) before running this task, and Sec. 3.9.4.2 (glitches found for bright lines) before running
this task. The active masks are considered by this task, so any masked data-points from the old grid
are not included when the data values for the new grid are calculated. Masks are not carried through
to the new rebinned cube, as these cubes are supposed to be created from good data only.
• specAverageCubes: average together the On and Off cubes, for each nod repeat and separately for
each raster position held in the list.
• Subtract the Off from the On: now that the final science-quality cubes of the pipeline have been
created, and they have the same wavelength grid and have been created from all the good (i.e.
unmasked) data, you can subtract the off-data from the on-data. You may want to plot and compare
the two before doing so. See Sec. 3.9.5).
The little piece of code to do the subtraction starts with a cheater's (i.e. astronomer's) way to create a
single-slice "slicedCubes" product that will contain the final cube, as the final product of the pipeline
is a ListContext product, not a cube product. The for-loop then iterates over the number of slices
in slicedRebinnedCubesOn and Off ('twill be the same for both, and depends only on how many
rasters are in your observation) and subtracts the off from the on, in order (they will also be in the
same order as each other). (If you do not have a rastered observation, there will be only one slice in
the input and output products which will still need to be held in a ListContext, so that subsequent
tasks will work as they are written here.)
You can save slicedRebinnedCubesOn/Off to disc:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"slicedRebinnedCubesOn"
# save
saveSlicedCopy(slicedRebinnedCubesOn,name)
# restore
slicedRebinnedCubesOn = readSliced(name)

There are many ways to save a single product (cube, frame) to pool, see Sec. 4.10 for a few of these.
Saving the data back to the ObservationContext, as we have shown for Level 0.5 and 1, is explained
later in Sec. 3.9.6, as there is potentially one extra cube you can create before doing that. In addition, if
you have more than one wavelength range in your dataset then you will want to repeat this part of the
pipeline (remembering not to overwrite the slicedRebinnedCubes you have just created), and saving
back to the ObservationContext is a tiny bit more long-winded in these cases.
Saving the data is explained throughout and also at the end in Sec. 3.9.6.3).

3.9.2. Pipeline tasks: Unchopped range scan: single
observation
For the unchopped range AOT, the on-source and off-source pointings are two separate observations.
You can either reduce the two obsids (for both cameras) separately, or reduce them in a multi-obs
pipeline script. However, it is recommended that you at least read through the single observation script
(which is called on in the multi-obs script), since there are places where you can make decisions about
task parameters, or about what you want to check, or want to save to pool/to FITS. The multi-obs
script is described in Sec. 3.9.3. Note that the very end of the pipeline, where you subtract the offsource data from the on-source data, is included only in the multi-observation script.
Here we assume you have run the previous level yourself, and so are either simply continuing, or
are beginning from the Level0.5 that you previously reduced yourself and saved somewhere on disc
earlier. Remember that when running the Level 0 to 0.5 part of the pipeline, there is one task you need
to run that differs from the ChopNod case (specAddgratingCycleStatus): see Sec. 3.7.
As we offer a choice of single- or multiple-observation script, the syntax of parts of the beginning
levels of the single script differs slightly from that used in this chapter, but only where you are setting
up some global parameters. The lines of code in the single-observation script that are similar to:
if ((not locals().has_key('multiObs')) or (not multiObs)):
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camera

= 'blue'

are to catch for the running of this single observation script inside the multiple observation script. When
running the single-observation script, all you need to do is set the parameter concerned to the value
you want, in a way that is described here (and comment-out the "if") or simply in the line immediately
below the "if" set the parameter to the value you want—so here camera is set to "blue" if running
the script in a single-obs mode. The parameters concerned are currently only camera, verbose, and
obsid. You will need to set up these parameters for each time you run the pipeline, at any level, at
each fresh use of HIPE.
Remember to do this entire set of reductions for the red and blue camera both (unless you don't need
them both).
This description works for the pointed and extended sources, and for single pointing or mapping observations.

3.9.2.1. Level 0.5 to Level 1
At this level you will apply corrections to the Frames for the dark and the response and run a deglitching task, and then you will turn the Frames into PacsCubes. In this part of the pipeline there is some
inspection of the intermediate products that you will want to be doing, and for a very few tasks you
may want to change the parameters (mainly flatfielding and checking the deglitching).
If you are starting with a fresh HIPE, then you will need to set up the parameters "camera", "obsid",
"updateObservationContext", "verbose" and get the calibration tree, as explained in Sec. 3.7 and Sec.
3.6.2.2.
The pipeline is as follows:
# if you are beginning from this level, then first extract your products
# from myobs, the ObservationContext
myobs=getObservation(obsid,poolName="whatever")
level0_5 = PacsContext(myobs.level0_5)
slicedFrames = level0_5.fitted.getCamera(camera).product
# If instead you saved the slicedFrames directly to pool, rather than via the
# ObservationContext (using saveSlicedCopy), then:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)
# otherwise continue on your slicedFrames from before
slicedFrames = activateMasks(slicedFrames, String1d([" "]), exclusive = True)
slicedFrames = specFlagGlitchFramesQTest(slicedFrames, \
copy=1) # this can be slow
slicedFrames = activateMasks(slicedFrames, slicedFrames.get(0).getMaskTypes())
slicedFrames = convertSignal2StandardCap(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = selectSlices(slicedFrames, scical="sci")
slicedFrames = specSubtractDark(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = rsrfCal(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specRespCal(slicedFrames, calTree=calTree)
slicedFrames = specFlatFieldRange(slicedFrames,polyOrder=5,\
minWaveRangeForPoly=4., verbose=1)
slicedCubes = specFrames2PacsCube(slicedFrames)
## SAVING ##
# here you can chose to save your reductions back to the ObservationContext
# although it is not really necessary for this pipeline script, as the final
# result is anyway not of science-quality
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "1", slicedFrames=slicedFrames,\
slicedCubes=slicedCubes)
# and save that to disc
saveObservation(myobs,poolName="whatever")
# and/or you can save the slicedFrames to pool, with a name such as:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedCubes,name)

(note that the \ is to indicate to HIPE to expect a wrap-around.)
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The pipeline helper tasks that are in the pipeline scripts are explained below: Sec. 3.9.5.
The pipeline tasks do the following:
• activateMasks: this task activates the named masks so that the following task can take them into
account. Some tasks run better if only certain masks of the input product are active, so you need to
specify those masks before running these sensitive tasks; that is what slicedActivateMasks does. If
the masks are specified as an empty string and the parameter exclusive is set to True, then no
masks are activated, i.e. all are deactivated. You can consult the URM entry of activateMasks (also
deactivateMasks) to learn more about the parameters. When you run the helper task maskSummary,
the 1s tell you that mask (in that slice) is active, the 0s tell you it is inactive.
• specFlagGlitchFramesQTest: flag the data for glitches (cosmic rays) using the Q statistical test,
creating a mask called GLITCH. Prior to this task you need to run activateMasks to deactivate
all masks (i.e. it is as if there were no masks at all); the statistical test runs better this way. This
deglitching task works on the time-line as the X-axis, not wavelength. It simply identifies and masks
the bad data, it does not change them. There are parameters of this task that you could play with (see
its URM entry and the PPR), but note that these have been much tested and the default parameter
settings should be good for most cases.
See also Sec. 3.9.4.2 for a comment you may want to take into consideration before running the
later pipeline tasks specFlagOutliers and specWaveRebin (Level 1 to 2 pipeline).
The parameter copy=1 is here to decouple the slicedFrames produced by this (and hence by all
subsequent) task from the slicedFrames you took from the ObservationContext Level 0.5. Setting
copy to 1 returns to you an independent product, rather than the original product changed. Now,
by "independent" we are taking java/python, not English. What we mean is that the slicedFrames
output (the product on the left of the equals sign) is not the same as the slicedFrames input (the
parameter given first in the task's call), even though it has the same name; the new "slicedFrames"
is pointing to a different address in memory than the original "slicedFrames" name is pointing to.
If you just run through the pipeline once, then whether you set copy to 1 or not will make no
difference, but if you run part of the way through the pipeline and realise you made a mistake and
want to start again from Level 0.5, then this will allow you to be sure that your newly extracted
"slicedFrames" really is the completely untouched Level 0.5 product, not the one that you have been
already partly processing.
• convertSignal2StandardCap: convert the signal to a value that would be if the observation had
been done at the lowest detector capacitance setting. If this was the case anyway, no change is made.
This task is necessary because the subsequent calibration tasks have been designed to be used on
data taken at the lowest capacitance.
• selectSlices: select out all the slices that are science block, not calibration block (at present we do
not use this calibration block in the pipeline).
• specSubtractDark: subtract the dark current. In chop-nod AOTs this is subtracted when the chopoff are subtracted from the chop-off in the task specDiffChop, however in this SplitOnOff pipeline
that task is not run, hence the dark is subtracted with this alternative task.
• rsrfCal: apply the relative spectral response function. The function is taken from the calibration tree.
• specRespCal: apply the absolute response correction. This currently uses the nominal response.
The units are now Jy.
• specFlatFieldRange: apply the flat fielding task to normalise the response of all pixels to the same
level. For SED datasets and those with very many slices this task may take a while to run. See the
PPR for more information about this task (currently incomplete), but briefly:
• For each spaxel independently, the task takes the spectrum of each of the 16 pixels and computes
the median continuum flux (for short ranges) or makes a polynomial fit to the continuum (for
wide ranges and SEDs). The task does a running filter sigma-clipping before fitting or calculating
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the median. This clipping is quite severe so it removes not only noise but also spectral features
(but the clipping is not propagated to the output product).
• For each spaxel independently, It then creates the median spectrum of the 16 pixels, and computes
from that the spaxel median value or makes a continuum fit.
• For each of the 16 pixels of each spaxel, it divides the median or fit by the spaxel-median or
spaxel-fit to determine the pixel-specific correction factor or correction curve.
• When these corrections are multiplied back into the spectra of the pixels, they become normalised
to the spaxel-mean. This effectively corrects for the different responses of the pixels of each
spaxel.
The parameter minWaveRangeForPoly tells the task whether to calculate the continuum median flux or make a continuum fit; we recommend a value of 4 (microns), so that only data of a wavelength range greater than this is corrected via continuum fitting. We recommend that for the fitting
you request an order of 5. The parameters to this task can be found in its URM entry and it will also
soon be explained in the PPR. To change the box size for the sigma-clipping, set maxbinsize to
a value in microns (2 is the default). If you wish to see plots of the fits you need to set doPlot=1.
These plots will allow you to assess the quality of the fitting. It is important to note that for SEDs,
it is OK if the polynomial fits do not look very good at the ends of the bands, where the spectra take
sharp turns; what is important is that the same type of fit is done to each pixels's spectrum so that
the normalising works—the actual fits themselves do not have to be perfect.
To compare the spectra before and after flatfielding, see Sec. 4.6.3.
• specFrames2PacsCube: turn the individual Frames in the slicedFrames into PacsCubes, which
really is only a rearrangement of the data. These cubes have a spatial size of 5x5 spaxels (created
from the 25 modules), and along the wavelength dimension you will find the spectra from the 16
pixels all packed together (so, not in an overall wavelength order). These 16 spectra may themselves
be multiples, if the AOR asked for repeats on the wavelength range, and at a minimum each pixel
holds a spectrum from a grating scan up- and down-direction.
See Sec. 4.7 for information about relationship between the spaxel/module numbering between
PacsCube and Frames.
• updateObservation: and finally, update the ObservationContext by adding the pipelined slicedFrames and slicedCubes to the Level 1 stage. As before this optional, but recommended. When
saving myobs, you can save to the same poolName that you use at the end of Level 0.5 processing:
pools take up quite a lot of space on disc; also it is better that the ObservationContext you would
get out of any pool contains all the levels you have reduced, not a mix of levels reduced by you and
reduced at the HSC. If you chose to only save the slicedFrames or slicedCubes to disc they will be
saved to [HOME]/.hcss/lstore.
If you are comparing this script to that of unchopped line scan, note that the so-called "transient correction" script is not offered here as it is not yet ready for ranges.
Note
NOISYPIXEL mask: This is a mask that is assigned to pixels of the Frames product that
have been determined, from instrument tests, to be noisier than average. It is recommended
that you inspect the spectra from these pixels yourself, to see whether you want to exclude
them from your rebinned cube (by default you do not exclude them). You can identify
which pixels these are by using the PacsProductViewer or the SpectrumExplorer on the
Frames slices of the slicedFrames.

3.9.2.2. Level 1 to Level 2
In this part of the pipeline you turn the PacsCubes created before into PacsRebinnedCubes, in the
process combining the spectra via a wavelength grid-based rebinning. For this you will be required to
first select out the cubes from slicedCubes that belong to the same wavelength range (band, lineId, or
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range). In this part of the pipeline you should inspect the results of the second deglitching task and
the wavelength grid you use for the rebinning.
The pipeline is as follows. Note that differences in the first five lines of code with the pipeline script
are minor, but what is written here is better.
# retrieve the data from the ObservationContext if you are
# beginning here from some reductions you did and saved previously
myobs=getObservation(obsid, poolName="whatever")
level1 = PacsContext(myobs.level1)
slicedFrames = level1.fitted.getCamera(camera).product
slicedCubes = level1.cube.getCamera(camera).product
# If instead you saved the slicedFrames directly to pool, rather than via the
# ObservationContext (using saveSlicedCopy), then:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
slicedFrames = readSliced(name)
sCubes = slicedCubes # see below
if ((not locals().has_key('multiObs')) or (not multiObs) or\
(not locals().has_key('waveGrid'))):
waveGrid=wavelengthGrid(sCubes, oversample=2, upsample=1, calTree = calTree)
sCubes = activateMasks(sCubes, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
sCubes = specFlagOutliers(sCubes, waveGrid, nSigma=5, nIter=1)
sCubes = activateMasks(sCubes, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "OUTLIERS", "BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
slicedRebinnedCubes = specWaveRebin(sCubes, waveGrid)
slicedAverageCubes = specAverageCubes(slicedRebinnedCubes)

The tasks do the following
• Unlike the other pipeline scripts (e.g. Sec. 3.9.1 for the unchopped line scan pipeline), when running
this part of the pipeline you do not need to select a single wavelength range to run on, since in these
range scan observations there will only be one range in your dataset. We have kept the lines of code
that you can use to do this selection but have commented them out:
#lineId
= [2] # e.g., or
#wavelength = 63.5 # e.g.
#rasterLine = []
#rasterCol
= []
#nodPosition = ""
#nodCycle
= []
#scical
= ""
#sliceNumber = []
#
#sCubes = selectSlices(slicedCubes, lineId=lineId, wavelength=wavelength,\
# rasterLine=rasterLine, rasterCol=rasterCol, nodPosition=nodPosition, \
# nodCycle=nodCycle, scical=scical, sliceNumber=sliceNumber, verbose=0)

It is for this reason, also, that the pipeline has the line "sCubes = slicedCubes", since if you were
to do any selection you would continue the pipeline on "sCubes", not "slicedCubes". But it is not
actually necessary to change the name.
• wavelengthGrid: Since you want the same wavelength grid for the on- and off-source observations
(otherwise you cannot subtract one from the other), you will use only one wavelength grid for both
obsids you have to reduce when working with range scan unchopped datasets. This is the reason
for the "if ((not locals().has_key('multiObs'))...". If you are not running this script as part of the
multi-observation script, then the task wavelengthGrid will be run on the current dataset. If you
are, then since in that script you run first the obsid with the on-source data and then that with the
off-source data, the wavelengthGrid will be created only if you do not already have one. So, to
summarise: if you are running this script on a single observation and you have not already set the
wavelength grid you want, then you should use the task wavelengthGrid.
The reason for making a wavelength grid is the following: each of the 16 pixels that feed each spaxel
have a wavelength sampling that is slightly offset from the previous, so together they cover the
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entire wavelength range you requested at a finer dispersion that each does individually. In addition,
for Nyquist sampled observations (e.g. SEDs) any repeats on the wavelength range (any request for
more than one grating scan [up and down] in the AOR) will have been spectrally dithered, which
improves the spectral sampling. This task creates a wavelength grid that covers all input grids, so all
cubes created with this grid, and all spaxels in each cube, will have the same range. After resampling
it will become possible to easily add together cubes and spaxels.
The upsample and oversample parameters are explained in the PACS URM entry for wavelengthGrid. Briefly these control the sampling of the grid you create: the original grid is laid out and
oversample determines how many new wavelength bins you create for each old wavelength bin,
and upsample determines how many bins forward you move in the original grid before you make
new bins. Setting upsample=1 and oversample=2 corresponds to the native resolution of the
instrument (in the mode your data were taken in) and is our recommendation for single scan SEDs
or Nyquist-sampled ranges. For line scans, deep range scans, or Nyquist-sampled ranges and SEDs
with repetition factor>1, then oversample can be >2 because you have more redundancy (more
samples at very close wavelength points, basically).
See Sec. 3.9.4.1 for a few hints on playing with this grid, and for its interaction with the next task
specFlagOutliers.
• specFlagOutliers: flag for outliers, i.e. catch all the glitches that the previous deglitching task did
not. It rebins the data according to the specified wavelength grid in order to do this, but only to find
the outliers, it does not change the input product. nIter controls the number of iterations you do
(1 means two runs of detection are done), and nSigma controls the sigma level you clip at. The
parameter nSigma has the most effect on the performance of this task.
In the pipeline you activate the masks before running this task so that only glitches are found, so that
it does not also need to search the data-points that are bad for uncleanchopping or grating movements (for which masks already exist) or were found previously by specFlagGlitchFramesQTest.
However, in some circumstances you may find that you do not want to activate the GLITCH mask
before running specFlagOutliers: see Sec. 3.9.4.2 before running specWaveRebin. See also Sec.
3.9.4.1 for a few hints on playing with the wavelength grid and then with specFlagOutliers.
You can look at the detected outliers with the SpectrumExplorer (see the DAG chap. 2 and the
PACS-specific use of it is explained in the PPR), or by plotting manually (see Sec. 4.5 and Sec.
4.6.4), and you can also use the helper tasks plotCubes and plotCubesMasks (Sec. 3.9.5).
Note that the previous deglitching task, specFlagGlitchFramesQTest, works on the time-line on
the Xaxis, whereas this task works with the wavelengths as the Xaxis. Neither task tries to fix the
glitches, they simply identify them.
• specWaveRebin: this task creates rebinned cubes (PacsRebinnedCube) of the same spatial dimensions (5x5) as the input PacsCubes, where all the spectra in each spaxel are merged via a rebinning
according to the new wavelength Grid: all the data-points that fall in the new bins are mean-combined. All data-points that are bad according to the masks activated by activateMasks called before
specWaveRebin will not be included in the new rebinned cube. See the comment in Sec. 3.9.4.4
(saturation) before running this task, and Sec. 3.9.4.2 (glitches found for bright lines) before running
this task. The active masks are considered by this task, so any masked data-points from the old grid
are not included when the data values for the new grid are calculated. Masks are not carried through
to the new rebinned cube, as these cubes are supposed to be created from good data only.
• specAverageCubes: average together the slices, necessary if there are repeats on the nod or wavelength scan, and separately for each raster position held in the list.
You can save your slicedRebinnedCubes to disc:
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"meanRebinnedCubesOn"
# save
saveSlicedCopy(meanRebinnedCubesOn,name)
# restore
meanRebinnedCubesOn = readSliced(name)
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This is the end of the pipeline script for single observations (either on- or off-source data). To learn
how to subtract the off- from the on-source data, read on.
Saving the data is explained throughout and also at the end, in Sec. 3.9.6.3.

3.9.3. Pipeline tasks: Unchopped range scan: multiple
observations
The script to deal with multiple range unchopped datasets is called UnchoppedRangeMultiObs.py
and is offered in the pipeline scripts. It is designed to reduce two obsids, one on-source and one offsource. You set up certain parameters, then for each camera and each obsid you run the single obsids
unchopped range script in a single command. After that you subtract the off-data from the on-data and
perform some source-specific final tasks.
It would be a good idea to read the previous section, which describes the single-observation script,
since within this multi-observation script you will be running the single-observation script blindly.
If you want to change any of the task parameters in it (outlier flagging and wavelength gridding, for
example) you will need to edit the script, and then we recommend saving it to a different name (and
preferably also location), to run that one instead.
The Level 0.5 to the end of Level 2 script itself looks like this:
# setting up
# see COMMENT 0 below
multiObs = 1
verbose = 1
obsidOn = 1342211701
obsidOff = 1342211702
HCSS_DIR = Configuration.getProperty("var.hcss.dir")
scriptsDir = HCSS_DIR + "/scripts/pacs/scripts/ipipe/spec/"
outputDir = Configuration.getProperty("user.dir")
buildNumber = str(Configuration.getProjectInfo().track) + '.' \
+ str(Configuration.getProjectInfo().build)
script = scriptsDir + "UnchoppedRange.py"
camera = "blue"
# running over the camera and dealing with the on and off obsids
for camera in ["blue","red"]:
# see COMMENT 1 below
if locals().has_key("waveGrid"): del waveGrid
# ON-source data
obsid = obsidOn
execfile(script)
observingMode = obs.obsMode
# see COMMENT 2 below
slicedCubesOn
= setSlicedMeta(slicedCubes,"isOffPosition",\
Boolean(0), "boolean")
slicedRebinnedCubesOn = setSlicedMeta(slicedRebinnedCubes,"isOffPosition", \
Boolean(0), "boolean")
slicedAveragedCubesOn = setSlicedMeta(slicedAveragedCubes,"isOffPosition", \
Boolean(0), "boolean")
description = slicedAveragedCubesOn.meta["nodPosition"].description
slicedAveragedCubesOn = setSlicedMeta(slicedAveragedCubesOn, "nodPosition", \
"B", "string", description=description)
# Optional save
#nameBase = "OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_"+buildNumber
#name=nameBase+"_slicedAveragedCubes_ON"
#saveSlicedCopy(slicedAveragedCubesOn, name, poolLocation=outputDir)
del slicedCubes, slicedRebinnedCubes, slicedAveragedCubes # clear memory
# OFF-source data
obsid = obsidOff
execfile(script)
# see COMMENT 2 below
slicedCubesOff
= setSlicedMeta(slicedCubes,"isOffPosition", Boolean(1), \
"boolean")
slicedRebinnedCubesOff = setSlicedMeta(slicedRebinnedCubes,"isOffPosition", \
Boolean(1), "boolean")
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slicedAveragedCubesOff = setSlicedMeta(slicedAveragedCubes,"isOffPosition", \
Boolean(1), "boolean")
description = slicedAveragedCubesOn.meta["nodPosition"].description
slicedAveragedCubesOff = setSlicedMeta(slicedAveragedCubesOff, "nodPosition", \
"A", "string", description=description)
# Optional save
#nameBase = "OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_"+buildNumber
#name=nameBase+"_slicedAveragedCubes_OFF"
#saveSlicedCopy(slicedAveragedCubesOff, name, poolLocation=outputDir)
del slicedCubes, slicedRebinnedCubes, slicedAveragedCubes # clear memory
# Concatenate
# see COMMENT 3 below
allAveragedCubes =
concatenateSliced([slicedAveragedCubesOn,slicedAveragedCubesOff])
# Optional save
#nameBase = "OBSID_"+str(obsidOn)+"_"+str(obsidOff)+"_"+camera+"_"+buildNumber
#name=nameBase+"_slicedAveragedCubes_All"
#saveSlicedCopy(allAveragedCubes, name, poolLocation=outputDir)
# Subtract off from on
slicedDiffCubes = specSubtractOffPosition(allAveragedCubes)
# Save: optional but definitely recommended!
name=nameBase+"_slicedDiffCubes"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedDiffCubes, name, poolLocation=outputDir)
# Post-Processing
# MAPPING or POINT SOURCE
#
if observingMode == "Mapping":
# RASTER/DITHER
# SEE COMMENT 5 below
projectedCube = specProject(slicedDiffCubes)
# Save projected map
name=nameBase+"_ProjectedCube"
saveSlicedCopy(projectedCube, name, poolLocation=outputDir)
# Optional display the projected cube in the cube analysis toolbox
if verbose: openVariable("projectedCube", "CubeAnalysisToolBox")
else:
# POINTED OBSERVATION
# SEE COMMENT 6 below
# Assuming a point source in the center, loop over the various wavelength
ranges
# (slices)
# 1. extract the central spectrum
# 2. apply the point source correction to it
# 3. save the resulting 1D spectrum to fits
projectedCube = None # only necessary if you will save data back to "obs"
spaxelX, spaxelY = 2,2
for slice in range(len(slicedDiffCubes.refs)):
#
# 1. extract the central spectrum
centralSpectrum = extractSpaxelSpectrum(slicedDiffCubes, slice=slice, \
spaxelX=spaxelX, spaxelY=spaxelY)
#
# 2. apply the point source correction to it
centralSpectrum = pointSourceLossCorrection(centralSpectrum,
calTree=calTree)
if verbose:
# Open the central spectrum in the spectrum explorer
spec = centralSpectrum.spectrum1d
openVariable("spec", "Spectrum Explorer (SpectrumContainer)")
#
# 3. save the resulting 1D spectrum to fits
name=nameBase+"_centralSpectrum_slice_"+str(slice).zfill(2)+".fits"
simpleFitsWriter(product=centralSpectrum,file=name)

To explain:
• First you set up some parameters:
• setting multiObs = 1 means that the single observation script, which is run within this multi-observation script, will know that it is being run within the multi-observation script—so those parameters that are set in both will not be overwritten by the single observation script;
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• verbose (is one of these parameters) set to 1 means "I do want to see all the intermediate plots
and printouts" and set to 0 means "I do not";
• set the obsid (is also one of these parameters), for the on- and off-data;
• define the directory where the single-observation pipeline script you want to run is, by setting
HCSS_DIR and scriptsDir—Configuration.getProperty("var.hcss.dir") will return the name of
the directory where HIPE is installed. If you wish to direct the task to a different location/name
of the single-observation pipeline script to run each obsid on, e.g. a version you have edited, then
you can simply set the scripts directory name like this:
scriptsDir = "/Users/me/somewherelse/"

instead of setting HCSS_DIR and scriptsDir as written in the pipeline script;
• define the directory where the output files you will save as you pipeline are to be put (by setting
HCSS_DIR and scriptsDir)—Configuration.getProperty("user.dir") will return the name of the
directory from which you started up HIPE, so if you wish to set the directory to something else,
do this:
outputDir = "/Users/me/somewherelse/"

instead of setting outputDir as written in the pipeline script;
• define the build number you are reducing with, just for your information;
• set the full name of the script that contains the pipeline script, using the scriptsDir parameter set
above—as written here you will be using the script that comes with your HIPE build, so change
this if you want to run an edited version of that script, e.g.:
script = scriptsDir + "UnchoppedRangeMe.py"

• the final line, camera="blue", does nothing, as the for loop will run over both camera red and
blue—if you want to do only one, then you can change the "for" to something like
for camera in ["blue"]:

COMMENT 0: note that if your data are not located in the default pool, which is [HOME]/.hcss/
lstore/134211111 where 134211111 is the name of the directory where the data are located and is also the obsid, then you will need to edit inside the single-observation script
(PACS#Spectrometer#Unchopped range scan#Interactive#Single obs and the script is called
UnchoppedRange.py) to define the poolName and poolLocation parameters of the task getObservation. Otherwise, this multi-observation script will not be able to find your data. You will
therefore either edit and "Save", or edit and "Save as" (if you want to make sure you don't change
the HIPE-default version of the pipeline script). The line you will change in the single-observation
script is:
# old line
obs = getObservation(obsid, verbose=True, useHsa=useHsa, poolLocation=None,
poolName=None)
# your new line, pool is at /Users/bigdisc/pacs/ngc111
obs = getObservation(obsid, verbose=True, useHsa=useHsa,
poolLocation="/Users/me/bigdisc/pacs/", poolName="ngc111")

see Sec. 1.3.2.2 for an explanation of this task.
• COMMENT 1: this "if" will do the following: if you have the variable waveGrid already set, then
clear it from memory. This will happen only when you change (via the if-looping) from camera
"blue" to "red". You do not want to use a "blue" waveGrid when you are reducing your "red" data!
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The reason it is necessary is that inside the single-observation script there is a check for whether
waveGrid exists:
if ((not locals().has_key('multiObs')) or (not multiObs) or \
(not locals().has_key('waveGrid'))):
waveGrid=wavelengthGrid(sCubes, oversample=2, upsample=1, calTree = calTree)

which means "if waveGrid has been defined already, then don't define it again, otherwise, do". And
the reason why you want to not recreate the waveGrid if it already exists, inside the single-observation script, is that for each camera, for each obsid you want the same waveGrid: you want to set
the waveGrid for the first obsid (for each camera) that you run (obsidOn here), and then use that
same grid for the next obsid (obsidOff here), and only when you move to a new camera do you
want to recreate the waveGrid.
• Then you set the obsid for the first, On, observation and execute the single-observation pipeline
script. Wait while this runs, and admire the plots and printouts produced. Set the parameter obsMode, to be used later in the pipeline (see below).
• COMMENT 2: Then you run a block of commands that essentially set the Meta data of the products
created by the pipeline script (run above); this should not be necessary, in that these Meta data
should already be set, but at this point in time that may not always be the case. This means you
must be sure that the first obsid you gave is that of the on-source data, otherwise later you will
be subtracting the on from the off, rather than the off from the on! The syntax "Boolean(0)" means
that we are setting these Meta data to "False", i.e. is NOT an off position. We are also making sure
that the nod is set to "B", as should be.
At the same time, this command copies the slicedCubes etc. to products called slicedCubesOn etc.,
which is an aid to reducing confusion when you look at your Variables panel.
For the off observation, this block of commands is mandatory, as these Meta data are currently
definitely not set properly. Here we set the isOffPosition to True, via the syntax "Boolean(1)".
• Next you can opt to save the data to pool, and clear the HIPE memory.
• Repeat for the off observation, and you can opt again to save to pool and clear the HIPE memory.
• COMMENT 3: the reduced on and off slicedAverageCubes are concatenated, because the task
that subtracts them works on the data organised in this way. The input are ListContexts, as is the
output. Then you can chose to save the result to pool (if you save the concatenated version, there
is no real need to save the on and off separately). Then you subtract the off from the on, to create
a "difference cube".
You should probably compare the off spectra from the on spectra before subtracting, to make sure
the off have no spectral lines in them (blank sky should have no spectral lines). This is explained
in (Sec. 3.9.5.
• Post-Processing. In fact, the final science-quality product is the difference cube. However, there
are a number of post-processing tasks you can run, which are different for pointed and mapping
observations. These are also run by the other unchopped (as well as chop-nod) pipelines, so they
are explained below, in Sec. 3.9.6. Here you will be running them inside the camera loop, although
you can naturally run them manually if you prefer. For this you would need to save the difference
cubes you create to pool, to later extract them with the task readSliced.
After doing the post-processin you can save your reductions to pool and to the ObservationContext.
This is actually quite simple but for longer observations requires a longer explanation. This is explained
in Sec. 3.9.6.3.
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3.9.4. A few comments
3.9.4.1. Playing with the wavelength grid
You can, of course, play around with the wavelength grid you create in the pipeline with the task
wavelengthGrid. To remind you, this task is then used in specWaveRebin to turn the PacsCubes into
PacsRebinnedCubes.
To look at what a rebinned cube created with different grids looks like, to compare then, you can try
something along these lines:
cube=sCubesOn.refs[0].product.copy
waveGrid=(cube, oversample=2, upsample=1, calTree=calTree)
frame=activateMasks(cube, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "BADPIXELS"]),exclusive = True)
cube = specFlagOutliers(cube, waveGrid, nSigma=5, nIter=1)
cube = activateMasks(cube, String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","SATURATION",\
"GRATMOVE", "OUTLIERS","BADPIXELS"]), exclusive = True)
rcube = specWaveRebin(cube, waveGrid)

In this example, the first command makes an independent copy of slice 0 for you to test on (which
is faster than testing on the entire list of cubes), then you make a wavelength grid, then you can flag
the outliers (this is optional, but it does make the result easier to inspect), then you create a rebinned
cube with the new wavelength grid. You can now inspect that cube using the SpectrumExplorer (right
click on it in the Variables panel), or if you want to overplot many experiments on the same plot, you
can plot on the command line:
# rcube1 is for one wavelength grid, rcube2 for the other
p=PlotXY(rcube1.getWave(2,2),rcube1.getFlux(2,2))
p.addLayer(LayerXY(rcube2.getWave(2,2),rcube2.getFlux(2,2)))

What you will be looking for are (i) whether your grid is too fine (in which case you will have many
NaNs, seen as gaps in the spectra where the new wavelength grid bins have fallen between those of
the old wavelength grid) and (ii) whether your spectral line is well enough sampled. Of course, there
has to be some play between sampling well (a good dispersion) but maintaining something close to
the actual dispersion that PACS can give you (too many bins could give you an artificial impression
of the spectral resolution of your data).
The wavelength grid you create can also change the outlier detection results (specFlagOutliers), since
that task uses the new grid to determine if a data-point in the old grid is an outlier or not. You could run
the task specFlagOutliers with a finer grid than you use for the task specWaveRebin: this is perfectly
OK to do. The reason you may like to try this is that with a finer grid it can be easier to spot the outliers:
large bins will include outliers in the bin-averaging and this will dilute their effect. But don't stray too
far from the grid you finally chose to use in the task specWaveRebin.

3.9.4.2. Glitches and rebinning
For spectra with lines that are (i) saturated or (ii) bright relative to the continuum, we have found that
the task specFlagGlitchFramesQTest can identify the bright parts of these spectral lines incorrectly
as glitches. Since in the standard processing explained here the GLITCH mask is activated when
the spectra are combined into the rebinned cube (by the pipeline task specWaveRebin), that means
that all glitched data-points will be excluded in the rebinned cube spectra created as output from
specWaveRebin. This can result in spectral lines with "holes" in them. For saturated lines you may
not care, but for unsaturated but bright lines you will—in addition, looking at a line with a missing
parts (they are turned into NaNs) will create some degree of puzzlement!
Because of this we recommend that you look at all the bright spectral lines in your data before running
the pipeline task specFlagOutliers (which works on the data in PacsCube format) to see if they have
been masked incorrectly as glitches. You can do this either by using the SpectrumExplorer to see the
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data with and without any chosen mask, or by plotting the data manually or with helper tasks. The SE
is explained in the DAG chap. 2 and the PACS-specific use of it are explained in the PPR. Plotting
manually to compare these two masks is explained in Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 4.6.4 and you can also use the
helper tasks plotCubes and plotCubesMasks (Sec. 3.9.5).
If you do find that whole parts of spectral lines are masked as being GLITCHes, but you don't think
they really are, you could (i) exclude henceforth the entire GLITCH mask or (ii) reset the GLITCH
mask for these readouts to 0 (False); this you can do using mask methods that are explained in the
PPR or use the SpectrumExplorer (PPR). If you decide to exclude the entire GLITCH mask you do
this by not activating this mask before running specFlagOutliers and slicedSpecWaveRebin (i.e. do
not include this mask in the activateMasks task). By not activating the GLITCH mask before slicedSpecFlagOutliers, you are telling this task to find all outliers even if they have already a GLITCH
mask. You should, of course, check that this second glitch-detecting task finds all the glitches in your
data: Plotting manually to compare these two masks is explained in Sec. 4.6.5.

3.9.4.3. Selecting out slices on the command line
To select individual slices from your slicedCubes, or sCubes, or slicedRebinnedCubes, you can use
the following method:
# information you get from slicedSummary
# to get cube j
mycube=slicedCubes.refs[j].product

The reason for this less sophisticated-looking command, compare this to what you can do for slicedFrames, above, is that at present the sliced cubes are of class ListContext, and can only use the methods
of that class, whereas the slicedFrames is a class of its own, and has extra methods. See the PACS
DRM for a list of the methods.
To know how to do this via viewers, see Sec. 4.3.

3.9.4.4. Saturated and rawsaturated data
We repeat what was said Sec. 3.7.2.2: you will have a SATURATION mask and a RAWSATURATION mask. The first identifies saturated data-points based on the data-points themselves, whereas the
second flags data-points as (raw)saturated if the central pixel of the detector was saturated at the same
readout/timepoint. As we have written the pipeline here, the saturated data are excluded from rebinned
cubes created by specWaveRebin because we have activated that mask with the activateMasks task
prior to running specWaveRebin. The rawsaturated data are not. You may want to check to see if any
data are true for RAWSATURATION, and if so then look at these data yourself to see if you believe
that they are actually saturated (noting that for the central pixel, and hence most likely the entire central
spaxel, this mask is always going to be correct as it is based on raw data). If so, you should exclude
such data (activate that mask also) from specWaveRebin, or at least note down which line is saturated.
Note that it is not absolutely necessary to exclude saturated data for the running of the pipeline. By
excluding these data-points when you build the rebinned cube you will find that saturated lines have
holes in the middle, where the saturation occurred. We are working to change the PacsRebinnedCube
so that you can keep the data-points and also keep the mask, so you can identify which data are saturated but not have holes in your saturated lines, but at present this is not possible.

3.9.4.5. Units
The flux units of the spectra in each spaxel are Jy (>print slicedCubes.refs[0].product.fluxUnit), but
per spaxel. What that means is that the flux at any wavelength in that spaxel's spectrum is Jy over an
area of sky that corresponds to that one spaxel. Unless you spatially rebin, a spaxel is a 9.4 arcsec
square, so the area is 88.36 sq arcsec. If you sum up 3 spaxels, then the flux will actually be Jy over
3 spaxels. If you change the size of the spaxels, then the flux will still be Jy per spaxel, it is just that
the spaxel's area is different.
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3.9.5. Inspecting the results: how and what?
What are you looking for in your data, as you run and check the pipeline? Other than obvious details
such as—is the pointing correct, do I have a spectral line, and are the rasters as I asked for—you will
want to check that the spectrum of the off-positions is clean. Subtracting the off- from the on-data
(slices or obsids, depending on whether you are running the unchopped line or range scan pipeline)
removes the dark current and also the telescope background. While this background is quite significant
it has no sharp spectral features, hence, if you were to see a spectral line in the off-spectrum then your
off-position was not sitting on blank sky and you have a problem (contact the HSC in this case). You
could also check for saturation, check the wavelength grid you have created for the spectral rebinning,
and look at how well the second deglitching task (specFlagOutliers) has performed. These latter three
checks were explained above, although there are a few pipeline helper tasks you can use which we
also explain here. Finally, you could compare the spectra from different nods or nod cycles (but the
same raster) to each other, to see if any changes (with time) have occurred.
As you check your spectra you may notice that the different grating scan directions are offset in flux
from each other; this is normal. If you are very careful in looking into your data you may also notice that
some of the masked data-points do not look very discrepant. Extensive testing has shown that it really
is not worth going through every single data-point to mask or unmask it according to what you see; in
any case this is dangerous to do this before you have a good understanding of the temporal behaviour
of the detectors and of how the signal varies with glitches and with the instrumental environment.
Many of the helper tasks that were explained before—to print out or plot parts of your slicedCube or
individual cubes—are again used in this part of the pipeline, and here the rest are introduced. These
tasks work directly on the sliced products, unless stated otherwise.
• slicedSummary: gives you a printed summary of each slice in your slicedFrames, including the
wavelength information (line, band, whether wavelengths have been calibrated or not) pointing
(raster, nod, nodCycle [in you AOR you would have set repetitions on the nod cycles as well as
on the line/range]). This is useful to run before you selectSlices, to see what to select, and after,
to check on the selection.
• slicedSummaryPlot: in the Level 0 to 0.5 part of the pipeline script you will have run this already
twice (if you set verbose to 1). The third running of this task gives a plot that is essentially the
same as the second running of the task, but because the data have been reorganised (you have sliced
them), the placement of the various curves will be different.
• plotSignalBasic: this task will plot the spectrum of a single slice (bear in mind that until you clean
out the calibration slice in specDiffChop, the first slice contains calibration signal, not source signal). Plotted will be the spectrum of the central pixel (8,12), which is from the central spaxel, for
all unmasked data (i.e. those for which the masks have been activated). The pipeline script also explains how do to this "manually". You can change the pixel to plot with the parameters detector
(1 to 16) and module (0 to 24).
• MaskViewer: this is a GUI, and is also known as the Pacs Product Viewer. You can access it by
clicking on an individual Frames slice of your slicedFrames list (e.g. by clicking on "slicedFrames"
in the Variables panel, and then going to the Outline panel where the individual slices are listed,
and right clicking to select a menu of viewers on any one of them). The only difference is that
the MaskViewer opens in a detached tab and the PPV opens within the Editor panel. This GUI
allows you to select to plot the spectrum of any detector pixel of a Frames product, via a detector
image at the top and with plot displayed below. The x-axis is readout (which is in time-order),
not wavelength. You can also overplot some Status values on the timeline spectrum. This GUI is
explained in the PPR.
To use the MaskViewer command in the pipeline you need to first import it:
from herschel.pacs.signal import MaskViewer
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• plotCubes and plotCubesMasks: the first task plots the spectrum of the central spaxel for the
specified sliced cubes list, and the second can be used to overplot the masked data. In the pipeline
script this is given as:
p7 = plotCubes(sCubes,[],x=2,y=2,masks=slicedCubes.refs[0].product.maskTypes)
plotMasks = String1d(["GLITCH"])
p7 = plotCubesMasks(sCubes,p7,x=2,y=2,masks=plotMasks)

where the first will plot the spectra of all cube slices in sCubes, excluding the data-points that are
masked as specified by the parameter masks (as written here, the input for masks is a String list
of all the masks). You put this plot in a variable called "p7" so you can keep it to next overplot
on to. The parameter [] here simply tells the task that p7 is to open as a fresh window. The second
then sees you specify as a string the mask(s) you next want to overplot, and the third then plots
on to "p7" (which now has to be defined as the second parameter) the spectra including only the
data-points that are masked. These will come up in a different colour (be warned, this can make
for an extremely busy plot).
NOTE: if you want to plot only one or two slices (to make the plot easier to read), then you can
select the slice out of the ListContext within the call to the task, using the selectSlices task:
p7 = plotCubes(selectSlices(sCubes,sliceNumber=[3,5]),x=2,y=2\
masks=slicedCubes.refs[0].product.maskTypes)

plotCubes expects a ListContext input, so you cannot use it directly on a single cube.
• plotCubesRaDec: will plot the RA and Dec of the ListContext of cubes (of PacsRebinnedCubes
as we use it in the pipeline script). The values are taken from the "ra" and "dec" datasets of the
cubes, created by the pipeline task specAssignRaDec. The different coloured crosses are the different cubes, these should be nod A and nod B at all the raster pointings you have, if you are dealing
with a line scan, but only one nod if you are dealing with a range scan (for which each observation
has only one nod).
In the plot three spaxels are circled: these are the first 3 spaxels in the cube (0,1,2).
NOTE: if you want to plot only a single slice (to make the plot easier to read), then you can select
the slice out of the ListContext within the call to the task, using the selectSlices task:
p7 = plotCubesRaDec(selectSlices(sCubes,sliceNumber=[3,5]),p7,\
x=x,y=y,masks=plotMasks)

plotCubesRaDec expects a ListContext input, so you cannot use it directly on a single cube.
• plotCube5x5: this plots the spectrum of each spaxel in a single slice of your slicedRebinnedCubes.
The plot comes up in a 5x5 array. To see the spectra in greater detail you will need to use the
CubeAnalysisToolbox or the SpectrumExplorer, both available if you right-click on a single slice
(e.g. in the listing that appears in the Outline panel when you click on slicedRebinnedCubes in the
Variables panel).
• To compare the spectra of spaxels from the off-source and on-source cubes observations, you
can use the Spectrum Explorer. One way to do this is using a drag-and-drop with the SE. To do
this you need to have the invidual PacsRebinnedCubes selected out of slicedDiffCubes so that they
appear in the Variables panel. You can do this via e.g.:
prc_off = slicedAverageCubesOff.refs[0].product
prc_on = slicedAverageCubesOn.refs[0].product

(slicedAverageCubesOn is from the range scan pipeline, and is called slicedRebinnedCubesOn in
the line scan pipeline). "prc_off" and "prc_on" will now appear in the Variables panel. Now you
can right-click on one of them to open the SE on it. You can then drag-and-drop the other cube
from the Variables panel to the Spectrum Explorer window. Then select the same spaxel from both
tabs (you may need to clear the second cube first, however, because by default the SE selected and
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displays all spectra from any subsequent cubes dragged into it); in this way you have overplotted
two spectra from the same spaxel (SE documentation: DAG chap. 2; see Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 4.6.4, as
well as the DAG chap. 3 for PlotXY on cubes).
You can also consult the URM entries of these helper tasks to see what all the parameters are. In Sec.
4.12 we show what the result on an example dataset should be of running the pipeline and what the
output from these various helper tasks should look like.

3.9.6. Astronomical-case additional steps
The PacsRebinnedCubes that you create by running specAverageCubes (followed by specSubtractOffPosition in the unchopped range scan multi-obs script), and which are held in the ListContext called
"slicedDiffCubes" here, are the final science-quality product that we currently produce. There is one
more pipeline task and a few extra helper tasks you can run on the data.

3.9.6.1. Mapping
For sources observed in a raster/dither pattern, you will want to mosaic together the different pointings.
You can do this with the task specProject. (You can also do for a single pointing if you want to see
what your cube looks like with smaller spaxels.) The cube this task produces is of browse-quality
only; we are working on a new task, based on the drizzle method developed for HST images, to make
mosaics of science quality, but it is not yet ready.
To run the specProject task:
projectedCube = specProject(slicedDiffCubes)

The working of this task is described in its URM entry and you need to look there to see all the parameters of the task. It projects the spatial grid of the input product (either a single PacsRebinnedCube cube
or a ListContext of these cubes) onto a new grid which covers the entire FoV of all the input cubes,
and for which you can change the spaxel size with the parameter outputPixelSize (by default
the value is 3 arcsec). A set of cubes taken in a raster pointing pattern will be combined into a mosaic
by projecting the input spaxel positions on to the output spaxel positions and averaging together when
more than one cube's spaxel falls on the same output spaxel position.
Once you have created your mosaic, which will become a single cube of class SpectralSimpleCube,
you can then use the viewer GUIs and spectral fitting tools that were introduced at the end of Chap.
1 to do your science analysis.
If your target is a point source, read the next section.

3.9.6.2. Pointed observation of any source, and observations of
point sources
If your target is observed in a single pointing then you have already finished with the pipeline. However, if you have an observation of a point source (or a very slightly extended source), then to get its
spectrum you can extract the central spaxel (or in whichever one in which your source is located) and
apply a point-source correction.
The native resolution of PACS in the blue is about 5 arcsec, and in the red about 10 arcsec, but the
spaxels are 9.4 arcsec square. Hence, a point source will have spilled over to the surrounding spaxels
even in the blue. We therefore provide an aperture correction function, which relates the power in the
PSF within the central 9.4x9.4 arcseconds to the power in the entire PSF. This correction is wavelength
dependent since the PSF size changes dramatically over the PACS wavelength range.
To do this all you:
# first, extract the spectrum of the spaxel where your source is
# located, from a single PacsRebinnedCube slice, e.g.
slice = 0
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x, y = 2,2
spec = extractSpaxelSpectrum(slicedDiffCubes,slice=slice,spaxelX=x,spaxelY=y)
# Correct the central spaxel spectrum for diffraction losses for point sources,
# i.e. correct for the fraction of a point source PSF that falls out of the
# spaxel
centralSpectrum = pointSourceLossCorrection(spec, calTree=calTree)

The first task is an extraction that will give you a spectrum in the so-called SimpleSpectrum format
(useful as you can use the general HIPE tasks on this class of spectrum). The second task takes that
spectrum and applies the point source correction. This correction is based on a PSF model (including
the wings), and has been verified at a few wavelengths. This correction is contained in the calibration
tree (which is why the calTree is a parameter). You must do this on the PacsRebinnedCubes, not the
SpectralSimpleCube that is the output of the pipeline task specProject, as the correction will not work
for those smaller spaxels (and that cube is also not of science-grade quality).
An advantage of using this correction is that the signal-to-noise ratio will be better than if you were to
simply add all the spaxels including your source (most likely this is the central 3x3 spaxel box). You
can test this out yourself quite easily: see Sec. 4.8 for an example of how to extract out a spaxel region
on the command line (you can also use the CubeAnalysisToolBox).
If your source is slightly extended, then strictly speaking the point source correction is not valid.
However, you can try a mix-and-match approach: use the correction on the central spaxel to get a
good signal-to-noise ratio spectrum, but sum up all the spaxels to see what the continuum flux level
should really be.
For point and slightly extended sources, if your source is not located in the centre of the spaxel then
you must consider two warnings:
• If you image your cube (e.g. with the Standard Cube Viewer or the CubeAnalysisToolBox) and you
see that your source is midway between spaxels, in any direction (up-down or left-right), then the
point-source correction method will not work. However, we are working on a script to account for
these situations and you can contact the helpdesk for information on this.
Plotting the pointing with e.g. slicedPlotPointing will also show you the PACS footprint and your
requested postion.
• If your source is not located in the centre of the spaxel in the dispersion direction (in the left-right
direction when viewing with e.g. the SIV or the CSAT), then the spectrum of a point or slightly
extended source will suffer some changes to the spectral profile: the spectral lines develop a skew.
This shifts the peak of the line and changes the profile such that it develops a longer tail on one side
(which side depends on in which direction the source is off-centred). We are working on a task to
correct for this, ask the helpdesk for updates.
• The dispersion direction: if a source is located between module 7 and 12 and 17, then it has moved
in the dispersion direction. To find module 7, the table in Sec. 4.7 tells you that you need to select
from the cube the X,Y coordinates 2,1. For module 12 you need to select X,Y 2,2.
# on a PacsRebinnedCube
flx=myrcube.image[:,2,1] # all wavelengths for module 7

If you open a cube with any viewer, this spaxel will have coordinates 2,1, and will be in the leftcentral location in the cube image.
The chopping direction: if a source is located between module 11 and 12 and 13, then it has moved
in the chopping, or the not-dispersion direction, i.e. up-down in cube images.
See Sec. 4.7 for a table of spaxel coordinate vs module number.
If you have a raster on a point source, then you will need to combine the rasters with the specProject
task, and this is documented in the extended source section above. However, do remember that the
point-source correction is not applicable to the spectra extracted from this projected cube.
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For more information about dithering and rastering (before designing your AOR) see the PACS
Observer's Manual on the HSC Documentation page (here) and the AOR-release notes on the HSC
website (under the link for the Announcement of Opportunity and Herschel Observing#AOTs Release
Status).

3.9.6.3. Saving back to the ObservationContext
We have shown you how to use saveSlices and readSlices to save and read back the sliced products
you create as you run the pipeline. Single cubes (single slices) can also be saved as FITS files, as
explained in Sec. 4.10).
You can also now save your data back to the ObservationContext, Level 2 slot. For a dataset with a
single PacsRebinnedCube (i.e. only one wavelength range was specified in the AOR), called slicedDiffCubes here, you do the following:
# if you ran specProject, then:
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "2", projectedCube=projectedCube,
slicedRebinnedCubes=slicedRebinnedCubes)
# otherwise
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "2",
slicedRebinnedCubes=slicedRebinnedCubes, projectedCube=None)
# and then
saveObservation(myobs,poolName="whereever")

Bear in mind that you should do this for the red and blue camera both (assuming you want both
datasets), and that running saveObservation can be left until you have updated both cameras. You do
not need to save the Level2 to a pool that is different to where you saved your previous levels. They
can all go into the same pool.
If you have several wavelength ranges then saving all the data back to the ObservationContext requires
a few extra lines of code. One option is to save the separate products to disc (saveSlicedCopy), and
when you have finished all the wavelength ranges for a single camera, read them back and move them
into a ListContext to then save to myobs. This method is used in the pipeline scripts:
# saving the first set of cubes, after you have created them
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_SRC"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedDiffCubes,name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_PC"
saveSlicedCopy(projectedCube,name)
# saving the next, after you have created them
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line2_SRC"
saveSlicedCopy(slicedDiffCubes,name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line2_PC"
saveSlicedCopy(projectedCube,name)
# then after you have run the entire pipeline, for one camera,
# extract them from disc
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_SRC"
slicedDiffCubesl1 = readSliced(name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_PC"
projectedCubel1 = readSliced(name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_SRC"
slicedDiffCubesl2 = readSliced(name)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"_endL2_line1_PC"
projectedCubel2 = readSliced(name)
# IF you really do have slicedDiffCubes and projectedCubes, then:
slicedDiffCubesList=ListContext()
slicedDiffCubesList.refs.add(ProductRef(slicedDiffCubesl1))
slicedDiffCubesList.refs.add(ProductRef(slicedDiffCubesl2))
projectedCubeList=ListContext()
projectedCubeList.refs.add(ProductRef(projectedCubel1))
projectedCubeList.refs.add(ProductRef(projectedCubel2))
# ELSE
slicedDiffCubesList=ListContext()
slicedDiffCubesList.refs.add(ProductRef(slicedDiffCubesl1))
slicedDiffCubesList.refs.add(ProductRef(slicedDiffCubesl2))
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projectedCubeList=ListContext() # make an empty product
# now updateObservation and saveObservation
myobs = updateObservation(myobs, camera, "2", \
slicedRebinnedCubes=slicedDiffCubesList,\
projectedCube=projectedCubeList)
saveObservation(myobs, poolName="whatever")

To extract this level from myobs, when you later extract that from pool, do the following:
level2 = PacsContext(myobs.level2)
slicedDiffCubesList = level1.rcube.getCamera(camera).product
projectedCubeList = level1.pcube.getCamera(camera).product
# for the first wavelength range
slicedDiffCubes = slicedDiffCubesList.refs.[0].product
projectedCube = projectedCubeList.refs[0].product
# and so on

3.10. Additional reading
In Chap. 4 we show you how to extract, plot and select your data, and a little on converting between
various spectrum classes, and saving and restoring products. We include a flow-chart of the pipeline
with plots showing what a template observation should look like at the various stages, and we explain
the output of summaryPlot, which plots the instrument movements vs time. For details on the pipeline
tasks, you need to consult first their URM entries. Longer explanations for some pipeline tasks may
be included in the PPR, and in the PPR we also explain more the layout/context of the various PACS
products (including the BlockTable, Status, and Meta data), describe the various PACS-specific viewers, and include a discussion on various post-pipeline issues. For information on the various calibration aspects of PACS data, you need to consult the PACS calibration information on the public wiki:
here, and the PACS Observer's Manual (available from the HSC web-page).
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Chapter 4. Further topics.
Spectroscopy
4.1. Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the following:
• Selecting slices from a ListContext, and combining Frames from slicedFrames into one
• Selecting out Frames from slicedFrames via the viewers (also works for cubes)
• Selecting out parts of a Frames or cube: the methods and most common datasets
• PlotXY: plotting and overplotting PACS spectra
• Extracting parts of a cube spectrum on the command line
• Selecting particular parts of an observation to plot and overplot
• Plotting the pointing and the PACS footprint
• Converting PACS products to other formats
• Saving and restoring products
• summaryPlot output
• Flowchart of the pipelines accompanied by plots showing how a spectrum changes as you pipeline
We assume you have already read the previous chapters and so are already familiar with PACS data
and the pipeline.
To remind you, the PACS classes are: Frames (Level 0 to 0.5 basic format reflecting the detector's
18x25 pixels); PacsCube (Level 1 final product, the first cube you make, a 5x5 version of the Frames);
PacsRebinnedCube (the wavelength rebinned version of the PacsCube); SpectrumSimpleCube (a spatially resampled and mosaicked version of the PacsRebinnedCube(s)).
For a description of the pipeline tasks we refer you to their URM entries. Where longer descriptions are
necessary, these will be included in the PPR. In the PPR are also explanations of: the Status entries;
Meta data; the [Master]BlockTable; extraction of point sources; working with Masks.

4.2. Selecting and combining slices
You may want to combine individual Frames in a slicedFrames in order to look, in one go, at blocks
that are all the same. For example, if your observation included multiple nodding sequences, A B B
A A B B A ..., you may want to compare the spectra from all the As to those from all the Bs. You can
chose, of course, to plot and overplot all the As and then all the Bs, but you can also simply combine
all the As into a single Frames, and all the Bs likewise, and them compare those two.
To do this you first need to locate the block that these As and Bs fall into.
Longer method: On the command line you can type this:
nod=slicedFrames.getMasterBlockTable()["NoddingPosition"]
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rasterc=slicedFrames.getMasterBlockTable()["RasterColumnNum"]
rasterl=slicedFrames.getMasterBlockTable()["RasterLineNum"]
print nod, line, rasterc, rasterl

to get a set of Int1d arrays ("nod", "line", etc) containing the nod, line and raster column/line values
from the MasterBlockTable. The numbers in this arrays are the slice index counters.
For line scan observations and for smaller range observations (i.e. where you specified a small range
of wavelengths to observe) you can also extract the line id information with
line=slicedFrames.getMasterBlockTable()["LineId"]

For SED observations you will rather look at the band (out of the choice of B2B, B2A and B2B in
your blue data, but only R1 for the red):
band=slicedFrames.getMasterBlockTable()["Band"]

Combining the Frames is then done by first creating a Selection; say you want to select the rasterc/
l value 0, the line value 1 and nod value 2 (A):
select=nod.where((nod == 2) & (line == 1) & (rasterc == 0) & (rasterl == 0))

where select now contains the index values in the MasterBlockTable that corresponds to this particular
instrument configuration.
You then select those frames out of slicedFrames and put them into a new, single Frames product
using:
newframe=slicedFrames.select(select) # and similarly for the cube

You can now either use PlotXY to plot the spectra of any particular pixels of the new Frames product,
or use the SpectrumExplorer on it, or plot the pointing, and so on.
Shorter method: That above was the old method, it is now possible to more easily identify which your
slices are with the slicedSummary task used in the pipeline (Sec. ???). From the listing this produces
you can figure out what the slice numbers you want are, so you can simply specify:
newframe=slicedFrames.select(Selection([4,5])

Note that this differs from the selectSlices task of the pipeline (Sec. ???) because here you are merging all the selected slices in to a single Frames product, whereas selectSlices places the slices into a
ListContext, i.e. does not merge the data.
To select slices out of the slicedFrames or the sliced cube ListContext was explained before:
frame=slicedFrames.get(1) # slicedFrames
cube=slicedCubes.refs[j].product # slicedRebinnedCubes, slicedCubes

Everything explained here uses the methods that belong to these class of objects: see the PACS DRM
entries for slicedFrames, and ListContexts.

4.3. Selecting out Frames from slicedFrames
via the viewers
You can extract a single Frames from a slicedFrames via a drag and drop: click on myobs (your
ObservationContext) in the Varables panel and it will appear e.g. in the Outline panel; drag and drop
e.g. "level1" from there to the Variables panel and a new product is created which is at the same
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time now displayed in the Outline panel; drag and drop the ListContext you are interested in, e.g. the
HPSFITB (blue slicedFrames) to the Variables and again a new product is created which is instantly
displayed in the Outline panel, to see a listing of the invididual Frames of that slicedFrames:

Figure 4.1. Dragged and dropped slicedFrames

You can then drag and drop one of the slices to the Variables panel, and right-click on it there to open
it with the Observation viewer. Alternatively, you can open the Observation viewer directly on myobs
and from there you can click down and through the layers to access them all:

Figure 4.2. Viewing the Status via the Observation viewer (on a single extracted Frames of a slicedFrames)
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4.4. Selecting out parts of a Frames and
cube: methods and datasets
This is a very brief tutorial on selecting out spectra from the various PACS products. We concentrate
here on the wavelengths, fluxes and masks for the purpose of allowing you to plot and compared parts
of your data. For more information you will need to read up on the structure of the product and its
class's method: the PACS DRM and the PDD.
To select on a Frames product you can do the following:
sig=myframe.getSignal(8,12)
wve=myframe.getWave(8,12)
sig=myframe.signal[8,12,:]
wve=myframe.wave[8,12,:]
sig=myframe.signal[8,12,45:600]
wve=myframe.wave[8,12,45:500]
sig=myframe.getSignal(8,12)[45:600]
wve=myframe.getWave(8,12)[45:600]

All return a Double1d product, the differences are that the first four show you the two ways to get the
entire flux and wavelength array, the second four are the two ways you can get a sub-selection of the
array that is from index 45 to 599.
To select the entire 3d wavelength or flux array, as a Double3d, simply leave the () empty:
wave3d=myframe.getWave()

etc.
The same principle applies to the cubes, but the syntax differs a little:
# PacsCube and SpectralSimpleCube
wave=mycube.getWave(2,2)
flux=mycube.getFlux(2,2)
# for PacsRebinnedCube
wave=mycube.getWavelengthGrid()
flux=mycube=getFlux(2,2)
# PacsCube, PacsRebinnedCube and SpectralSimpleCube
wave=mycube.wave[:,2,2]
flux=mycube.flux[20:50,2,2]

where you can here also specify the index selection in [] after the .getXXX() text as you can with
the Frames.
Remember that between a frame and a cube, the wavelength dimension has switched from the 3rd
to the 1st.
If you wish to make a subsection on the pixel range and either sub-select on the wavelength range or
select out all the wavelengths, then you do the following on the Frames product:
sig=myframe.getSignal()[1:17,25,:]
sig=myframe.signal[1:17,12,:]
sig=myframe.getSignal()[1:17,25,45:600]
sig=myframe.signal[1:17,12,45:600]

In both cases this gives you a Double2d. Finally, you can combine sub-selecting on any of the choice
of three dimensions:
sig=myframe.getSignal()[1:17,1:3,45:600]
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giving you a Double3d.
To select out masks you use the same sort of syntax, the difference is that a mask is a Boolean, not
a Double. So,
msk=myframe.getMask("SATURATION")
msk=myframe.getMask("SATURATION")[1:17,12,:]

gives you (i) a Boolean3d, (ii) and Boolean2d. You cannot plot these directly, they need to be converted
to integers, but in any case you are most likely to want to use them to select data: see Sec. 4.6.4.
For the PacsRebinnedCube and the SpectrumSimpleCube the wavelength grid for all spaxels is exactly
the same, but for the Frames and PacsCubes it is not.

4.5. PlotXY on PACS spectra: Frames and
cubes.
Note: see Sec. 4.4 to learn about how to select datasets out of your frames or cubes.
PlotXY is a task that allow you to plot data. It is explained in chap. 3 of the DAG, here we give you some
recipes you can follow for PACS data. You can also refer to the scripts that are the helper tasks and
located in your HIPE directory in scripts/pacs/toolboxes/spec/. PlotXY works on Double1d arrays, so
you have to take the data out of your Frames, PacsCube, PacsRebinnedCube or SpectralSimpleCubes.
Here, "myframe" is a single Frames product.
If you just want to plot the signal of frame, in the (time=array) order it is held:
p=PlotXY(myframe.getSignal(8,12), titleText="your title", line=0)
p.xaxis.title.text="Readouts"
p.yaxis.title.text="Signal [Volt/s]"

(The titles are not necessary.)
It is not necessary to specify >p=PlotXY(), you could just type >PlotXY(), but with the first you can
add more things to the plot afterwards (more data, annotations...).
To plot a full spectrum, that is signal versus wavelength after you have run the waveCalc task,
p = PlotXY(myframe.getWave(8,12),myframe.getSignal(8,12),
titleText="title",line=0)
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"
p.yaxis.title.text="Signal [Volt/s]"

The "methods" .getWave(8,12) and .getSignal(8,12) allow you to extract out the wavelength and signal
arrays for pixel 8,12 (over a range of 18,25 but where row 0 and 17 do not contain useful data). The
method used with the pixel coordinates specified, as we show here, returns a Double1d array.
Tip
A method is a set of commands that you can call upon for an object (myframe) of a class
(Frames), these commands will do something to the object you specify—in this case it
extracts out the signal or wavelengths from the frame. Methods can have any number of
parameters you need to specify, in this case it is just the pixel number—8,12. You can find
more information about the methods for the Frames product by looking in the PACS DRM.

If you wish to overplot two spectra from a PacsCube, you can use:
sig1=mycube.getFlux(2,2)
wve1=mycube.getWave(2,2)
p = PlotXY(wve1,sig1,titleText="your title",line=0)
p[0].setName("spaxel 2,2")
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p[0].setYrange([MIN(sig), MAX(sig)])
p[0].setYtitle("Jy")
sig2=mycube.getFlux(1,1)
wve2=mycube.getWave(1,1)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve2,sig2),line=0)
p[1].setName("spaxel 1,1")
p[1].setYrange([MIN(sig), MAX(sig)])
p[1].setYtitle("Jy")
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"
p.getLegend().setVisible(True)

And the same idea applies to Frames. If you want to plot the spectra from all pixels of a module of
a Frames at once (in one colour), then in the PlotXY command you will need to use the RESHAPE
command: because you are asking PlotXY to plot out a 2D product, which it cannot, you need reshape
the array from 2D to 1D. The following script is to plot all the pixels (1 to 16 inclusive: and yes, to
do this you specify "17", not "16" below) of module 12 (the central spaxel of the field of view) for
all readouts:
p=PlotXY(RESHAPE(myframe.wave[1:17,12,:]),RESHAPE(myframe.signal[1:17,12,:]),
titleText="title",line=0)
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"
p.yaxis.title.text="Signal [Volt/s]"

Note the change from selecting via a method, above, to that on the dataset, here: see Sec. 4.4.

4.6. Selecting parts of an observation to compare
As we have explained and do explain how to plot and overplot spectra, it should be easy for you to
work out how to compare the spectra from any part of a Frames or any cube product for two separate
slices of a slicedFrames, slicedRebinnedCube or slicedCubes. You simply extract out the spectrum
from slice1 and overplot that from slice2. But what about if you wish to plot and overplot parts of
the data that are within a single slice? The most likely comparison you will want to make will be to
overplot masked and unmasked data and to overplot off-data and on-data.
Note: see Sec. 4.4 to learn about how to select datasets out of your frames or cubes.

4.6.1. Plotting the off- and on-data for chop-nod
For chop-nod AOTs this means plotting data from the on-chops and those from the off-chops. For
the unchopped Line scan AOTs it means comparing the off-source data (nod A) from the on-source
data (nod B).
For chop-nod: As discussed in the PACS Observer's Manual and in Chap. 2, the chop-nod AOT sees
PACS nodding between an A and a B pointing, and a chopping between blank sky and the source. The
pipeline task specDiffChop subtracts the off-chops (blank sky) from on-chops. There are 4 chop-nod
combinations possible (chop- nodA, chop+ nodB, chop+ nodA, chop- nodB), the former two are offsource and the latter two are on-source. After the pipeline task specDiffChop you are left with nod A
(chop+) and nod B (chop-). The point here is to compare the data that are the telescope background
spectrum (plus dark current) which is to be subtracted from the source data. You will want to check
that your off-spectrum does not have an spectral lines in it, as that would indicate that your off position
was sitting on something astronomically interesting.
To compare the spectra from chop+ and chop- for a single frame, of a single nod (necessarily, as the
data are sliced on nod) from your slicedFrames before running specDiffChop you could do something
like this:
myframe = slicedFrames.get(1) # e.g.
stat = myframe.getStatus("CHOPPOS")
on = (stat == "+large") # a boolean, true where +large
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on = on.where(on) # a Selection array
off = (stat == "-large")
off = off.where(off)
p=PlotXY(myframe.getWave(8,12)[on],myframe.getSignal(8,12)[on])
p.addLayer(LayerXY(myframe.getWave(8,12)[off],myframe.getSignal(8,12)[off])

NOTES: (i) To run this script you need to know whether your chopper throw was "large", "medium"
or "small", and this you can get by looking at the CHOPPOS entries of the Status; then change the
third and fifth lines of the script appropriately. (ii) The script worded as it is here works with a Frames
of nod B, where the plus chopper position ("+large" here) is off-source and the minus chopper position
is on-source. For a Frames of nod A you need to make the appropriate swap. To know what nod your
selected Frames is, use the pipeline task slicedSummary on the slicedFrames, as explained in Chap. 3.
This is not the only way to select these chopper positions, but it is conceptually the easiest to explain.
If you want, you can combine this with a selection of only the good data (i.e. not masked), as these
can make the plot very difficult to inspect. There are a only few masks you need to exclude to clean
up the plot. Make sure you do not pick the bad pixels to plot (use the PACS Product Viewer ( PPR)
to locate these).
x=8
y=12
myframe = slicedFrames.get(1)
stat = myframe.getStatus("CHOPPOS")
on
= (stat == "+large")
off = (stat == "-large")
msk1 = myframe.getMask("GLITCH").not()[x,y,:]
# to give the NOT masked data
msk2 = myframe.getMask("UNCLEANCHOP").not()[x,y,:] # a boolean value of 1 instead of
0
# then, locate all places where the masks are all 1 (ie, good)
goodon = msk1.where(msk1 & on & msk2)
goodoff = msk1.where(msk1 & off & msk2)
p=PlotXY(myframe.getWave(x,y)[goodon],myframe.getSignal(x,y)[goodon])
p.addLayer(LayerXY(myframe.getWave(x,y)[goodoff],myframe.getSignal(x,y)[goodoff])

NOTES: (i) To run this script you need to know whether your chopper throw was "large", "medium"
or "small", and this you can get by looking at the CHOPPOS entries of the Status; then change the
third and fifth lines of the script appropriately. (ii) The script worded as it is here works with a Frames
of nod B, where the plus chopper position ("+large" here) is off-source and the minus chopper position
is on-source. For a Frames of nod A you need to make the appropriate swap. To know what nod your
selected Frames is, use the pipeline task slicedSummary on the slicedFrames, as explained in Chap. 3.
This script will work for any single myframe slice from a slicedFrames before you run the pipeline
task slicedSpecDiffchop, since you have chop+ and chop- in all slices. After running that task, for the
nod A frames you will have only chop+ and for the nod B slices only chop-, as these are the respective
on-source positions.
If you are plotting the central module of a Frames, bear in mind that for the red detector there is a bad
pixel there which will have very bad data.
For unchopped data, to compare on- and off-source data is as simple as overplotting the spectra from
the nod B and the nod A slices.

4.6.2. Comparing spectra before and after specDiffChop
To compare the spectra before and after the task specDiffChop (so, for chop-nod data), which subtracts
the on- and off-source data, you could do the following:
# extract a frame before you run the task specDiffChop
frame1=slicedFrames.get(1)
# plot all 16 spectra of the central module. As this is a 2d array but
# PlotXY can only handle 1d arrays, you need to RESHAPE the data
p=PlotXY(RESHAPE(frame1.wave[1:17,12,:]), RESHAPE(frame1.signal[1:17,12,:]))
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# then run specDiffChop and again select a frame
frame2=slicedFrames.get(1)
# now overplot the data after the chop offs have been removed
p.addLayer(LayerXY(RESHAPE(frame1.wave[1:17,12,:]), \
RESHAPE(frame1.signal[1:17,12,:]))

This can only be done on a Frames, so you have to extract them out of the slicedFrames.
Alternatively you can select the off-chop data-points from the on-chop data-points within a single
Frames, and plot to compare those separately. A script to do this is given in Sec. 4.6.1. You also have
the choice of running the pipeline script "Split On-Off" (Sec 3.8.2) to compare the chop-off and chopon data at all levels of the pipeline.

4.6.3. Comparing spectra before and after specFlatFieldRange
When flatfielding, it is easier to see the improvement if you use PlotXY to plot the before-flatfielding
spectrum of an entire module, and then overplot on that the spectrum of that module after flatfielding.
There is always an improvement, but it may not be always large enough to see well on two separate
plots produced by e.g. the pipeline helper task plotSignalBasic. So, to plot all the not-masked data of
an entire module of a single Frames, you could do the following:
# Before
frames1 = slicedFrames.get(1)
# get the wave and flux for pixels 1 to 16 of module 12 (the central one)
# for the entire time-line dataset. Format them from a 2d array to a 1d
# array with the RESHAPE command, so PlotXY can handle them
wave = RESHAPE(frames1.wave[1:17,12,:])
flux = RESHAPE(frames1.signal[1:17,12,:])
# find the indices of the NOT masked data (GLITCH and UNCLEANCHOP,
# which are generally the worst data) and RESHAPE these also
ind1 = RESHAPE(frames1.getMask("GLITCH").not()[1:17,12,:])
ind2 = RESHAPE(frames1.getMask("UNCLEANCHOP").not()[1:17,12,:])
# combine the good-data indices
ind = ind1.where(ind1 & ind2)
# plot
p=PlotXY(wave[ind],flux[ind],line=0)
# After
frames2 = slicedFrames.get(1)
# extract the data the same way
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wave[ind],flux[ind],line=0))

Note that the improvement will be even easier to see after you have produced the PacsRebinnedCube
with the pipeline task specWaveRebin; not only because the data have been rebinned, and hence the
scatter will look less, but there will have also been an additional outliers-flagging task run.
See also just below for more explanation of some of the syntax used here.

4.6.4. Plotting masked and unmasked data for Frames
We explain more about masks in the PPR, including other ways you can plot and edit them. Here
we simply introduce you to the subject. This is something that you will want to do on Frames and
PacsCubes products, but not PacsRebinnedCubes or SpectralSimpleCubes, as these cubes carry no
masks.
For the various PACS products there are methods to extract out masked or unmasked data. While
running the pipeline you would have been shown how to overplot masked and unmasked data using
helper tasks (e.g. plotCubesMasks) and if you consult these scripts you will see these methods in action.
This an example of plotting all data-points for pixel 8,12 for a Frames slice, and then overplotting
only the ones that are masked for UNCLEANCHOP (or "GLITCH" or ...):
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flx=myframe.getSignal(8,12)
wve=myframe.getWave(8,12)
p=PlotXY(wve,flx,line=0)
index_bad=myframe.getMaskedIndices(String1d(["UNCLEANCHOP"]),8,12)
p.addLayer(LayerXY\
(wve[Selection(index_cln)],flx[Selection(index_cln)],line=0))

What does this do?
• The first two lines are how you extract out of your frame the fluxes and wavelengths and put each
in a new variable (which is of class Double1d). How to do this for cubes is explained elsewhere
in this chapter.
• The third command opens up a PlotXY and puts it in the variable "p", which you need to do if next
want to add new layers to the plot. Line=0 tells it to plot as dots rather than a line (the default).
• The next command places into a (Int1d) variable called index_bad the X-axis (wavelength) array
indices of the frame where the data have been flagged for the specified mask. The parameters are the
mask name/names (listed in a String1d) and the pixel coordinates (8,12). If you want to enter more
than one mask name you do that simply as String1d(["MASK1","MASK2"]). Note that you can use
the method getUnmaskedIndices to select out the indices of the unmasked data points. Currently,
for PacsCubes you can only used getUnmaskedIndices, as getMaskedIndices does not exist.
• Finally you add a new layer to "p", in which you plot the unmasked data points, and these appear in
a new colour. The syntax wve[Selection(index_cln)] will select out of wve those array indices that
correspond to the index numbers in index_cln. You need to use the "Selection()" syntax because
you are doing a selection on an array.
Remember that between a frame and a cube, the wavelength dimension has switched from the 3rd
to the 1st.
If you wish to extract the masked data for several pixels/spaxels at once, you can work on the datasets,
rather than use the .getXXX() method (see also Sec. 4.4):
wve=myframe.wave[8,12,:] # wavelengths for pixel for pixel 8,12
sig=myframe.signal[8,12,:]
msk=myframe.getMask("SATURATION")[8,12,:] # mask for pixel 8,12
# then, locate all places where the mask is 1 (ie, true, ie bad) and
# make that into a Selection
bad=msk.where(msk == 1)
# and to select these data:
wve_bad=wve[bad]
sig_bad=sig[bad]
# so you can now plot
PlotXY(wve_bad,sig_bad)

The masks you are most likely to look at (because if you wish to change any, it will be these) are
SATURATION, GLITCH and OUTLIERS, and note that UNCLEANCHOP and BADPIXELS data
will also be very noisy.
You can then combine the masks (which are boolean arrays) with & or | ("and" or "or"), which follow
the usual rules for boolean combining (i.e. if there are any 0s, the & gives a 0; if there are any 1s,
the | gives you 1):
msk = (msk1 & mks2 & mks3)
msk = (msk1 | mks2 | mks3)

and then you can select as before:
bad=msk.where(msk == 1)
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wve_bad=wve[bad]

Masks are 0 for NOT masked, and 1 for IS masked. If you want to locate readouts that are bad for
any of the masks, then you will need to use |, and to exclude these then from your plotting you simply
select all "msk == 0". After this you then you treat "msk" as in the previous script snippet.
(In the DP scripting language there is more than one way to do anything, and you may well be shown
scripts that do the same thing but using different syntax. Don't panic, that is OK.)
Note that the red detector has a bad pixel in the central module (pixel 7,12). The blue detector has no
bad pixels in the central module.

4.6.5. Comparing GLITCH and OUTLIER data
An example script for comparing GLITCH (specFlagGlitchFramesQTest task) and OUTLIERS
(specFlagOutliers task) data-points from a PacsCube, this being one of several ways you can do this:
x=2
y=x
# get wave and flux arrays
wve=cube.getWave(x,y)
sig=cube.getFlux(x,y)
# identify the indices that are UNCLEANCHOP datapoints
bad=cube.getMask("UNCLEANCHOP")[:,x,y]
bad=bad.where(bad).toInt1d()
# set these datapoints that to NaN
sig[Selection(bad)] = Double.NaN
# repeat on other masks
bad=cube.getMask("BADPIXELS")[:,x,y]
bad=bad.where(bad).toInt1d()
sig[Selection(bad)] = Double.NaN
bad=cube.getMask("GRATMOVE")[:,x,y]
bad=bad.where(bad).toInt1d()
sig[Selection(bad)] = Double.NaN
# now find the glitch datapoints
indg=cube.getMask("GLITCH")[:,x,y] # glitch mask, niter=1
indg=indg.where(indg).toInt1d()
sigg=sig[Selection(indg)]
wveg=wve[Selection(indg)]
# now find the outlier datapoints
indo=cube.getMask("OUTLIERS")[:,x,y] # outlier mask, nither=1
indo=indo.where(indo).toInt1d()
sigo=sig[Selection(indo)]
wveo=wve[Selection(indo)]
# plot
p=PlotXY(titleText="RED:outlier, BLACK:glitch,"+str(x)+","+str(y))
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wveo,sigo,line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3,color=java.awt.Color.RED))
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wveg,sigg,line=0,symbol=Style.VCROSS,symbolSize=3,color=java.awt.Color.BLACK))

What this script does is locate and then set the data-points flagged for the masks UNCLEANCHOP,
BADPIXELS and GRATMOVE to NaN, because NaN data-points are not plotted by PlotXY. The
reason for doing this is that the task specFlagGlitchFramesQTest looks at all data-points, whereas
the later task specFlagOutliers looks only at the data-points that have not already been flagged as
UNCLEANCHOP, BADPIXELS and GRATMOVE (as well as SATURATION and RAWSATURATION, which you could include in your version of this script if you liked). Because of this, if you want
to compare the GLITCH detections to the OUTLIER detections to see if all outliers are also glitches,
and so check whether the two tasks perform equally well, then you need to plot all the data-points that
are not also masked for UNCLEANCHOP, BADPIXELS and GRATMOVE, i.e. you want to compare
like with like. This script here is one way to do that; rather than removing the unwanted data from the
plotted datasets, you simply make them invisible to PlotXY.

4.7. The PACS IFU footprint and pointing
To plot the central spaxel's position (the "boresight"):
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p = PlotXY(myframe.getStatus("RaArray"),myframe.getStatus("DecArray"),
line=0,titleText="text")
p.xaxis.title.text="RA [degrees]"
p.yaxis.title.text="Dec [degrees]"

where you will get something that shows the entire track of PACS while your calibration and astronomical data were being taken:

Figure 4.3. Movement of PACS during an observation

If you want to look at all the spaxels' sky positions, you need to select a time-point to plot the RA
and Dec datasets of.
The footprint of the integral field unit that is PACS, the spectrometer, is not an exact square. It looks
like then whenever you look at the spatial grid of your cubes with the various viewers and GUIs that
HIPE offers, but in fact the footprint is different.
To look at the footprint of the whole IFU, i.e. the RA and Dec of each spaxel, you need to select a
time-point to plot (you could plot all, but that could make for a very slow plot as there are very many
time-points in an observation). The syntax for doing this differs slightly between the PACS products.
To plot all the spaxels' sky positions together with the source position for the last data-point of a
Frames product (myframe) you do the following:
pixRa=RESHAPE(myframe.ra[:,:,-1])
pixDec=RESHAPE(myframe.dec[:,:,-1])
plotsky=PlotXY(pixRa, pixDec, line=0)
plotsky[0].setName("spaxels")
srcRa=slicedFrames.meta["ra"].value
srcDec=slicedFrames.meta["dec"].value
# note, "ra" can also be found in the ObservationContext, if you did not
# add this Meta data to the slicedFrames when you ran the pipeline
plotsky.addLayer(LayerXY(Double1d([srcRa]),Double1d([srcDec]), line=0,
symbol=Style.FSQUARE))
plotsky[1].setName("Source")
plotsky.xaxis.title.text="RA"
plotsky.yaxis.title.text="Dec"
plotsky.getLegend().setVisible(True)

giving you something like this (notice the slight offset of the second row of spaxel positions):
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Figure 4.4. Pointing of the PACS IFU and the source position. This also shows you what the on-sky layout
of the IFU

Explanation:
• RESHAPE() is necessary for ra and dec because they have dimensions X,Y and Z, and so extracting
out only the last entry of the third dimension (-1) gives you a 2D array.
• myframe.ra/dec are the ra/dec datasets attached to a Frames, which is not the same as the Ra/DecArray in the Status. "ra" and "dec" have dimensions X,Y,Z and were produced by the task specAssignRaDec, whereas Ra/DecArray are 1D (they are just for the central pixel), and were produced
by the task specAddInstantPointing.
• The "-1" is how you ask to plot the ra for the last element of the array.
• srcRa and secDec are taken from the Meta data of the ObservationContext or the slicedFrames (if
it is in there), these being the source positions that were programmed in the observation. Here we
plot them as Double1d arrays, because PlotXY cannot plot a single value (which is what they are),
so we "fake" them each into an array (in fact we are converting them from Double to Double1d).
• The different syntax here to previous examples shows you how flexible (or annoying) scripting in
our DP environment can be. p[0].setName("spaxels") does the same as the l1.setName("signal") in a
previous example. The first layer (layer 0) is always the one created with the "PlotXY=" command,
subsequent layers can be added with the "plotsky.addLayer(LayerXY())" command.
If your observation includes several raster pointings you may want to plot the pointings for each. To to
this you need to select out the relevant slices from the slicedFrames that corresponds to each pointing
(each slice is in fact a unique pointing), and then you can use the same commands as written above
to plot the pointings of each Frames.
To make the same plot for two rebinned cubes, the following script will work:
#select the final ra and dec of a PacsRebinnedCube
ra=RESHAPE(rebinnedCube1.ra[-1,:,:])
dec=RESHAPE(rebinnedCube1.dec[-1,:,:])
plotsky=PlotXY(ra, dec, line=0)
plotsky[0].setName("cube1")
#select the final ra and dec of a second PacsRebinnedCube
ra=RESHAPE(rebinnedCube2.ra[-1,:,:])
dec=RESHAPE(rebinnedCube2.dec[-1,:,:])
plotsky.addLayer(LayerXY(ra, dec, line=0))
plotsky[1].setName("cube2")
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plotsky.xaxis.title.text="RA"
plotsky.yaxis.title.text="Dec"
plotsky.getLegend().setVisible(True)

Which will plot the RA and Dec of two raster pointings, from two PacsRebinnedCubes you have taken
out of your rebinnedCube list. If you want to know what cube is what part of your observation (which
line id, nod, raster), see the advice in Sec. 4.4 or use the task slicedSummary.
The following will allow you to relate the spaxel coordinates in a cube (PacsCube or PacsRebinnedCube) to those in the preceding Frames. The coordinates of the SpectralSimpleCube, the projected,
final pipeline cube, will depend on the details of the spatial projection.
Table 4.1. Coordinates of the Frames to the PacsCube

Module in Frames

Spaxel in PacsCube

0

0,0

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

3,0

4

4,0

5

0,1

6

1,1

7

2,1

8

3,1

9

4,1

10

0,2

11

1,2

12

2,2

13

3,2

14

4,2

15

0,3

16

1,3

17

2,3

18

3,3

19

4,3

20

0,4

21

1,4

22

2,4

23

3,4

24

4,4

Which can, scripturally, be repeated in this way:
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module = x + 5 * y = row + 5 * col
x = module % 5
y = module / 5
# for
# cube.image[:,x,y]
# cube.ra[:,x,y]
# cube.dec[:,x,y]

Below we show you the footprint of the PACS IFU with some spaxels marked. Note that while the
internal spaxel coordinates do not change, the rotation of the instrument on the sky varies over time.

Figure 4.5. The IFU footprint. Crosses are the module centres and circled ones are modules 0 (bottom-most),1,2 (top-most). Module 5 is immediately to the left of module 0.

4.8. Extracting out cube spaxel spectra
If you have a point source in a cube and you want to extract the central 3x3 spaxels that contain your
source, as a sum, on the command line, you do the following:
# extract the wavelength grid from any spaxel (it is the same for all)
wave = cube.getWave()
# make an empty flux array to fill later
flux = Double1d(wave.dimensions[0])
# in a loop, extract the spectral points and add them
# here we do spaxels over the coordinates 1..3 for X and Y both
for x in range(1,4):
for y in range(1,4):
flux+=cube.flux[:,x,y]

Then you will want to covert the wave and flux into a Spectrum1d, which is explained in a section
below. Or you can keep them as they are, which is a Double1d each.
Note that there are slight differences in the syntax for getting the wavelength and flux datasets for the
different cubes: see Sec. 4.5. See Sec. 4.4 to learn about how to select datasets out of your frames
or cubes.

4.9. Converting cube and frame spectra to
other formats
Most of the GUIs and tools now work on PACS products, but not all do and you may also want to
extract out spectra from the frames of cubes to work on with your own scripts. You should look at
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the SaDM (e.g. chap 2) to learn about arrays and datasets (including how to build them from scratch),
here we provide only a brief summary of the parts that are PACS-specific. The most useful formats
that we explain here are Double1/2d arrays and the Spectrum1/2d class. The former is useful because
it is the most similar to a simple python array, the latter is useful because of the many tools and tasks
in HIPE will work on it.
Note that the CubeAnalysisToolbox will read in PacsRebinnedCubes and SpectralSimpleCubes and
allow you to select parts of the cube (e.g. single spaxels, an area of spaxels, a list of spaxels, ...) and
output them in a format that other HIPE tools can use. It will also allow you to output a script of what
you have just done, a script you can then use. There are also HIPE-wide tasks to convert your data to
ASCII or FITS (check out the PACS DRM). For more advanced work with particular classes and data
formats (e.g. what java "methods" they have), you will need to read the relevant URM or DRM entries.
Note that now (track 6/7 of HIPE) many tools work directly on the PACS products as they are, and
hence this section may be redundant.
Note: see Sec. 4.4 to learn about how to select datasets out of your frames or cubes.

4.9.1. Double1/2d
When you extract out the flux/signal and wavelength datasets from the Frames or any of the cubes, the
format is Double1d, and moving it from that to Double2d is quite simple. For example, for a PacsCube:
# (1) Define a Double2d array to take your spectrum
Spec=Double2d(2,mycube.dimensions[0])
# (2) Put in there the wavelength and then flux of a single spaxel
Spec[0,:] = mycube.getWave(2,2)
Spec[1,:] = mycube.getFlux(2,2)
# now plot to check all is well
PlotXY(Spec[0,:],Spec[1,:])
# using python, add a value from the fluxes
Spec[1,:] += 10.0
# or divide
Spec[1,:] = Spec[1,:] / 10.0

An explanation: (1) The "2" means you want a length of 2 for the 1st dimension (wavelength and flux).
The 2nd dimension is to be of the same length as the cube, and this is defined by mycube.dimensions[0]
—type mycube.dimensions on the command line and you get a listing of the dimensions of the cube,
where the 1st value ([0]) is the length of the wavelength/flux dimension. (2) Here we extract out the
flux and wavelength arrays using the "method" .getWave/Flux(2,2), where 2,2 is the spaxel you want
to extract from. These are then placed in the 1st and 2nd dimensions of Spec.
See Sec. 4.4 to learn of the other methods for extracting wave and signal in various DoubleXd formats.

4.9.2. Spectrum1/2d
One way to convert single spectra in your cube to Spectrum1d format is to use the CubeAnalysisToolBox: read its documentation to learn how to do this, but basically it involves doing a single/range
spaxel selection and clicking "save [as] a Product" (doing this one by one for each spectrum you want
to convert to Spectrum1d.
If you want to convert single spectra of a SpectralSimpleCube to Spectrum1d without using the CubeAnalysisToolBox then these are commands you can use:
spaxelX=10
spaxelY=10
wave = mycube.getWave(spaxelX,spaxelY)
flux = mycube.getFlux(spaxelX,spaxelY)
segs = Int1d(mycube.dimensions[0]) + 1
flag = Int1d(mycube.dimensions[0]) + 1
weight = Double1d(mycube.dimensions[0]) + 1.0
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spec = Spectrum1d(flux, weight, flag, segs)
spec.set("wave",wave)
spec.setMeta("name","mycube_spax10_10")

The segs array holds segment information, which here we set to 1 everywhere (i.e. there will only
be 1 segment). The flag array has also been set to 1. The syntax "Int1d(mycube.dimensions[0]) + 1"
creates a 1-dimensional integer array of the same size as the spectral dimension of your spectrum from
mycube, with value everywhere of 1. Adding Meta information is optional but generally a good idea
(so you can later work out what this Spectrum1d was made from, for example).
To see more about adding the various meta data and descriptions to the Spectrum1d, see the script of
the helper task extractSpaxelSpectrum.py:
spaxelX=10
spaxelY=10
wave = mycube.getWave(spaxelX,spaxelY)
flux = mycube.getFlux(spaxelX,spaxelY)
spec = Spectrum1d()
spec.setWave(wave)
spec.setWaveUnit(herschel.share.unit.Length.MICROMETERS)
spec.setWaveDescription("Wavelength")
spec.setWeight(Double1d(len(wave),1.))
spec.setFlux(flux)
spec.setFluxUnit(herschel.share.unit.FluxDensity.JANSKYS)
spec.setFlag(Int1d(len(wave),0))
spec.setSegment(Int1d(len(wave),0))
spec.meta["ra"] = DoubleParameter(MEAN(cube.ra[:,spaxelX, spaxelY]))
spec.meta["dec"] = DoubleParameter(MEAN(cube.dec[:,spaxelX, spaxelY]))
spec.meta["creator"] = StringParameter("dp-pacs")
# copying over the meta data
metaToCopy = ["creator", "creationDate", "instrument", \
"startDate", "endDate", "obsid", \
"camName", "naifid","aorLabel", "aot", \
"cusMode", "equinox", "object", "obsMode", "odNumber", \
"raDeSys", "telescope", "instMode", "posAngle", "observer", \
"proposal", "pointingMode", "herschelVelocityApplied", "aotMode", \
"rasterId", "band"]
for metaKey in metaToCopy:
try:
spec.meta[metaKey] = mycube.meta[metaKey]
except:
print "INFO: Meta data " + metaKey + " does not exist, not copying from cube."

If you wish to set a more complicated segs or flag array then you need to use your own programming
skills and the HIPE help documentation. Flags are the same as Masks, and later here we explain how
to extract these into arrays. For more on Spectrum1/2d, see chap. 2 of the SaDM.
To convert part of a cube to Spectrum2d (for PacsRebinnedCube and SpectralSimpleCube):
# Getting all flux data as a Double3D
flux3d = mycube.getFlux()
# The first dimension is the spectral one
# Getting a 1d array of spectral from spaxel column 2
flux2d = TRANSPOSE(flux3d[:, :, 2])
# Getting wavelength: the wavelength grid is the same for all spaxels
wave = mycube.wave
# You can get weight and flag slices as for the flux
# To check if weight and flag are provided:
print mycube.hasWeight()
print mycube.hasFlag()
# If the cube does not provide weights and/or flags, you can
# create dummy arrays as follows:
weight2d = Double2d(mycube.dimensions[1]
mycube.dimensions[0], 1.0)
flag2d = Int2d(mycube.dimensions[1]
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mycube.dimensions[0], 1)
# Creating the Spectrum2d
spec2d = Spectrum2d(flux2d, weight2d, flag2d)
# Adding wavelength information, a name and flux units
wave2d = Double2d(mycube.dimensions[1]
mycube.dimensions[0])
for i in range(mycube.dimensions[1]):
wave2d[i, :] = wave
spec2d.wave = wave2d
spec2d.setMeta("name", "mycube_spax10_10")
spec2d.fluxUnit = mycube.fluxUnit

4.10. A summary of saving and restoring
products
For details on saving and restoring products of different classes see chap. 2 of the DAG. There the
various GUIs and command-line methods are explained. Here we give only a quick summary of some
of the command-line methods.
• Save() and restore(): Some or all of your variables can be saved to disk and restored later in the
same session, or even a different session. A number of classes can be saved in this way (see the
DAG) and this included PACS products such as Frames, slicedFrames, and the various cubes and
sliced cubes products. The syntax is:
save("xyz.sav", "x,y,z") # will save products x, y, z
save("all.sav") # will save every suitable product in your session
restore("xyz.sav") # will restore

If you wish to specify a particular directory that xyz.sav should go to then you simply specify the
path as part of the file name.
• Tag and put in a pool: This is a method you can use if you cannot save a product to disc as FITS
(currently, this includes ListContexts such as slicedFrames). First, you may want to add some information to the Meta data, so later you can remember why you saved this particular product
myframe.meta["what is this?"] = StringParameter("a frame, of course")

Then you define the pool (tell HIPE where, on disc, to put the data), save the data, and restore
the data. There are many ways of doing this (again, see chap. 1 of the DAG), one method is the
following:
# save
mypool = ProductStorage("/Users/me/.hcss/lstore/myfirstpool")
mypool.saveAs(myframe,"frame_blue_010110")
# restore
mylist = mypool.load("frame_blue_010120")
myframe = mylist.product

(where [HOME]/.hcss/lstore is anyway the default pool location). The "frame_blue_010110" is a
"tag", which, used when restoring, will fetch exactly that particular myframes from the pool (in
where there could be more than one myframe, and even more than one version of the same myframe
created at different dates.)
• Save as FITS: To save as FITS (currently, complex products such as ListContexts such as slicedFrames cannot be saved as FITS, but individual Frames can be) you can either right-click on the
product in the Variable panel or:
savefile = "/Users/me/blah.fits"
simpleFitsWriter(myframes,savefile)
pcube = fitsReader(file = '/Users/me/rCube.fits')
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• There are also the saving and restoring methods introduced in Chap. 3:
# save the ObservationContext to pool:
saveObservation(myobs,poolName="NGC111_reductions_L2")
# to save slicedCubes to pool
# (you can do the same for slicedRebinnedCubes and slicedFrames)
name="OBSID_"+str(obsid)+"_"+camera+"some comment"
# save
saveSlicedCopy(slicedCubes,name)
# restore
slicedCubes = readSliced(name)

4.11. The summaryPlot task plot
Here we explain what is shown in the plot produced by the helper task summaryPlot. The plot's appearance will depend on when in the pipeline you run it and what sort of data you have, e.g. line vs
range scan, how many repetitions, and so on, but you should be able to identify the components based
on our explanation here. The dataset we are using is a red SED taken in chop-nod mode.
This is an example of the first running of summaryPlot on the data:

Figure 4.6. The first summaryPlot result, on a red SED

In this plot you see in black the movement of the grating, where in this observation the repetition on
the grating is 1, the with the two sets of down-up, corresponding to nod B (first down-up) and nod A
(second down-up). In red is the curve of wavelengths, which at this point in the pipeline are undefined
and hence 0 everywhere. In pink is the band, which is "R1"=1 everywhere for this red dataset. Finally,
in grey you see the signal of the star itself. As this is a red SED observation there is a lot of structure in
the signal (the telescope background is quite strong and so what you see in the beginning is dominated
by the response function of the instrument). The sharp downward-pointing spikes are the glitches. A
signal more negative is a higher flux level. The Xaxis is readouts, which increases linearly with time,
and the Yaxis is various things.
In this plot, and just about visible in the image here (as a little dip of the black line below the red
line), one can see that at the very beginning of the observation is the data from the calibration block.
Calibration sources 1 and 2 are observed in a chopping sequence at the key wavelengths, so over a
smaller grating range than for the rest of the observation, as you see in the next plot.
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Figure 4.7. A zoom on the calibration block

If you now zoom in on an part of the source data area of the plot, you will see something similar to this:

Figure 4.8. A zoom on the previous figure

Here we have zoomed in on a single grating step, black is the grating and grey is the source data. There
are 17 measurements in a single grating step but only 16 are clean (for the very first measurement the
grating was still moving). In these 16 clean measurements the signal shows two levels corresponding
to the two chopper positions (on and off). The chopper sequence is 2*on; 4*off; 4*on; 4*off; 2*on.
When you run the summaryPlot task later in the pipeline, near the end of Level 0.5, you will see
something like this:
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Figure 4.9. The final summaryPlot result at the end of Level 0.5, on a red SED

What we see here are the curve of: black=the grating movements, as before; red=wavelength movements, which reflect those of the grating (naturally); blue=nod A and light green=nod B, where they
also reflect each other because when nod A=0=no, then nodB=1=yes, and vice versa; dark green=what
calibration source these data come from, this parameter having the values 1 or 2 (for the calibration
sources 1 and 2) or 0 (not looking at the calibration source, i.e. looking at the sky); purple=band, as
explained in the caption to the plot; and pale blue=grating scan number, where the first down-up is
gratscan=[-1,1], the next is [-2,2] and the final (here) is [-3,3]. All of these information come from the
Status of the Frames product that is plotted.
The number of grating repetitions will depend on your AOR (although it will alway have down-up
sequences), the number of data-points taken at each grating step will depend on when in the Herschel
mission your data were taken (what we show here is an observation of early 2010), the appearance of
the signal will be different for unchopped (no up-down movements of the signal in a single grating step)
and for line scan AOTs (a single bright spectral line will have sharper signal changes with wavelength),
and so on.

4.12. Flow chart of the pipeline with example
spectral plots
Here we include flow charts of the pipeline split into Level 0 to 0.5, Level 0.5 to 1, and Level 1 to 2
(otherwise the flow charts will not fit on a page). The intention here is to highlight at what points you
need to make decisions and where it would be a good idea to make plots to look at the data. The full
commanding of the pipeline tasks is not given (that would not fit on the images).The pipeline tasks
may differ slightly from what is listed here, as they are updated more frequently that new flowcharts
are created. Examples of the plots are also included, and with these we show the scripts used to created
them. We deal with the chop-nod pipeline; the unchopped and wavelength switching still need to be
added.

4.12.1. Chop-Nod
The dataset the plots here are taken from was a red SED which was taken early in the Herschel mission,
so some details will differ from more current SEDs. But the point of these plots is to show how the
spectrum evolves with the pipeline, and for that these data are sufficient.
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4.12.1.1. Flow Charts
The Level 0 to 0.5 pipeline, which is AOT- and science case-independent.
In the flow chart, orange shapes indicated things you must do; blue shapes are recommendations or
advice, e.g. what happens or why you should follow one path rather than another; green indicate that
here is a good place to check your data. Most of the green boxes have corresponding plots that we
included here in the next section. Where you have a choice of paths,
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Figure 4.10. The Level 0 to Level 0.5 pipeline. Blue colour background is for recommendations or advice,
orange are for things you have to do, green are things you could check
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Figure 4.11. The Level 0.5 to Level 1 pipeline. Blue colour background is for recommendations or advice,
orange are for things you have to do, green indicates places you could check your data
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Figure 4.12. The Level 1 to Level 2 pipeline. Blue colour background is for recommendations or advice,
orange are for things you have to do, green are things you could check
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Figure 4.13. The final steps of the pipeline, which differ for extended and point sources. Blue colour background is for recommendations or advice, orange are for things you have to do, green indicates places you
could check your data
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Figure 4.14. Box A, C, B belonging to the flow charts

4.12.1.2. Plots
The first set of plots are of the pointing, produced with the pipeline task slicedPlotPointing during
the Level 0 to 0.5 part of the pipeline.
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Figure 4.15. Movement of PACS during an observation: output of slicedPlotPointing. You see here the
entire track of PACS during this observation: including slewing on to source (all the grey crosses will be
that)

Figure 4.16. A zoom on the lower left of the previous plot, showing the nod A and B on-source and offsource positions (medium chopper throw). Filled red square is the source.
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Figure 4.17. A zoom on the previous plot showing now only the on-source position, with the spaxels shown
in approximate squares. Slight offsets between the nods can be seen: see the PPR for more information.

The next set of plots are of the spectra of the Level 0 to 0.5 part of the pipeline, all taken from the
central module/spaxel. These have been produced with PlotXY, the actual scripts are provided below
each plot. These plots show you how the spectrum changes signal vs readout to V/s vs µm. We also
show how the signal differs between the on-source and the off-source data.

Figure 4.18. The Level 0, i.e. totally unreduced spectrum, plotted as signal vs. time. In this dataset there
are nod A and nod B pointings, and in each the grating scans twice (one up and once down, so-to-speak).
Hence the obvious reflections in the signal shape

The above plot was produced with the script:
p=PlotXY(slicedFrames.refs[0].product.getSignal(8,12),line=0)
p.yaxis.title.text="signal"
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p.xaxis.title.text="readout"

Figure 4.19. The previous plot after the units have been converted to V/s. Notice how the negative signal
values from the previous plot are now positive

The above plot was produced with the script:
p=PlotXY(slicedFrames.refs[0].product.getSignal(8,12),line=0)
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (V/s)"
p.xaxis.title.text="readout"

The only difference from the first spectrum plot is that the signal units have been converted.

Figure 4.20. The previous spectrum after the wavelengths have been calibrated

The above plot was produced with the script
p=PlotXY(sliceFrames.refs[0].product.getWave(8,12),\
slicedFrames.refs[0].product.getSignal(8,12),line=0)
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (V/s)"
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"

This plot differs from the previous in that the wavelengths have been calibrated.
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Figure 4.21. The spectra from all 16 pixels of module 12 (i.e. the central spaxel), plotted each in a different
colour. You can see here how the wavelength grid shifts between each pixel, and you can also distinguish
the data of the on-source positions (the spectral line) from the off-source positions (the data-points lying
under the line). Only nod B data have been included

The above plot was produced with the following script:
frame=slicedFrames.refs[0].product
p=PlotXY(frame.wave[1,12,:],frame.signal[1,12,:],line=0,\
symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3)
for i in range(2,17):
p.addLayer(LayerXY(frame.wave[i,12,:],frame.signal[i,12,:],line=0,\
symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3))

The point of this plot is (i) to show how the wavelength grid shifts between the 16 active pixels of
a module (the colours are shifted from each other always by the same amount), and (ii) to show an
example of a spectral line from a single nod with the on-source (spectral line) and off-source (flat bit
under the line) data still present.

Figure 4.22. The full SED showing the difference between on- and off-source spectrum for nod B: off is
the lower signal level, but the fact that there is only a slight difference between the off- and on-spectrum
shows how significant the telescope background is
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Figure 4.23. A zoom on the previous plot

These plots were produced with the following script:
myframe = slicedFrames.get(1)
stat = myframe.getStatus("CHOPPOS")
on = (stat == "+medium")
on = on.where(on)
off = (stat == "-medium")
off = off.where(off)
p=PlotXY(myframe.getWave(8,12)[on],myframe.getSignal(8,12)[on],\
line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3,color=java.awt.Color.black)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(myframe.getWave(8,12)[off],myframe.getSignal(8,12)[off],\
line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3,color=java.awt.Color.red))
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (V/s)"

This plot was created from the slicedFrames from the next part of the pipeline, after the task pacsSliceContext had been run. Before this task there is only one slice in the slicedFrames (i.e. all data is held
together), but after there were three slices: the calibration block, nod B, and nod A. This plot shows
data form nod B only.
The spectra of the Level 0.5 to 2 part of the pipeline, again from the central module.
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Figure 4.24. The spectra from all 16 pixels of module 12 where light blue are the data-points masked
as glitches. Only data from nod B have been included. The on- and off-source data have not yet been
subtracted

The previous plot was created with the script:
myframe=slicedFrames.refs[1].product
wve=RESHAPE(myframe.wave[1:17,12,:])
sig=RESHAPE(myframe.signal[1:17,12,:])
msk=RESHAPE(myframe.getMask("GLITCH")[1:17,12,:])
bad=msk.where(msk == 1)
wve_bad=wve[bad]
sig_bad=sig[bad]
p=PlotXY(wve,sig,line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve_bad,sig_bad,line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3))
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (V/s)"
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"

The plot shows the data flagged here for glitches (pale blue). (Bear in mind that with the old dataset
used here, the deglitching task performs less well than it does with more recent data.)
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Figure 4.25. The spectra from all 16 pixels of module 12, the different pixels plotted in different colours.
Only data from nod B have been included, and masked data are not excluded. The on- and off-source data
have now been subtracted. The black set of data-points (with a very flat-looking continuum) is actually
data from the bad pixel of this module

Figure 4.26. A zoom on the previous plot

The previous two plots were created with the script:
frame=slicedFrames.refs[0].product
wve=frame.wave[1,12,:]
sig=frame.signal[1,12,:]
on=frame.getUnmaskedIndices(String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","GRATMOVE",\
"BADPIXELS"]),1,12)
x=on.dimensions[0]
p=PlotXY(wve[Selection(on[0:x/2])],sig[Selection(on[0:x/2])],line=2,\
symbol=Style.DOT,color=java.awt.Color.black)
for i in range(2,17):
wve=frame.wave[i,12,:]
sig=frame.signal[i,12,:]
on=frame.getUnmaskedIndices(String1d(["GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","GRATMOVE",\
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"BADPIXELS"]),i,12)
x=on.dimensions[0]
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve[Selection(on[0:x/2])],sig[Selection(on[0:x/2])],line=2,\
symbol=Style.DOT,color=java.awt.Color.black))

These plots were created from data after the pipeline task specDiffChop, i.e. after the chop-off data
have been subtracted from the chop-on data. As this task also cuts away the calibration block, there
are now only two slices in our slicedFrames: the nod B and the nod A, and nod B is then the first slice.
To create this plot only data from the first grating scan direction was taken. As I know that the grating
scans are of equal length and that in this slice there is only a grating scan down and up (i.e. two),
then I knew then that each grating scan contains half the data: this is the reason for selecting only the
first half of the "on" indices, using on[0:1/2]. You can also sub-select using the BlockTable or Status
entries for grating scan direction.

Figure 4.27. The spectra from module 12, with bad data excluded, showing in black the data points before
flatfielding and in red the same data-point after flatfielding

The previous plots was created with the script:
myframe=slicedFrames.refs[1].product
wve=RESHAPE(myframe.wave[1:17,12,:])
sig=RESHAPE(myframe.signal[1:17,12,:])
msk=RESHAPE(myframe.getMask("GLITCH")[1:17,12,:])
bad=msk.where(msk == 1)
wve_bad=wve[bad]
sig_bad=sig[bad]
p=PlotXY(wve,sig,line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve_bad,sig_bad,line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3))
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (V/s)"
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"

This plot shows the effect on the flatfielding on a single Frames product (the nod B slice of my
slicedFrames). In fact, the improvement the flatfielding makes to the spectra is much easier to see
when looking at the data in PacsRebinnedCube format, as you see below:
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Figure 4.28. The different flatfielding makes. Dark blue is the flatfielded spectrum of the central spaxel of
a PacsRebinnedCube, pale blue is the non-flatfielded version

The above plot was produced with the script:
p=PlotXY()
# the flatfielded rebinned cube (output of specAddNod)
wve1=rebinnedCube_ff.getWave(2,2)
sig1=rebinnedCube_ff.getFlux(2,2)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve1,sig1,line=1))
# the not flatfielded version
wve2=rebinnedCube_noff.getWave(2,2)
sig2=rebinnedCube_noff.getFlux(2,2)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve2,sig2,line=1))
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (Jy)"

You can see that the flatfielding has reduced the sharp spikes in the continuum, this is because the 16
pixels that feed into this spectrum have been normalised the same mean level. For SEDs, such as the
dataset shown here, the improvement is most noticeable at the ends of the spectral range.

Figure 4.29. The central spaxel of the PacsCube
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The above plot was produced with the script:
p=PlotXY()
wve=slicedCubes.refs[0].product.getWave(2,2)
sig=slicedCubes.refs[0].product.getFlux(2,2)
on=slicedCubes.refs[0].product.getUnmaskedIndices(\
String1d(["BADPIXELS","GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","GRATMOVE"]),2,2)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve[Selection(on)],sig[Selection(on)],\
line=0,symbol=Style.DOT,symbolSize=4))
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (Jy)"

Figure 4.30. The spectrum from the central spaxel of the PacsRebinnedCube, nod B only, showing the
GLITCH data-points (blue), the OUTLIERS data-points (green), and the rest (black)

The above plot was produced with the script:
p=PlotXY()
# working with a slicedCubes product
wve=sCubes.refs[0].product.getWave(2,2)
sig=sCubes.refs[0].product.getFlux(2,2)
on1=sCubes.refs[0].product.getUnmaskedIndices(\
String1d(["BADPIXELS","GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","GRATMOVE"]),2,2)
on2=sCubes.refs[0].product.getUnmaskedIndices(\
String1d(["BADPIXELS","UNCLEANCHOP","GRATMOVE","OUTLIERS"]),2,2)
on3=sCubes.refs[0].product.getUnmaskedIndices(\
String1d(["OUTLIERS","BADPIXELS","GLITCH","UNCLEANCHOP","GRATMOVE"]),2,2)
# plot the data that include good+outliers
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve[Selection(on1)],sig[Selection(on1)],\
line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=4,color=java.awt.Color.green))
# overplot the data that include good+glitches
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve[Selection(on2)],sig[Selection(on2)],\
line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3,color=java.awt.Color.blue))
# overplot the good data
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve[Selection(on3)],sig[Selection(on3)],\
line=0,symbol=Style.FCIRCLE,symbolSize=3,color=java.awt.Color.black))
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (Jy)"
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Figure 4.31. The central spaxel of the PacsRebinnedCube showing the spectrum from the nod B slice (blue),
the nod A slice (darker green), and that produced by the task specAddNod, which combines them (pale
green)

The above plot was produced with the script:
p=PlotXY()
# nod B
wve1=slicedRebinnedCubes.refs[0].product.getWave(2,2)
sig1=slicedRebinnedCubes.refs[0].product.getFlux(2,2)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve1,sig1,line=1))
# nod A
wve2=slicedRebinnedCubes.refs[1].product.getWave(2,2)
sig2=slicedRebinnedCubes.refs[1].product.getFlux(2,2)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve2,sig2,line=1))
# the combined
wve=rebinnedCube.getWave(2,2)
sig=rebinnedCube.getFlux(2,2)
p.addLayer(LayerXY(wve,sig,line=1))
p.xaxis.title.text="Wavelength [$\mu$m]"
p.yaxis.title.text="signal (Jy)"
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Chapter 5. In the Beginning is the
Pipeline. Photometry
5.1. Introduction
The purpose of this and the next few chapters is to tutor users in running the PACS photometry pipeline.
In Chap. 1 we showed you how to extract and look at Level 2 automatically pipeline-processed data; if
you are now reading this chapter we assume you wish to reprocess the data and check the intermediate
stages. To this end we explain the interactive pipeline scripts that have been provided for you, accessible from the Pipeline menu of HIPE. These are the scripts that you will be following as you process
your data. The details of the pipeline tasks—their parameters, algorithms and the explanation of how
they work—are given in PPR (with figures) and the PACS URM (with software details). In Chap. 6 we
explain issues that are slightly more advanced but are still necessary for pipeline-processing your data.
In the Pipeline menu the scripts are separated by the AOT type (e.g. mini scan map or chopped
point source; although the chop-nod mode is no longer recommeded and we provide only the
standard pipline script) and then by astronomical case (point source vs. extended source, e.g.
scanmap_Extended_emission.py for a scanmap on extended emission). The difference in the pipeline
between different astronomical cases (point source vs. extended source) is found only when using
certain pipeline tasks, e.g. the filter width you will employ when removing the 1/f background noise.
You will also see "Standard pipeline" scripts, which are those that the automatic processing (SPG)
use, and these differ from the interactive in being older, less friendly to use, and based on the so-called
slicing pipeline (if you want to know what this means, see Chap 3 (Sec. 3.2). We do not recommend
that you try to run these.
When you load a pipeline script (it goes into the Editor panel of HIPE), copy it ("save to"), otherwise
any edits you make to it will overwrite your reference version of that script! You can run the pipeline
via these scripts, rather than entirely on the Console command line, in this way you will have an instant
record of what you have done. You can then run it either in one go (double green arrow in the Editor
tool bar) or line by line (single green arrow). This latter is recommended if you want to inspect the
intermediate products and because you will need to make choices as you proceed.
Note
Spacing/tabbing is very important in jython scripts, both present and missing spaces. Indentation is necessary in loops, and avoid having any spaces at the end of lines in loops,
especially after the start of the loop (the if or for statement). You can put comments in the
script using # at the start of the line.
Note
Syntax: Frames are how the PDRG indicates the "class" of a data product. "Frame" is what
we use to refer to any particular Frames product. A frame is also an image (a 2D array)
corresponding to 1/40s of integration time.

We remind you here that you should consult the AOT release notes and associated documentation
before reducing your data. These inform you of the current state of the instrument and the calibration.
Information about the calibration of the instrument will be important for your pipeline reductions—
any corrections you may need to apply to your data after pipeline processing will be written here.
Information about sensitivity, saturation limits, and PSFs can also be found here. These various documents can be found on the HSC website, on the "AOT Release Status" link (currently here). Any
"temporary" corrections you have to apply to your data are not detailed in this data reduction guide,
as these corrections vary with time.
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5.2. Calibration files pop-up and calibration
tree
First, you should consult the AOT release notes and associated documentation (e.g. Observer's
Manual and Performance and Calibration documents), these being important for informing you of
the current state of the instrument and the calibration. Temporary calibration issues are not included
in the PDRG, they are up to you to apply outside of the pipeline. Information about spectral leakages,
sensitivity, saturation limits, and PSFs can also be found there. These various documents can be found
on the HSC website, e.g. for the OT1 call these are found under "AOT Release Status" (see here) and
"OT1 Documentation" (see here). As these web-site links will change with time, you can also find the
PACS calibration information on the public wiki: here.
Setting the calibration tree is described in the pipeline scripts, here we simply explain what it is all
about.
The calibration files are no longer provided with the HIPE build, rather you are offered to chance to
update them only when they need to be updated. If you open HIPE and you get a pop-up telling you
to install the calibration products, it means that the calibration file set has been updated and you are
being offered the chance to get that update. Click on "Install" and the calibration products will be
downloaded and installed.
If this is the very first time you are using HIPE and hence you have never installed any calibration files
before, then you should select "Install", otherwise you will have no calibration files at all. If you have
done this before, and hence you do have a calibration file set, then you can chose whether to update or
not. Why would you not? Well, if you are in the middle of processing data you may want to continue
with the calibration files you are already using, rather than downloading new files and possibly having
to start again. However, if the calibration files that have changed are not the ones you will be using
in the rest of your processing, it does not matter whether you update right now or later. Although, if
calibration files have been updated, they have been updated for a good reason, and you always should
try to use the latest calibration file set you can.
To help you make your decision you are told in the updater GUI which calibration files have been
changed. To see this you first look at what "calibration version sets will be updated", and there the
version number (e.g. v13) for which some or all of the files will be updated, is given. You can then
click on "Show details for individual files" and you get a listing of all the calibration files that will
be updated, and clicking on each will tell you what will be updated in that file. You can also click on
"Release notes" to be taken to the release notes for each version that will be updated, to get an overall
explanation of its update.
The calibration files take up about half a gigabyte, you may want to install them in a directory other
than the default [HOME]/.hcss/data/pcal-community. If you want to install them elsewhere then: in
the pop-up click "Not Now"; go to the HIPE Preferences panel (from the Edit menu); click on Data
Access#Pacs Calibration; in the "Updater" tab that is now in the main panel change the name of the
directory in the space provided. Do not click on anything else#you do want to use the "Community
Server" as these are the products that have been tested, the "ICC" ones are still in the process of being
validated. Click to Apply and Close. Then go to the Tools menu of HIPE, and select pacs-cal#run
Updater. Voilà.
When processing your data you will need a "calibration tree". The calibration tree contains the information HIPE needs to calibrate your data, e.g. to correct for the spectral response of the pixels, to
determine the limits above which flags for instrument movements are set. Tasks that use calibration
files will have the parameter calTree, which you set to the name you have given to the calibration
tree (see below). It is also possible for some tasks to set the individual calibration file to use, rather
than specify that it should be taken from the calibration tree; although before doing this you should
know what you are doing! You can consult the URM entries of the pipeline tasks to see where and
how this is possible.
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You have the choice of (i) the calibration tree that comes with the ObservationContext or (ii) that from
your installation of HIPE. If your ObservationContext came from the HSA, the "caltree" is that which
was used by the automatic pipeline. If someone else reduced the data and used the saveCalTree
when saving the ObservationContext (Sec. 1.3.2.2), then it will be whichever caltree they used. We
strongly recommend that you use the calibration tree that HIPE provides, as it is the most recent.
To tell what version of calibration tree you have currently in your HIPE session and what version the
automatic pipeline used, type and compare the Version number that is returned:
# the caltree that comes with you data
print obs.calibration
print obs.calibration.spectrometer
# the caltree in HIPE
calTree=getCalTree(obs=obs)
print caltree
print caltree.spectrometer

where "obs" here is your ObservationContext (how to load this is described in the pipeline script
section below and Sec. 1.3.2.2). To define the calibration tree to use in the pipeline processing do
the following:
# EITHER (recommended)
# get the calTree from HIPE
calTree=getCalTree(obs=obs)
# you can add it to the ObservationContext for future reference
myobs.calibration=calTree
# OR
# get the calTree directly from the ObservationContext
calTree=myobs.calibration

You are not actually putting the caltree physically (so to speak) into myobs, rather you are placing in
there the pointers to the calibration files. The old versions of these calibration files are never thrown
away—you will get all versions with your installation of HIPE. Hence the pointers will be valid no
matter how old they are, but if the pointers are newer than your HIPE installation, you will need to
update HIPE to access them. The specification of "obs=obs" in getCalTree is there so that as you
process your data, any calibration information taken from calibration files that are time-specific will
take the information that is valid for the time of your observation.
Remember that if your pipeline processing runs over several version of HIPE, you ought to make sure
you use the same calibration tree version from Level 0 until the end.

5.3. Science case interactive pipeline scripts
Here we describe the various interative pipeline scripts that you are offered. We repeat: the actual
pipeline tasks are described in in PPR (with figures) and the PACS URM (with software details).
Within the pipeline scripts we do explain where you need to set parameters yourself, but you can also
read these other documents to learn more about the pipeline tasks and their parameters.
Because the chopped point source mode is no longer supported we do not offer an interactive pipeline
script; in the Pipeline menu you will only find the Standard (SPG) scripts there. So from now on, all
the scripts we describe are the scan map and mini map AOT.
The handling of data obtained in scan map mode depends strongly on the scientific goal. There are
three distinguishable cases:
• Bright point (and slightly extended) sources
• Deep survey (faint point sources)
• Extended source
• Phot project
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• MADMap
For extended sources we provide two processing modes; they give similar results so it is up to
the user to decide which one to use. All the scripts can be found under the HIPE Pipeline menu
(PACS#Photometer#Scan map and minimap). In the sections that follow we explain these three cases,
however as the pipeline scripts differ only in certain places, the full explanation is given only for the
bright point source script, for the others you will be told how they differ but you will need to follow
this next section, as you process your data, to understand what you are doing.

5.3.1. Bright point source script
This script processes scan map and mini scan map observations containing bright point source(s) from
Level 0 (raw data) up to Level 2 (final map). This script uses the high-pass filter method to remove
the 1/f noise. This method is recommended for point sources (the usual case for mini scan map and
deep fields) and relatively small extended sources; for extended sources it is not the ideal method as
it removes large-scale structures, which cannot be properly protected (masked) from the filtering.
This script can be used to reduce a single obsid or it can be called in a loop. You would use the loop
if you wanted to reduce several obsids (particularly of the same source). If you want to do this then
you should first read the description here of the single-obsid pipeline, or even better actually follow
it on a single obsid, so you understand what is going on, and then you can run the multiple-obsid
description (Sec. 5.4).
The bright point source script is divided into sections. The user can comment or uncomment several
sections to start the data reduction from different product Levels; they will have to do this when using
the script in a loop (Sec. 5.4).

5.3.1.1. SECTION 0: setting up
This section sets up the obsid number, camera, hpfradius and some other parameters. This section
must be completely commented out if the the user wants to use this script in a loop (Sec. 5.4). These
parameters will be required later in the pipeline.
First you need to set the directory name where you want to save your files (and to read them). Then
give your obsid number and camera that you want to reduce first.
direc = "/your_favourite_output_directory/"
obsid=0000000000 #give here the obsid number
camera = "red" # or "blue"
print "Reducing OBSID:", obsid, "camera:", camera

Then you set the output map pixel size: the choice of the output pixel size depends on the redundancy
of your observation (the number of times a sky pixel is visited, which is almost always >1 because
the detector pixels are larger than the recommended sky pixel sizes, and otherwise it is a factor of the
scanning speed and scan leg overlap of your AOT). It also depends on the "drop size", here called
"pixfrac" (see also Sec. 6.2.4) and Sec. 5.3.1.4). ), that you want for the drizzling method implemented
in the task photProject, which is the task that actually creates your maps. Here we set the output pixel
size to the recommended 2 arcsec for the blue channel and 3 arcsec for the red channel. These parameter
values are found to work generally well with a drop size (pixfrac) of 1/10 of the input pixel size (this is
a rather conservative value, but for the general case this provides a very good combination for reducing
the correlated noise). You should use these values when you first reduce your data, because then later
if you want to change them you have a "default" case to test against.
if camera=='blue':
outpixsz=2.0
elif camera=='red':
outpixsz=3.0
# and for both cameras
pixfrac=0.1
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These values will be used in SECTION 3 (Sec. 5.3.1.4) of this script.
You also need to set the high-pass filter radius in number of readouts (Sec. 5.3.1.4). The numbers in
the script are suited for point sources. Larger radii should be set for very bright or slightly extended
sources with the caveat that the 1/f noise will then not be so well removed. As a general rule, the
smaller the high-pass filter radius, the better you remove the 1/f noise. The suggested values allow
one to remove as much 1/f noise as possible without removing the wings of point sources. Alternative
values should be chosen on the basis of the source dimensions: for data taken at a medium scan speed
(20 arcsec/s) a width of 20 is a good compromise for the blue camera and 30 for the red camera, thgese
correspond to 40/60 arcsec on the sky respectively. At high speed (60"/s) a width of 10 can be used for
the blue, corresponding to a length in the sky of 1 arcmin. As a rule of thumb the hpfradius should be
as large as the source size. However, if the interpolation method is going used in the high-pass filter
task, then hpfradius can be smaller then the source size. In general, values larger that 100 readouts are
not recommended. The first time you run this script, adopt these values; you can test how the maps
change with them later.
if camera=='blue':
hpfradius=15
elif camera=='red':
hpfradius=25

The hpfradius will be used in SECTION 3 of this scripts (Sec. 5.3.1.4).
Next you need to chose between masking options and chose radius values. This is a crucial point. This
script shows you how to reduce the data via the high-pass filtering + PhotProject method. The highpass filtering task removes from the signal a median value that is calculated within a box around each
readout in the timeline. This means that if astronomical sources are not properly masked, they will
be included in the median calculation and so some of the source signal will be removed and in the
resulting map you will probably see troughs around the source. By masking you are providing to the
high-pass filtering task information about the location of sources, along the timeline. The masking
radius values should be similar to the hpfradius value.
masking_radius=15. #arcsec
option = 1
# If you have already a mask of the sources, you can provide
# here the file name and choose the option=2
maskfile=direc+ "mask_file_name"
option = 2

Option: this scripts provides here several options, suggestions, and tricks that the user may want to try
to optimise the data reduction for her/his own observation:
option = 1 The observation is a mini scan map of a bright point source or a small extended source of
known coordinates, the user might want to mask blindly all the pixels within a given radius around
the source coordinates. In this case the script will show how to create the mask and attach it to the
Frames before running the high-pass filtering task.
option = 2 If the user has already a mask, derived from a pre-existing map at a different wavelength
or maybe from a prior catalogue (for deep surveys), then she/he needs only to attach to the Frames
the desired mask via a dedicated task, run then the high-pass filtering and the projection tasks. How
to do this will be explained in the script.
option = 3 The source is masked via a sigma threshold. This is for when the user needs to create the
mask directly from the observation. One or more iterations will be required:
• First run the high-pass filtering task,
• create the final map via PhotProject,
• use this map to create a mask of the source(s),
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• go back to the original (saved) Level 1 products (not high-pass filtered),
• attach the mask via the dedicated task,
• run again high-pass filtering task this time by providing the dedicated mask,
• re-run the projection.
In all the three cases the mask used to masking the sources is called "HighpassMask" throughout the
script. We will discuss the details later in this section.
Tip
In the bright source case, the S/N of the source should be high enough to base the source
mask on the individual map, from a single obsid, without the need to combine maps from
many obsids. Combining many maps may be the case for deep surveys. Thus, if the user knows the size of the source in advance, we suggest they use option 1 and adjust the
"masking-radius" parameter according to the source size. If the user does not know anything about the source size and precise position, we suggest they use the option 3 which
allows one to mask everything above a given sigma threshold.

The option and masking_radius will be used in SECTION 3 of this script (Sec. 5.3.1.4). Here you
simply set which option you will use.

5.3.1.2. SECTION 1: instrument corrections, taking you to Level
0.5
Now you have set your parameters you need to get the data, either from the HSA or from disc. How to
get your data, your OservationContext, was explained in Sec. 1.3.2.2. If you will later want to compare
the HSA-reduced results with your own you could copy the HSA-obtained ObservationContext to a
pool that has a unique name (e.g. "NGC111_from_the_HSA") using saveObservation (Sec. 1.3.2.2,
and do use the saveCalTree parameter), so you can load that into HIPE once you have reduced
the data yourself, and compare them.
In this section the data are reduced up Level 0.5. After this level the auxiliary data are not needed and
the Level 0.5 product is saved in a FITS file.
Tip
sometimes it can happen that previously stored data in the local pool conflicts with a new
download. For instance it might happen that an observation reduced without problem the
first time can not be reduced anymore because part of the data, e.g. the auxiliary data, can
not be retrieved anymore. If this happens, it might be useful to remove or (simply move to
somewhere else) the .hcss/pal_cashe/ and the /favorite_local_store_directory/has_cashe/
directories, and repeat the data reduction.

Now, you can extract the Frames, which contains the raw data that you will process, from the ObservationContext called "obs"
if camera=='blue':
frames=obs.level0.refs["HPPAVGB"].product.refs[0].product
elif camera=='red':
frames=obs.level0.refs["HPPAVGR"].product.refs[0].product

Grab the "pointing product" from obs: this contains all the information about where PACS was pointing
during your observation:
pp = obs.auxiliary.pointing

Then load the calibration tree for this observation (see also Sec. 5.2). The calTree contains all the
calibration files needed for the data processing. The setting "time=frames.startDate" ensures that the
correct calibration files are attached to your observation. In particular, the so-called SIAM calibration
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file, which is necessary for the pointing calibration, changes with time. The SIAM product contains a
matrix which provides the position of the PACS bolometer virtual aperture with respect to the spacecraft pointing. The "date" of the observation is needed to attach the correct SIAM to the data.
calTree = getCalTree(time=frames.startDate)

Then extract housekeeping parameters (contains information about PACS itself)
photHK=obs.level0.refs["HPPHK"].product.refs[0].product["HPPHKS"]

Finally get the orbit ephemeris, which is necessary for the correct aberration correction when calculating the astrometry
oep = obs.auxiliary.orbitEphemeris
horizons = None

(horizons = None is so set because this product is not yet ready. It is however necessary for solar
system objects: see Sec. 6.4.
Now you have everything you need to start processing your data. This little section of the script collects
all the tasks you need to go from Level 0 up to Level 0.5. The tasks do not need any interaction by
the user. These tasks need as input data taken from the auxiliary products you just grabbed. After this
section the auxiliary products are not needed for the further data processing, and you can delete them
to save on memory. Thus, before saving "frames" in a FITS file for future processing, we recommend
that you reach at least Level 0.5. In this level of the pipeline you will also remove the calibration
block from the data.
First you need to identify the blocks in the observation. A block is simply a chunk of the data stream
where the instrument settings remain constant and so those readouts can be grouped together. This task
creates a BlockTable from which the user can check the structure of the observation. The BlockTable
will be better explained in the PPR.
frames = findBlocks(frames, calTree=calTree)

Then remove the calibration block and keep only the science frames.
frames = detectCalibrationBlock(frames)
frames = removeCalBlocks(frames)

Flag the known bad pixels
frames = photFlagBadPixels(frames, calTree=calTree)

If you have your own bad pixel mask and you want to insert it in the calTree, you can define your
own calTree (mycal):
mycal=getCalTree()
fa=FitsArchive()
bad_pixel_prod=fa.load("/home/my_own_bad_pixel_mask.fits")
mycal.photometer.badPixelMask=bad_pixel_prod

The product bad_pixel_prod, defined above, contains the bad pixel mask you want to use. The last
line puts this mask in the bad pixel mask space in mycal. If you want to use this mask in the photFlagBadPixels task you simply call the task with your calibration tree as input:
frames = photFlagBadPixels(frames, calTree=mycal)

Now flag saturated pixels
frames = photFlagSaturation(frames, calTree=calTree, hkdata=photHK)

Convert from ADU to Volts
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frames = convertChopper2Angle(frames, calTree=calTree)

Compute the coordinates for the reference pixel (detector centre) including the aberration correction
frames = photAddInstantPointing(frames,pp,orbitEphem = oep)

At this stage the auxiliary products can be deleted since they will not be used anymore
del (pp,photHK,oep,horizons)

Now you can safely save the Level 0.5 Frames you have created (called frames) in a FITS file. You can
also save to pool or even to the ObservationContext, but saving to FITS is easier to explain. We propose
a very simple output filename convention based on the obsid number and the channel (camera). You
can choose to change the proposed name convention in your favorite way. In this case, pay attention
to edit also the parts of the scripts where the files are read back to continue the data processing.
savefile = direc+"frame_"+"_" + str(obsid) + "_" + camera + "Level_0.5.fits"
simpleFitsWriter(frames,savefile)

5.3.1.3. SECTION 2: deglitching, flatfielding, pointing
If you have a saved Level 0.5 product you can start your processing here. You can then obviously skip
SECTION 1. You can use the following code to read your files saved at the end of SECTION 1.
savefile = direc+"frame_"+"_" + str(obsid) + "_" + camera + "Level_0.5.fits"
frames=simpleFitsReader(savefile)
calTree = getCalTree(time=frames.startDate)

The first step in this section is deglitching the data with MMT method. This task works pretty well for
deep survey and point source mini maps. It deglitches the data along the time domain, i.e. looks for
outliers along the detector pixels time-line rather than along the map spatial grid. We provide here the
parameters that are found to work generally well for this specific scientific case.
frames = photMMTDeglitching(frames, incr_fact=2,mmt_mode='multiply', \
scales=3, nsigma=5)

A TIP if your map contains very bright sources then this task may misidentify those sources as glitches.
You can verify this case by looking at the coverage part of the Level 2 map produced by later-explained
task photProject (you can use e.g. DS9 on the FITS image if you save the map to disc, or within HIPE
you can use >Display(map.coverage). This does mean that you will have to continue processing your
data to the photProject stage (Sec. 5.3.1.4). The calTree before you can look at the map. If the MMT
task has deglitched any astronomical sources, you will find holes at the position of the source peaks
in the coverage map. There are several tricks to solve this problem:
• trick 1 you can provide the MMT task a "source mask" which lets it know where the sources are
(it sets the regions that are source to a mask value of 1: IS masked and hence DO avoid). You can
obtain this mask with the same method described below for creating the high-pass filter mask (Sec.
5.3.1.4), but with a somewhat higher cut level so you mask only bright sources. Then you need to
read in the FITS file containing the source mask (if it is not already stored in memory):
source_mask=simpleFitsReader("file_name_of_source_mask.fits")

and finally you provide this mask as an additional input to photMMTDeglitching:
frames = photMMTDeglitching(frames, incr_fact=2, mmt_mode='multiply', \
scales=3, nsigma=5, sourcemask=source_mask)

• trick 2 as in the previous trick, you can provide the MMT task a "source mask" created the same
way. In order to then deglitch within the astronomical sources (after all, they may also have glitches
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in them) you can use the second level deligthing task (this is explained in Sec. 5.3.3), and for this
you can use the reverse of this mask so that this second level deglitching is done on the sources only.
• trick 3 only use the second level deglitching (Sec. 5.3.3), on the whole map. However, be aware that
you could encounter the same mistaking-sources-for-glitches problem, and you may again need to
deglitch bright sources separately. In addition, be aware that you must have enough redundancy on
the individual output pixels to perform a meaningful sigma clipping in the second level deglitching
task (which works on the spatial plane), which is not always the case for mini scan map.
You can check the masks with the MaskViewer
from herschel.pacs.signal import MaskViewer
MaskViewer(frames)

A TIP another way to check for deglitching of sources is to project the mask to see which regions of the
real map have been masked. This is a bit time consuming but is very useful if you have a preliminary
map, it allows for a direct check on whether real sources have been systematically deglitched. To do
this exercise we copy "frames" to a new name ("frames_masked") and replace its signal with the mask
values. Then we remove the mask under consideration (MMT_GlitchMask), otherwise you will get
an empty map, and then we project:
frames_masked = frames.copy()
objectMask = frames_masked.getMask('MMT_Glitchmask').copy()
frames_masked.setSignal(Double3d(objectMask))
frames_masked = deactivateMasks(frames_masked,String1d(['MMT_Glitchmask']))
map_mask = photProject(frames_masked,calTree=calTree)
Display(map_mask)

you could delete the frames_masked and the map_mask after the check
del(frames_masked,map_mask,objectMask)

Finally apply the flat-field and convert Volts into Jy/pixel
frames = photRespFlatfieldCorrection(frames, calTree = calTree)

and assign ra/dec to every pixel.
frames = photAssignRaDec(frames, calTree=calTree)

At this point you got to the Level 1 product, which is calibrated for most of the instrumental effects.
You might want to save this product before running the high-pass filter task, so you can go back and
forth as you try to optimise your data reduction. The script stores your data as a FITS file in the output
directory "direc" which you set in SECTION 0. We propose here the same name convention used for
saving the Level 0.5 products.
savefile = direc+"frame_"+"_" + str(obsid) + "_" + camera + "Level_1.fits"
simpleFitsWriter(frames,savefile)

5.3.1.4. SECTION 3: mask, filter out the noise, make the map
This section begins with the Level 1 product and reduces the data up to Level 2. It is here that the
"option" that were you asked to select in SECTION 0 will be used. The user can choose to start the
data reduction from this section if the Level 1 data were saved in FITS file. This can be easily done by
commenting out SECTIONs 1 and 2 and by uncommenting two lines of code where the FITS file of
the Level 1 data is read. The script assumes you saved the Level 1 product with the name convention
suggested above. Please change the savefile variable if you used a different convention.
savefile = direc+"frame_"+"_" + str(obsid) + "_" + camera + "Level_1.fits"
frames=simpleFitsReader(savefile)
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calTree = getCalTree(time=frames.startDate)

At the end of this section the final map is saved in FITS file.
At this point we arrive at the issue of masking, and we offer several maskin methods. We give a little
introduction at the beginning of the section and here we will provide a detailed description of each
masking option:
• OPTION=1: the mask HighpassMask is defined by masking everything within a given radius from
the known source coordinates.
The following command defines the "on_source" as a cube of the same dimension as frames but with
value 0 (NOT masked) at the readouts with coordinates outside the given radius (masking_radius)
from the source coordinates, and with value 1 at the readouts within the radius. So the task translates
between the coordinate frame and the time frame that the data are held in. The masking_radius is set
to 15 arcsec in the script (Sec. 5.3.1.1). You should change the radius according to the dimension
of the source, following the advice previously given. A look at the Level 2 map provided by the
automatic pipeline can help in defining the region to mask. We propose here also an automatic way
to get the source coordinates from the Meta data. However, because of a pointing errors, you should
check from the Level 2 map that these coordinates correspond to the source center.
if option == 1:
rasource = obs.meta["ra"].value
decsource = obs.meta["dec"].value
cosdec=COS(decsource*Math.PI/180.)
on_source=SQRT(((frames.ra-rasource)*cosdec)**2+(frames.dec-decsource)**2)\
< masking_radius/3600.

the following commands show you how do define, attach and set the "HighpassMask" in frames
if (frames.getMask().containsMask("HighpassMask") == False):
frames.addMaskType("HighpassMask","Masking the source for High pass")
frames.setMask('HighpassMask',on_source)

A TIP in many cases the MMT deglitching task can detect very bright sources as glitches. If this
is your case and you did not use any of the tricks suggested previously (Sec. 5.3.1.3), it is often
useful to disable the deglitching mask within the on-target readouts. To do that you can use the
'HighpassMask' which provides information on the source location.
mask=frames.getMask('MMT_Glitchmask')
off_source=SQRT(((frames.ra-rasource)*cosdec)**2+(frames.dec-decsource)**2)\
> masking_radius/3600.
frames.setMask('MMT_Glitchmask',mask & off_source)

• OPTION=2: the user has already a mask called HighpassMask.
In this option the script assumes the user has already a mask called HighpassMask. The file containing the mask is loaded as "maskfile"
elif option == 2:
mask=simpleFitsReader(maskfile)

the following task attaches the mask to the frames.
frames = photReadMaskFromImage(frames, si=mask, \
extendedMasking=True, maskname="HighpassMask")

A TIP you can also here disable the deglitching on target also in this option but a slightly different
way.
maskMMT=frames.getMask('MMT_Glitchmask')
maskHPF=frames.getMask('HighpassMask')
frames.setMask('MMT_Glitchmask',maskMMT & (maskHPF == 0))
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• OPTION=3: create the mask from the final map.
In this option the user creates the mask from the final map, i.e. from the data themselves. A preliminary data reduction is performed without masking the sources in the high-pass filter task. The mask
is created using the first preliminary map. The data reduction from Level 1 is repeated but this time
using the mask. So the first step is high-pass filetring without mask.
elif option == 3:
frames = highpassFilter(frames,hpfradius)

The next command selects only those readouts taken while the telescope is slewing at a constant
speed, i.e. it removes the turnover loops between scan legs. This part of the observation is identified
by a parameter whose value is a huge funny number (BBID=215131301). The values suggested
here of 8 and 15 readouts here are the readout buffer before and after that BBID number and it can
vary by +/-2readouts.
frames = extendBbid(frames,215131301l,8,15)
frames=frames.select(frames.getStatus("BBID") == 215131301l)

Then a first preliminary projection is done using default settings, to create the preliminary map
map = photProject(frames, calTree=calTree, calibration=True)
Display(map)

At this point a mask can be created. We propose here a simple method to create the mask. The key
point is to define a threshold above which signal is identified as being from a source. To define this
threshold we propose the following steps:
• identify the regions of the map with high coverage: calculate the 1-sigma stddev value of the
coverage, including in this all the map pixels where the coverage is >0 (this includes all pixels
where the flux is >0 and exludes the edge regions of you maps, where Herschel was doing a
turnover between scan legs).
med=STDDEV(map.coverage[map.coverage.where(map.coverage > 0.)])

• use this region to estimate the signal standard deviation (stdev)
signal_stdev=STDDEV(map.image[map.image.where(map.coverage > med)])

• define the threshold as cutlevel*stdev: we set the cutlevel to 3.0 here
cutlevel=3.0
threshold=cutlevel*signal_stdev

• mask everything above that threshold
mask=map.copy()
mask.image[mask.image.where(map.image > threshold)] = 1.0
mask.image[mask.image.where(map.image < threshold)] = 0.0
Display(mask)

To disable the MMT deglitching on target, follow the example of OPTION=2.
Masking is one of the key points for obtaining a good quality final map. An optimal masking method
does not really exist because the masking depends strongly on the scientific case. Thus, we invite you
to play with the methods proposed here by changing e.g. the cutlevel parameter to understand how
to mask properly your sources. In the case of deep field survey it can be convenient to smooth the
preliminary map (e.g. with a gaussian smoothing) in order to avoid masking many individual noisy
pixels. (Smoothing an image is a HIPE-general task, rather than a PACS-specific one).
At this point the data reduction can be started again from Level 1 and the high-pass filter task can be
executed with the proper mask.
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savefile = direc+"frame_"+"_" + str(obsid) + "_" + camera + "Level_1.fits"
frames=simpleFitsReader(savefile)

The next task masks in the timeline all the readouts at the map coordinates where the signal is above
the threshold (bona fide sources).
frames = photReadMaskFromImage(frames, si=mask, \
extendedMasking=True, maskname="HighpassMask")

The parameter extendMasking is this: in some cases, for example if you have many one-pixel-only
masked points, the mask cannot be written perfectly back in to frames. This is because a singl frames
(detector) pixel is projected on to several map pixels. If only one map pixel is masked, writing it back
into the frames object may be inaccurate.Extension of the masked region" that this parameter sets may
solve the problem by extending the mask to neighbouring pixels. (Its default value is False.)
Now the high-pass filter task can be executed with the proper mask.
AN IMPORTANT TIP ON HOW TO SET THE HPFRADIUS We will set the interpolateMaskValues to True for the cases where the hpfradius is smaller than the mask radius: i.e. if you
masked-out sources are larger than the hpfradius. If the hpfradius is smaller than the source size, then
when the task gets close to your masked source it will calculate the median over the given hpfradius
including parts of your masked area, and this will result in the removal of some source flux. In these
case the "interpolateMaskedValues" parameter should be set to True to let the task interpolate between
the closest values of the median over the timeline but jumping over the masked area.
The hpfradius is set in SECTION 0, where we put all the settings. The default parameter is 15 readouts
for the blue channel and 25 for the red channel. This value is usually adopted in the case of deep surveys
with medium speed of 20"/s. The 15 readouts used in the blue channel corresponds to a radius of 30",
and the 25 readouts used in the red channel corresponds to a radius of 50" for this scan speed. Extensive
analysis of the effects of the high-pass filtering on the PSF (i.e. on the wings of point sources) have
shown that these values of the hpfradius allow one to remove most of the 1/f noise without damaging
the point source profile. Indeed, the effect is to remove part of the external lobes of the point source
profile without affecting the core, where 95% of the light is enclosed. Smaller values for hpfradius
would remove also part of the flux in the core. Thus, we suggest you do not use smaller values than
those proposed here. If the observation was performed at a different speed or the source is particularly
big or bright, you are invited to enlarge the hpfradius to be as large and the source size. We do not
recommend values larger than 100 and 150 readouts for the blue and red camera, respectively, since
this would not allow one to properly remove the 1/f noise.
frames = highpassFilter(frames,hpfradius,maskname="HighpassMask", \
interpolateMaskedValues=True)

We then need to remove the turnover loops and other non-constant speed parts of the data, as seen
before
frames = extendBbid(frames,215131301l,8,15)
frames=frames.select(frames.getStatus("BBID") == 215131301l)

And finally we project to create our final map
map=photProject(frames, outputPixelsize=outpixsz, calTree=calTree, \
pixfrac=pixfrac)

The photProject task performs a simple coaddition of images using the drizzle method (Fruchter and
Hook, 2002, PASP, 114, 144).
NOISE: There is no particular treatment of the signal in terms of noise removal. The 1/f noise is
supposed to have been removed by the high-pass filtering task. The key parameters of the photProject
task are the the output pixel size and the drop size (pixfrac). A small drop size can help in reducing the
correlated noise that you get due to the projection itself (for a quantitative treatment, see the appendix
in Casertano et al. 2000, AJ, 120,2747). Bear in mind that any 1/f noise not removed by the high-pass
filter task is still a source of correlated noise in the map. Thus, the formulae provided by Casertano
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et al. 2000, which account only for the correlated noise due to the projection, do not provide a real
estimate of the total correlated noise of the final map. Indeed, this is a function of the high-pass filter
radius, the output pixel and the drop size. Nevertheless, those formulae can be used to reduce the
correlated noise at least due to the projection.
The outputPixelsize and pixfrac parameters values were set in SECTION 0. We set the
output pixel size to 2 and 3 arcsec for the blue and the red camera. The pixfrac parameter is expressed
as the ratio between the drop and the input pixel size. A drop size of 1/10 the input pixel size is found
to give very good quality in the final map.
We stress here that the values of output pixel size and drop size (pixfrac) depend strongly on the
redundancy of the data (e.g. the repetition factor). For instance, a too small a drop size value would
create holes in the final map if the redundancy is not high enough (see Fruchter and Hook, 2002).
The values proposed here for the output pixel and drop size are intended to be optimal for a standard
mini scan map. Since these parameters have to be adjusted case by case, we invite you to play with
them to find the right balance between noise, correlated noise and S/N of the source for creating the
optimal map.
A TIP you might want to use a specific WCS for your final map (world coordinate system). Here we
show how to set the WCS parameters.
ra_reference=0.000
dec_reference=0.000

The reference pixel set here is at the the center of the map (so you change the 0.000 to your own
central decimal postions). To set these parameters you should have an idea of the map dimensions for
the given output pixel size. We propose an automatic way to retrieve the centre of the map from the
Meta data. However, you might want to check that from the Level 2 map provided by the automatic
pipeline. Setting a fixed WCS could be very useful if your observation comprises many obsids and
you want to produce maps all with the same WCS (e.g. so you can mosaic or add them together). In
addition, the standard deviation of the output pixel signal can provide a good estimate of the noise.
In this way you can obtain a meaningful noise map associated to your final map, which is still not
otherwise available as an output of the current pipeline.
Build the WCS:
pixsize=outpixsz
rad1=240
rad2=240
my_wcs=Wcs(cunit1="Degrees",cunit2="Degrees",cdelt1=-pixsize/3600.,\
cdelt2=pixsize/3600.,crota2=0.,crpix1=rad1,crpix2=rad2,\
crval1=ra_reference,crval2=dec_reference,ctype1="RA---TAN",\
ctype2="DEC--TAN", equinox=2000.0)
my_wcs.setParameter("naxis1",2*rad1,"naxis1")
my_wcs.setParameter("naxis2",2*rad2,"naxis2")

where rad1 and rad 2 are half the dimension of the map in the x and y direction in pixel units. To set
the wcs in photProject you need just to set the wcs parameterin photProject:
map=photProject(frames, outputPixelsize=outpixsz, calTree=calTree, \
pixfrac=pixfrac,wcs=my_wcs

5.3.2. Deep survey maps
By "deep survey" what we mean is looking for very faint sources. In fact you follow the same script
as for point source with one exception. So you should follow Sec. 5.3.1 to understand what the deep
survey script is doing.
The difference with point sources is in the final projection. Instead of using
map=photProject(frames, outputPixelsize=outpixsz, calTree=calTree, \
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pixfrac=pixfrac

one should use
map=photProject(frames, outputPixelsize=outpixsz, calTree=calTree,\
weightedsignal=True, pixfrac=pixfrac)

The only difference is the parameter weightedsignal being set to True. The photProject task
comes in two flavours: a simple average of the input pixel contributions to the output pixel, as done in
the first call example above, or a weighted mean of those contributions, as should be done here. The
weights are estimated as the inverse of the square error. However, since noise propagation is not yet
done properly in the PACS pipeline, a proper error cube must be provided to obtain good maps. We
stress here that this method can not rely on the errors provided by the pipeline, so we propose a trick
to estimate a reliable error cube to perform the weighted mean. However, be aware that this trick will
work only for background-noise dominated maps, as should be the case for deep surveys. For the mini
scan map, if you are observing a bright source then this method will not produce correct results.
The error cube proposed here is intended to be used only for the estimate of the weights in the weighted
mean of photProject, it is not a real error map that you can use in your science analysis. The error
for each readout is estimated as the stdev in a box as large as 10 times the hpfradius, centered on the
readouts along the timeline. To avoid the occurrence of NaNs, for readouts where the error is zero
(e.g. no coverage) the error is set manually to 1.e6 (to get negligible weights).
noisecube=Condense(2,10*hpfradius,STDDEV, "boxcar")(frames["Signal"].data)
noisecube[noisecube.where(noisecube==0)] = 1e6
frames.setNoise(noisecube)

Now you can continue and run photProject.

5.3.3. Extended sources
This script is very similar to the the bright point source and deep survey cases so we explain here only
the differences. You will need to follow Sec. 5.3.1 to understand what the extended source script is
doing. For large extended sources we recommend MADmap processing: see Chapter 7.
The script uses "second level deglitching" instead of MMT deglitching. This is the main difference
with respect to the deep survey/mini scan map script. So the reduction up to Level 1 is identical except
for the omission of the MMT deglitching part. Then second level deglitching must be performed on
the Level 1 product, i.e. after completing SECTION 2.
The concept of the second level deglitching method is very simple, and it is explained in more detail
in Sec. 6.2. The method builds up the contributions of all the input pixels to the output pixel and flags
the outliers in these as glitches. Thus, while MMT deglitching works on the timeline, this works on the
spatial frame. The tasks involved in this step are IIndLevelDeglitchTask and MapIndexTask. In few
word, MapIndexTask collects the information about the contributions of the individual input pixels to
any output pixel and IIndLevelDeglitchTask flags the outliers and eventually builds the map. These
tasks, together, use exactly the same algorithm as PhotProject and the same functionalities, with the
addition of a flagging for outliers. As mentioned, the IIndLevelDeglitchTask can also produce a map.
However, due to the large amount of memory this uses and also the difficulty in controlling the large
number of input parameters, we strongly suggest you keep the second level deglitching and the map
projection separate.
How does the MapIndexTask works? The way PhotProject and, thus, this task work is to estimate on
how many output pixels the input pixel is falling and to estimate the geometrical weights, i.e. the fractional area of the input pixel overlapping the different output pixels. So MapIndexTask collects for any
output pixel the fluxes, pixel coordinates and time indices (position in the timeline) and, if desired, also
the geometrical weights of all input pixels contributing to it. With the parameter slimindex=True
the MapIndexTask stores the least possible information about the input pixel contributions (only the
fluxes and coordinates) and lets the IIndLevelDeglitchTask performs only the sigma clipping to flag
outliers. With the parameter slimindex=False the MapIndexTask stores all the information which
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allows the IIndLevelDeglitchTask to be able to perform the full projection. As you can imagine, the
amount of information stored in the HIPE memory by this task is huge. For this reason we suggest
you keep deglitching and projection separated and have slimindex set to True. If you want to perform deglitching and projection in one go, we suggest you to divide your observation into chunks and
deglich/project the separated chunks. You can find all information how to do this in the MapIndexTask
& IIndLevelDeglitchTask parts of Chap. 6 (Sec. 6.2).
First, to prepare our data we need to do a high-pass filtering using a large hp radius to avoid removal
of the large scale structures. So, in SECTION 0 of the script we will set two hpfradius values for each
camera: a larger one for preparation and a smaller one for the final filtering
if camera=='blue':
hpfradius_1=150
elif camera=='red':
hpfradius_1=250
#
# second hp filter pass
#
if camera=='blue':
hpfradius_2=25
elif camera=='red':
hpfradius_2=40

The run the high-pass filtering without a mask using a large radius and extend the BBIDs and remove
the turnover loops as we did in the previous cases
frames = highpassFilter(frames,hpfradius_1)
frames = extendBbid(frames,215131301l,8,15)
frames=frames.select(frames.getStatus("BBID") == 215131301l)

Now we can perform the second level deglitching:
from
from
from
mi =
iind

herschel.pacs.signal import MapIndex
herschel.pacs.spg.phot import MapIndexTask
herschel.pacs.spg.phot import IIndLevelDeglitchTask
MapIndexTask()
= IIndLevelDeglitchTask()

since we want to perform only the sigma clipping to flag outliers, without also creating a map, we set
the slimindex value to True.
mapToCubeIdx = mi(frames,slimindex=True)

Before calling the IIndLevelDeglitchTask task we can set the algorithm we want to use for the sigma-clipping and flagging the outliers. To do that we define the input parameters of the Sigclip() task.
The first input (nsigma) is the level of sigma that is the threshold for the sigma-clipping. We set
here our threshold at 10 sigma. The parameter behavior is set to "clip" in order to perform a sigma
clipping in one go. Alternatively, you might set it to filter, to use a box filter (see Sec. 6.2.3). The
parameter outliers is set to both in order to let the IIndLevelDeglitchTask task flag positive and
negative outliers. The parameter mode defines the method used to perform the sigma clipping. The
default is MEAN and the standard deviation is used to define the threshold. Here we use MEDIAN
since it is less affected by outliers. In this case the Median Absolute deviation is used to define the
threshold. Since the Median Absolute Deviation can be much smaller than the standard deviation, be
aware that the value of nsigma has to be higher when using the MEDIAN rather than the MEAN .
s = Sigclip(nsigma=10,behavior="clip",outliers="both",mode=Sigclip.MEDIAN)

Now, let's deglitch the data! Since we do not want to perform the projection and only obtain a mask
with the deglitched readouts, we set map=False and mask=True. The mask SecondGlitchmask, as
defined in the maskname parameter, will be attached to frames.
deg =
iind(mapToCubeIdx,frames,map=False,mask=True,maskname='SecondGlitchmask',algo=s)
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If you prefer to let IIndLevelDeglitchTask task perform deglitching and projection in one go, you
need to set the the map parameter to True. In this case, since we set slimindex=True and no geometrical weights are stored by the MapIndexTask task, those will be re-calculated on the fly by the
IIndLevelDeglitchTask, exactly as photProject would do. To do that you just need to uncomment the
following line and comment the projection done by PhotProject in the next line
map =
iind(mapToCubeIdx,frames,map=True,mask=True,maskname='SecondGlitchmask',algo=s)

Now we can use PhotProject to create a first preliminary map using default settings. This will be used
only to create the mask for the high-pass filtering.
map = photProject(frames, calTree=calTree,calibration=True)
Display(map)

From this point on the processing is identical with the bright point source case if you choose option
3 for mask making. The only deference is that the default threshold for extended sources should be a
little bit lower: 2 sigma instead of 3. The second run of high-pass filtering should be performed using
the smaller radius (hpfradius_2)

5.4. Multiple obsids
For multiple obsids that you wish to combine, you can process all the data in one wrapper script. This
script sets up the necessary parameters and then calls whichever pipeline script (point source, extended
source, etc) you want to use.
Since the observations in scan map mode are designed such that the same area is covered by two
separate passes of the telescope (scan and cross-scan), it is always the case that one has to process
multiple obsids using the same method and these then need to be combined into one map. In this case
you need to use one of the following three scripts: multiple_obsid_scanmap_BrightPointsource.py,
multiple_obsid_scanmap_Deep_survey_miniscan_Pointsource.py,
multiple_obsid_scanmap_Extended_emission.py. The scripts can be found in /scripts/pacs/spg/
pipeline/ipipe/phot/. off of where-ever the HIPE software is on your computer. Thse scripts are capable
of handling any number of obsids in a loop, and combining the results into a single map. We explain
here multiple_obsid_scanmap_Deep_survey_miniscan_Pointsource.py as an example the others are
very similar.
NOTE: if you have copied any of these pipeline scripts to a new directory and you are running from
your copy, then the execfile command below will change. Note down the place where you have placed
your copy and what name you gave it.
First you need to comment out SECTION 0 of the single obsid scripts and set your parameters instead
in the multiple obsids verson (if you do not comment out SECTION 0 then you will overwrite any
parameters you set right now). The sybntax is exactly the same, there is only one difference: instead
of giving only one obsid you give and array of obsids in the following way
obsidall=[obsid_number1,obsid_number2,...]

Then start the loop
for i in range(len(obsidall)):
obsid= obsidall[i]
print "Reducing OBSID:", obsid, "camera:", camera
execfile('scanmap_Deep_Survey_miniscan_Pointsource.py') ?? or any script: but
name? path?

this creates one map for each obsid as a FITS file. See the script for the names of these
files, and don't change the names otherwise the rest of the script will return with an error. NOTE: if you copied the script you are now running (the multiple obsid script called
multiple_obsid_scanmap_Deep_survey_miniscan_Pointsource.py here) and/or the script you wish to
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process each obsid with (scanmap_Deep_Survey_miniscan_Pointsource.py here), then you may have
to change the exefile command. This command executes a script that is located in the same directory
that the script you are running from is located.
At this point a preliminary map, still with the high-pass filtering residuals, is available for any obsid.
If you did not provide a common WCS for all maps (Sec. 5.3.1.4), you can combine them using
the MakeMosaicTask as we show here. The script assumes that you used the same name convention
adopted in the individual obsid script for saving the maps in FITS files. If you used a different name
convention, please, edit the script and change the map_file variable that contains the map file names.
If you did provide a common WCS you can in fact still use the MaskMosaicTask (you can also use
other options, but we do not explain that here).
from java.util import ArrayList
from herschel.ia.toolbox.image import MosaicTask
images=ArrayList()
for i in range(len(obsidall)):
obsid=obsidall[i]
map_file = direc+ "map_"+"_" + str(obsid) + "_" + camera + ".fits"
map=simpleFitsReader(map_file)
map.exposure=map.coverage
images.add(map)

the variable "images" will the contains all the individual maps you want to combine. The mosaic is
done in the following way:
mosaic=MosaicTask()(images=images,oversample=0)
Display(mosaic)

AN IMPORTANT TIP The MakeMosaic task relies on the error maps provided by the pipeline to
estimate the error map of the final mosaic. We stress here that the error propagation of the PACS
pipeline is still under construction and that the current available error maps produced by the pipeline
are not reliable. To create a reliable error map in the final mosaic we suggest you project (create) all
the individual maps with the same WCS. The way to set the WCS is explained in Sec. 5.3.1.4, and
how to force PhotProject to use the desired WCS is described in the individual obsid script that you
execute. Once the maps are created with the same WCS, the final map can be obtained by taking a
simple average or weighted mean (weighted by coverage) of the individual output pixels. The standard
deviation of the mean or weighted mean can provide a meaningful final error map. If the number of
obsid is not high enough to let you estimate the mean (weighted mean) and standard deviation, you can
slice the single obsid frames per repetition or odd and even scan legs to produce a sufficient number
of individual maps to accurately estimate mean (weighted mean) and standard deviation.
If you chose the option = 3 in the script that you executed, and you are now happy with the result, you
can simply save the final mosaic and skip the rest of the script.
outfile_name = direc+ "final_map"+ "_" + camera + ".fits"
print "Saving file: " + outfile_name
simpleFitsWriter(mosaic,outfile_name)

If you chose the option = 1, you just did a quick-look data reduction. Thus, you need to proceed to
improve the data reduction with the following scheme. You can use the preliminary mosaic to detect
also the faint sources and create the mask. You need then to re-reduce the data starting from Level 1,
and used the new mask to perform the masked high-pass filtering and projection. Change then your
option!
We propose here the same method used in the single obsid script for masking the sources. Be aware that
here we use the exposure and not the coverage because the MakeMosaicTask produces an exposure
map that has the same meaning as the coverage map. So the steps of the mask making are the following:
med=STDDEV(mosaic.exposure[mosaic.exposure.where(mosaic.exposure > 0.)])
signal_stdev=STDDEV(mosaic.image[mosaic.image.where(mosaic.exposure > med)])
cutlevel=3.0
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threshold=cutlevel*signal_stdev
mask=mosaic.copy()
mask.image[mask.image.where(mosaic.image > threshold)] = 1.0
mask.image[mask.image.where(mosaic.image < threshold)] = 0.0
Display(mask)

you can save the mask in a FITS file to be used for any further re-processing
maskfile = direc+ "mask"+ "_" + camera + ".fits"
simpleFitsWriter(mask,maskfile)

if you commented out SECTION 0 of the individual obsid script, the maskfile name will be passed
to the script for the masked high-pass filtering.
If you are satisfied by the mask (to check you can display the mosaic and the mask and blink between
the two, e.g. with DS9 on the FITS files or with Display in HIPE), then you can re-run the final
processing by providing to the individual obsid script the new source mask and choosing option =2.
We suggest you comment out the whole of SECTIONs 0, 1, and 2 in the individual obsid script and
restart the data processing from the Level 1.
option = 2
for i in range(len(obsidall)):
obsid= obsidall[i]
print "re-reducing OBSID:", obsid, "camera:", camera
execfile('scanmap_Deep_Survey_miniscan_Pointsource.py')
from java.util import ArrayList
from herschel.ia.toolbox.image import MosaicTask
images=ArrayList()
for i in range(len(obsidall)):
obsid=obsidall[i]
map_file = direc+ "map_"+"_" + str(obsid) + "_" + camera + ".fits"
map=simpleFitsReader(map_file)
map.exposure=map.coverage
images.add(map)
mosaic=MosaicTask()(images=images,oversample=0)
Display(mosaic)

Now you can finally save your final map in a FITS file:
outfile_name = direc+ "final_map"+ "_" + camera + ".fits"
print "Saving file: " + outfile_name
simpleFitsWriter(mosaic,outfile_name)
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6.1. Introduction
The main purpose of this chapter is to give a deeper insight into the fine-tuning of some of the pipeline
tasks to achieve better results, and to provide a detailed description of advanced scripts used for different scientific purposes. It is recommended that you read this chapter after you have familiarised
yourself with the basic reduction steps of the data processing of the PACS photometer (see Chap. 5).
This chapter is divided into:
• The second level deglitching
• Reducing mini-maps
• Solar System objects

6.2. Second level deglitching
Second level deglitching is a glitch-removal technique that works on the final map of PACS photometer data. Second level deglitching collects the data contributions to each map pixel in one dimensional data arrays (we call these "vectors", following mathematical conventions). Unlike the first level
deglitching (such as the MMT technique), which works by clipping on the vectors of each detector
pixel (and hence operating along the temporal dimension), the second level deglitching works on the
map/sky pixels (and hence on the spatial plane). The detector pixels contain all the data taken over the
course of the observation, but, because during an observation PACS (and hence all of its detectors)
is moving around the sky, any single detector pixel will contain data for a range of projected map/
sky pixels. The idea behind the deglitching is that without glitches all the signal contributions to a
map pixel should be roughly the same. Glitches will introduce significantly outstanding values and
can thus be detected by sigma-clipping. See this figure for an example:

Figure 6.1. Vector of roughly 250 signal contributions to map pixel (85, 98)

6.2.1. Pre-requisites and what is 2nd level deglitching?
To apply second level deglitching you need a Frames object that contains PACS photometer data. The
Frames object should be processed up to the stage where the data can be mapped (i.e. to the end of
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Level 1). For a proper deglitching it is especially important that flux calibration has been done using
photRespFlatfieldCorrection.
The actual deglitching process takes place in two steps:
1. Calculate the data contributions to each map pixel and store them in a vector for every map pixel.
This data is collected in an object called MapIndex.
2. Use the MapIndex object to loop over the data vectors and apply sigma clipping to each of the
vectors. This is done by the task IIndLevelDeglitchingTask.

6.2.2. Command-line syntax
Here is the most basic application of second level deglitching. The syntax is the jython command line
syntax. Lines starting with "#" are comments and usually don't have to be executed. During the startup
of HIPE, most of the import commands are carried out automatically; these imports are:
# import the software classes
from herschel.pacs.signal import MapIndex
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot import MapIndexTask
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot import IIndLevelDeglitchTask

Then you continue with constructing the tasks, which can be done with the following syntax:
mapIndex = MapIndexTask()
IIndLevelDeglitch = IIndLevelDeglitchTask()

Note that this is not the only way to call on these tasks—as you use HIPE more and more you will
learn yourself all the variations on a theme. What we have done here is set up a sort of alias for the
task, useful if only so you have less to write (you could write "mit = MapIndexTask(), for example,
for a really short alias). You need the Frames (which will be called "frames" here) coming out of the
pipeline to run mapIndex (i.e. the MapIndexTask). The output of the task is a MapIndex object which
we will call “mi”:
mi = mapIndex(frames)

The deglitching is the second step of the processing
map = IIndLevelDeglitch(mi, frames)

Now we will describe these tasks and their parameters.

6.2.3. The most important syntax options
The second step—map = IIndLevelDeglitch(mi, frames)—can be fine-tuned to optimise the deglitching process. The most significant values to specify are these:
1). Do you want to produce a map as output or only flag the glitches and write the flags in form of
a mask back into the Frames? The options to do this are map = True or False, and mask = True or
False. By default, both options are True (produce a map and also produce a mask).
2). You may customise the deglitching parameters by specifying a sigma clipping algorithm and using
it as an input in the deglitching task. To set up the algorithm:
s = Sigclip(nsigma = 3)

defines a new Sigclip algorithm, with a 3-sigma threshold. You can set other parameters of this algorithm now in the following way:
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s.setOutliers("both")

tells the algorithm to detect both positive and negative outliers. Alternatives are "positive" (default for
positive glitches only) and "negative". Another parameter is:
s.setBehavior("clip")

telling it to apply the clip to the data vector in one go, i.e. don't use a box filter. If you prefer to use
a filter, use
s.setBehavior("filter")
s.setEnv(10)

where 10 means that the boxsize will be 2*10+1 = 21 vector positions long. Another parameter
s.setMode(Sigclip.MEDIAN)

defines the algorithm used for detecting outliers: either median (with median absolute deviation: our
recommendation) or mean (with standard deviation: Sigclip.MEAN). You can find more details in the
Sigclip documentation (this particular algorithm is part of the general HIPE software; you can look at
it, and others, in the PACS URM, the HCSS URM and the SaDM).
Now apply the newly configured Sigclip algorithm to the deglitching:
map = IIndLevelDeglitch(mi, frames, algo = s, map = True, \
mask = False)

An interesting option is also algo=None. This does not apply any deglitching, it simply co-adds the
data in the vector. This way, it creates an undeglitched map from the MapIndex (which you could, if
you wanted to, compare to the degliched map). This is a relatively fast algorithm. So if you already
have a MapIndex and just want to map, using the algo=None option is faster than the alternative
map-making task PhotProject. If you don't specify the Sigclip alorithm, the default for second level
deglitching is used, which is: clip with nsigma = 3, use a median algorithm, and both outliers (more
or less what we have specified above). You may test your Sigclip parameters interactively with the
MapIndexViewer, so you don't have to guess the best Sigclip parameters. Please read the description
of the MapIndexViewer (Sec. 6.2.6) further down to learn how this is done.
mi = mapIndex(frames)

The deglitching is again the second step of the processing, and can be called simply as:
map = IIndLevelDeglitch(mi, frames)

6.2.4. A detailed look at the MapIndex task
The MapIndex is a 3-dimensional data array that has the same width and height as the resulting map.
The third dimension contains references to the data in the Frames, so that every flux contribution to a
map pixel can be retrieved from the Frames. In other words, the 3rd dimension contains information
about where the data of each map pixel came from.
This third dimension is non-rectangular, because the number of detector pixel contributions differs
from map pixel to map pixel. If you want to retrieve the data from the MapIndex, it is returned as an
array of MapElements. Please have a look at the image to see what kind of data is stored in a MapIndex:
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Figure 6.2. MapIndex and MapElements

The layout of the MapIndex determines the layout of the map itself. This is why the MapIndexTask
uses many of the options that are also used by the photProject task (which is the task for a simple
projection and was used in Chap. 5).
The most important parameters of the MapIndexTask and how to use them:
• inframes: the input Frames.
• outputPixelsize: this is the desired size of the map pixel in arcseconds (a square geometry is
assumed). By default it is the same size as the Frames data array (3.2 arcsecs for the blue photometer
and 6.4 for the red).
• pixfrac: this is the fraction of the input pixel size. If you shrink the input pixel, you apply a kind
of drizzle. pixfrac should be between 0 (non inclusive) and 1. A value of 0.5 means that the pixel
area is reduced to 0.5*0.5=0.25 of the original area, ie 1/4th of the unmodified pixelsize.
• optimizeOrientation: set this value to True if you want the map rotated for an optimised fit
of the data and thus smallest mapsize. Of course, after rotation North may no longer be pointing
upwards. By default this parameter is set to False.
• wcs: for a customised World Coordinate System. By default the wcs is constructed for a complete
fit of the data. If you want a special wcs, for example if you want to fit the map into another map afterwards, you may specify your own wcs. A good starting point for this would be the Wcs4MapTask,
which creates the default wcs for the MapIndexTask (and also PhotProject). You can take the default wcs and modifiy it according to your needs; find the full set of options in the documentation
of the wcs (the PACS URM and the HCSS URM). For example:
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot import Wcs4mapTask
wcs4map = Wcs4mapTask()
wcs = wcs4map(frames, optimizeOrientation = False)
#the above gives the default world coordinate system (wcs)
#you can reset this:
wcs.setCrota2(45) #rotate the map by 45 degees
wcs.setNaxis1(400) #force the map to 400X400 pixels.
wcs.setNaxis2(400)
wcs.setCrpix1(200) #The data may not fit anymore—make sure the centre of
wcs.setCrpix2(200) #your data remains in the centre of your map
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• slimindex: this is a memory-saving option. Please read details in Sec. 6.2.4.1. In a nutshell, slimindex stores the least possible amount of data in the MapIndex (hence, a "slim" MapIndex), saving
on memory use. This means that as you create a map, some values have to be recalculated on-the-fly
during the deglitching task, which costs processing time. As a rule of thumb: use slimindex=True if
you want to create only a glitchmask (map=False, mask=True in the deglitching). For this, the slimMapIndex contains all necessary data. If you want to create a map use slimindex=False. This will
enlarge the size of the MapIndex product from a slim-MapIndex to a full-MapIndex containing all
bells and whistles—this can be heavy on memory use, but it will deglitch and map more quickely.
If you don't have much memory, you may safely use slimindex=True and also create a map. The
default value is slimindex=True.
The full call of the MapIndexTask with the described options looks like this:
mi = mapIndex(frames, optimizeOrientation = False, wcs = mywcs,\
slimindex = False)

As soon as you execute the MapIndexTask, you will realize that it needs a lot of memory. There
are reasons for this and it helps to understand the concept of the MapIndex in order to find the most
efficient way to process your data.

6.2.4.1. Memory-saving options
The size of the MapIndex
If we want to store the full amount of data needed to project the flux values from the Frames product
to the map, this is what we need for every flux contribution to a map pixel:
• the row, column and time index of the data in the Frames product
• the relative overlapping area of the Frames pixel that falls onto the map pixel (= the poids or weight
value)
• the size of the Frames pixel in units of the map pixel size
Since this is more than one value, the set of information is put into a MapElement, which is a container.
The MapElement is what you get from the MapIndex when you want to extract this information.
This full set of information is contained in a MapIndex product called the FullMapIndex. The
FullMapIndex is one of the two flavours a MapIndex can have. You get it when you use the nondefault option slimindex=False in the MapIndexTask.
Now, what is the size? Assume a Frames product with 30000 time indices and a blue array with 2048
detector pixels. Assume further that every Frames pixel overlaps 9 map pixels when the flux is projected. We get a MapIndex size of nearly 12 gigabyte storing this information. Tweaks are obviously
necessary!
Besides compressing the data while it is stored, the most significant tweak is the slim MapIndex (the
second flavour of the MapIndex. The java class is called SlimMapIndex). This contains a reduced
set of information, namely only the row, column (encoded in one value: the detector number) and
time information of the data. While the FullMapIndex uses 12 gigabyte per hour of observation, the
SlimMapIndex needs only 2 gigabytes.

What can you do with the slim MapIndex: working with little memory
It is possible to perform the second level deglitching without creating a map. For the default deglitching, without the timeordered option, no information about pixel sizes or overlaps are necessary because only the values from the Frames product without weighting are used. In this way a glitch mask
can be created.
Although the second level deglitching task can also create a map out of the slim MapIndex, the necessary information about pixel sizes and overlaps have to be recalculated on-the-fly. This is inefficient.
So, with the slimIndex the best mapping strategy is
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• deglitch and create only the glitch mask and no map
• use the regular projection with PhotProject to create a map. PhotProject will take into account the
glitch mask

Iteratively deglitch large observations
Another way to handle large, memory-hogging, observations is to divide the map into tiles and process
one tile one after the other. The MapIndexTask supports this loop-based processing. To define the
tiles, you overlay a chessboard like pattern over your final map and tell the MapIndexTask how many
rows and how many columns this pattern should have. Then, according to a numbering scheme, you
may also tell the MapIndexTask which of those tiles should be processed—the default is all tiles. Have
a look at the following image to understand the numbering scheme:

Figure 6.3. The numbering scheme of the tiles for iterative deglitching. This map is sliced into 4 rows and
4 columns. This results in 16 tiles.

If you want to initiate a tile-based processing, you have to know about four additional parameters. The
first three are MapIndexTask parameters:
• no_slicerows: the number of rows for the chessboard pattern (default:1)
• no_slicecols: the number of columns for the chessboard pattern (default:1)
• slices: the numbers of the slices that you want to be processed. By default, all slices (=
no_slicerows*no_slicecols) will be processed. But you can command to process only a subset.
• partialmap: this is a parameter that has to be passed to the IIndLevelDeglitchTask. The value for
this parameter is always None (at first). In the first loop, None tells the IIndLevelDeglitchTask that
it has to construct a new image with the correct size for your final map. In the following loops, the
partialmap indicates that the new data of the loop are added to the existing map, instead of creating
a new one. See in the example below for how to achieve this:
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot import MapIndexTask
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot import IIndLevelDeglitchTask
mapindex = MapIndexTask()
deg = IIndLevelDeglitchTask()
img = None
# img will contain your final map. This is important: The first
# image MUST be None!
d = Display()
counter = 0 #only if you want to save the MapIndices
for mi in mapindex(inframes=frames,slimindex=False,\
no_slicerows=4,no_slicecols=4,slices=Int1d({5,6,10})):
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## you can save the mapindex here if you want (this is optional,
## which is why it is commented out)
#name = "".join(["mapindex_slice_",String.valueOf(counter),".fits"])
#fa.save(name, mi)
#counter = counter+1
## otherwise continue from here
## (note the parameter "partialmap = img" in the deglitch task)
img = deg(mi, frames, algo = None, map = True, mask = False, \
partialmap = img)
## after the deg-step, the new data has been added to img
del(mi) # free your memory before the next loop is carried out
d.setImage(img) # this allows to monitor the progress

(note the line-wrap in the for-loop: you will write this on one line, the break is here only to fit the
text on the page.) At the end of this loop, the variable "img" contains your deglitched map.

Figure 6.4. Deglitching slices 5,6 and 10

If you don't want a map but only a mask and also don't require a progress display, the code simplifies
even more. In this example, we also show how to apply a customised Sigclip algorithm:
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot import MapIndexTask
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot import IIndLevelDeglitchTask
mapindex = MapIndexTask()
deg = IIndLevelDeglitchTask()
s = Sigclip(10, 4)
s.mode = Sigclip.MEDIAN
s.behavior = Sigclip.CLIP
for mi in mapindex(inframes = frames,
slimindex = False, no_slicerows = 4, no_slicecols = 4):
# for the mask only version, partialmap can be omitted
deg(mi, frames, algo = s, map = False, mask = True)

(note the line-wrap: you will write this on one line, the break is here only to fit the text on the page.)

6.2.5. A detailed look at the IIndLevelDeglitch task
The deglitching applies sigma clipping to the data that is stored in the MapIndex. The options for
IIndLevelDeglitch are:
• index: the MapIndex product that stores the map data
• inframes: the Frames product. Since the MapIndex only contains the references to the science
data (and not the actual data themselves), the Frames product, which contains the data, is necessary
(the MapIndex can then point to these data). If you ask to flag glitches in the task call, a corresponding glitch mask is written back into the Frames product.
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• map: if you want a map as output of the deglitching task, use the default value "True". Otherwise
set this option to False.
• mask: if you want a glitch mask as output of the deglitching task, use the default value "True".
Otherwise use False.
• maskname: you may customise the name of the glitch mask that is written into the Frames product.
The default is "2nd level glitchmask". You could perhaps change the name if you wished to create
more than one version of the mask to compare.
• submap: specifies a rectangular subsection of the map and deglitching will only be done for that
subsection. This implies that you know already what your map looks like. The values of submap
are specified in units of map pixels. For example:
First retrieve the size of the map from the MapIndex
width = mapindex.getWidth()
height = mapindex.getHeight()

specify the first quarter of the map as [bottom left row index, bottom left column index, height (=
number of rows), width (= number of columns)]
submap = Int1d([height/4, width/4, height/2, width/2])

Focusing the deglitching on a submap will accelerate the deglitching process. It can be useful to
optimise the deglitching parameters on a submap first, before a long observation is completely
processed.

Figure 6.5. Deglitching performed with the submap option

• threshold: a threshold value that is used in combination with the parameter sourcemask. Default
value is 0.5.
• sourcemask: defines a submap that can have any shape. The sourcemask is a SimpleImage with
the same dimensions as the final map. The values of the sourcemask are compared to the threshold
parameter and are treated as:
• value > threshold: this location is masked and will not be processed by the deglitching algorithm
• value < threshold: the deglitching algorithm will treat this map location
The sourcemask can be used to exclude bright sources from the deglitching process. A check on
how the deglitching task has used the sourcemask is to use the output parameter "outmask". It
returns the translation of the sourcemask as a 2d boolean array. You can extract this array with
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boolean_sourcemask = IIndLevelDeglitch.getValue("outmask")

You can take a look at it with the Display tool if you convert the boolean values to 0 and 1 by
putting them into a Int2d
d = Display(Int2d(boolean_sourcemask))

• deglitchvector: allows one to treat strong flux gradients. Please read details in Sec. 6.2.5.1.
• algo: a customized Sigclip algorithm. See Sec. ??? for more details.
• weightedsignal: as for PhotProject, this value weights the signal contributions with the signal
error (stored in the Frames product) when it co-adds the values to get a flux. Default value is False.

6.2.5.1. Avoid deglitching strong gradients
If a small part of a source falls into one pixel, the default deglitching scheme may lead to wrong
results. Look at the situation drawn in the following image: The grid in this image is the map you are
projecting the Frames (detector) pixels, indicated with filled squares, on to. The yellow Frames pixel
contains a small but bright source. Only a very small part of it maps onto the red-framed map pixel
(the fractional overlap that we call "poids" = weight is small). All other Frames pixels in the vicinity
have a small signal value (indicated as gray).

Figure 6.6. Mapping a small but strong source

For the deglitching of the red-framed map pixel, the signal coming from the strong source will very
likely be found as a glitch, and hence be sigma clipped. This is because by default the full signal values
of the contributing Frames pixels are used for deglitching, not the weighted values.
If we want to improve the situation, the signal vector for deglitching has to be filled with weighted
values. As weights we use the relative overlap described by the poids value and normalise it to the
pixel area: weighted signal=signal*poids/pixelarea. Because a glitch most likely appears only in one
timeframe (i.e. within the Frames pixels, the glitches have sharp time profiles), the IIndLevelDeglitchingTask provides the option to co-add all weighted contributions of every timeframe that map in to
a map pixel (the red-framed pixel). A source that should appear in all timeframes will very likely be
protected by this scheme. A glitch that appears only in one or two timeframes should be found.
The downside of this process is that along with the found glitch you throw away all signal contributions
to that map pixel coming from a time frame. Because of the co-addition of the weighted signal, the
real location of the glitch cannot be confined with more precision.
Use the weighted glitch with the option deglitchvector="timeordered".
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6.2.6. MapIndexViewer: a useful tool for diagnostic and
fine tuning
A MapIndex contains a lot of interesting data that is very useful to be analysed. The tool for doing
this is the MapIndexViewer. It is called like this:
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot.gui.mapindexview import MapIndexViewer
MapIndexViewer(mi, frames)

feeds in the MapIndex mi and the Frames product. Or
from herschel.pacs.spg.phot.gui.mapindexview import MapIndexViewer
MapIndexViewer(mi, frames, img)

provide also the map. If not, it can be calculated on-the-fly.

Figure 6.7. The MapIndexViewer GUI

In the top part of the GUI you see the map displayed by the Display tool. If you click on the map, a
plot of the all values that a MapIndex contains for the selected map pixel plus the signal values from
the Frames product is shown at the bottom. A click on the button "show table" displays the numerical
values as a table on the right side of the GUI.

6.2.6.1. Optimising the Sigclip algorithm with the MapIndexViewer
for best deglitching results
The bottom of the table contains a panel where you can test Sigclip parameters. Change the parameters
and select the "apply" checkbox. Then the Sigclip will be applied to the plotted signal. You may
even choose the timeordered option for the signal. That provides an easy way to find the best Sigclip
parameters without running the deglitching repeatedly. Just find glitches in your map and optimise
Sigclip before you deglitch the full map.
Maybe it is also worth noting at this point that you can use the sourcemask and/or the submap parameters to deglitch different sections of the map with different Sigclip parameters. Just use the source-
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mask/submap to divide the map into multiple regions and create multiple glitchmasks with different
sets of parameters instead of only one.
There is also a permanent preview of the "Mean +/- nsigma*Stddev" and the "Median +/nsigma*Median Absolute Deviation" in the MapIndexViewer plot section. These are displayed at
the x-axis index -5 as a value (Mean or Median) and an error bar (+/- nsigma*Stddev or +/nsigma*Median Absolute Deviation).
The values nsigma and whether mean or median should be used are taken directly from the Sigclip
panel.

Figure 6.8. Preview of the signal arrays Mean, Median and nsigma values:

6.3. Reducing minimaps (combining scan and
cross-scan)
The minimap mode is a special way to execute scanmap observations. A minimap always consists of
two obsids (the scan and cross scan), which is why they need to be handled together. In the following
we will provide a sample script that can be used to reduce the minimap observations. First you need to
place your obsid in an array which we can loop over. Basically they can be put into a single line but it
is better to organise them in pairs so it is easier to oversee them. You also need to define the directory
where you want to put your images and set in the coordinates of your source (rasource, decsource)
in decimal degrees.
If you wish to follow these instructions in real-time, we suggest you cut and paste the entirety of this
loop into a python script file in the Editor tab of HIPE. You can also look at the Pipeline menu scripts,
which present the pipeline reduction for different types of AORs.
# create an array of names—all being of the same source
# the \ is a line break you can employ
# the numbers here are the obsids of your scan (odd entries)
# and associated cross scan (even entries)
Nobs = [\
13421111,13421112,\
13422222,13422223,\
...]
# and an array of cameras (these are the only possible)
channel = ["blue","red"]
# where the data are
direc = "/yourDirectory/"
# coordinates
rasource =
# RA of the source in degrees
decsource =
# DEC of the source in degrees
cosdecCOS(decsource*Math.PI/180.)
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Then you can start looping over your observation. Note here: the scripts below that are indented from
the very first line, are indented because they are still part of the for loop that begins here:
for k in range(len(Nobs)):
if k % 2: continue
OBSIDS=[Nobs[k],Nobs[k+1]]

This part makes sure that the scan (k) and cross-scan (k+1) are processed together. Then you need to
do the standard pipeline processing up to a level for each individual obsid and channel. The following
"for" loop does this. You can also set the pixel size of your final map using variables. The frames=[]
is needed to let HIPE know that we are using an object array (we are holding each Frames created
in a list). It will contain an array of images as they are used in the single observation case. Continue
with the script:
for j in range(len(channel)):
print "\nReducing OBSID:", OBSIDS[i], " (", i+1, "/", len(Nobs), ")"
#
for i in range(len(OBSIDS)):
frames=[]
obsid=OBSIDS[i]
print channel[j]
# channel :
camera = channel[j]
# output map pixel size:
if camera=='blue':
outpixsz=3.2
elif camera=='red':
outpixsz=6.4

Then you need to get your ObservationContext. In this example we use the simplest method using the
Herschel Science Archive. For this you need the login properties set, which is explained in Sec. 1.3.2.2.
obs = getObservation(obsid, useHsa = True)

For parallel mode observations use:
obs = getObservation(obsid, useHsa = True, instrument='PACS')

otherwise it will return a SPIRE ObservationContext (which you cannot process unless you have the
SPIRE/all version of HIPE).
However please note that the HSA do not encourage the use of getObservation with useHsa=True
within a loop, as it places great stress on the archive—and especially if the loop crashes, you will
have to retrieve the data all over again! It is far better to have the data already on your disc. To get
your observation from your private pool also (as was also explained in Sec. 1.3.2.2):
dir = '/yourDirectory/' #this you can also put outside the loop
obs = getObservation(obsid, poolLocation=dir)

Then you need to extract some important information from your observation, such as operational day
(OD) number and scan speed. These are going to be used later.
OD = obs.meta.get("odNumber").value
object = obs.meta.get("object").value
scanSpeed = obs.meta.get('mapScanSpeed').value
if scanSpeed == 'medium':
speed = 20.
elif scanSpeed == 'low':
speed = 10.
elif scanSpeed == 'fast':
speed = 60.

Using the scan speed you can set up highpass filter half-width value (in units of readouts). You might
want to EDIT the widths and TEST the photometry for different values here. For point sources at
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medium scan speed, values of the highpass filter half-width of 20 in the blue and 25 in the red provide
good results. But of course the width depends on the science case and the scan speed. A little example
generalising the scan speed dependence can be found below, which you can chose to include in this
big for-loop script if you like:
if camera=='blue':
hpfwidth=int(CEIL(20 * 20./speed))
elif camera=='red':
hpfwidth=int(CEIL(25 * 20./speed))

Get the pointing product from the ObservationContext, get the calTree, extract houskeeping parameters and the orbit ephemeris product
pp = obs.auxiliary.pointing
calTree = getCalTree()
photHK=obs.level0.refs["HPPHK"].product.refs[0].product["HPPHKS"]
oep = obs.auxiliary.orbitEphemeris

Then you get the Level 0 data cube (frames) for the blue or red channel Frames. We can also obtain
the "filter" information from the meta data at this point and convert it into human-readable form. It is
important if we observe in both wavelength regimes of the blue camera.
if camera=='blue':
frames[i]=obs.level0.refs["HPPAVGB"].product.refs[0].product
if (frames[i].meta["blue"].getValue() == "blue1"):
filter="blue"
else:
filter="green"
elif camera=='red':
frames=obs.level0.refs["HPPAVGR"].product.refs[0].product
filter="red"

Now we need to identify instrument configuraiton blocks in the observation and remove the calibration
block keeping only the science frames.
frames[i] = findBlocks(frames[i], calTree=calTree)
frames[i] = removeCalBlocks(frames)

After that we need to execute the tasks already described in Chap. 5.
frames[i] = photFlagBadPixels(frames[i], calTree=calTree)
frames[i] = photFlagSaturation(frames[i], calTree=calTree, \
hkdata=photHK)
frames[i] = photConvDigit2Volts(frames[i], calTree=calTree)
frames[i] = convertChopper2Angle(frames[i], calTree=calTree)
frames[i] = photMMTDeglitching(frames[i], incr_fact=2,mmt_mode='multiply',\
scales=3, nsigma=5)
frames[i] = photRespFlatfieldCorrection(frames[i], calTree = calTree)
frames[i] = photAddInstantPointing(frames[i],pp,orbitEphem = oep)
frames[i] = photAssignRaDec(frames[i], calTree=calTree)

These tasks flag the known bad pixels, flag saturated pixels, convert from ADUs to Volts, convert
chopper angles into angles on the sky, deglitch the data with MMT method, apply the flat-field and
convert Volts into Jy/pixel, compute the coordinates for the reference pixel (detector centre) with
aberration correction, and assign ra/dec to every pixel. If you do not intend to apply the second level
deglitchning you can skip the last step since the projection task calculates the pixel coordinates.
At this point you have gotten to the Level 1 product, which is calibrated for most of the instrumental
effects. You might want to save this product before the highpass filter task to be able to go back and
optimise your data reduction afterwards. There are three ways to save your Frames.
FIRST OPTION to save the data: use the 'save' task to store your data locally:
savefile = direc+"frame_"+"_" + obsid.toString() + "_" \
+ camera + "Level_1.save"
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print "Saving file: " + savefile
save(savefile,"frames[i]")

SECOND OPTION to save the data: store your data locally as a FITS file, specify the output directory
as you did for the first option:
savefile = direc+"frame_"+"_" + obsid.toString() + "_" \
+ camera + "Level_1.fits"
print "Saving file: " + savefile
simpleFitsWriter(frames[i],savefile)

THIRD OPTION: store frames in memory by copying to a new Frames (not a good idea if you do
not have a big-memory machine)
frames_original[i]=frames[i].copy()

The next step would be high pass filtering your data to remove the 1/f noise. However this filtering
can severely affect the flux of your source. That is why you need to mask your astronomical object(s)
before filtering. Here we propose two ways of masking your sources.
FIRST MASKING OPTION: mask the source blindly within 25 (or whatever you like) arcsec radius of the source coordinates (rasource and decsource). This is appropriate when you have only one
source and you know its coordinates (the typical minimap case). If you have many sources with known
coordinates, you can still use this method by looping over a prior source list and masking within the
desidered aperture around the source position. Just be aware that looping in Jython is quite time consuming.
First you need to define the mask HighpassMask to use for masking sources in the highpass filtering.
awaysource=SQRT(((frames[i].ra-rasource)*cosdec)**2 \
+(frames[i].dec-decsource)**2) < 25./3600.
if (frames[i].getMask().containsMask("HighpassMask") == False):
frames[i].addMaskType("HighpassMask","Masking source for Highpass")
frames[i].setMask('HighpassMask',awaysource)

The first line selects the pixel coordinates that are closer to the source than 25 arcsec. The second
line examines if the HighpassMask already exists in frames and if not then creates it from the pixels
selected in the first line. Then we can run highpass filtering while masking the source:
frames[i] = highpassFilter(frames[i],hpfwidth,\
maskname="HighpassMask")

Tip
In many cases the MMT deglitching might detect bright sources as glitches (check this).
It is often useful to disable the deglitching on the target in frames' mask. You do this by
overwriting the mask within your desired region:
mask=frames[i].getMask('MMT_Glitchmask')
awaysource=SQRT(((frames[i].ra-rasource)*cosdec)**2\
+(frames[i].dec-decsource)**2) > 25./3600.
frames[i].setMask('MMT_Glitchmask',mask & awaysource)

Here the first line reads the mask created by the MMT deglitching task. Then it finds the
pixel coordinates that are farther than 25 arcsec from the source, and finally it puts back
the mask for each and all pixels that were masked originally by MMT deglitching and are
is farther from the source than 25 arcsec.

SECOND MASKING OPTION: mask the source based on sigma-clipping of the map. This is more
general than previous one but it might need some tuning to set the threshold properly (use MaskViewer
to do this).
So, first we create a map with high pass filter without masking anything as we saw it in Chap 5.
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frames[i] = highpassFilter(frames[i],hpfwidth)
frames[i] = extendBbid(frames[i],215131301l,8,15)
frames[i] = frames[i].select(frames[i].getStatus("BBID") == 215131301l)
map1 = photProject(frames[i], calTree=calTree,calibration=True,\
outputPixelsize=outpixsz)

Now we need to restore the frames saved before the high pass filtering
restore(savefile)

We will then find a threshold to mask, find out where the sources are, and then mask everything
above that threshold. The choice of the threshold depends on the science case and there is no general
criterium. This part of the pipeline needs a high level of interaction. That is why having the Level 1
product saved before is a good way to avoid repeating the whole prior data reduction several times.
Define the threshold on the basis of the map's standard deviation value. The following line derive the
standard deviation of the map where there is signal
threshold=STDDEV(map1.image[map1.image.where(ABS(map1.image)\
> 1e-6)])

Then we masks all readouts in the timeline at the same coordinates of the map pixels with signal above
the threshold (bonafide sources) using the photReadMaskFromImage task:
maskMap = map1
frames[i] = photReadMaskFromImage(frames[i], maskMap, extendedMasking=True,\
maskname="HighpassMask", threshold=threshold,calTree = calTree)

This task basically goes over the final map (here it called maskMap) pixel by pixel and along their
(time-ordered data) vectors, and if the value of vector data is larger than the threshold it masks that
point. It is possible to check the HighpassMask with MaskViewer:
from herschel.pacs.signal import MaskViewer
MaskViewer(frames)

And now you have set the mask, you can again run the highpass filter on the Frames.
Of course if you intend to execute this step you cannot use the loops but process only one obsid at
a time.
Now you have masked your source (using option 1 or 2), you can continue.
Begin by running the highpass filter on the data.
frames[i] = highpassFilter(frames[i],hpfwidth,maskname="HighpassMask",\
interpolate=True)

Tip
If the hpfwidth is smaller than the source size, the whole hpfwidth could be masked. In
this case the task will calculate the median over the given hpfwidth as if it was not masked.
Thus it will remove also source flux. In these case the "interpolation" parameter should be
set to let the task interpolate between the closest values of the median over the timeline—
True as we have here.

Now we can disable deglitching on target again as we did with the previous masking option
maskMMT=frames[i].getMask('MMT_Glitchmask')
maskHPF=frames[i].getMask('HighpassMask')
frames[i].setMask('MMT_Glitchmask',maskMMT & (maskHPF == 0))

Here we remove the deglitching mask from a pixel if it is masked for the higpass filtering. Finally we
can create our map using the highpass filtered data as we saw it before.
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frames[i] = extendBbid(frames[i],215131301l,8,15)
frames[i] = frames.select(frames[i].getStatus("BBID") == 215131301l)
map2 = photProject(frames[i], calTree=calTree,calibration=True,\
outputPixelsize=outpixsz)

We can look at our map using the Display command.
Display(map2)

then we can save our map into a fits file using a simple fits writer
outfile = direc+ "map_"+"_"+ obsid.toString() + "_" + filter + ".fits"
print "Saving file: " + outfile
simpleFitsWriter(map2,outfile)

Of course we can choose any name for our output file (outfile); if you reduce more than one obsids with
this script then it is advisable to use a filename that includes at least the obsid and the filter (red, green
or blue) information (giving the same name means the next loop's result will overwrite the previous).
Now we are finished with one obsid and our loop will start on the second one. After the second loop
is finished we can join our frames and create a map using the scan and the cross-scan. First we join
the frames that are stored in frames object array
if i == 0:
frames_all=frames[0].copy()
else:
frames_all.join(frames[i])

Then we use photProject to simply project all the frames onto a common map, delete the joined frames
to save space, and write out our final map in a fits file.
map = photProject(frames_all,calibration=True,calTree=calTree,\
outputPixelsize=pixsize)
Display(map)
del(frames_all)
outfile = direc+ "map_"+"_"+ OBSIDS[0].toString() + \
OBSIDS[1].toString + "_" + filter + ".fits"
simpleFitsWriter(map,outfile)

6.4. Dealing with Solar System objects
(SSOs)
The processing of observations of SSOs require some extra attention since the execution of one individual observation does not account for moving objects in real time, but recentres the telescope with
each new pointing request. Thus, by default, the assignment of pointing information to the individual
Frames assumes a non-moving target. Here we present a little piece of code that can be included in
any photometer processing script to take into the account the motion of a SSO during the observation.

6.4.1. correctRaDec4Sso and
correctRaDec4SsoScanXScan
During the process of the data reduction, the task correctRaDec4Sso is able the reassign coordinates
to the pixels of each frame by using the calculated position of the target as the reference instead of the
centre of the FOV. It uses the horizon product that is available for data that have been processed with
the SPG (standard product generation, i.e. the automatic pipeline processing done on the data as you
got them from the HSA) version 4 or higher. The version is listed in the metadata of the ObservationContext under the keyword "creator". Any attempt to correct the pointing of SSOs with data that have
been processed with an earlier version will crash the session. This is why the code listed here checks
whether the horizons product can be found in the ObservationContext.
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#Necessary module imports:
from herschel.ia.obs.auxiliary.fltdyn import Horizons
from herschel.ia.obs.auxiliary.fltdyn import Ephemerides
#Extraction of SSO relevant products:
# Is it a solar System Object ?
isSso = isSolarSystemObject(obs)
if (isSso):
try:
hp = obs.refs["auxiliary"].product.refs["HorizonsProduct"].product
ephem = Ephemerides(oep)
print "Extracting horizon product ..."
if hp.isEmpty():
print "ATTENTION! Horizon product is empty. Cannot correct SSO proper
motion!"
horizons = None
else:
horizons = Horizons(hp, ephem)
except:
print "ATTENTION! No horizon product available. Cannot correct SSO proper
motion!"
horizons = None
else:
horizons = None

Note that for now the correctRaDec4Sso task can only by applied to one individual observation. As
a result, a sequence of scan maps, e.g. scan and cross-scan, will leave either a trail of the SSO if the
coordinates stay uncorrected, or produce multiple images of the source, one each for every obsid. A
way to overcome this until the relevant task has been written is:
def correctRaDec4SsoScanXScan(inFrames, horizons, timeOffset, copy=False):
if (copy):
outFrames = inFrames.copy()
else:
outFrames = inFrames
t0
= outFrames.getStartDate()
t1
= outFrames.getEndDate()
NAIFID = outFrames.meta["naifid"].value
scvec0 = horizons.spacecraftVectorTo(NAIFID,t0)
scvec1 = horizons.spacecraftVectorTo(NAIFID,t1)
ra0
= Direction(scvec0).getRaDegrees()
ra1
= Direction(scvec1).getRaDegrees()
dec0
= Direction(scvec0).getDecDegrees()
dec1
= Direction(scvec1).getDecDegrees()
radot = (ra1-ra0)*3.6e9/(t1.microsecondsSince1958() \
-t0.microsecondsSince1958())*COS(Math.toRadians((dec0+dec1)/2.))
decdot = \
(dec1-dec0)*3.6e9/(t1.microsecondsSince1958()-t0.microsecondsSince1958())
dtimes = (frames.getStatus("FINETIME") - timeOffset)/1E6
corRa = frames.getStatus("RaArray") - (dtimes/3600.)*(radot/3600.)
frames.setStatus("RaArray", corRa)
corDec = frames.getStatus("DecArray") - (dtimes/3600.)*(decdot/3600.)
frames.setStatus("DecArray", corDec)
return outFrames
# this hash indicates that when running the above function via pressing
# the green arrow of the Editor panel, the running should stop here.

To get this function in to memory in HIPE, simply execute it (line up the left-side arrow in the python
script file you have loaded in the Editor panel, then press the green arrow).
This new "task" should be part of the preamble of the pipleline processing script. It is also important
that it has to be executed before the photAssignRaDec task. The part in the p#ipeline processing that
corrects for the proper motion of the SSO (calling on correctRaDec4SsoScanXScan) must then be
edited like this:
OBSID=[1342199515,1342199516]
for obsid in OBSID:
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...
if (isSso)
print "Correcting coordinates for SSO ..."
if (obsid == OBSID[0]):
timeOffset = frames.getStatus("FINETIME")[0]
frames = correctRaDec4SsoScanXScan(frames, horizons, timeOffset)
frames = photAssignRaDec(frames, calTree=calTree)

The correctRaDec4SsoScanXScan() task first determines the start and end time of the observation and
then extracts the theoretical position of the SSO from the horizons product for the two time stamps.
The second half of the task interpolates the coordinates for each frame. Some of the code performs
necessary time-format conversions. The interpolation is not done relative to the start of the observation
of the given OBSID, but to the time that is handed to the task via the "timeOffset" option. In the script
this is set to the start time of the first in the list of observations. The trick is that all subsequent scan
maps are referenced to the time frame of the first scan map of the sequence. As a result, all individual
frames of all obsids will be referenced to the calculated position of the SSO.
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Chapter 7. PACS scanmap reduction
using MADmap
7.1. MADmap
The Microwave Anisotropy Dataset mapper (MADmap) is an optimal map-making algorithm, which
is designed to remove the uncorrelated one-over-frequency (1/f) noise from bolometer Time Ordered
Data (TOD) while preserving the sky signal on large spatial scales. The removal of 1/f noise creates
final mosaics without any so-called “banding” or “striping” effects. MADmap uses a maximum-likelihood technique to build a map from a TOD set by solving a system of linear equations.

Figure 7.1. The function of MADmap is to remove the effect of 1/f noise. Left: image created without
MADmap processing. Right: The same image after MADmap processing. The central object has been
masked out.

For Herschel data processing, the original C#language version of the algorithm has been translated to
java. Additional interfaces are in place to allow PACS (and SPIRE) data to be processed by MADmap.
This implementation requires that the noise properties of the detectors are determined a-priori. These
are passed to MADmap as PACS calibration files and referred to as the "INVNTT files" or “noise
filters”.
The time streams must be free of any instrument artifacts and must be calibrated before MADmap
can be used to create the final mosaic. This is a two#part process. The first part is the PACS Level
0 (raw data) to Level 1 (cleaned and calibrated images) pipeline processing. This is discussed in this
section. The second part is MADmap pre-processing and how to run MADmap, which are discussed
in the next section.
For most users standard Level 0 to Level 1 processing is normally sufficient. However, the method
used for deglitching the data may have a significant and adverse impact on MADmap processing.
For MADmap, we recommend and prefer the IInd level deglitching option. This option is not part of
the automated (“standard”) pipelines; the alternative, the “standard” wavelet based “MMTdeglitcher”,
does not perform optimally when it is allowed to interpolate the masked values. If the MMTdeglitcher
is used, we recommend selecting the ‘maskOnly’ option to prevent replacing masked values with
interpolated ones.
The HIPE tasks 'L05_phot' and 'L1_scanMapMadMap' are the recommended tasks for processing raw
PACS data from L0 to L1 for the MADmap pipeline, and you can access them via the HIPE Pipeline
menu: Pipeline->PACS-Photometer->Scan map and minimap->Extended source Madmap.
The HIPE task 'L25_scanMapMadMap' is the recommended task for processing PACS data from L1
to L2.5 for the MADmap map making, and you can access this via the HIPE Pipeline menu: Pipeline>PACS-Photometer->Scan map and minimap->Extended source Madmap. For optimal map-making
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with bolometer arrays, a scan and cross-scan observation is required (exceptions are when no extended
emission is present or significant and one can rely on high-pass filtering techniques to remove bolometer noise). There is no L2 MADmap products for the very reason that the standard data processing
works on a single OBSID. The Level 2.5 products are designed to combine scan and cross-scan observations belonging to multiple OBSIDs into a single final map, using L25_scanMapMadMap task.
In this chapter we do not explain all the details of MADmap itself, rather we explain what you need
to do to your PACS data to prepare it for MADmap. We then take you through the HIPE tasks that
implement MADmap; but to learn more about MADmap itself, you should read that documentation.
Some of the terminology we employ here comes from MADmap, and so we encourage you to read
the MADmap documentation to understand this terminology, as well as to appreciate why the preprocessing steps we take you through here are necessary. You can look at http://crd.lbl.gov/~cmc/
MADmap/doc/man/MADmap.html and http://arxiv.org/pdf/0906.1775 or http://adsabs.harvard.edu/
cgi-bin/bib_query?arXiv:0906.1775.

7.2. MADmap pre-processing
The point of using MADmap is to account for signal drift due to 1/f noise while preserving emission at
all spatial scales in the final mosaic. This is fundamentally different from the high#pass filter reduction,
which subtracts the signal at scales larger than the size of the high#pass filter window. However, the
MADmap algorithm, indeed most optimal map makers, assume and expect that the noise in the time
streams is entirely due to the so#called 1/f variation of the detectors. The PACS bolometers show
correlated drifts in the signal and these must be mitigated before MADmap can be used. The MADmap
algorithm assumes that the noise is not correlated and so will (incorrectly) interpret the any systematic
non-1/f-like drifts as real signal. Additionally, the PACS bolometers have pixel-to-pixel electronic
offsets in signal values. These offsets must also be homogenised to a single base level for all pixels.
The mitigation of all of the above effects is referred to as MADmap preprocessing. In all, there are
four types of corrections. We discuss each step below.
Warning
The MADmap preprocessing critically determines the quality of the final maps. Care must
be taken to ensure that each step is optimally applied to achieve the best possible reduction.
This may require repeating step(s) after interactively examining the results. Further, not
all steps may be necessary. This is also discussed below.

7.2.1. Pixel-to-pixel offset correction
This is the most dominant effect seen in all PACS (photometry) signal readouts. For most single
channel bolometers the offset is electronically set to approximately 0. The PACS bolometers are,
however, multiplexed, and only the mean signal level for individual modules or array can be set to 0,
leading to variations in the pixel-to-pixel signal level. This is purely an electronic and design effect.
Mitigation of this effect entails subtracting an estimate of what the zero level should be per pixel from
all of the readouts of the pixel. There are two ways to estimate the zero level.
(1) Use a calibration zero-level image. The following snippet shows one example, for the blue filter,
of how to access the zero#level image In HIPE.
calTree = getCalTree() # if not already done
zimage = calTree.photometer.corrZeroLevel["blue"].data

Where, “blue” in the square brackets can be replaced with another filter name. The resulting variable
‘zimage’ is a 2D floating#point array, which has been taken from the calibration tree (i.e. a calibration
file provided by the PACS team), and this should be subtracted from each of the signal readout. The
units for the zero#level image are volts. Therefore, the readouts must also be in volts.
(2) Use the median of signals in each pixel. This method works in any units (digital readout units or
volts). The idea is to compute the median of the entire history of signal values per pixel and subtract
this median from each signal. The task photOffsetCorr applies this correction in HIPE. For example,
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frames = photOffsetCorr(frames)

and the parameters of this task are:
• frames — Input Frames, MANDATORY, NO default value
• copy — default 0: input Frame is changed; 1: Frame is copied and that is returned
• zeroLevelCorr — default 0: median removal; 1: zero level calibration value subtracted
• regionSelection — default None: nothing is done; otherwise, median offset (for zeroLevelCorr=0) or zero level (for zeroLevelCorr=1) removal is doing using the region here specified.
Figure 2 shows the image that is the median of the signals in each pixel, which is what is done when
you use photOffsetCorr.

Figure 7.2. The map of the median of the signals in each pixel showing the pixel to pixel electronic offset.

Figure 3 shows a single readout slice (one single time point) of an input Frame after the pixel#to#
pixel offset correction using photOffsetCorr.

Figure 7.3. A single slice (one single time-point) of a raw signal Frame after the offset (pixel to pixel) image
removal step (i.e. after subtracting Figure 2 from the original Frames). While the pixel to pixel variation
is mitigated, the result shows two modules are systematically at a different signal level than the rest.
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Tip
The photOffsetCorr task uses the on#target Status flag (OTF) to determine which readouts
are to be used to estimate the offset values. This flag can be manipulated to specify, among
other possibilities, which part of the sky (bound by right ascension and declination values)
is suitable for estimating the offset values. Simply set the OTF flag to false. Then, set
the OTF flag as true for all readouts that are within the boundaries of the sky region. An
example for doing this is:
# Swath of sky within a certain ra boundary.
# The min and max acceptable ra values are specified by ra_1 and
ra_2
#
ra_1 = 326.36
ra_2 = 326.42
#
ra = frames.getStatus("RaArray")
dec = frames.getStatus("DecArray")
sel = (ra>ra_1)&(ra<ra_2)
ind = sel.where(sel==True)
otf=frames.getStatus("OnTarget")
n = len(otf)
otf = Bool1d(n,False)
otf[ind]=True
frames.setStatus("OnTarget",otf)
# Do photOffsetCorr
#
# IMPORTANT: Reset the OTF flag after the photOffsetCorr
frames.setStatus("OnTarget",Bool1d(n,True))

7.2.2. Module to module drift correction
Figure 3 also shows that the blue focal plane readout, after the offset correction, has a systematically
different signal level in the two modules appearing on the bottom left of the Figure than the remaining
modules. (This is not something we expect you to see for red-detector data, please note.) If we had
used a different offset correction, different pairs of modules may appear errant, but it will always be in
pairs (1&2, 3&4, 5&6, or 7&8: the readout electronics are set up that way). Generally, the pair 1&2 is
always systematically off. Mitigating this systematic difference in the signal level between individual
modules is what we refer to as ‘module#to#module’ drift correction.
Figure 4 shows why drift is an apt description for this correction. In this figure we show the result
from a more quantitative investigation, in which the median (over the pixels) of module 1 has been
subtracted from the median (over all pixels) of module 5 (here the reference module); this difference
is plotted against the readout index (or time) in Figure 4. The deviant signal “spikes” in the data are
due to actual variations in the sky signal (i.e. sources). The apparent “break” in the trend around index
14800 is the difference between scan and cross-scan readouts that have been merged in this figure.
Individual modules are colour-coded as labelled.
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Figure 7.4. The systematic module-to-module drift. The data are here are the median (over all pixels) of
module 1 minus the median (over all pixels) of module 5, as a function of readout index/time. The most
discrepant modules are 1&2 (shown in reddish tints) but all appear to show some drift in the median level
of the frame.

Figure 4 shows that the relative median levels of the modules are: (i) not the same, and (ii) change
systematically as a function of readout (or time). As is the case for the pixel#to#pixel variation, the
MADmap code will also not handle such correlated module#to#module variations.
At present, the recommended mitigation is as follows: (i) select only data with median level between
+/-50 counts, or +/-0.1 volts, depending on the signal units. This will more or less ignore the real
astrophysical variations in the signal. This is a practical, but not necessarily the optimal way to detrend module#to#module variations. (ii) Fit a straight line to the data as a function of the reset index
and then subtract the fit from all pixels of the module.
In HIPE, the task photModuleDriftCorrection applies the steps listed above automatically. It is called,
for example, as follows:
frames = photModuleDriftCorrection(frames)

See the documentation within the photModuleDriftCorrection task for information on optional parameters.
Figure 5 shows an example of linear fits to the module drifts. Some fits were affected by the larger
variations caused by the real sky brightness variation over the scanned region. Even for these, the
resulting discrepancy is small. There is no evidence that a higher order model is needed.
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Figure 7.5. The best-fit linear model to the module-to-module drifts (red line). Only one module example
is shown.

Figure 6 shows a single slice (a single time-point) of a Frames after the best-fit signal drift has been
subtracted from each of the module's pixels.

Figure 7.6. A single slice (time-point) of a Frame (from Figure 3) after the module-to-module correction
as described in the text.

After the module-to-module drift correction, the data should be such that systematic differences in the
median level of the frame are not significant.

7.2.3. Correction for global signal drifts
Since the signal level for individual modules can drift in relation to the reference module, most assuredly we expect the reference module itself to drift as well. The effect of such a drift produces detector readouts that are systematically offset in signal from the beginning to the end of the scan in a
monotonic way. Once again, this is a global correlated trend of the entire array and must therefore be
removed prior to MADmap.
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Figure 7.7. The global median of the signal level as a function of the readout (here showing scan and crossscan data). The question to answer is whether there a real trend downwards in the signal?

Determining whether there is a systematic drift in the signal of the reference module is a difficult
task, as there is no data that is constant to compare to. Figure 7 shows the median signal (of the entire
array) as a function of the readout index (time). Does a trend exists, despite sources coming on and
off the array? In this figure, the larger variations are from actual source/sky signals, which happen to
dominate the readouts for this observation. The trend is more clearly visible in Figure 8 because the
sky/source signal is much weaker compared to the background.
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Figure 7.8. The median value of the entire PACS array as a function of readout index (time). The monotonic
trend seen here is due to the correlated drift in the signal of the entire array. The 1/f noise variations are
much less significant compared to the overall signal drift.

For data that are dominated by the background (as in Figure 8) the trend is relatively easy to model as
source contamination is negligible. However, a more generic approach is needed that is also able to
account for data that are similar to the one shown in Figure 7. To do this, we create 1000 readout-wide
bins and assume that the minimum values in these bins will correspond to the few actual blank-sky/
background measurements. The idea is that over these 1000 readouts, at some point the scan pattern
has observed a source#free part of the sky.
Figure 9 illustrates these minimum values plotted as a function of the readout index where they are
found. The dots in Figure 9 are the actual minimum median values in each of the 1000 readout bins.
The trend is now much easier to model. Figure 9 shows a 2nd order polynomial model to the data.
The best#fit model (polynomial in this case) is then assumed to describe the correlated global drift
and is subtracted from the each readout.
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Figure 7.9. The minimum value of the 1000-readout bin as a function of its corresponding readout index
number (see text for details). The dots show the actual minima of the median. The line is a modelled fit
to the data.

The task photGlobalDriftCorrection applies this technique automatically. In HIPE the calling sequence
is, for example:
frames = photGlobalDriftCorrection(frames)

See the documentation for corrGlobalDriftCorrection for more information about running it.
Tip
To reduce (or prevent) frequent reprocessing of the same steps, it is recommended that
you save your data prior to applying global signal drift corrections. This way, if you wish
to examine the relative merits of various correction options, the processing up to this stage
does not have to be repeated. Saving the Frames as FITS or to pool are both equally good
options, or you can simply copy it into memory (newframe=frame.copy()).

7.2.3.1. Global drift correction models
The global signal mitigation affects the quality of final maps much more significantly than does the
module#to#module signal drift correction. In this section we discuss what options exist for modelling
the global drifts.
Option 1: This is the approach already discussed above. The fit to the baseline is a polynomial. For
most data a 2nd order polynomial provides an accurate fit. For a significant fraction of the data, particularly those with less than few thousand readouts, a linear model has sufficient accuracy. This approach is usable for all data.
Option 2: For data that are similar to the one shown in Figure 8, i.e., the signal is dominated by the
background and not source emission, another option is to simply subtract the median value of the
entire array from each pixel. This approach will fail when the sky emission is significant, even for
a few readouts.
A significant disadvantage for both options is that individual pixels are known to show small variations
in their signal drift that is different from the global signal drift of the array. This leads to noisier maps
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than would be possible if drifts from individual pixels could be modelled. However, the magnitude
of the additional noise component is relatively small. There is, unfortunately, no real cure for this for
option 1. However, in some cases, option 2 can be modified as described below in option 3.
Option 3: Again for background-dominated data, individual pixel time-lines can be fit with a polynomial and subtracted. However, this approach has the disadvantage that for individual pixels the trend
is less obvious and is also affected by the 1/f noise, so the fits may be worse (and also less correct).

7.2.3.2. Which option to use?
For observations that are a few thousand readouts or less in size, we do not recommend any global
signal drift correction. Over such a short time the detectors have not sufficiently drifted to cause a
significant variation and so drifts will not adversely affect the final maps. The user can judge the need
for this correction by examining the median values of the array for their data set. However, having
stated that, we also note that observations taken at the beginning of the PACS observation day (OD)
are much more susceptible to drifting signal than those taken at the end of the OD. (We are working
on providing a task will tell you if this is the case.)
For observations longer than a few thousand readouts, we recommend option 1. The default setting
should apply to most observations. For the best possible results, we recommend interactive optimisation described below. This is also the setting recommended for the default automatic pipeline.
If the observations are dominated by background (not source) emission, options 2 and 3 provide more
accurate rendering of the final maps. However, care must be taken to first establish that the assumption
is valid. Hence, this approach is not recommended for automated processing.

7.3. Optimising MADmap pre-processing
As mentioned earlier, the quality of the final map is strongly dependent on the quality of the preprocessing steps. The default settings now programmed for the various HIPE tasks/modules already introduced produce reasonable maps. However, baseline removal is a tricky art and the user can further
optimise their maps by following the following suggested interactive steps.

7.3.1. Overriding defaults in option 1
Option 1 is implemented as model 1 in photGlobalDriftCorrection task. The bin size over which the
minimum is calculated, and the order of the polynomial, are controlled by the user. Smaller bins more
accurately model the drift provided that source emission does not creep into individual bins. The user
must decide this for themselves by investigating (e.g. playing with) values for both parameters and
examining the final fits.

7.3.2. Segmenting time-streams
For observations longer than ~2 hours, more global inflections become visible in the data. Figure 10
illustrates this behaviour.
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Figure 7.10. Option 1 and a 2nd order fit applied to an 8 hour observation. The best fit is reasonable towards
the end of the observations but fails to match the inflections at the beginning of the observation.

The first part of the observation is not well fit with the 2nd order polynomial model used. In fact,
while not shown, we find no satisfactory fit for the data with any order polynomial. The best solution
in this case came from segmenting the data into 30,000 readout groups. An example of the fit to one
individual group of 30,000 was shown in Figure 9. This approach produces much more sensitive maps
than a forced fit to all data. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the resulting maps with and without segmented fitting. The “structure” visible in the map without segmented fitting disappears when the drift
correction is applied to individual segments. We attribute the difference to inaccuracies in modelling
the signal drift without segmenting. This approach is not recommended for smaller datasets because:
(i) not enough data are available for grouping, and (ii) when the segments become smaller than the
scan length, actual spatial structure will be removed, hence, negating the use of MADmap.
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Figure 7.11. Comparison of final maps from default option 1 setting (top) and segmented option 1 fitting
(bottom). The global signal drifts are much better corrected when large data sets are fit in smaller segments

7.3.2.1. Optimal segmenting
We recommend that the minimum segment should be on the order of a few scan legs to ensure that
spatial structure of the size of the map length are preserved, and enough data are present for proper
binning. In reality, a combination of segment and bin size is best derived empirically be interactively
examining the fits. A way to work out how long a scan leg is in readouts is to take your scan leg length in
arcminutes and the scan speed in arcseconds (i.e. as was programmed in HSPOT when the observation
template was written), and apply the following: (scan leg in arc-minutes * 60.0 / scan_speed in arcseconds per sec ) * 10 Hz.

7.3.3. “long-pass” filtering
Another way to combat the global drifts is to preprocess with a so-called “long-pass” filter. This is
a variation of the high#pass filter except that filter window sizes of 500—3000 readouts are used.
The primary advantage is a more accurate removal of the global signal drift. However, as for the
high-pass filter, the primary disadvantage of this approach is the removal of all spatial structures of
sizes larger than the longpass filter width. The disadvantage is such that for data similar to those of
Figure 7, significant filtering artifacts remain in the final maps. If a long#pass filter is used, then the
photGlobalDriftCorrection task should be omitted from MADmap processing.

7.3.4. Other global drift correctors
The above methods are already available in HIPE. However, it should be noted that users are free to
choose any other established or customised drift correction model that they deem appropriate, provided
it can be programed in HIPE. Examples include: interpolated or tabulated drift correction per readout
based on the minimum median values. In this case, the actual minimum median values (the dots in
Figure 9, for example) are used to create an interpolated lookup table for each readout.

7.4. Running MADmap
After all that pre-processing, you can now create your map with MADmap.
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7.4.1. Preparation
After pre#processing, in theory the only drift left in the signal should be due to the 1/f noise. Figure
12 shows the power spectrum of the data cube (averaged for all pixels) after the drifts have been
accounted for. The a-priori selected noise correlation matrix for PACS is estimated from the Fourier
power spectrum of the noise. The current MADmap implementation requires the following data to
be present in the Frames object: Camera, (RA, Dec) datasets, BAND, onTarget flag. These data are
generated during the Level 0 to Level 1 processing, or in the Level 0 product generation. MADmap
will not work if any of the above dataset or status keywords are missing.
Camera. You should start with ‘Blue’ or ‘Red’. To check, use the following command in HIPE:
print frames.getMeta()["camName"]
{description="Name of the Camera", string="Blue Photometer"}

The (RA, Dec) datasets are the 3#dimensional double precision cubes of Right Ascension and Declination values generated during level 0#1 processing. In HIPE:
print frames[“Ra”].data.class

If an error occurs (provided no typos are present) then the Ra and/or Dec cubes simply has not been
generated.
The BAND status keyword must have one of ‘BS’, ‘BL’, or ‘R’ values. If BAND does not have one
of these values, MADmap will not work.
print frames[“Status”][“BAND”].data[0:10]

OnTarget status keyword. This in a Boolean flag under status and must have the value ‘true’ or ‘1’
for all valid sky pixels for MADmap to work. E.g.:
print frames[“Status”][“OnTarget”].data[0:10]

The data are now ready for MADmap.

Figure 7.12. The power spectrum of the full data stream after the drift removals (averaged for all pixels).
Some structure is expected due to the astrophysical sources and from the unremoved glitches (not the final
figure, just a placeholder until I get the real one).
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7.4.2. makeTodArray
This task builds time-ordered data (TOD) stream for input into MADmap (basically it is just a reorganisation of the signal dataset of your Frames), and it creates meta header information for the output
skymap. Input data is assumed to be calibrated and flat-fielded, i.e. it is assumed you have run the
pipeline on the data, as specified in this chapter. The task also takes the "to's" and "from's" header
information from the InvNtt calibration file, which is in our calibration tree. Finally, the task assumes
that the BAND and OnTarget flags have been set in the Status, which will be the case if you have
run the pipeline.
Terminology: "to's" and "from's" are terminology from MADmap (the details of which are not explained here, see the reference at the beginning of this chapter), and they are the starting and ending
index identifiers in the TOD. "InvNtt" stands for the inverse time-time noise covariance matrix (it is
written as N_tt*^-1). It is part of the maximum likelihood solution.

7.4.2.1. Usage
# Creates a PacsTodProduct
todProd = makeTodArray(frames=frames, scale=<a Double>, crota2=<a Double>,
optimizedOrientation=<Boolean>, minRotation=<a Double>,
chunkScanLegs=<Boolean>, calTree)

With parameters:
• frames (class Frames) — Data frames with units of Jy/pixel (which will be the case if you have
pipelined the data as explained in this chapter). Required inputs are: (1) RA,Dec datasets associated
with the Frames including the effects of distortion; this would have been done by the pipeline task
PhotAssignRaDec, (2) Mask which identifies bad data (in fact, a combination of all the masks that
are in the Frames), (3) BAND Status information (BS,BL,R), AOT (observing) mode (scan/chopped
raster). If you pipelined your data then these will all be in the Frames and there is nothing more
for you to do
• scale — Default = 1.0. Multiplication pixel scale factor for the output sky pixels compared to
the nominal PACS pixel sizes (3.2" for the blue/green and 6.4" for the red). For scale = 1.0, the
skymap has square pixels equal to nominal PACS detector size; for scale = 0.5, the sizes are 1.6"
for the blue and 3.2" for the red
• crota2 — Default = 0.0 degree. CROTA2 of output skymap (position angle; see below)
• optimizeOrientation — Default = false. If true, the projection will automatically rotate the
map to optimise its orientations with respect to the array, and if false the rotation angle is 0 (north
is up and east is to the left)
• minRotation minRotation — Default = 15.0 degrees. Minimum angle for auto rotation if
optimizeOrientation=true
• chunkScanLegs — Default = true, on-target flags are used to chunk scan legs, i.e. to ensure that
off-target data are not used
• calTree — Default = none, PACS calibration tree
• todProd — Output product, containing the TOD file name, the final output map's WCS, the socalled to and from indices for each good data segment and the correspondence between TOD indices
and sky map pixels (i.e. so it is know what time-ordered indices came from which part of the sky)
The intermediate output TOD file is saved in a directory specified by the property var.hcss.workdir.
As you do not need to interact personally with this file, it is not expected you will change this property
from the default (the file is removed after MADmap has been run and you exit HIPE), but if you wish
to do so you can edit the Properties of HIPE yourself (via the HIPE menu).
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The body of the TOD file is a byte stream binary data file consisting of header information and TOD
data (see the MADmap references at the top of this chapter).
The output TOD product includes the astrometry of output map using the WCS, in particular meta
data keywords such as:
CRVAL1 RA Reference position of skymap
CRVAL2 Dec Reference position of skymap
RADESYS ICRS EQUINOX 2000.
CTYPE1 RA---TAN
CTYPE2 DEC--TAN
CRPIX1 Pixel x value corresponding to CRVAL1
CRPIX2 Pixel y value corresponding to CRVAL2
CDELT1 pixel scale of sky map (=input as default, user parameter)
CDELT2 pixel scale of sky map (=input as default, user parameter)
CROTA2 PA of image N-axis (=0 as default, user parameter)

7.4.2.2. Functionality
This is what happens as the task runs (i.e. this is what the task does, not what you do):
1. Build a TOD binary data file with format given above.
2. Define the astrometry of output map and save this as the keywords give above. Default CROTA2=0.0, but if optimizedOrientation=True, then call Maptools to compute the optimal rotation
(i.e. for elongated maps). If rotation less than minRotation, then leave map un-rotated with
crota2=0.
3. Badpixels — Dead/bad detector pixels are not included the detector in TOD calculations; they will
not have good InvNtt data and hence are discarded for MADmap.
4. Skypix indices — Compute the skypix indices from the projection of each input pixel onto the
output sky grid. The skypix indices are increasing integers representing the location in the sky map
of good data. The skypixel indices of the output map must have some data with non-zero weights,
must be continuous, must start with 0, and must be sorted with 0 first and the largest index last.
5. Glitches — Set weights to a BADwtval (bad weight value) for bad data as indicated in the masks
(BADPIXEL, SATURATION, GLITCH, UNCLEANCHOP) of the Frames. For the BLINDPIXELs the default BADwtval is 0.0, but one may need to use a small non-zero value (e.g., 0.001) in
practise (to avoid MADmap precondition that requires non-zero weights and data for each observed
skypixel). Good data should have weights set to 1.0 for initial versions with nnOBS=1.
6. Chunk per scan leg — Use the OnTarget status flag to define the boundaries for data chunking
per scan leg (i.e. separate data that is on- and off-source). The start and end boundaries of the
TOD indices of each data chunk per detector pixel are needed for the InvNtt headers (the "tos"
and "froms"). TOD rules: (1) Chunk for large gaps (>maxGap) defined by OnTarget (it is assumed
that the telescope turn-around time will be larger than maxGap, but this is not a requirement). (2)
for small gaps (<=maxGap) defined by OnTarget, use the data values for the TOD, but set the
TOD weights=BADwtval (i.e. these data are effectively not used for the map, but are needed for a
continuous noise estimate for MADmap). This condition is not expected for properly handled data
products upstream, but could exists if there are issues with the pointing products. ??? (3) Include
an option to turn-off chunking by scan leg.
7. Chunk as function of time per detector pixel, based on the mask information — Check the TOD
stream per detector pixel. For "gaps" of bad data in samples larger than maxGap, then chunk the
data. Ignore data streams that have a number of samples less than minGOOD, i.e., each TOD chuck
should be larger or equal to minGOOD samples. For gaps smaller or equal to maxGap, linearly
interpolate the TOD values across the gap and set TOD weights=BADwtval (i.e. these data are
not used for the map, but are needed for a continuous noise estimate for MADmap). TOD rules
(in this order):
a. throw out initial and end samples that are bad.
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b. fill in the small bad GAPS (<=maxGap), weights=BADwtval
c. chuck for large bad GAPS (>maxGap)
d. throw out small chucks (<minGOOD)
The initial default maxGap value is 5 and minGOOD=correlation length of the InvNtt calibration data.
The locations defining the boundaries of the good chunks are stored on a per detector pixel basis (the
"tos" and "froms"). Note that (6) and (7) have a similar logic [(6) is based on OnTarget and (7) is
based on the mask information]. In both cases, chuck for gaps>maxGap. For gaps<=maxGap, linearly
interpolate data values across the gaps for (7) [i.e. glitches], but use the data values for (6) [i.e. nothing
is wrong with the data values].

7.4.3. runMadMap
This is a wrapper script that runs the MADmap module (a java code). Input TOD data is assumed to
be calibrated and flat-fielded and input InvNtt is from calibration tree.

7.4.3.1. Usage
# Creates a SimpleImage
map = runMadMap(todproduct=tod, calTree=calTree, maxerror=<a Double>,
maxiterations=<an Integer>, runNaiveMapper=<Boolean>, useAvgInvntt=<Boolean>)

• tod — (class PacsTodProduct) the result of makeTodArray, MANDATORY
• calTree — Pacs calibration tree. For your information: the particular calibration file used has
the InvNtt information stored as an array of size max(n_correlation+1) x n_all_detectors. Each row
represents the InvNtt information for each detector pixel. MANDATORY.
• maxerror — Default = 1e-5, maximum relative error allowed in PCG routine (the conjugate
gradient routine, which is part of MADmap)
• maxiterations — Default = 200, maximum number of iterations in PCG routine
• runNaiveMapper — Default = false, run MadMapper; when true, run NaiveMapper (i.e. something that is similar to what you would get with the pipeline task photProject, but less accurate.
• useAvgInvntt — Default = false, use InvNtt data for each pixel; when true, use InvNtt data
averaged for all pixels in a detector
Two calls are needed if you want to produce both the MadMap and the NaiveMap simple image
products (runNaiveMapper=true yields Naivemap product and runNaivMapper=false yields MadMap
product). The NaiveMap image will be similar, but less accurate, than what is produced by the pipeline
task photProject. The output from a single run on runMadMap is:
• map — Output product consisting of following:
1. image — Sky map image (either a Naive map or MADmap) with WCS information
2. coverage — Coverage map corresponding to sky map, with WCS (units are seconds, values are
exposure time)
3. error — Uncertainty image associated with the map, with WCS
The error map is currently only made properly for NaiveMapper, although note also that error maps
do not reflect all the uncertainties in the data: this is an issue we are still working on. As this task runs
there is an intermediate output TOD file created, this is saved in a directory specified by the property
var.hcss.workdir (as mentioned before, there is not need for the user to interact with this file, it is
removed after MADmap finishes and at the exit of HIPE, but if you wish to have it saved somewhere
else, you will need to change properties via the HIPE preferences panel).
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7.4.3.2. Functionality
1. Build InvNtt from input calibration tree.
Format of InvNtt chunk:
Header-LONG:
min_sample starting sample index
max_sample last sample index
n_correlation correlation width of matrix
Data-DOUBLE:
invntt(n_correlation+1)

The min/max samples are the "tos" and "froms" calculated from a method within makeTodArray.
The sample indices need to be consistent between the TOD chunked files and the InvNtt file.
2. Run MADmap module.
3. If runNaiveMapper = true run NaiveMapper module.
4. Put astrometric header information into output products.

7.5. Open issues and known limitations
The following items are known limitations of MADmap processing:

7.5.1. Point source artifact
Figure 13 shows an example of what is typically referred to as the “point source artifact.” The artifact
appears around bright point sources only and manifests itself as dark bands in the scan and cross-scan
directions. The origin of the artifact is not well understood except as possibly due to misalignment of
the PSF with respect to the final projected sky grid. This misalignment results in incorrectly assigning
the peak and the wings of the PSF to the same sky pixel, resulting in a large deviation in the sky signal.
When MADmap attempts to solve for the maximum likelihood solution to such a distribution of the
signal values, it fails to achieve the optimal solution at the PSF +/- the correlation length.

Figure 7.13. An example of the point source artifact around a very bright source. The MADmap reduction
creates regions of negative (dark) stripes in the scan and cross-scan direction centred on the point source.
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7.5.2. Computing requirements
As a general rule of thumb, MADmap requires a computer of M * 1GB * Duration of observation in
hours. M is dependent upon many factors, including the preprocessing and deglitching steps and the
output pixel size of the final maps. For nominal pixel scales (3.2”/pix and 6.4”/pix in the blue and
red channel, respectively), the value of M is typically 8 for the blue channel, and significantly less
for the red channel.

7.6. Troubleshooting
The accuracy of this map compared to high-pass filtered maps is discussed in a companion report
RD2. In summary, MADmap-produced maps have absolute flux levels consistent with those produced
with photProject.

7.6.1. Glitches in the readout electronics
If a cosmic ray (or a charged particle) impacts the readout electronics, the result may be a significant
change in the drift correction for the array (or the module) as a whole (the detector response is affected
not just at the time of the strike, but for a time thereafter also). Figure 14 illustrates this.

Figure 7.14. The minimum median (see Figure 9) plotted versus readout index. There appears to be a
change in the magnitude of the drift, likely caused by a cosmic ray or charged particle impact on the
readout electronics. You can see this by the break in the lines that fit the data: the scan direction data are
described by a green and pale brown line ("scanA fit" and "scanB fit"), which do not have the same slope;
and similarly for the cross-scan reddish and purple lines ("XscanA fit and "XscanB fit").

Figure 15 shows the smoking gun that indicates a glitch caused the global drift to change.

Figure 7.15. An expanded region of time-ordered data, near where the drift shows an abrupt change in
magnitude in Figure 14. There is a clear break in the signal near readout value 9900
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The only possible remedy is to segment the data before and after the glitch even and fit the global drift
separately. Segmenting of the data was explained in Sec. 7.3.2.

7.6.2. Improper module-to-module drift correction
If the inter-module drift is not corrected, the results will look similar to what is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 7.16. The final mosaic with a clearly visible "checkered" noise pattern super imposed on the sky.
This artifact is due to improper correction for the module-to-module drift
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